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Preface

Like its very successful predecessors, EASSS’09 aims to offer a valuable forum
for knowledge exchange between various research groups in the Agent and
Multiagent research area, for the benefit of students and researchers at both
beginner and advanced level. The success of this summer school is essential
not only for the mutual benefit of research groups, but also in forming future
generations of researchers to maintain the excellence of agents’ research and
development in Europe. The EASSS series attracts on average 100 students each
year. The school provides a wide range of state-of-the-art courses given by the
most prominent researchers in the area. A typical course has 4 hours in total and
they are broad enough to provide a general introduction to the chosen topic,
whilst also covering the most important contributions in depth.
The 2009 edition was held in Turin, Italy, and encompassed 14 courses selected by the Advisory Board. Three additional courses were sponsored by
COST AT Project. On the whole, 30 highly qualified lecturers and about 90 students were involved.
We would like to thank all the students and the lecturers for their participation, the sponsors, the head of the Educatorio della Provvidenza, and all the
persons who helped the organization of this event.
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Introduction to Multi-Agent Systems
Andrea Omicini
University of Bologna

Abstract. This course will provide an introduction to the field of agents
and multi-agent systems, spanning both the micro and macro level, including: basic concepts; agent architecture; interaction and multi- agent
systems; applications; and future challenges.
An electronic version of the handouts will be available on the school
web site http://agents009.di.unito.it/EASSS.html
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Designing and Programming Agents’ Environments
in Multi-agent Systems
Alessandro Ricci1 and Michele Piunti2
1

University of Bologna-Cesena
2 ISTC-CNR

Abstract. The notion of environment is a main concept in the characterization of the agent abstraction and multi-agent systems (MAS), being
what makes it possible to define aspects concerning agent perception, actions and therefore interactions. This is true both considering MAS situated in physical environments, and for MAS situated in virtual (software)
environment. Actually, such a notion can play a key role also in the design and development of Multi-Agent Systems, as a first class abstraction
where MAS developers can encapsulate critical functionalities for the system to be built, such as agent organisation and coordination. In this perspective, the availability of proper models, architectures and technologies for developing and executing environments, integrated with those
adopted for agents, becomes a relevant issue in the context of MAS design and development. The tutorial will provide, first, a general overview
of this topic, with a brief survey of the main approaches in the state of the
art; then it will focus on the role of environment in programming multiagent systems, by considering concrete programming models and technologies and simple examples in practice. For this part, CArtAgO will be
used as reference model and technology to design and program computational environments, and Jason agent programming language to program
agents working together inside the computational environments. Finally,
some research directions and open issues will be presented.
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OUTLINE
EASSS 2009 LECTURE

•

PART ONE / Background

DESIGNING AND PROGRAMMING
AGENTS ENVIRONMENT
IN MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

•

PART TWO / Environment as First-Class Abstraction

-

•
•

AOSE and MAS engineering perspective

PART THREE / Environment Programming

Alessandro Ricci, Michele Piunti

the “classic” concept of environment in MAS

MAS programming perspective

PART FOUR / Wrap-up and Research Directions

aliCE group at DEIS, Università di Bologna, Cesena
a.ricci@unibo.it, michele.piunti@unibo.it
EASSS 2009
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THE NOTION OF ENVIRONMENT
EASSS 2009 LECTURE:

DESIGNING AND PROGRAMMING
AGENTS ENVIRONMENT IN MAS

•

The notion of environment is intrinsically related to the
notion of agent and multi-agent system

-

“An agent is a computer system that is situated in some
environment and that is capable of autonomous action in
this environment in order to meet its design
objective” [Wooldridge & Jennings, 1995]

-

“An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its
environment through sensors and acting upon the
environment through effectors." [Russell & Norvig, 1995]

PART ONE
THE CONCEPT OF ENVIRONMENT
IN MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

•

- BACKGROUND -

Including both physical and software (“computational”,
”virtual”) environments

EASSS 2009
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SINGLE-AGENT PERSPECTIVE

MULTI-AGENT PERSPECTIVE

sensors

db

ack

pts
rce
pe

fee
ENVIRONMENT

PERCEPTION

DECISION
acti

o

ons

od

nt
ctio

ACTION

a

effectors / actuators

[Wooldridge, 2002]

•

Perception

-

process inside agent inside of attaining awareness or understanding sensory
information, creating percepts

•

•

•

perceived form of external stimuli or their absence

Actions

-

the means to affect (change or inspect) the environment
EASSS 2009
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[Jennings, 2001]

In evidence

-

spheres of visibility and influence
overlapping => interaction

EASSS 2009
5
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ABSTRACT “ENVIRONMENT
PROGRAM”

A BASIC CLASSIFICATION

•
•
•
[Russell and Norvig,1993]

EASSS 2009

•

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

Accessible versus inaccessible

-

indicates whether the agents have access to the
complete state of the environment or not

Deterministic versus nondeterministic

-

indicates whether a state change of the environment is
uniquely determined by its current state and the actions
selected by the agents or not

Static versus dynamic

-

indicates whether the environment can change while an
agent deliberates or not

Discrete versus continuous

-

indicates whether the number of percepts and actions
are limited or not

EASSS 2009
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FURTHER CLASSIFICATION

COMMUNICATIVE & SITUATED MAS

[Ferber, 1999]

•

Centralized vs. distributed

-

•

all agents have access to the same structure

•

distributed environment: as a set of places assembled
in a network

•
•
•

•

•

centralized environment: a single monolithic system

the state of a place depends on the surrounding places

•

the perception of agents is related to one or multiple places

Purely communicative MAS

-

agents can only communicate by message transfer

Purely situated MAS

-

agents can only act in the environment

Combination of communicating and situated MAS

support for agent mobility, moving from place to place

Generalized vs specialized

-

a generalized model is independent of the kind of actions
that can be performed by agents

-

a specialized model is characterized by a well-defined
set of actions

EASSS 2009
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AN ABSTRACT FORMAL MODEL

ENVIRONMENT DEFINITION

[Wooldridge, 2002]

EASSS 2009
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STATE TRASFORMER FUNCTION

EASSS 2009

AGENT AND SYSTEM DEFINITION
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ACTION AND PERCEPTION IN
AGENT ABSTRACT ARCHITECTURE

REMARKS

AGENT
see

action

next

state

ENVIRONMENT

EASSS 2009

•
•
•

Perception function see

-

•

representing the ability to obtain
information from its environment

Action-selection function action

-

mapping from internal states to
actions



Update state next function

-

An action is defined as a transition of state

-

as an operator whose execution produces a new state
from an observational point of view, the result of the behavior
of an agent -its action- is directly modelled by modifying the
environmental state variables

the approach is effective in classical AI, where only one
agent is acting, but weak for MAS

-

mapping an internal state and a
percept to an internal state

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

were several agents are acting concurrently on a shared
environment

EASSS 2009
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ENVIRONMENT & REACTIVE
AGENTS

RICHER MODELS

•
•

Influence & reactions [Ferber and Müller, 1996]

-

•

-

•

distinguishing between influences and reactions to influences

•

influences come from inside the agents and are attempts to modify the
course of events in the world

“Reactive” agents

-

no symbolic representations, no reasoning or symbolic
manipulations in decision-making

Strongly-based on the notion of environment

-

“reactive” ~ “situated”

•

reactive agents are typically situated in some environment
rather being disembodied

reactions, which result in state changes, are produced by the environment
by combining influences of all agents, given the local state of the
environment and the laws of the world

-

clear distinction between the products of the agents’ behavior and
the reaction of the environment

agent “intelligent” behaviour is seen as innately linked to
the environment agents occupy

-

the behaviour is a product of the interaction the agents
maintain with their environment

•

handling simultaneous activity in the MAS

EASSS 2009
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ENVIRONMENT & INTELLIGENT
AGENTS

•

TASK ENVIRONMENT
[Wooldridge, 2002] [Russell and Norvig, 1995]

Intelligent agents [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995]

-

reactivity

•

-

intelligent agents are able to perceive the environment and respond in a
timely fashion to changes that occur in its order to satisfy their design
objectives

pro-activeness

•

intelligent agents are able to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the
initiative in order to satisfy their design objectives

•

goals are defined as state of affairs of the environment to bring about

social ability

•

intelligent agents are capable of interacting with other agents in order to
satisfy their design objectives

•

role of mediated interaction

EASSS 2009
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ACHIEVEMENT TASKS IN THE
ENVIRONMENT

•

MAINTENANCE TASKS IN THE
ENVIRONMENT

Achievement tasks

-

•

“achieve state of affairs X”

•

specified in terms of a number of goal states, which typically
correspond to some environment state

•

the agent goal is to bring about one of these goal states

EASSS 2009

Maintenance tasks

-

“maintain a state of affairs Y”

•

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

specified in terms of environment states that the agent must avoid

EASSS 2009
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GAME VIEW

•

Achievement tasks “as the agent playing a game against the
environment"

-

•

REMARKS

•

environment and agents begin in some state
the agent takes a turn by executing an action
the env. responds with some state, and so on

-

the “task environment” is a search space of choiches and
outcomes (i.e., computer playing chess)

-

problem solving is an activity that take place wholly within an
agent mind (problem solver)

the agent wins if it can force the env. into one of the goal state

•

Maintenance tasks as games in which the agents win if it
manages to avoid all the states in the failure set

-

Traditional AI perspective: Environment is reduced to a
discrete space to explore in problem solving

-

environment as the opponent trying to force the agent into failure
set

EASSS 2009

But the world involves complex interactions, between
heterogenous entities

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

actions may have uncertain outcomes, uncertain knowledge

EASSS 2009
23
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ACTIONS AND PERCEPTIONS
IN BDI AGENTS

BOUNDED RATIONALITY

•

•

Real, complex environments makes the assumption of
agents unbounded rationality implausible

-

Bounded Rationality vs. Rational Choice in economics: agents
can plausibly exploit a subset of their resources to solve in a
timely fashion a given problem [Simon, 1947]

-

Frame Problem [McCarthy & Hayes, 1969]: need to explicitly
specify which conditions are not affected by any given action

-

Representational Content in Machines [Bickhard, 1993]: how
translate raw percepts to formal, computable symbols

EASSS 2009

agent programs specified in terms of mental attitudes
(beliefs, desires, intentions)
based on practical reasoning

•

computaional resources needed to explore the search space
are finite

-

BDI agent model/architecture

-

deliberation

•

-

•

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

deciding what states of affairs to achieve / maintain

means-ends reasoning
how to achieve / maintain the states of affairs

Action and perception stage as part of the execution
cycle (or control loop)

EASSS 2009
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AGENT EXECUTION CYCLE
PSEUDO-CODE

EASSS 2009

EXECUTION CYCLE IN A CONCRETE
ARCHITECTURE: JASON CASE

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS
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ENVIRONMENT API IN AOP
(GENERAL PERSPECTIVE)

ENVIRONMENT IN AGENT-ORIENTED
PROGRAMMING

•

-

MAS ENVIRONMENT

actions

agents & MAS as a paradigm for programming

•

SIMULATED
WORLD

strongly related to Agent-Oriented Software Engineering

Agent-0, Placa, April, Concurrent Metatem, ConGolog / IndiGolog, AgentSpeak,
AgentSpeak(L) / Jason, 3APL, IMPACT, Claim/Sympa, 2APL, GOAL, Dribble, etc..

INTERFACE

• Jack, JADE, JADEX, AgentFactory, Bhrams, JIAC, etc
Environment support

-

•

EXTERNAL
WORLD

OR

most of the focus is on agent architecture & agent communication

percepts

in some cases: basic environment API

EASSS 2009

(PHYSICAL OR
COMPUTATIONAL)

(PHYSICAL OR
COMPUTATIONAL)

typically minimal

•

REAL WORLD
mimicking

OR

many languages / platforms, many different perspectives

•

•

MAS

Agent-Oriented Programming perspective

AGENTS

WRAPPER TO
EXISTING
TECHNOLOGY

Example:
JAVA
PLATFORM

for “customising” the MAS with a specific kind of environment
Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

EASSS 2009
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AN EXAMPLE IN JASON: ENV. SIDE

ENVIRONMENT API IN JASON

•

Jason [Bordini, Hübner, Woodridge - 2007]

-

public class MarsEnv extends Environment {
private MarsModel model;
private MarsView view;

Java-based open-source interpreter of an extended version of
AgentSpeak(L) for programming MAS

•

-

BDI architecture

User
Environment

Environment

Agent
Architecture

getPercepts

+getPercepts(String agName): List<Literal>
+executeAction(String agName, Structure action): boolean
+addPercept(String agName, Literal p)
+removePercept(String agName, Literal p)
...

executeAction

EASSS 2009

Literal pos1 = Literal.parseLiteral
("pos(r1," + r1Loc.x + "," + r1Loc.y + ")");
Literal pos2 = Literal.parseLiteral
("pos(r2," + r2Loc.x + "," + r2Loc.y + ")");
addPercept(pos1);
addPercept(pos2);
if (model.hasGarbage(r1Loc)) {
addPercept(Literal.parseLiteral("garbage(r1)"));
}
if (model.hasGarbage(r2Loc)) {
addPercept(Literal.parseLiteral("garbage(r2)"));
}
}
class MarsModel extends GridWorldModel { ... }

updatePercepts();
return true;
}
...

UserEnvironment
+init(String[] args)
+executeAction(String agName, Structure action): boolean

clearPercepts();
Location r1Loc = model.getAgPos(0);
Location r2Loc = model.getAgPos(1);

public boolean executeAction(String ag, Structure action) {
String func = action.getFunctor();
if (func.equals("next")) {
model.nextSlot();
} else if (func.equals("move_towards")) {
int x = (int)((NumberTerm)action.getTerm(0)).solve();
int y = (int)((NumberTerm)action.getTerm(1)).solve();
model.moveTowards(x,y);
} else if (func.equals("pick")) {
model.pickGarb();
} else if (func.equals("drop")) {
model.dropGarb();
} else if (func.equals("burn")) {
model.burnGarb();
} else {
return false;
}

basic environment API to define customised environments

-globalPercepts: List<Literal>
-agPercepts: Map<String,List<Literal>>
+init(String[] args)
+stop()

/* creates the agents perception
* based on the MarsModel */
void updatePercepts() {

public void init(String[] args) {
model = new MarsModel();
view = new MarsView(model);
model.setView(view);
updatePercepts();
}

fully customisable agent architecture

•

...

change
percepts

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

class MarsView extends GridWorldView { ... }
}

EASSS 2009
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AN EXAMPLE IN JASON: AGENT SIDE

OTHER EXAMPLES: 2APL

// mars robot 1
...
/* Initial beliefs */
at(P) :- pos(P,X,Y) & pos(r1,X,Y).
/* Initial goal */

+!take(S,L) : true
<- !ensure_pick(S);
!at(L);
drop(S).

•

+!ensure_pick(S) : garbage(r1)
<- pick(garb);
!ensure_pick(S).
+!ensure_pick(_).

!check(slots).
/* Plans */
+!check(slots) : not garbage(r1)
<- next(slot);
!!check(slots).
+!check(slots).

2APL [Dastani, Bobo, Meyer - 2007]

-

+!at(L) : at(L).
+!at(L) <- ?pos(L,X,Y);
move_towards(X,Y);
!at(L).

-

+garbage(r1) : not .desire(carry_to(r2))
<- !carry_to(r2).
+!carry_to(R)
<- // remember where to go back
?pos(r1,X,Y);
-+pos(last,X,Y);

•

•

// goes back and continue to check
!at(last);
!!check(slots).
...

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

programmed in Java

Last version includes a first support for customisable
environments in Java

•

// carry garbage to r2
!take(garb,R);

EASSS 2009

BDI-based agent-oriented programming language
integrating declarative programming constructs (beliefs,
goals) and imperative style programming constructs
(events, plans)

extending the “Environment” class implementing actions as
methods

Example

-

blockworld with agents looking for bombs

EASSS 2009
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AN EXAMPLE IN 2APL: ENV. SIDE

AN EXAMPLE IN 2APL: AGENT SIDE
BeliefUpdates:
{ bomb(X,Y) }
{ true }
{ carry( bomb ) }
carry( bomb ) }
{ not carry( bomb ) }

package blockworld;
public class Env extends apapl.Environment {

...
RemoveBomb(X,Y) { not bomb(X,Y) }
AddBomb(X,Y)
{ bomb(X,Y) }
Drop( )
{ not
PickUp( )

Beliefs:
start(0,1).
bomb(3,3).
clean( blockWorld ) :not bomb(X,Y) , not carry(bomb).

public void enter(String agent, Term x, Term y, Term c){...}
public Term sensePosition(String agent){...}

Plans:
B(start(X,Y)) ;
@blockworld( enter( X, Y, blue ), L )

public Term pickup(String agent){...}
public void north(String agent){...}

Goals:
clean( blockWorld )

...
PG-rules:
clean( blockWorld ) <- bomb( X, Y ) |
{
goto( X, Y );
@blockworld( pickup( ), L1 );
PickUp( );
RemoveBomb( X, Y );
goto( 0, 0 );
@blockworld( drop( ), L2 );
Drop( )
}
...

}

EASSS 2009
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{ carry( bomb ) }

PC-rules:
goto( X, Y ) <- true |
{
@blockworld( sensePosition(), POS );
B(POS = [A,B]);
if B(A > X) then
{ @blockworld( west(), L );
goto( X, Y )
}
else if B(A < X) then
{ @blockworld( east(), L );
goto( X, Y )
}
else if B(B > Y) then
{ @blockworld( north(), L );
goto( X, Y )
}
else if B(B < Y) then
{ @blockworld( south(), L );
goto( X, Y )
}
}
...

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS
36
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AN EXAMPLE IN JADEX

OTHER EXAMPLES: JADEX

•

Jadex

-

BDI platform for implementing intelligent agent systems

•

based on XML and Java as underlying technologies
public interface IEnvironment {

/* Get the current agents’ vision. */

public Vision getVision(Cleaner cleaner);

/* Try to pick up some piece of waste. */

public boolean pickUpWaste(Waste waste);

/* Drop a piece of waste. */

public boolean dropWasteInWastebin(Waste waste, Wastebin

three basic ways to deal with the environment and
environment interaction (version 0.96)

•
•

•

[Pokahr, Braubach, Lamersdorf - 2005]

single-object
environment as an agent

Example

-

#case 1
Environment is a simple Java
Object shared by agents in
form of belief implementing a
list of actions who agents can
perform

#case 2
Environment is an
Agent residing in
the application

CleanerWorld Application, Jadex v. 0.96

EASSS 2009
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JADEX AGENTS AND
EXTERNAL PROCESSES

ENVIRONMENT API: REMARKS

[From user guide, Jadex v. 0.96]

•

Jadex Agents Managing external components

-

need to face low level Java mechanisms
i.e., within agent’s plans:

public void body() {
...
JButton button = new JButton("Click Me");
button.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
IBeliefbase bb = getExternalAccess().getBeliefbase();
bb.getBelief("button_pressed").setFact(new Boolean(true));
}
});
...
Notice: the belief update is
}

executed on the AWT thread (not
on the plan thread!)
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ENVIRONMENT API: REMARKS

•

ENVIRONMENT API: REMARKS

•

In most cases: no direct support

-

indirectly support by lower-level implementing technology

•

In most cases: no direct support

-

indirectly support by lower-level implementing technology

•

e.g. Java

•

e.g. Java

In some cases: first environment API

-

useful to create simulated environment or to interface
with external resources
simple model: a single / centralised object

•

defining agent (external) actions

•

EASSS 2009
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typically a static list of actions, shared by all the agents

generator of percepts
establishing which percepts for which agents
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WRAP-UP
EASSS 2009 LECTURE:

•

Classic view about the environment in MAS

-

something outside agents and the MAS

•

-

PART TWO

outside MAS design and development

the context where agents’ activities take place

•

•

DESIGNING AND PROGRAMMING
AGENTS ENVIRONMENT IN MAS

ENVIRONMENT AS FIRST-CLASS
ABSTRACTION

the context upon which agent goals are defined

single agent-perspective as the main perspective

Mostly inherited from (D)AI

EASSS 2009
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AGENT MIDDLEWARE AS
ENVIRONMENT

CHANGING THE PERSPECTIVE

•

From the (D)AI-oriented perspective...

-

environment as a part outside the MAS

•

•

-

communication infrastructures

•

resources, services, infrastructure,...

e.g. FIPA agent platform reference model

-

-

Environment as locus to encapsulate a variety of
responsibilities in MAS

-

Framing the run-time environment/infrastructure running
the MAS as environment

-

all non-agent elements of the MAS are typically considered to
be part of the MAS environment

•

•

•

out of MAS design and development

...to AOSE and MAS programming perspective

•

e.g. JADE platform

-

communication, coordination, organisation
specific examples

•
•
•
EASSS 2009

providing services to exchange messages, to locate agents, etc.

agent middlewares
implementing the FIPA platform model
platform composed by a set of containers

basic agent middlewares
coordination infrastructures
e-Institutions
Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS
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COORDINATION INFRASTRUCTURES

•

Providing functionalities for MAS coordination

-

•

mechanisms to enable agent interaction

•

including agent indirect communication

mechanisms to manage the interaction (~coordination)

•

•

STIGMERGIC COORDINATION

-

shaping the interaction space to achieve some global
coordinated behaviour

•

Specific examples

-

stigmergic coordination

•

abstract notion of mark as information signs

Environment is the coordination medium
maintaining processes independent from agents’
activities

-

computational fields, digital pheromone infrastructure

tag-based interactions

providing actions to create and perceive marks
embedding processes manipulating mark

•

space-based coordination

EASSS 2009

Agents coordinate their behaviour through the
manipulation of marks in the environment in a
similar way as social ants coordinate
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STIGMERGIC APPROACHES:
DIGITAL PHEROMONES

•

STIGMERGIC APPROACHES:
TOTA

•

Digital pheromones [Parunak, Brueckner, Sauter - 2005]

-

distributed environment implementing dynamic structure aggregating,
diffusing, evaporating pheromones (which are software objects)

-

software agents can use pheromones to dynamically form paths to
locations of interest

TOTA (Tuple-On-The-Air) [Mamei, Zambonelli - 2005]

-

tuple-based middleware for implementing different kind of
stigmergic-based coordination activities

-

distributed environment composed by a network of nodes managing
the insertion, retrieval and diffusion/evaporation/propagation

•

tuple contains rules “programming” their propagation/evaporation/etc.

(from [Parunak, Brueckner, Sauter - 2005])
EASSS 2009
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FIELD-BASED ENVIRONMENTS

•

TAG-BASED INTERACTIONS

Computational fields [Mamei, Zambonelli - 2006]

-

agents move and coordinate their behaviour by following abstract force
fields spread in the environment (by agents or the environment itself)

-

environment dynamics and agents movements induce changes in the
fields, realizing the feedback cycle

-

implemented upon TOTA middleware

•

Environment supporting tag interactions to enable forms of
observation-based coordination in software MAS [Platon, Sabouret,
Honiden - 2006]

-

interactions based on a (soft) body instead of speech acts, where
agents can attach a set of tags that can be observed by other agents

-

opportunistic tag interactions occur when one agent receives
information about others without requesting it

(Figure from [Platon, Sabouret, Honiden - 2006])

(ﬁgure from [Mamei, Zambonelli, Leonardi - 2004])
EASSS 2009
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PROGRAMMABLE SPACES

SPACE-BASED COORDINATION

•

Coordination media are tuple spaces where agent associatively
retrieve, read and insert tuples [Gelernter, 1985]

-

•

-

Linda coordination language

•

Coordination models allowing to shape the interaction space by
means of rules programming the coordination medium behaviour

coordination primitives providing basic synch. behaviour: in, out, rd

an example: Tuple Centres and ReSpecT language [Omicini, Denti - 2001]

•

programmable tuple spaces

-

out(sum_task(3,2))

by means of reactions (specified in ReSpecT) encapsulating the coordination
laws (functionalities) to be enforced by the tuple centre

out(sum_task(3,1))

out(taskA_res(5))
sum_task(1,5)

sum_task(3,2)

taskA_res(5)

rd(sum_result(X,Y,Z))

in(taskC_todo(X,Y))

sum_result(1,5,6)

out(taskB_res(3))
taskB_res(3)
reaction(out(taskA_res(R),(
in_r(taskB_res(R1))
out_r(taskC_todo(R,R1)) )).

in(sum_result(1,5,X))
out(sum_result(1,5,6))

reaction(out(taskB_res(R),(
in_r(taskA_res(R1))
out_r(taskC_todo(R,R1)) )).

•

Many extensions, several oriented to MAS and mobile agents

-

•

e.g. TuCSoN [Omicini, Zambonelli - 1999], LIME [Murphy, Picco, Roman - 2001]
EASSS 2009

adopted in TuCSoN’s infrastructure
in TuCSoN nodes
- tuple centres collected/distributedDesigning
EASSS 2009
and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS
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E-INSTITUTIONS (EI)

•
•

E-INSTITUTIONS (EI)

Environments for articulating and regulating agent interaction
in open MAS [Noriega, 1997]
Main aspects

-

the E-Institution is part of the environment

•

realized by a collection of so-called staff agents

the application’s agent system consists of so-called external agents

•

external to the institution

external agents interact through the environment via a set of
specialized agents called governors

•

one governor for each agent

norms are used to structures and regulate interactions in the
environment

•

norms as social laws enacted by the coordinated actions of governors and
staff agents
EASSS 2009
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SITUATED ELECTRONIC INSTITUTIONS

E-INSTITUTIONS MIDDLEWARE

•

AMELI middleware [Esteva et al., 2004]

-

concrete architecture for e-Institutions

Extension aimed at interceding between
environments as physical/real world and EI
[Campos et al, 2009]

social layer on top of the communication layer

•

staff agents implemented by scene managers, institution
managers, transition managers

In this case, special governors, namely modelers,
allow to bridge environmental structures to the EI
real environments instrumented with embodied
devices controlled by the institutions.

•

Participating agents can perform individual actions and interactions (either non
message based) while being monitored by the institution

•

Staff agents are assumed to operate on concrete world devices, i.e. judging norm
violations.

(Figures taken from [Esteva et al., 2004])
EASSS 2009
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A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON THE
ROLE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

•
•

BASIC SUPPORT LEVELS
[Weyns, Omicini, Odell - 2007]

Environment as a first-class abstraction in MAS

-

considering environment as an explicit part of the MAS

•

providing an exploitable design & programming
abstraction to build MAS applications

Outcome

-

distinguishing clearly between the responsibilities of
agent and environment both supports separation of
concerns in MAS

-

improving the engineering practice

EASSS 2009
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Three levels

-

basic level
abstraction level
interaction-mediation level
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BASIC LEVEL

•

ABSTRACTION LEVEL

•

The environment enables agents to access the deployment
context

-

-

i.e. the hardware and software and external resources with which
the MAS interacts

•

Bridges the conceptual gap between the agent abstraction
and low-level details of the deployment context
shields low-level details of the deployment context

sensors and actuators, a printer, a network,a database, a Web service, etc.

(Figure from [Weyns, Omicini, Odell - 2007])
EASSS 2009

(Figure from [Weyns, Omicini, Odell - 2007])
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ENVIRONMENT DEFINITION
REVISED

INTERACTION-MEDIATION LEVEL

•
•

Regulate the access to shared resources
Mediate interaction between agents

The environment is a first-class abstraction that
provides the surrounding conditions for agents
to exist and that mediates both the interaction
among agents and the access to resources
[Weyns, Omicini, Odell - 2007]

(Figure from [Weyns, Omicini, Odell - 2007])
EASSS 2009
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HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS

•
•
•

First-class abstraction

-

environment as an independent building block in the MAS
encapsulating its own clear-cut responsibilities, irrespective of the
agents

•

The environment provides the surrounding conditions for
agents to exist

-

environment as an essential part of every MAS
the part of the world with which the agents interact, in which the
effects of the agents will be observed and evaluated

Environment as a glue

-

on their own, agents are just individual loci of control.

-

the environment provides the glue that connects agents into a working
system

to build a useful system out of individual agents, agents must be able
to interact

the environment mediates both the interaction among agents
and the access to resources

-

the environment can be an active entity with specific responsibilities
in the MAS

-

it provides a medium for sharing information and mediating
coordination among agents

•
•
EASSS 2009
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as a mediator, the environment not only enables interaction, it also constrains it
as such, the environment provides a design space that can be exploited by the
designer
EASSS 2009
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RESPONSIBILITIES

•

RESPONSIBILITIES

•

Structuring the MAS

-

the environment is first of all a shared “space” for the agents,
resources, and services which structures the whole system

-

different forms of structuring can be distinguished

•

physical structure

•

•

refers to spatial structure, topology, and possibly distribution, see e.g.,

communication structure

•

refers to infrastructure for message transfer, infrastructure for
stigmergy, or support for implicit communication

resources and services can be situated either in the physical
structure or in the abstraction layer introduced by the environment

-

the environment should provide support at the abstraction level
shielding low-level details of resources and services to the agents

Encapsulating a state and processes

-

social structure

-

Embedding resources and services

-

•

example: evaporation, aggregation, and diffusion of digital pheromones

It may also provide support for maintaining agent-related state

•

refers to the organizational structure of the environment in terms of
roles, groups, societies

EASSS 2009

besides the activity of the agents, the environment can have
processes of its own, independent of agents
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for example, the normative state of an electronic institution or tags for
reputation mechanisms
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BASIC PROPERTIES:
OBSERVABILITY

RESPONSIBILITIES

•

Ruling and mediating function

-

-

•

•

the environment can define different types of rules on all
entities in the MAS.

•

constraints imposed by the domain at hand or laws imposed by the
designer

•

may restrict the access of specific resources or services to particular
types of agents, or determine the outcome of agent interactions.

-

preserving the agent system in a consistent state according to
the properties and requirements of the application domain

-

e-Institutions

as well as the resources, services, and possibly external state of other
agents

observation of a structure is typically limited to the current
context in which the agent finds itself

•

spatial context, communication context, and social context

related to observability is the semantic description of the domain

•
•

coordination infrastructures

EASSS 2009

providing mechanisms to agents for inspecting the different
structures of the environment

•

Examples

-

Observability

-

which can be defined by an environment ontology
covering the different structures of the environment

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

as well as the observable characteristics of resources, services and
agents, and possibly the regulating laws
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A REFERENCE ABSTRACT
ARCHITECTURE

BASIC PROPERTIES:
ACCESSIBILITY

•

Accessibility

-

agents must be able to access the different structures of the
environment

•

as well as its resources, services, and possibly external state of other agents

as for observability, accessing a structure is limited to the current
context in which the agent finds itself
in general, resources can be perceived, modified, generated, or
consumed by agents

•
•

services on the other hand provide functionality to the agents on their request
the extent to which agents are able to access a particular resource or service
may depend on several factors such as the nature of the resource or service,
the capabilities of the agent, and the (current) interrelationships with other
resources, services, or agents
(Figure from [Weyns, Omicini, Odell - 2007])
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A REFERENCE ABSTRACT
ARCHITECTURE

•

•

REMARKS

•

Describing the functional decomposition of the application
environment

-

i.e. the part of the environment that has to be designed for the
application at hand

-

the functionality supported at both the abstraction and
interaction-mediation levels as

Set of modules that represent core functionalities of the
environment and the flows between these modules

EASSS 2009
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Distribution

-

the model abstracts from distribution of the multiagent
system

-

for a distributed application, the deployment context
consists of multiple processors deployed on different
nodes that are connected through a network

-

for such applications, the application environment
typically has to be distributed over the processors of the
application nodes

EASSS 2009
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ENVIRONMENT AS
AN ABSTRACTION LAYER:
EXTENDING THE VIEW

REMARKS

•

•

Crosscutting concerns

-

the reference model of the application environment
abstracts from various complex concerns such as
security or monitoring.

•

such concerns are very difficult to capture in one module
and usually crosscut several parts of the system
functionality

EASSS 2009
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Back to the abstraction level support

-

providing abstractions to bridge the gap to the deployment context

Generalisation

-

proving abstractions to model as first-order entities of the agents
world any kind of resource and tools specifically designed to be
exploited by agents to support their individual and collective work

-

first-class design abstraction for sw engineers + first-order runtime
abstractions for agents

EASSS 2009
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BACK IN DISTRIBUTED ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE: KIRSH AND AGRE

•

Kirsh emphasizes the role of environments in distributed
AI [Kirsh 94, Kirsh 95, Kirsh 99]

•

Environment can be viewed as an “oracle” for agents
working in it

-

•

OBJECTS AND TOOLS IN THE
ENVIRONMENT

•
•

informational structures can maintain useful properties in
helping the fulfillment of problems

•

Environments can be conceived by designers to assist
and promote activities

-

off-line organisation of working spaces is a pivotal aspect for
easing task achievement

EASSS 2009
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Environment object can be considered as a mean, a
vehicle for interaction [Kirsh, 99]
Enabling function

-

expand the ability of a subject to interact and affect his
environment

-

exploit new opportunities, to perform new activities or
perform an existing ones more efficiently

Constraining/governing function

-

reducing the degrees of freedom in agent choices.
limiting and governing the available options an agent has
in repertoire to achieve goals.

EASSS 2009
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LIFEWORLD ANALYSIS

USING ENVIRONMENTS [Kirsh, 1995]

•
•
•

[Agre & Horswill, 1997]

Simplify decision making

-

•

speed up problem space representation
reduces the branching factor of decision trees

[Agre & Horswill, 1997]

Simplify Perception

-

-

epistemic actions to ease discovery of relevant
information (Tetris experience)

•

Saves Computation

-

clustering and regionalizing work environments to
highlight opportunities

-

categorization by “use”

EASSS 2009

The challenge for computational modeling is to
conceptualize agents adaptions to their environment

Analytical framework to permit the design of
computational agent worlds

-

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

focus on evolutionary adaptation, similar to the ones
used by Biology and Social sciences

the simplest possible (agent) architecture for any given
tasks

EASSS 2009
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TOAST

EMBODIMENT AND EMBEDDING

•
•

[Agre & Horswill, 1997]

•

Embodiment: agents’ personal perspective

-

-

fitness of resources, (bounded) knowledge, locality,
perceptions

Embedding: structural relationship of agents to the
external world

-

relation with external entities (objects or other agents),
roles, hierarchies, cultures, etc

-

objects in particular are functionally significant for
fulfilling agents tasks

EASSS 2009

In TOAST, agents organise their complex tasks in
subproblems
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the environment is viewed as a collection of overlapping
instances of schematic environments each containing the
minimal set of tools and machinery necessary to perform
the task

•

Agents keep tracks of the objects populating their
environment in terms of their functional significance
and locations

•

Objects are in strict relation with a given activity,
thus establishing a loop invariant of this actions

EASSS 2009
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DESIGNING AND PROGRAMMING
AGENTS WORLD

BACK TO MAS PROGRAMMING:
GIVING AGENTS
THEIR FIRST-CLASS WORLD

•

Environment as a shared computational world that agents
can use but also construct / adapt / extend for their individual
and collective purposes

-

•

•

-

beyond pure observability and accessibility

•

runtime perspective (vs. design time)

Opening new perspectives

-

•

in particular for MAS composed by cognitive agents

EASSS 2009

Looking for general-purpose approaches for conceiving,
designing, programming, executing the environment as
agents’ world
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orthogonality
generality
expressiveness

Uniformly integrating different MAS aspects

-

coordination, organisation, institutions

Concrete models and technologies: examples

-

AGRE / AGREEN / MASQ
A&A and CArtAgO
GOLEM
EASSS 2009
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AGRE MODEL

•

•

AGREEN MODEL

Integrating the AGR (Agent-Group-Role) organisation model
with a notion of environment [Ferber, Michel, Baez - 2005]

Environment used to represent both the physical and social
part of interaction

-

Extending AGRE with a unified representation for physical
and social environments [Báez-Barranco, Stratulat, Ferber - 2007]

•

The environment has the role of describing and controlling
(social) interaction

-

agents interact only with the environment which will react according
to agent’s influences and to the rules of changes defined both at the
physical and social level
EASSS 2009

•

•

full orthogonality wrt. agent model/architecture

Further extension: MASQ [Stratulat, Ferber, Tranier - 2009]
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AGENTS & ARTIFACTS (A&A)

AGREEN ELEMENTS

•
•
•

•

spaces as interaction places

-

Agents’ worlds as human cooperative environments

-

workspaces containing artifacts that agents create, share, use,
adapt for their work [Ricci, Viroli, Omicini - 2007][Omicini, Ricci, Viroli 2008]

keep information about the state of a physical or social
environment

CLOCK
artifact

WHITEBOARD
artifact

agents can join
dynamically the workspace

objects as basic unit of spaces

-

BAKERY
workspace

incapsulate the internal state of the environment and the
laws that govern its change

ARCHIVE
artifact

modes

-

allows a space to individually attribute capabilities to
agents
allows a space to specify the expected behaviour by
using social deontic constraints

EASSS 2009

COM. CHANNEL
artifact

RESOURCE
artifact
TASK SCHEDULER
artifact

•

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

Main inspiration from Activity Theory [Ricci, Omicini, Denti - 2003]
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agent

agent
agent
EASSS 2009
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A&A BASIC CONCEPTS

•

Agents

-

agent

-

autonomous, goal/task-oriented entities

•
•

•

an artifact

-

non-autonomous, function-oriented entities

•

•

artifacts

EASSS 2009
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controllable and observable

modelling the resources and tools used by agents

•
•

agent

besides direct communication

Artifacts

-

agent

pro-activity, reactivity, social abilities, etc.

create and co-use artifacts for supporting their activities

designed by MAS programmers
first-class entities for agents

Workspaces

-

grouping agents & artifacts
defining the topology of the computational environment

EASSS 2009
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CArtAgO

A&A META-MODEL

•

Observable
Property

update

perceive
observe

name
value
1

Work
Environment

Artifact

1

1

Manual

Usage Interface
Control

Usage
Interface

consult

functions
operating instructions

use

name
params

EASSS 2009

perceive

-

Java-based programming model for defining artifacts
set of basic API for agent platforms to work within
artifact-based environment

•

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

integration with heterogeneous agent programming
platforms [Ricci, Piunti, Lacay, Bordini, Hubner, Dastani - 2008]

Distributed and open MAS

-

join
quit

Workspace

runtime environment for executing (possibly
distributed) artifact-based environments

•

•
Observable
Event

generate

-

Agent

trigger
control

Operation

Platform / infrastructure implementing the A&A
model [Ricci, Viroli, Omicini - 2006] [Ricci, Piunti, Viroli, Omicini - 2009]

workspaces distributed on Internet nodes

•

agents can join and work in multiple workspace at a time

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) security model

Open-source technology

-

available at http://cartago.sourceforge.net
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ARTIFACTS FOR COORDINATION:
COORDINATION ARTIFACTS

ARTIFACTS FOR ORGANISATIONS:
ORA4MAS

[Omicini, Ricci, Viroli, Castelfranchi, Tummolini - 2004]

•

-

mediated interaction

encapsulating coordination laws

•

Boissier, Kitio, Ricci - 2009]
making the organisation infrastructure a first-class entity of agents world

•
•

enabling and mediating agent interaction

•

Organisational infrastructure based on artifacts [Hubner,

-

Designing and programming artifacts to function as
coordination tools for agents

-

•

•

based on MOISE+ organisation model
basic set of organisational agents and organisational artifacts
encapsulating functionalities related to the three MOISE+ spec
dimensions

-

constructing and constraining the interaction space

structural, functional, deontic

Environment-based coordination

-

complimentary approach to coordination based on direct interaction
generality

•

implementing any kind of coordination medium or mechanism for MAS

EASSS 2009
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GOLEM

•

GOLEM AGENTS AND OBJECTS

Logic-based framework to represent environments for situated
cognitive agents [Bromuri, Stathis - 2008]

-

composite structure containing the interaction between cognitive
agents and objects
interactions specified in term of events

•

occurrence governed by a set of physical laws

(ﬁgures from [Bromuri, Stathis - 2008])

•
EASSS 2009

Emphasis on the declarative representation of the environment

-

easing agent environment programming and understanding

Designing
and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS
(ﬁgures from [Bromuri, Stathis
- 2008])
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WRAP-UP
•

-

DESIGNING AND PROGRAMMING
AGENTS ENVIRONMENT IN MAS

suitable locus where sw engineers can encapsulate
functionalities of the MAS, besides agents

•

•

EASSS 2009 LECTURE:

Environment as first-class abstraction

related to communication, coordination, organisation, security

PART THREE

Environment as an abstraction layer for modelling and
engineering agents’ world

-

•

-

ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMMING

composed by objects / artifacts / ... that agents perceive
as first-order entities of their world
resources and tools that agents observe, use, adapt,
manipulate

integration with the organisational layer
EASSS 2009
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MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM PROGRAMMING
PERSPECTIVE

MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM PROGRAMMING
PERSPECTIVE

•

Agent-Oriented Programing and MAS programming in a
software engineering perspective

-

agents (and MAS) as a paradigm to design and program
software systems

•

computer programming perspective

•

-

EASSS 2009
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computational models, languages,...

software engineering perspective
architectures, methodologies, specification, verification,...
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MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM PROGRAMMING
PERSPECTIVE

•

Agent-Oriented Programing and MAS programming in a
software engineering perspective

-

•

agents (and MAS) as a paradigm to design and program
software systems

•

-

computational models, languages,...

architectures, methodologies, specification, verification,...

•

Focus on the (programming) language level
integrating environment programming with agent programming
(languages)

EASSS 2009

environment as first-class design & programming abstraction

•
•

software designers and engineers perspective
programming MAS = programming Agents + programming Environment

environment as first-class runtime abstraction for agents

•
•

software engineering perspective

-

-

Environment in the loop of MAS desing and programming

-

computer programming perspective

•

•

ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMMING

agent perspective
to be observed, used, adapted, constructed, ...

Defining computational and programming models also for
the environment part

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS
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PROGRAMMING MODEL:
DESIDERATA (1/2)

PROGRAMMING MODEL:
DESIDERATA (1/2)

•

Abstraction

-

keeping the agent abstraction level

•
•

EASSS 2009
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e.g. no agents sharing and calling OO objects

effective programming models
for controllable and observable computational entities

EASSS 2009
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PROGRAMMING MODEL:
DESIDERATA (1/2)

•

•

Abstraction

-

keeping the agent abstraction level

•

-

•

away from the monolithic and centralised view

•

EASSS 2009

keeping the agent abstraction level

•

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

e.g. no agents sharing and calling OO objects

effective programming models

•

for controllable and observable computational entities

Modularity

-

Abstraction

-

e.g. no agents sharing and calling OO objects

effective programming models

•

•

PROGRAMMING MODEL:
DESIDERATA (1/2)

for controllable and observable computational entities

Modularity

-

away from the monolithic and centralised view

Orthogonality

-

wrt agent models, architectures, platforms
support for heterogeneous systems

EASSS 2009
99
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PROGRAMMING MODEL:
DESIDERATA (2/2)

PROGRAMMING MODEL:
DESIDERATA (2/2)

•

EASSS 2009

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

(Dynamic) extendibility

-

dynamic construction, replacement, extension of
environment parts

-

support for open systems

EASSS 2009
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ARTIFACT-BASED PROGRAMMING
MODEL (RECALL)

PROGRAMMING MODEL:
DESIDERATA (2/2)

CLOCK
artifact

•
•

BAKERY
workspace

WHITEBOARD
artifact

agents can join
dynamically the workspace

(Dynamic) extendibility

-

dynamic construction, replacement, extension of
environment parts

-

support for open systems

ARCHIVE
artifact

Reusability

-

reuse of environment parts in different application
contexts / domains

COM. CHANNEL
artifact

RESOURCE
artifact
TASK SCHEDULER
artifact

EASSS 2009
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A&A BASIC CONCEPTS

•

Agents

-

create and co-use artifacts for supporting their activities

•

besides direct communication

Artifacts

-

•

non-autonomous, function-oriented entities

•

wsp

controllable and observable

modelling the tools and resources used by agents

•

•

MAS

autonomous, goal-oriented pro-active entities

•

•

ABSTRACTION & MODULARIZATION

designed by MAS programmers

Abstraction

-

artifacts as first-class
resources and tools for agents

Modularization

-

artifacts as dynamic reusable
modules encapsulating
functionalities, organized in
workspaces

•

distribution

Workspaces

-

AGENTS

grouping agents & artifacts

wsp

defining the topology of the computational environment

EASSS 2009
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ABSTRACTION LAYER (1/2)

ABSTRACTION LAYER (2/2)

MAS

MAS
printer

personal agenda (ext. memory)

EXTERNAL
WORLD

•

(PHYSICAL OR
COMPUTATIONAL)

Using artifacts to represent internal
resources providing some kind of
functionalities to agents

blackboard

•

wsp

Using artifacts to represent
or interact with external
resources / users

wsp

-

e.g. coordinating functionalities,
such as blackboard

-

e.g. a personal agenda,
enhancing agent capabilities

gui

AGENTS

AGENTS

HUMAN
USERS

wsp

EASSS 2009
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wsp
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ARTIFACT MODEL

A&A META-MODEL OVERVIEW
Observable
Property

update

- “COFFEE MACHINE METAPHOR” OBSERVABLE
EVENTS
GENERATION

perceive
observe

name
value
1

Work
Environment

1

Artifact

1

<EvName,Params>

Manual

Usage Interface
Control

Usage
Interface

consult

functions
operating instructions

use

name
params

perceive

join
quit

EASSS 2009

Value

...

...

OPERATION X

USAGE
INTERFACE

Workspace

ObsPropName

OBSERVABLE
PROPERTIES

OpControlName(Params)

Observable
Event

generate

Value

Agent

trigger
control

Operation

ObsPropName

ARTIFACT
MANUAL

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS
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OpControlName(Params)
OPERATION Y

...

LINK
INTERFACE
Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS
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EXAMPLES
count

5

inc
reset

n_records

state

available

wsdl

...

state true
switch

1001

table_names
...

GetLastTradePrice
...

a ﬂag

a counter

AGENT-ARTIFACT INTERACTION

a Stock Quote Web Service

...
...

•

createTable
addRecord
query
...

-

a data-base
n_items
max_items

0

next_todo

check_plant

100

last_todo

...

put
get

setTodo
cancelTodo

a bounded buffer

EASSS 2009

an agenda

clearEvents
postEvent
registerForEvs

an event service

Based on the concept of use and observation

-

-

out
in
rd

triggering and controlling the execution of operations by
acting on artifact usage interface
perceiving events generated by operation execution

•

as percepts concerning events happening in the artifact

perceiving artifact observable properties

•

as percepts concerning the state of the artifact

a tuple space

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS
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INTERACTION MODEL: USE

INTERACTION MODEL: USE

ObsPropName

Value

ObsPropName

Value

ObsPropName

Value

ObsPropName

Value

...

...

...

use

...

uiControl(x)
uiControl(X)

uiControl(X)
AGENT

•

AGENT

OPERATION EXECUTION

•

artifact operation execution

-

use action

-

asynchronous wrt agent
possibly a process structured in multiple atomic steps

EASSS 2009
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acting on op. controls to trigger op execution
synchronisation point with artifact time/state

EASSS 2009
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INTERACTION MODEL: USE

INTERACTION MODEL: OBSERVATION

EVENTS
ObsPropName

Value

OBS PROPERTIES
CHANGE

PName

observe
property

uiControl(X)

(+PName,?Value)

uiControl(X)

Value

AGENT
AGENT

•

•

observable effects

-

observable events & changes in obs property
perceived by agents either as (external) events

EASSS 2009
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observeProperty action

-

value of an obs. property as action feedback
no interaction

EASSS 2009
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INTERACTION MODEL: OBSERVATION

INTERACTION MODEL: OBSERVATION
ObsPropName(Value).
ObsPropName(Value).
...

ObsPropName(Value).
ObsPropName(Value).
...

ObsPropName Value

ObsPropName Value

ObsPropName Value
Belief base
(or alike)

ObsPropName Value
Belief base
(or alike)

...

...

focus
uiControl(X)

uiControl(X)

AGENT

•

focus / stopFocus action

-

•

start / stop a continuous observation of an artifact

•

possibly specifying filters

observable properties mapped into percepts

EASSS 2009

USE

AGENT

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

continuous observation

-

observable events (> agent events)
observable properties ( > belief base update)

EASSS 2009
114
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ARTIFACT MODEL HIGHLIGHTS

ARTIFACT MODEL HIGHLIGHTS

•

Artifacts as controllable and observable devices

-

operation execution as a controllable process

•
•

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

properties, events

transparent management of concurrency issues

•

EASSS 2009

possibly long-term, articulated

two observable levels

synchronisation, mutual-exclusion, etc

EASSS 2009
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ARTIFACT MODEL HIGHLIGHTS

•

•

Artifacts as controllable and observable devices

-

operation execution as a controllable process

•
•

-

properties, events

-

transparent management of concurrency issues

•

also across workspaces

•
EASSS 2009

operation execution as a controllable process

•

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

possibly long-term, articulated

two observable levels

•

properties, events

transparent management of concurrency issues

•

synchronisation, mutual-exclusion, etc

Composability through linking

-

Artifacts as controllable and observable devices

-

possibly long-term, articulated

two observable levels

•

•

ARTIFACT MODEL HIGHLIGHTS

synchronisation, mutual-exclusion, etc

Composability through linking

-

also across workspaces

Cognitive use of artifacts through the manual

-

function description, operating instructions

EASSS 2009
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CATEGORIES OF ARTIFACTS

•

-

designed to provide functionalities for a single agent use
e.g. agenda

Social artifacts

-

environment for programming and executing artifact based
environments

-

Java-based programming model for defining artifacts

•

e.g. blackboards, tuple spaces, bounded buffers, etc.

designed to wrap the interaction with external systems or
to represent inside the MAS an external system

•
EASSS 2009

set of basic API for agent platforms to work within artifact-based
environment

•

communication, coordination, organisation...

Boundary artifacts

-

CArtAgO framework / infrastructure

-

designed to provide some kind of global functionalities

•
•

•

•

Personal artifacts

•

•

CArtAgO

-

•

e.g. data-base, GUI, Web Services, etc.

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

integration with agent programming platforms

Distributed and open MAS
workspaces distributed on Internet nodes

•

agents can join and work in multiple workspace at a time

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) security model

Open-source technology

-

available at http://cartago.sourceforge.net
EASSS 2009
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INTEGRATION

CArtAgO ARCHITECTURE
Application Agents

-

available bridges: Jason, Jadex, AgentFactory, simpA

•

•

MAS
Application

Integration with existing agent platforms

Agent Framworks /
Middlewares

developing open and heterogenous MAS
different perspective on interoperability

•
•

workspaces

blackboard
blackboard

shared
shared
kbKB

map
map

Application
Specific
Logic

ongoing: 2APL, Jade

Outcome

-

shared
workflow
task
engine
scheduler

sharing and working in a common work environment

artifacts

JASON
JASON

Execution
Platform

•

Artifact-based working environments

MAS
Middleware
Layer

JADEX
3APL
...
JADE

agent
bodies

workspaces

CARTAGO

common data-model based on OOP
Any

JVM

JVM

OS

OS

EASSS 2009
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RAW AGENT API

CArtAgO ABSTRACT API (CORE)

•

Extending agent actions with a basic set to work within
artifact-based environments
workspace
management

joinWsp
quitWsp

basic set of artifacts available
in each workspace

joinWsp(Name,?WspId,+Node,+Role,+Cred)
quitWsp(Wid)

use
sense
observeProp
focus
stopFocus

use(Aid,UICntrName(Params),+Sensor,+Timeout,+Filter)
sense(Sensor,?Perception,+Filter,+Timeout)

artifact use

artifact observation

artifact instantiation,
discovery,
management

observeProperty(Aid,PName,?PValue)
focus(Aid,+Sensor,+Filter)
stopFocus(Aid)

makeArtifact(Name,Template,+ArtifactConfig,?Aid)
lookupArtifact(Name,?Aid)
disposeArtifact(Aid)

EASSS 2009

+

- factory
- registry
- security-registry
- console
...

implementing non primitive actions:
makeArtifact => use factory
lookupArtifact => use registry
... EASSS 2009
Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS
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CArtAgO API TASTE

CArtAgO API TASTE

EX1: THE ~SIMPLEST ARTIFACT

EX1: THE ~SIMPLEST ARTIFACT

A shared counter
count

5

inc

122

OBSERVABLE PROPERTIES:
count: int

USAGE INTERFACE:
inc: { op_exec_started(inc),
count(X),
op_exec_completed(inc) }

•

public class Counter extends Artifact {
@OPERATION void init(){
defineObsProperty("count",0);
}

A shared counter
count

@OPERATION void inc(){
int count = getObsProperty("count").intValue();
updateObsProperty("count",count+1);

5

inc

}
}

JASON AGENTS

OBSERVABLE PROPERTIES:
count: int

USAGE INTERFACE:
inc: { op_exec_started(inc),
count(X),
op_exec_completed(inc) }

USER(S)

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

}

!create_and_use.

!observe.

+!create_and_use : true <!setupTool(C);
// first use
cartago.use(C,inc);
// second use
cartago.use(C,inc,s0);
cartago.sense(s0,op_exec_completed).

+!observe : true <?myTool(C);
cartago.focus(C).

EASSS 2009
123

@OPERATION void inc(){
int count = getObsProperty("count").intValue();
updateObsProperty("count",count+1);
}

OBSERVER(S)

+!setupTool(C): true <cartago.makeArtifact("ourCount",
"Counter",C);

EASSS 2009

public class Counter extends Artifact {
@OPERATION void init(){
defineObsProperty("count",0);
}

JASON AGENTS

+count(V) : V < 10 <cartago.use(console,println(“count percept: “,V).
+count(V) [artifact(A)] : V >= 10 <cartago.use(console,println(“stop observing.”);
cartago.stopFocus(A).
+?myTool(CounterId): true <cartago.lookupArtifact(“ourCount”,CounterId).
-?myTool(CounterId): true <-.wait(10); ?ourCount(C).

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS
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•

CArtAgO API TASTE

CArtAgO API TASTE

EX2: USING UI CONTROLS WITH GUARDS

EX2: USING UI CONTROLS WITH GUARDS

•

bounded-buffer artifact for producers-consumers scenarios
n_items
max_items

0

bounded-buffer artifact for producers-consumers scenarios

max_items

put
get

public class BBuffer extends Artifact {
private LinkedList<Item> items;

0

n_items

100

100

@OPERATION void init(int nmax){
items = new LinkedList<Item>();
defineObsProperty("max_items",nmax);
defineObsProperty("n_items",0);
}

put
get

OBSERVABLE PROPERTIES:

OBSERVABLE PROPERTIES:

n_items: int+
max_items: int

n_items: int+
max_items: int

USAGE INTERFACE:

USAGE INTERFACE:

put(item:Item) / (n_items < max_items): {...}

put(item:Item) / (n_items < max_items): {...}

get / (n_items >= 0) :
{ new_item(item:Item),...}

get / (n_items >= 0) :
{ new_item(item:Item),...}

@OPERATION(guard="bufferNotFull") void put(Item obj){
items.add(obj);
updateObsProperty("n_items",items.size()+1);
}
@GUARD boolean bufferNotFull(Item obj){
int maxItems = getObsProperty("max_items").intValue();
return items.size() < maxItems;
}
@OPERATION(guard="itemAvailable") void get(){
Item item = items.removeFirst();
updateObsProperty("n_items",items.size()-1);
signal("new_item",item);
}
@GUARD boolean itemAvailable(){ return items.size() > 0; }
}

EASSS 2009
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CArtAgO API TASTE

CArtAgO API TASTE

PRODUCERS & CONSUMERS IN JASON

EX3: ARTIFACT WITH MULTI-STEP OPERATIONS

CONSUMERS

PRODUCERS

•

JASON AGENTS

simple synchronisation artifact
(~barrier)

!consume.

!produce.

+!consume: true <?bufferToUse(Buffer);
.print("Going to use ",Buffer);
!consumeItems.

+!produce: true <!setupTools(Buffer);
!produceItems.

+!produceItems : true <?nextItemToProduce(Item);
cartago.use(myBuffer,put(Item));
!!produceItems.

all_ready false
ready

+!consumeItems : true <cartago.use(myBuffer,get,s0);
cartago.sense(s0,new_item(Item));
!consumeItem(Item);
!!consumeItems.

+?nextItemToProduce(Item) : true <- ...

OBSERVABLE PROPERTIES:
+!consumeItem(Item) : true <- ...

+!setupTools(Buffer) : true <- 
cartago.makeArtifact("myBuffer",
"test.BBuffer",[10],Buffer).
-!setupTools(Buffer) : true <- 
cartago.lookupArtifact("myBuffer",Buffer).

all_ready: {true,false}
+?bufferToUse(BufferId) : true <cartago.lookupArtifact("myBuffer",BufferId).
-?bufferToUse(BufferId) : true <-
.wait(50);
?bufferToUse(BufferId).

EASSS 2009

USAGE INTERFACE:
ready / true: { op_exec_completed }
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CArtAgO API TASTE

CArtAgO API TASTE

EX3: ARTIFACT WITH MULTI-STEP OPERATIONS

SYNCH USER (ACTIVE/REACTIVE)

simple synchronisation artifact
(~barrier)

SYNCH USER - WITH SENSOR

SYNCH USER - REACTIVE

class SimpleSynchroniser extends Artifact {

!work.

int nReady, nParticipants;

!work.

all_ready false

@OPERATION void init(int nParticipants){
defineObsProperty("all_ready",false);
nReady = 0;
this.nParticipants = nParticipants;
}

ready

+!work: true <...
// locate the synch tool
cartago.lookupArtifact(“mySynch”,Synch);
// ready for synch
cartago.use(Synch,ready,sid);
// waiting all synchs
cartago.sense(sid,op_exec_completed(“ready”);
// all ready, go on.
...

@OPERATION void ready(int nParticipants){
nReady++;
nextStep("setAllReady");
}

OBSERVABLE PROPERTIES:

@OPSTEP(guard="allReady") void setAllReady(){
updateObsProperty("all_ready",true);
}

all_ready: {true,false}

+!work: true <...
// locate the synch tool
cartago.lookupArtifact(“mySynch”,Synch);
// observe it.
cartago.focus(Synch);
// ready for synch
cartago.use(Synch,ready).
// react to all_ready(true) percept
+all_ready(true)[artifact(“mySynch”)]
: true <// all ready, go on.
...

@GUARD booolean allReady(){
return nReady >= nParticipants;
}

USAGE INTERFACE:
}

ready / true: { op_exec_completed }

EASSS 2009

JASON AGENTS
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ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMMING &
EXTERNALISATION

LINKABILITY

•

Basic mechanism to enable inter-artifact interaction

-

“linking” artifacts through interfaces (link interfaces)

•

•

operations triggered by an artifact over an other artifact

Externalising agent capabilities into the environment

-

moving as far as possibly computing burden into properly
controllable and observable environmental abstractions

•

-

•

linkedOp

WSP-X

•

•

WSP-Y

Useful to design & program distributed environments

-

strengthening separation of concerns for agents / environment

further dimension to modularisation in MAS engineering
environmental abstractions as modules encapsulating functionalities
that can be reused in different contexts

In artifact-based environment

-

artifacts as modules perspective

realised by set of artifacts linked together
possibly hosted in different workspaces

EASSS 2009
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EXTERNALIZATION EXAMPLE:
A CALCULATOR

•

EXTERNALIZATION EXAMPLE:
A PERSONAL AGENDA

Personal artifact externalizing purely computing capabilities

-

•

computing burden out of the agent using it

•

Starting problem

-

not wasting agent resources (time/memory)

package tools;
// Jason agent using the calculator

-

import alice.cartago.*;
import java.util.*;
public class Calculator extends Artifact {
@OPERATION void computeSin(double x){
signal("sin",x,Math.sin(x));
}
@OPERATION void computeCos(double x){
signal("cos",x,Math.cos(x));
}

!doComputations.

•

•

computational load is internal to the agent

Solution thourgh externalisation: PersonalAgenda

-

an artifact to externalise goals scheduling in time dimension:

•

+?mytool(ToolType,Id)
<- .my_name(AgName);
.concat(AgName,"-",ToolType,ToolName);
cartago.makeArtifact(ToolName,ToolType,Id);
+mytool(ToolType,Id).

i.e., goal urgency, time dependent goals

temporally Extended Goals: typically make use of a support of
time labelled beliefs [Hindriks, 2009]

•

+!doComputations
<- ?mytool("tools.Calculator",Id);
cartago.use(Id,computeSin(1.57),s0);
cartago.sense(s0,sin(1.57,Y));
cartago.use(console,
println("The sin value of 1.57 is ",Y)).
// auxiliary plan to instantiate the tool the first use

@OPERATION void computeSqrt(double x){
if (x >= 0){
signal("sqrt",x,Math.sqrt(x));
} else {
signal("math_error");
}
}

weak support / inability in cognitive agents to schedule their tasks
in the long term

An agent is enabled to list a series of activities to be served in the future

•

delay the related execution accordingly

The artifact will signal the activity to be performed at the right time

}

EASSS 2009
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PERSONAL AGENDA DESIGN
The Personal Agenda artifact
includes an automatic timing
mechanism which is displayed by an
observable property (time).

pause

false

time

7

USE OF PERSONAL AGENDA
+!initiate : true
<-cartago.makeArtifact("agenda","examples.artifact.PersonalAgenda", A);
cartago.use(A, schedule(wake_up, 6));
cartago.use(A, schedule(breakfast, 8));
cartago.use(A, schedule(meeting, 10));
cartago.use(A, switch_on);
cartago.focus(A).

switch_on()
switch_off()
schedule(Object Activity, int t)

/* my scheduled activities */
+wake_up[source(percept),artifact("agenda"),workspace("default")]
: true <- // activity related to wake up

PersonalAgenda

•

switch_on/switch_off operations can be triggered by the agent to
start/stop automatic timing.

•

By using the operation:

+breakfast[source(percept),artifact("agenda"),workspace("default")]
: true <- // activity related to breakfast
+meeting[source(percept),artifact("agenda"),workspace("default")]
: true <- // activity related to meeting

pause

false

time

7

switch_on()
switch_off()
schedule(Object Activity, int t)

PersonalAgenda

schedule(Object activity, int time)

•
•

the agent can store the information for a given activity to be
signaled at a certain time.

•

Then, the agenda will signal an event to the agent that can
suddenly react with a proper plan.
EASSS 2009
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Goals are triggered by the events signalled by the artifact
Timing and customized scheduling policies can be
programmed externally to the agent and within the artifact
EASSS 2009
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EXTERNALISATION OF
COORDINATION CAPABILITIES

•
•

ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMMING &
INTERNALIZATION

Coordination artifacts

-

externalising and encapsulating coordination capabilities

•

from subjective to objective coordination [Omicini, Ossowski - 2003]

Enabling agents seamlessly use the environment as
an extension of their own capabilities

A simple example: a semaphore for critical sections
package tools;

// jason agents

import alice.cartago.*;

!doJob.

public class Semaphore extends Artifact {

int count;

@OPERATION void init(int startCount){
count = startCount;
}

@OPERATION(guard="isFree") void acquire(){
count--;
}
@GUARD boolean isFree(){ return count > 0;}

@OPERATION void release(){
count++;
}
}

+!doJob
<- !locateTool("tools.Semaphore","cs",[1],Tool);
!work(Tool).

EASSS 2009

•

-

hiding the details of environment abstractions
management and interaction

-

as a pure extension of their action repertoire

In artifact-based environments

•

+!work(Tool)
<- !doMyNonCriticalJob(...);
cartago.use(Tool,acquire);
!doMyCriticalJob(...);
cartago.use(Tool,release);
!!work(Tool).

+!locateTool(ToolType,Name,Params,Id)
<- cartago.lookupArtifact(ToolName,Id).
-!locateTool(ToolType,ToolName,Params,Id)
<- cartago.makeArtifact(ToolName,ToolType,Params,Id).
-!locateTool(ToolType,ToolName,Params,Id)
<- .wait(10);!locateTool(ToolType,ToolName,Params,Id).

through artifact manual

-

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

description of the usage protocols that agents can
dynamically “learn” by consulting the manual
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SOME EXISTING APPLICATIONS

INTERNALIZATION: AN EXAMPLE
usageprot enter_critical_section1 {
:function enterCS
:precond not inside_cs(_)
:body {
locateTool("Semaphore","cs",ToolId);
use(ToolId,acquire);
+inside_cs(ToolId).
}
}
usageprot enter_critical_section2 {
:function enterCS
:precond inside_cs(_)
:body {}}
usageprot exit_critical_section {
:function exitCS
:precond inside_cs(ToolId)
:body {
use(ToolId,release);
-inside_cs(ToolId).
}
}

tool.Semaphore manual
- enterCS function
- exitCS function
EASSS 2009

•

// Jason agent doing critical sections

!doJob
<- !setup;
!work.

Organisational infrastructures

-

ORA4MAS

•

•

+!setup
<- cartago.consultManual("tools.Semaphore").

SOA & Web Services

-

+!work
<- !enterCS;
!doMyCriticalTask(...);
!exitCS;
!work(Tool).

CArtAgO-WS

•
•

•

Designing and Programming Agents’ Environment in MAS

[Ricci, Denti, Piunti - 2009]

basic set of artifacts for building SOA/WS applications

-

...

By consulting the manual, the agent extends its
knowledge with plans to achieve enterCS and exitCS
goals, which accounts for using the semaphore to do
critical sections

[Hubner, Boissier, Kitio, Ricci - 2009]

exploiting artifacts to build an organisational infrastructure

interacting with web services
implementing web services

programming SOA/WS applications as ensemble of (intelligent) agents
working inside workspaces

Autonomic Computing & Virtualisation

-

implementing autonomic distributed systems as set of (intelligent)
agents exploiting artifacts representing virtual machines
EASSS 2009
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WRAP-UP
EASSS 2009 LECTURE:

•
•

DESIGNING AND PROGRAMMING
AGENTS ENVIRONMENT IN MAS

Environment programming

-

environment as a programmable part of the MAS
programming agents’ world for agents’ use

Artifact-based computational & programming model

-

artifacts as first-class abstraction to design and program
complex software environments

•

WRAP-UP

usage interface, observable properties / events, linkability

artifacts as first-order entities for agents

•
•

EASSS 2009

interaction based on use and observation
agents dynamically co-constructing, evolving, adapting their
world
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RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
- TWO SELECTED TOPICS -

SUMMARY

•

Environment as a first-class design and
programming abstraction in AOSE and AOP

-

•
•

•

encapsulating core functionalities for agent(s) work

Cognitive use of the environment

-

improving separation of concerns in MAS engineering

Environment as an abstraction layer perspective

-

defining such computational world that agents
dynamically exploit, adapt, change for their purposes

-

•

General-purpose computational / programming
models / platforms

-

orthogonal to agent models / architecture
an example: artifacts and CArtAgO

EASSS 2009
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e.g. in the artifact-based environments: agents
dynamically selecting which artifacts to use and how to
use them

•
•

link with semantic web & Service-Oriented research
fundamental role of ontologies

open MAS perspective

Integrated platforms & standardisation

-

towards a common model, ontology and platform for
environments in AOP and AOSE

-

analogously to the FIPA initiative for ACL

EASSS 2009
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Agent Oriented Software Engineering
Massimo Cossentino1 and Ambra Molesini2
1
2

ICAR-CNR, Palermo
University of Bologna

Abstract. At present, most of existing agent applications are developed
in an ad-hoc fashion; the most common problems that affect the development activities are: little or no rigorous design methodology, limited specification of the requirements, ad-hoc design of the agents/the multi-agent
system as a whole, and little attention to non-functional requirements
such as mobility, scalability, performance issues, security, standards. These
problems turn to be a limitation for the widespread appliance of the agentoriented (AO) approach as they would be for any new software technology. In fact, a good quality software product calls for a clear and formal defined development process. However, in the software engineering (SE) field, it is widely recognised that an ideal general-purpose design methodology does not exist. The construction from scratch of a new
methodology is a very complex and time-consuming task. Conversely,
when developing a new methodology, several agent designers would like
to reuse phases, models or elements coming from existing design processes for their own problem. This issue can be faced by adopting the
situational method engineering paradigm (SME). SME provides means
for constructing ad-hoc software processes following an approach based
on the reuse of portions of existing design processes, the so called process fragments. So, the reuse of fragments of well-known methodologies
has become a crucial issue for developing new design processes. In this
tutorial we aim at introducing basic concepts of SME in the context of
agent-based systems and at introducing the field of AO methodologies
and processes. In particular we focus on the techniques for composing
process fragments in order to create a new AO design processes.
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Outline

Software
Software is abstract and intangible [Sommerville, 2007]:


1

Software Engineering

it is not constrained by materials, or governed by physical laws, or by
manufacturing process

On the one hand, this simpliﬁes software engineering as there are no
physical limitations on the potential of software
2

Software Process

3

Methodologies

On the other hand, the lack of natural constraints means that
software can easily become extremely complex and hence very diﬃcult
to understand
So, software engineers should
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adopt a systematic and organised approach to their work
use appropriate tools and techniques depending on the problem to be
solved, the development constraints and the resources available
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Software Engineering

Software Engineering

What is Software Engineering?

What is Software Engineering?

Software Engineering is an engineering discipline concerned with theories,
methods and tools for professional software development
[Sommerville, 2007]

Software Engineering is an engineering discipline concerned with theories,
methods and tools for professional software development
[Sommerville, 2007]

What is the aim of Software Engineering?
Software Engineering is concerned with all aspects of software production
from the early stage of system speciﬁcation to the system maintenance /
incremental development after it has gone into use [Sommerville, 2007]
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Software Engineering: Concerns





Controllable, well documented, and reproducible ways of producing
software






ensuring a given level of quality (e.g., % of errors and performances)
enabling reuse, maintenance, and incremental development






abstractions
tools
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data, functions, objects, agents. . .
i.e., what are the ABSTRACTIONS we should use to model software?

May depend on the available technologies!

This requires suitable


numbers, dates, names, persons, documents. . .

In what terms should we model them in software?

the software
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Software deals with abstract entities, having a real-world counterpart:

the development process
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Software Engineering Abstractions

There is a need to model and engineer both
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use OO abstractions for OO programming envs.
not necessarily: use OO abstractions because they are better, even for
COBOL programming envs.
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Development Process
Development Process [Cernuzzi et al., 2005]

1

The development process is an ordered set of steps that involve all
the activities, constraints and resources required to produce a speciﬁc
desired output satisfying a set of input requirements

Software Engineering

2

Software Process

3

Methodologies

Typically, a process is composed by diﬀerent stages/phases put in
relation to each other
Each stage/phase of a process identiﬁes a portion of work deﬁnition
to be done in the context of the process, the resources to be exploited
to that purpose and the constraints to be obeyed in the execution of
the phase
Case by case, the work in a phase can be very small or more
demanding
Phases are usually composed by a set of activities that may, in turn,
be conceived in terms of smaller atomic units of work (steps)
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Software Process: Concepts
The software process exploits a number of contributions and concepts
[Fuggetta, 2000]
Software development technology — Technological support used in the
process. Certainly, to accomplish software development
activities we need tools, infrastructures, and environments

Software Process [Fuggetta, 2000]
The software development process is the coherent set of policies,
organisational structures, technologies, procedures and deliverables that
are needed to conceive, develop, deploy and maintain a software product

Software development methods and techniques — Guidelines on how to
use technology and accomplish software development
activities. The methodological support is essential to exploit
technology eﬀectively
Organisational behavior — The science of organisations and people.
Marketing and economy — Software development is not a self-contained
endeavor. As any other product, software must address real
customers’ needs in speciﬁc market settings.
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The Ideal Software Process?

Speciﬁcation — What the system should do and its development
constraints

There is no an ideal process

Development — Production of the software system
Validation — Checking that the software is what the customer wants

[Sommerville, 2007]

Evolution — Changing the software in response to changing demands

Agent Oriented Software Engineering
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The Ideal Software Process

Generic activities in all software processes are [Sommerville, 2007]:
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Many Sorts of Software Processes

Software Process Model

Diﬀerent types of systems require diﬀerent development processes
[Sommerville, 2007]




A Software Process Model is a simpliﬁed representation of a software
process, presented from a speciﬁc perspective [Sommerville, 2007]

real time software in aircrafts has to be completely speciﬁed before
development begins
in e-commerce systems, the speciﬁcation and the program are usually
developed together

A process model prescribes which phases a process should be
organised around, in which order such phases should be executed, and
when interactions and coordination between the work of the diﬀerent
phases should be occur

Consequently, the generic activities, speciﬁed above, may be
organised in diﬀerent ways, and described at diﬀerent levels of details
for diﬀerent types of software

In other words, a process model deﬁnes a skeleton, a template,
around which to organise and detail an actual process

The use of an inappropriate software process may reduce the quality
or the usefulness of the software product to be developed and/or
increased
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Generic process models
Waterfall — separate and distinct phases of speciﬁcation and
development
Iterative development — speciﬁcation, development and validation
are interleaved
Component-based software engineering — the system is assembled
from existing components

Workﬂow model — this shows sequence of activities along with their
inputs, outputs and dependencies
Activity model — this represents the process as a set of activities, each
of which carries out some data transformation
Role/action model — this depicts the roles of the people involved in
the software process and the activities for which they are responsible

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Generic Software Process Models

Examples of process models are
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Methodologies vs. Methods: General Issue
Disagreement exists regarding the relationship between the terms
method and methodology
In common use, methodology is frequently substituted for method;
seldom does the opposite occur
Some argue this occurs because methodology sounds more scholarly
or important than method
A footnote to methodology in the 2006 American Heritage Dictionary
notes that
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the misuse of methodology obscures an important conceptual
distinction between the tools of scientiﬁc investigation (properly
methods) and the principles that determine how such tools are
deployed and interpreted (properly methodologies)

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Methodologies vs. Methods in Software Engineering

Method
Method [Cernuzzi et al., 2005]
A method prescribes a way of performing some kind of activity within
a process, in order to properly produce a speciﬁc output (i.e., an
artefact or a document) starting from a speciﬁc input (again, an
artefact or a document).

In Software Engineering the discussion continues. . .




some authors argue that a software engineering method is a recipe, a
series of steps, to build software, while a methodology is a codiﬁed set
of recommended practices. In this way, a software engineering method
could be part of a methodology
some authors believe that in a methodology there is an overall
philosophical approach to the problem. Using these deﬁnitions,
Software Engineering is rich in methods, but has fewer methodologies

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Any phase of a process, to be successfully applicable, should be
complemented by some methodological guidelines (including the
identiﬁcation of the techniques and tools to be used, and the
deﬁnition of how artifacts have been produced) that could help the
involved stakeholders in accomplishing their work according to some
deﬁned best practices

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Methodology



The purpose of a methodology is to prescribe a certain coherent
approach to solving a problem in the context of a software process by
preselecting and putting in relation a number of methods
A methodology has two important components
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both are focusing on what we have to do in the diﬀerent activities
needed to construct a software system
however, while the software development process is more centered on
the global process including all the stages, their order and time
scheduling, the methodology focuses more directly on the speciﬁc
techniques to be used and artifacts to be produced

In this sense, we could say that methodologies focus more explicitly
on how to perform the activity or tasks in some speciﬁc stages of the
process, while processes may also cover more general management
aspects, e.g., basic questions about who and when, and how much

one that describes the process elements of the approach
one that focuses on the work products and their documentation

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Based on the above deﬁnitions, and comparing software processes and
methodologies, we can ﬁnd some common elements in their scope
[Cernuzzi et al., 2005]

A methodology is a collection of methods covering and connecting
diﬀerent stages in a process
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Methodologies vs. Software Process

Methodology [Ghezzi et al., 2002]
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Example: OO Software Engineering

Abstractions:


Part II

objects, classes, inheritance, services.

Processes:


Agent Oriented Software Engineering

RUP, OPEN, etc. . .

Methodologies:



object-oriented analysis and design. . .
centered around object-oriented abstractions

Tools (Modeling Techniques):


UML (standard), E-R, ﬁnite state automata, visual languages. . .

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Outline

4

Why do we need Agent-Oriented Software Engineering?

Agent-based computing introduces novel abstractions and asks for

Why do we need AOSE?




5

Novel, speciﬁc agent-oriented software engineering approaches are
needed!

Why agents and MAS?

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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What are agents?





an agent must be, proactive, intelligent, and it must converse instead
of doing client-server computing
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concurrency, interaction, multiple loci of control
intelligence can be seen as a peculiar form of control independence;
conversations as a peculiar form of interaction





the active computational parts of the system (the agents)
the resources of the environment

Interactivity
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clear separation of concerns between


Let’s better characterise the SE perspective on agents. . .

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

control encapsulation as a dimension of modularity
conceptually simpler to tackle than a single (or multiple
inter-dependent) locus of control



does not exclude the strong AI viewpoint
several software systems, even if never conceived as agent-based one,
can be indeed characterised in terms of weak multi-agent systems

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Situatedness

It is much more general
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Autonomy

it focuses on the characteristics of agents that have impact on software
development
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SE Implications of Agent Characteristics

We commit to weak viewpoint because


a MAS is a software systems made up of multiple independent and
encapsulated loci of control (i.e., the agents) interacting with each
other in the context of a speciﬁc application viewpoint. . .

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

SE Viewpoint on Agent-Oriented Computing



a MAS (multiagent system) is a society of individuals (AI software
agents) that interact by exchanging knowledge and by negotiating with
each other to achieve either their own interest or some global goal

the (weak) Software Engineering Viewpoint

an agent is a software component with internal (either reactive or
proactive) threads of execution, and that can be engaged in complex
and stateful interactions protocols

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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the (strong) Artiﬁcial Intelligence viewpoint


the (weak) Software Engineering Viewpoint
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Again. . .

the (strong) Artiﬁcial Intelligence viewpoint
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What are Multiagent Systems?

There has been some debate on what an agent is, and what could be
appropriately called an agent
Two main viewpoints (centered on diﬀerent perspectives on
autonomy):


making clear the set of abstractions
adapting methodologies and producing new tools

40 / 249

communication, coordination
collaborative or competitive interaction
not a single characterising protocol of interaction
interaction protocol as an additional SE dimension

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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SE Implications of Agent Characteristics

MAS Characterisation

Sociality



not a single characterising protocol of interaction
interaction as an additional SE dimension

Openness




controlling self-interested agents, malicious behaviours, and badly
programmed agents
dynamic re-organisation of software architecture

Mobility and Locality



additional dimension of autonomous behaviour
improve locality in interactions

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Agent-Oriented Abstractions
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classes, objects, client-servers: little to do with agents!

around which to model software and to organise the software process
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e.g., roles, organizations, responsibilities, beliefs, desires and
intentions. . .

not directly translating into concrete entities of the software system


Such abstractions translate into concrete entities of the software
system

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

centered around speciﬁc agent-oriented abstractions
the adoption of OO methodologies would produce mismatches

Each methodology may introduce further abstractions

the local context where an agent lives (e.g., a sub-organisation of
agents) to handle mobility & opennes

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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There is a need for SE methodologies

agents, autonomous entities, independent loci of control, situated in an
environment, interacting with each other
environment, the world agents perceive (including resources as well
other agents)
interaction protocols, as the acts of interactions among agents and
between agents and resources of environment

In addition, there may be the need of abstracting:


EASSS 2009

Agent-Oriented Methodologies

The development of a multi-agent system should fruitfully exploit
abstractions coherent with the above characterisation


Agent Oriented Software Engineering

e.g. the concept of role is an aspect of an agent, not an agent

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

Agent-Oriented Tools
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Outline

SE requires tools to


represent software



verify properties





e.g., interaction diagrams, E-R diagrams, etc. . .

speciﬁc agent-oriented tools


Why do we need AOSE?

5

Why agents and MAS?

e.g., petri nets, formal notations, etc.. . .

AOSE requires


4

e.g., UML per se is not suitable to model agent systems and their
interactions (object-oriented abstractions not agent-oriented ones)

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Why Agents and Multi-Agent Systems?

There is much more to agent-oriented software engineering

Other lectures may have already outlined the advantages of
(intelligent) agents and of multi-agent systems, and their possible
applications




AOSE is not only for “agent systems”


autonomy for delegation (do work on our behalf)
monitor our environments
more eﬃcient interaction and resource management



We mostly want to show that

AOSE is suitable for a wide class of scenarios and applications!


agent-based computing, and the abstractions it uses, represent a new and
general-purpose software engineering paradigm!



Agent Oriented Software Engineering
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agents’ “artiﬁcial intelligence” features may be important but are not
central

But of course. . .

MASs already proved eﬀective in dealing with open, distributed, complex
problems that are considered hard challenges for classical software
engineering approaches

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

most of today’s software systems features are very similar to those of
agents and multi-agent systems
agent abstractions, methodologies, and AOSE tools suit such software
systems
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AOSE may sometimes appear to be too “high-level” for simple complex
systems. . .
there is a gap between the AOSE approach and the available
technologies

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Agents and Multi-Agent Systems are (virtually) Everywhere

Examples of components that can be modelled (and observed) in
terms of agents:




Part III

autonomous network processes Computing-based sensors
PDAs
robots

Meta-model

Example of software systems that can be modelled as multi-agent
systems:





internet applications
P2P systems
sensor networks
pervasive computing systems

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Meta-models

Using Meta-models
Meta-models are useful for specifying the concepts, rules and
relationships used to deﬁne a family of related methodologies

Deﬁnition
Meta-modelling is the analysis, construction and development of the
frames, rules, constraints, models and theories applicable and useful for
the modelling in a predeﬁned class of problems

Although it is possible to describe a methodology without an explicit
meta-model, formalising the underpinning ideas of the methodology in
question is valuable when checking its consistency or when planning
extensions or modiﬁcations

A meta-model enables checking and verifying the completeness and
expressiveness of a methodology by understanding its deep semantics,
as well as the relationships among concepts in diﬀerent languages or
methods

A good meta-model must address all of the diﬀerent aspects of
methodologies, i.e. the process to follow and the work products to be
generated
In turn, specifying the work products that must be developed implies
deﬁning the basic modelling building blocks from which they are built

The process of designing a system consists of instantiating the system
meta-model the designers have in their mind in order to fulﬁll the
speciﬁc problem requirements [Bernon et al., 2004]

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Meta-models are often used by methodologists to construct or modify
methodologies
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Meta-models & Methodologies

Outline

Methodologies are used by software development teams to construct
software products in the context of software projects
Meta-model, methodology and project constitute, in this approach,
three diﬀerent areas of expertise that, at the same time, correspond
to three diﬀerent levels of abstraction and three diﬀerent sets of
fundamental concepts
As the work performed by the development team at the project level
is constrained and directed by the methodology in use, the work
performed by the methodologist at the methodology level is
constrained and directed by the chosen meta-model

6

MAS Meta-model

7

Process Meta-model
SPEM
OPF & OPEN

Traditionally, these relationships between modelling layers are seen as
instance-of relationships, in which elements in one layer are instances
of some element in the layer above

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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MAS Meta-model
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Software Design: the role of system meta-model
Designing a software means instantiating its meta-model



Attribute
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Class

Operation

1.. n
1

each methodology has its own concepts and system structure

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

MODEL

META-MODEL

MAS meta-models usually include concepts like role, goal, task, plan,
communication
In the agent world the meta-model becomes a critical element when
trying to create a new methodology because in the agent oriented
context, to date, there are not common denominator

Req
uirement
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The ADELFE Meta-model

From existing AO design methodologies






ADELFE
Gaia
PASSI
TROPOS
SODA

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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The ADELFE Meta-model

The ADELFE Meta-model
• Belongs to no predefined
organization (AMAS)
• Has local goal
• Is cooperative
• Detects and removes NCS

An agent owns some skills e.g.
specific knowledge that
enables it to realize its own
partial function

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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The ADELFE Meta-model

An agent may possess some characteristics
which are its intrinsic or physical properties
(for instance, the size of an agent or the
number of legs of a robot-like or ant-like
agent)

Aptitudes show the ability of
an agent to reason both about
knowledge and beliefs it owns

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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The ADELFE Meta-model

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

The ADELFE Meta-model

An agent has perception of the
environment elements

An agent observes some
cooperation rules and avoids
NCS (Non Cooperative
Situations)

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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The Gaia Meta-model

The Gaia Meta-model
collab orates/interacts
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name
initiator
partner
inputs
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description

Responsibility

SafetyProperty

LivenessProperty
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collab orates/interacts

OrganizationalStructure

1
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Service
inputs
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Action
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The Gaia Meta-model
collab orates/interacts
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has

type

SafetyProperty
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1..*
1
Protocol

Activity

1..*

Action

The Gaia Meta-model

*
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Comm unication

*

1..*

+permitted action

type
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OrganizationalStructure

+ini tiator/participant

has

SafetyProperty

LivenessProperty
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The Gaia Meta-model
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Meta-model

The use of meta-models to underpin object-oriented processes was
pioneered in the mid-1990s by the OPEN Consortium
[OPEN Working Group, ] leading to the current version of the OPEN
Process Framework (OPF)
The Object Management Group (OMG) then issued a request for
proposals for what turned into the SPEM (Software Processing
Engineering Metamodel) [Object Management Group, 2008]
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SPEM
SPEM (Software Process Engineering Meta-model)
[Object Management Group, 2008] is an OMG standard
object-oriented meta-model deﬁned as an UML proﬁle and used to
describe a concrete software development process or a family of
related software development processes
SPEM is based on the idea that a software development process is a
collaboration between active abstract entities called roles which
perform operations called activities on concrete and real entities
called work products
Each role interacts or collaborates by exchanging work products and
triggering the execution of activities
The overall goal of a process is to bring a set of work products to a
well-deﬁned state
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SPEM level of abstraction

SPEM

The goals of SPEM are to:


SPEM
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support the representation of one speciﬁc development process
support the maintenance of several unrelated processes
provide process engineers with mechanisms to consistently and
eﬀectively manage whole families of related processes promoting
process reusability
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SPEM

Clear separation between
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Method Contents — introduce the concepts to document and manage
development processes through natural language description
Processes — deﬁnes a process model as a breakdown or decomposition
of nested Activities, with the related Roles and input / output Work
Products
Capability patterns — reusable best practices for quickly creating new
development processes
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SPEM: Method Content and Process
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Roles, Activities & WorkProducts
A software development process is seen as a collaboration between
abstract active entities called process roles that perform operations
called activities on concrete, tangible entities called work products
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Roles, Activities & WorkProducts

Roles, Activities & WorkProducts

A software development process is seen as a collaboration between
abstract active entities called process roles that perform operations
called activities on concrete, tangible entities called work products

A software development process is seen as a collaboration between
abstract active entities called process roles that perform operations
called activities on concrete, tangible entities called work products

An Activity defines basic units of
work within a Process as well
as a Process itself

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

A Role Use represents a
performer of an Activity or a
participant of the Activity
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SPEM Notation

A software development process is seen as a collaboration between
abstract active entities called process roles that perform operations
called activities on concrete, tangible entities called work products

Stereotype

Symbol

Activity
Category
Composite role and Team
Guidance
Milestone

A Work Product Use represents
an input and/or output type for
an Activity or represents a
general participant of the
Activity

Process
Process Component
Process Pattern
Role Definition and Use
Task Definition and Use
Tool Definition
WorkProduct Definition and Use
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SPEM: WorkFlow Diagram

SPEM: Activity Details Diagram

FromOMGSPEM2.0
Specifications

FromOMGSPEM2.0
AgentͲOriented SoftwareEngineering
Specifications
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SPEM: Work Product Dependency Diagram

SPEM: Process Component Diagram

A Process Component contains
exactly one Process
represented by an Activity,
and defines a set of Work
Product Ports that define the
inputs and outputs for a
Process Component.

FromOMGSPEM2.0
Specifications
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OPEN

Metalevel Classes [Henderson-Sellers, 2003]

Object-oriented Process, Environment, and Notation (OPEN)
[OPEN Working Group, ] is a full lifecycle, process-focussed,
methodological approach that was designed for the development of
software intensive applications
OPEN is deﬁned as a process framework, known as the OPF (OPEN
Process Framework)
This is a process meta-model from which can be generated an
organisationally-speciﬁc process (instance)
Each of these process instances is created by choosing speciﬁc
Activities, Tasks and Techniques (three of the major metalevel
classes) and speciﬁc conﬁgurations
The deﬁnition of process include not only descriptions of phases,
activities, tasks, and techniques but issues associated with human
resources, technology, and the life-cycle model to be used
Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Work Product & Language & Producer

Work Unit

A work product is any signiﬁcant thing of value (e.g., document,
diagram, model, class, application) that is developed during a project

A work unit is a functionally cohesive operation that is performed by
a producer during an endeavour and that is reiﬁed as an object to
provide ﬂexibility during instantiation and tailoring of a process
The OPF provides the following predeﬁned classes of work units:

A language is the medium used to document a work product. Use
case and object models are written using a modelling language such
as the Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) or the OPEN Modelling
Language (OML)



A producer is anything that produces (i.e., creates, evaluates, iterates,
or maintains), either directly or indirectly, versions of one or more
work products. The OPF distinguishes between those direct producers
(persons as well as roles played by the people and tools that they use)
and indirect producers (teams of people, organisations and
endeavours)

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Task – functionally cohesive operation that is performed by a direct
producer. A task results in the creation, modiﬁcation, or evaluation of
a version of one or more work products
Technique – describes in full detail how a task are to be done
Activity – cohesive collection of workﬂows that produce a related set of
work products. Activities in OPEN are coarse granular descriptions of
what needs to be done

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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What I can do with process meta-models?

A stage is a formally identiﬁed and managed duration or a point in
time, and it provides a macro organisation to the work units
The OPF contains the following predeﬁned classes of stage:
Cycle — there are several types of cycle e.g. lifecycle
Phase — consisting of a sequence of one or more related
builds, releases and deployments
Workﬂow — a sequence of contiguous task performances whereby
producers collaborate to produce a work product
Build — a stage describing a chunk of time during which
tasks are undertaken
Release — a stage which occurs less frequently than a build. In
it, the contents of a build are released by the
development organization to another organisation
Deployment — occurs when the user not only receives the product
but also, probably experimentally, puts it into service for
on-site evaluation
Milestone — is a kind of Stage with no duration. It marks an
event occurring
Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Process meta-models are useful for representing methodologies and
therefore they are essential for creating a new one
Assembling methodologies by reusing fragments of existing ones in
order to perfectly manage a speciﬁc problem is the approach proposed
by (situational) method engineering
We will now:
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overview four design methodologies (Gaia, PASSI, Tropos, SODA)
introduce method engineering as a way for creating a new methodology
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Outline
8

Method Engineering in traditional SE
Method Fragment Representation
Method Fragment Assembly

9

Method Engineering in AOSE
SPEM and AOSE processes
Method Fragment Representation
PRODE: PROcess DEsign for design processes

Part IV
Situational Method Engineering

Fragment collection
Guidelines for Fragment Assembly
Supporting Tools

Method Fragment extraction and Repository creation
Result Evaluation
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Methodologies

Method Engineering

As for software development, individual methodologies are often
created with speciﬁc purposes in mind [Henderson-Sellers, 2005]



particular domains
particular segments of the lifecycle

Method Engineering [Brinkkemper, 1996]

Users often make the assumption that a methodology in not in fact
constrained but, rather, is universally applicable

Method engineering is the engineering discipline to design, construct and
adapt methods, techniques and tools for the development of information
systems

This can easily lead to methodology failure, and to the total rejection
of methodological thinking by software development organisation
The creation of a single universally applicable methodology is an
unattainable goal
We should ask ourselves how could we create a methodological
environment in which the various demands of diﬀerent software
developers might be satisﬁed altogether
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Method & Methodology

Methododology?

Method as an approach to perform a systems development project,
based on a speciﬁc way of thinking, consisting of directions and rules,
structured in a systematic way in development activities with
corresponding development products

Method?

?
?

?

Methodology as the systematic description, explanation and
evaluation of all aspects of methodical information systems
development
. . . these deﬁnitions are diﬀerent from the deﬁnitions we have given
in the previous Section. . .
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Method & Methodology

Methododology?

Method?

?
?

?

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

Method Engineering: Motivations

All the concepts and ideas used
in the Method Engineering are
also applicable to our deﬁnitions
of methodology and method
Method Engineering tries to
model methodological processes
and products by isolating
conceptual method fragments
These fragments act as
methodological “building
blocks”
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Method Engineering: Motivations

Method Engineering: Concerns
Similarly as software engineering is concerned with all aspects of
software production, so is method engineering dealing with all
engineering activities related to methods, techniques and tools
The term method engineering is not new but it was already
introduced in mechanical engineering to describe the construction of
working methods in factories
Even if the work of Brinkkemper is dated, most of the open research
issues he presented are not well addressed yet

Adaptability – to speciﬁc
projects, companies, needs &
new development settings
Reuse – of best practices,
theories & tools
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A lot of tools that only cover part of the development life-cycle exist
So the system development practice has to deal with the proper
integration of tools at hand
Open problems are related to the overall architecture of the
integrated tools

what are the proper constructs for meta-modelling?
what perspectives of meta-models should be distinguished?
is there an optimal technique for meta-modelling, or is the adequacy of
the technique related to the purpose of the investigation?

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Tool Interoperability

The design and evaluation of methods and tools require special
purpose speciﬁcation techniques, called meta-modelling techniques,
for describing their procedural and representational capabilities.
Issues are:


meta-modelling techniques
tool interoperability
situational method(ology)
comparative review of method(ologie)s and tools

EASSS 2009
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Should this be based on the storage structure (i.e. the repository) in a
data-integration architecture, or on a communication structure between
the functional components in a control-integration architecture?
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Conﬁguration Process [Brinkkemper, 1996]

A situational method is an information systems development method
tuned to the situation of the project at hand
Critical to the support of engineering situational methods is the
provision of standardised method building blocks that are stored and
retrievable from a so-called method base
Furthermore, a conﬁguration process should be set up that guides the
assembly of these building blocks into a situational method
The building blocks, called method fragments, are deﬁned as coherent
pieces of information system development methods
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Situational Method Engineering I

Situational Method Engineering II

Every project is diﬀerent, so it is essential in the method conﬁguration
process to characterize the project according to a list of contingency
factors
This project characterization is an input to the selection process,
where method fragments from the method base are retrieved

As the project may not be deﬁnitely clear at the start, a further
elaboration of the situational method can be performed during the
course of the project

Experienced method engineers may also work the other way round,
i.e. start with the selection of method fragments and validate this
choice against the project characterization

Similarly drastic changes in the project require to change the
situational method by the removal of inappropriate fragments
followed by the insertion of suitable ones

The unrelated method fragments are then assembled into a
situational method
As the consistency and completeness of the method may require
additional method fragments, the selection and validation processes
could be repeated
Finally, the situational method is forwarded to the systems developers
in the project
Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Layer of granularity
A method fragment can reside on one of ﬁve possible granularity
layers
Method — addressing the complete method for developing the
information system
Stage — addressing a segment of the life-cycle of the
information system
Model — addressing a perspective of the information system
Diagram — addressing the representation of a view of a Model
layer method fragment
Concept — addressing the concepts and associations of the
method fragments on the Diagram layer, as well as the
manipulations deﬁned on them

Method fragments at the conceptual level are descriptions of
information systems development methods or part of them
Technical method fragments are implementable speciﬁcations of the
operational parts of a method, i.e. the tools

Some conceptual fragments are to be supported by tools, and must
therefore be accompanied by corresponding technical fragments
One conceptual method fragment can be related to several external
and technical method fragments

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

Product fragments model the structures of the products (deliverables,
diagrams, tables, models) of a systems development method
Process fragments are models of the development process. Process
fragments can be either high-level project strategies, called method
outlines, or more detailed procedures to support the application of
speciﬁcation techniques

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Perspective distinguishes product fragments and process fragments

Abstraction level
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Perspective

[Brinkkemper et al., 1999] classiﬁes method fragments according to
three diﬀerent dimensions
Perspective — product and process
Abstraction level — conceptual and technical
Layer of granularity — ﬁve diﬀerent level
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And Now?

Outline
Two important questions




How to represent method
fragments?
How to assembly method
fragments?

To assemble method fragments
into a meaningful method, we
need a procedure and
representation to model method
fragments and impose some
constraints or rules on method
assembly processes
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Method Engineering in traditional SE
Method Fragment Representation
Method Fragment Assembly

9

Method Engineering in AOSE
SPEM and AOSE processes
Method Fragment Representation
PRODE: PROcess DEsign for design processes
Fragment collection
Guidelines for Fragment Assembly
Supporting Tools

Method Fragment extraction and Repository creation
Result Evaluation
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Method Reengineering [Ralyté and Rolland, 2001a]

In the last decade a lot of work has been done in the context of
Method Engineering
However this technique is not entered in the mainstream of the
Software Engineering




There is no consensus in academia nor signiﬁcative industrial eﬀort
towards a standardization
Each research group created its own method fragment representation

Here we brieﬂy introduce the work of Ralyté and Rolland, that
inspired the work of the FIPA group in the context of AOSE
The OPEN framework by Brian Henderson-Sellers will also be
presented because it is actually the largest existing framework
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The Method Meta-model [Ralyté and Rolland, 2001a]

In this approach Ralyté and Rolland adopt the notion of method
chunk [Ralyté and Rolland, 2001a]
A method chunk ensures a tight coupling of some process part and its
related product part. It is a coherent module and any method is
viewed as a set of loosely coupled method chunks expressed at
diﬀerent levels of granularity
Their method meta-model is presented in the next slide. . .
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Method Meta-model

Guidelines

According to this meta-model a method is also viewed as a method
chunk of the highest level of granularity
The deﬁnition of the method chunk is process-driven in the sense that
a chunk is based on the decomposition of the method process model
into reusable guidelines

The body of the guideline details how to apply the chunk to achieve
the intention
The interface of the guideline is also the interface of the
corresponding method chunk

Thus, the core of a method chunk is its guideline to which are
attached the associated product parts needed to perform the process
encapsulated in this guideline

Guidelines in diﬀerent methods have diﬀerent contents, formality,
granularity, etc.

A guideline embodies method knowledge to guide the application
engineer in achieving an intention in a given situation

In order to capture this variety, the authors identify three types of
guidelines: simple, tactical and strategic

Therefore, the guideline has an interface, which describes the
conditions of its applicability (the situation) and a body providing
guidance to achieve the intention, i.e. to proceed in the construction
of the target product
Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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OPF method fragment

A simple guideline may have an informal content advising on how to
proceed to handle the situation in a narrative form. It can be more
structured comprising an executable plan of actions leading to some
transformation of the product under construction

It is part of existing methodologies and used to construct new ones
It is generated and stored in a repository with all its guidelines basing
on OPF Metamodel

A tactical guideline is a complex guideline, which uses a tree structure
to relate its sub-guidelines one with the others

The Metamodel is composed of ﬁve main metaclasses

A strategic guideline is a complex guideline called a map which uses a
graph structure to relate its sub-guidelines. Each sub-guideline
belongs to one of the three types of guidelines. A strategic guideline
provides a strategic view of the development process telling which
intention can be achieved following which strategy

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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The OPF Meta-model
Main elements of OPF Metamodel
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WorkUnit, operations (Activities, Tasks and Techniques) performed by
Producers during a development process in order to produce a speciﬁc
WorkProduct
Activities and Tasks describe what is to be done whereas
Techniques describe how to do a portion of work
WorkProduct, the artefact
Producers, the stakeholder performing a work unit
Stage, provides the organization of process in terms of phases and
lifecycles
Guideline, useful to instantiate the metamodel elements, to create
method components and to create the method itself
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Outline
8

9

Method Assembly

Method Engineering in traditional SE
Method Fragment Representation
Method Fragment Assembly

In the last decade a lots of work is done in the context of Method
Assembly
This leads to a proliferation of diﬀerent techniques for Method
Assembly, and each of them adopts a peculiar representation and
phases

Method Engineering in AOSE
SPEM and AOSE processes
Method Fragment Representation
PRODE: PROcess DEsign for design processes

Here we brieﬂy show some rules from Brinkkemper, the Method
Assembly techniques by Ralyté and Rolland and the OPEN by Brian
Henderson-Sellers

Fragment collection
Guidelines for Fragment Assembly
Supporting Tools

Method Fragment extraction and Repository creation
Result Evaluation
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Brinkkemper’s Rules I

Rule 7 — The activity of identifying the added concepts and
associations that are newly introduced for method assembly
should be performed after their associated concepts are
identiﬁed
Rule 8 — Let A and B be the two method fragments to be
assembled, and C the new method fragment. In C, we should
have at least one product which is the output of A and
which is the input of B, or the other way round

Rule 2 — We should have at least one concept and/or association
that connects between two method fragments to be
assembled
Rule 3 — If we add new concepts, they should be connectors to
both of the assembled method fragments

Rule 9 — Each product fragment should be produced by a
“corresponding” process fragment

Rule 4 — If we add new associations, the two method fragments to
be assembled should participate in them

Rule 10 — Suppose a product fragment has been assembled. The
process fragment that produces this product fragment
consists of the process fragments that produce the
components of the product fragment

Rule 5 — There are no isolated parts in the resulting method
fragments
EASSS 2009
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Jolita Ralyté and Colette Rolland have proposed a diﬀerent approach
for assembling method chunks
In particular they distinguished two diﬀerent assembly strategies:

Rule 12 — If an association exists between two product fragments,
there should exist at least one association between their
respective components



Rule 13 — There are no “meaningless” associations in product
fragments, i.e. every association is “meaningful” in the sense
that it can semantically consistently connect to speciﬁc
concepts

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

A Diﬀerent Approach

Rule 11 — A technical method fragment should supports a
conceptual method fragment

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Rule 6 — There are no concepts which have the same name and
which have the diﬀerent occurrences in a method description

Rule 1 — At least one concept, association or property should be
newly introduced to each method fragment to be assembled,
i.e. a method fragment to be assembled should not be a
subset of another

Agent Oriented Software Engineering
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Brinkkemper’s Rules II

[Brinkkemper et al., 1999] introduce several general rules for method
assembly
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association – The assembly process by association consists in
connecting chunks such that the ﬁrst one produces a product which is
the source of the second chunk
integration – The assembly process by integration consists in
identifying the common elements in the chunks product and process
models and merging them
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Assembly Based Method Engineering
[Ralyté and Rolland, 2001a]
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Assembly Map [Ralyté and Rolland, 2001b]
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Integration Map [Ralyté and Rolland, 2001b]
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Association Map [Ralyté and Rolland, 2001b]
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OPEN Process Framework [Henderson-Sellers, 2003]
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Usage Guidelines

The core of the Method Assembly in OPF are usage guidelines
covering:
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instantiating the class library to produce actual process components
choosing the best process components
tailoring the ﬁne detail inside the chosen process components
extending the existing class library of predeﬁned process components
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OPEN Process Framework [OPEN Working Group, ]

Process Construction Guidelines
A process construction guideline is a usage guideline intended to help
process engineers instantiate the development process framework and
then select the best component instances in order to create the
process itself
Speciﬁcally, it will provide guidance concerning how to:
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select the work products to develop
select the producers (e.g., roles, teams, and tools) to develop these
work products
select the work units to perform
how to allocate tasks and associated techniques to the producers
how to group the tasks into workﬂows, activities
select stages of development that will provide an overall organization to
these work units
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Matrix Example [Henderson-Sellers, 2003]

OPEN recommends construction of a number of matrices linking, for
example, Activities with Tasks and Tasks with Techniques
The possibility values in these matrices indicate the likelihood of the
eﬀectiveness of each individual pair
These values should be tailored to a speciﬁc organization or a speciﬁc
project
Typically a matrix should have ﬁve levels of evaluation: mandatory,
recommended, optional, discouraged, forbidden
However a two levels evaluation matrix (use/do not use) gives good
results
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Tailoring Guidelines

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

Extension Guidelines

No class library can ever be totally complete
Once the process framework has been instantiated and placed into
eﬀect, one typically ﬁnds that one needs to perform some ﬁne-tuning
by tailoring the instantiated process components as lessons are
learned during development

Because of the large diﬀerences between development projects, new
classes of process components will eventually be needed

Tailoring guidelines are usage guidelines intended to help process
engineers tailor the instantiated process components

A process framework should therefore come with extension guidelines,
whereby an extension guideline is a usage guideline intended to help
the process engineer extend the existing development process
framework by adding new classes of process components

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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Also, software engineering is an evolving discipline, and new process
components will need to be added as the ﬁeld advance
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Outline
8

9

Agent Oriented Situational Method Engineering

Method Engineering in traditional SE
Method Fragment Representation
Method Fragment Assembly

The development methodology is built by the developer by assembling
pieces of the process (method fragments) from a method base

Method Engineering in AOSE
SPEM and AOSE processes
Method Fragment Representation
PRODE: PROcess DEsign for design processes

The method base is composed of contributions coming from existing
methodologies and other novel and speciﬁcally conceived fragments
This is the approach used within the FIPA Technical Committee
Methodology (2003-2005)

Fragment collection
Guidelines for Fragment Assembly
Supporting Tools

Method Fragment extraction and Repository creation
Result Evaluation
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The normal agent development process
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Situational Method Engineering

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

Adopting Situational Method Engineering

What do I need?
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a collection of method fragments
some guidelines about how to assemble fragments
a CAME (Computer Aided Method Engineering) tool
an evaluation framework (is my new methodology really good?)
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CAME Tool

The new process production

This tool is based on the method meta-model and it is responsible for
method fragment speciﬁcation, i.e. their product and process parts
deﬁnition.
Method fragment speciﬁcation can be done “from scratch”, by
assembly or by modiﬁcation.

Method
Fragments
Extraction

Existing
Methodologies

In the ﬁrst case product and process models of the fragments are
deﬁned by instantiating the method meta-model used by the tool.

CAME tool

New
Method
Fragments

In the second case fragments are assembled in order to satisfy some
speciﬁc situation.

Method
Base

In the third case fragments are obtained by modiﬁcation of other
fragments in order to better satisfy the method goal.

MAS
Deployment Model

Depending to the method meta-model, the CAME tool should oﬀer
graphical modelling facilities and special features.
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Method
Base
MAS
Deployment Model

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

All methodologies are
expressed in a
standard notation (we
adopt SPEM by OMG)
Existing
Methodologies

CAME tool

New
Method
Fragments

Specific
problem
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The new process production

MAS
MetaModel

Method
Fragments
Extraction

CASE tool

Specific
Methodology

MAS running
on agent platforms

The new process production

Existing
Methodologies

MAS
MetaModel

CASE tool

Specific
Methodology

MAS
MetaModel

Method
Fragments
Extraction

CAME tool

New
Method
Fragments

Method
Base
MAS

Specific
problem

Deployment Model

MAS running
on agent platforms

CASE tool

Fragments are
identified and
described according to
the previous discussed
definition

Specific
Methodology

Specific
problem

MAS running
on agent platforms
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The new process production

New fragments are
defined if necessary

Existing
Methodologies

MAS
MetaModel

Method
Fragments
Extraction

CAME tool

New
Method
Fragments

Method
Base
MAS
Deployment Model

Existing
Methodologies

CAME tool

New
Method
Fragments

Specific
Methodology

MAS
MetaModel

Method
Fragments
Extraction

Method
Base
MAS
Deployment Model

CASE tool

Specific
problem

CASE tool

A method fragments
repository is composed
with all existing
fragments

Specific
Methodology

Specific
problem

MAS running
on agent platforms

MAS running
on agent platforms
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The new process production

Existing
Methodologies

The new process production

MAS
MetaModel

Method
Fragments
Extraction

CAME tool

New
Method
Fragments

Method
Base
MAS
Deployment Model

CASE tool

The desired MASMeta-Model is
composed according to
problem specific needs
(for instance including
or not self-organizing
agents)

Existing
Methodologies

Specific
Methodology

CAME tool

New
Method
Fragments

Method
Base
MAS

Specific
problem

Deployment Model

CASE tool

Specific
Methodology

Specific
problem

MAS running
on agent platforms

MAS running
on agent platforms
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Existing
Methodologies

MAS
MetaModel

Method
Fragments
Extraction

A CAME (Computer
Aided Method
Engineering) tool
assists in the selection
of fragments and
composition of design
process

Method
Fragments
Extraction

A new and problem
specific methodology
MAS is
built MetaModel

Method
Base
MAS
Deployment Model
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The new process production

CAME tool

New
Method
Fragments
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CASE tool

Existing
Methodologies

Specific
Methodology

MAS
MetaModel

Method
Fragments
Extraction

CAME tool

New
Method
Fragments

Method
Base

Specific
problem

MAS
Deployment Model

MAS running
on agent platforms

CASE tool

A CASE (Computer
Aided Software
Engineering) tool is
used to effectively
design the multi-agent
system

Specific
Methodology

Specific
problem

MAS running
on agent platforms
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The multi-agent
system has been
coded, tested and is
ready to be deployed

A meta-model for modelling and design an AOSE process
CAME tool

New
Method
Fragments

EASSS 2009

So we need..

MAS
MetaModel

Method
Fragments
Extraction
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Method
Base
MAS
Deployment Model

CASE tool

A speciﬁc description of an AOSE fragment

Specific
Methodology

A way for assembly AOSE fragments

Specific
problem

MAS running
on agent platforms
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Outline
8

The process description

Method Engineering in traditional SE
Method Fragment Representation
Method Fragment Assembly

Three are the main elements of a design process


9

Method Engineering in AOSE
SPEM and AOSE processes
Method Fragment Representation
PRODE: PROcess DEsign for design processes




Activity
Process Role
Work Product

AOSE processes are also aﬀected by


Fragment collection
Guidelines for Fragment Assembly
Supporting Tools

MAS Meta-model (MMM) Element

SPEM does not support the MMM Elements

Method Fragment extraction and Repository creation
Result Evaluation
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Extending SPEM Speciﬁcations [Seidita et al., 2009a]

each part (one or more elements) of this meta-model can be
instantiated in one (or more) fragment(s)



refers = instantiates/relates/quotes/reﬁnes



The MMM element is the constituent part of a Work Product
The MMM is not part of the SPEM meta-model
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The need for establishing which is the real action a process role
performs on a MMM element when he is carrying out a speciﬁc
activity
The set of actions:

Each fragment refers to one (or more) MMM element(s)


EASSS 2009

Extending SPEM Speciﬁcations [Seidita et al., 2009a]

MMM is the starting point for the construction of a new design
process


Agent Oriented Software Engineering



it is the element which leads us in modifying and extending SPEM
diagram



deﬁne – it is performed when a MMM element is introduced for the
ﬁrst time and its features are deﬁned in a portion of process (hence in
a fragment)
relate – when a relationship is created (deﬁned) among two or more
MMM elements previously deﬁned in another portion of process
quote – a MMM element or a relationship is quoted in a speciﬁc work
product
reﬁne – a MMM element attribute is deﬁned or a value is identiﬁed for
it

We also ﬁnd useful to specify the work product kind by referring to an
explicit set of WP kinds
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The dependency diagram
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Example: the SODA process
Requirements Analysis

Analysis

Is the problem well specified?

no
Layering
yes

Architectural Design
Is the system well specified?

no

yes

Layering

yes

Detailed Design
Are there problems in the system?

no
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Outline

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

Method fragment meta-model

8

Method Engineering in traditional SE
Method Fragment Representation
Method Fragment Assembly

9

Method Engineering in AOSE
SPEM and AOSE processes
Method Fragment Representation
PRODE: PROcess DEsign for design processes

The FIPA Methodology Technical Committee in 2003-2005 proposed
the following deﬁnition of method fragment [Cossentino et al., 2007a]

Fragment collection
Guidelines for Fragment Assembly
Supporting Tools

Method Fragment extraction and Repository creation
Result Evaluation
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What is a Method Fragment

Outline

A fragment is a portion of the development process, composed as follows:
A portion of process (what is to be done, in what order), deﬁned with a
SPEM diagram
One or more deliverables (like (A)UML/UML diagrams, text documents
and so on)
Some preconditions (they are a kind of constraint because it is not
possible to start the process speciﬁed in the fragment without the
required input data or without verifying the required guard condition)
A list of concepts (related to the MAS meta-model) to be deﬁned
(designed) or reﬁned during the speciﬁed process fragment
Guideline(s) that illustrates how to apply the fragment and best practices
related to that
A glossary of terms used in the fragment (in order to avoid
misunderstandings if the fragment is reused in a context that is diﬀerent
from the original one)
Other information (composition guidelines, platform to be used,
application area and dependency relationships useful to assemble
fragments) complete this deﬁnition.
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Method Engineering in traditional SE
Method Fragment Representation
Method Fragment Assembly

9

Method Engineering in AOSE
SPEM and AOSE processes
Method Fragment Representation
PRODE: PROcess DEsign for design processes
Fragment collection
Guidelines for Fragment Assembly
Supporting Tools

Method Fragment extraction and Repository creation
Result Evaluation
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The PRODE Process Representation

MMM
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Applying the Proposed Method Fragment Deﬁnition

The process view

A method Fragment can be explored from four points of view
[Cossentino et al., 2007b]:


Process




Storing




it concerns with the storage of the fragment in the method base and its
retrieval

Reuse




the process related aspect of the fragment: workﬂow, activity and work
product

it concerns with the reuse feature of the fragment and lists the elements
helpful in reusing the fragment during the composition of a new design
process

Implementation


the implementation of the main elements of the process view

Method fragment construction is Work Product oriented, a method
fragment must deliver a product.
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The storing view
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PRODE divided in three main areas of research

MMM

1) A collection of
process fragments
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PRODE divided in three main areas of research

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

MMM

3) A CAPE (Computer
Aided Process Engineering)
tool

2) Guidelines for
fragment assembling
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PRODE divided in three main areas of research

MMM
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The fragment collection in PRODE

The PRODE Process Representation

MMM

1) A collection of
process fragments
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Process Analysis and Design in PRODE

MMM

2) Guidelines for
fragment assembling
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Example: Core meta-model creation

Example: Aspecs core meta-model

ASPECS is a design process for
building holonic multi-agent
systems recently developed at
UTBM

A detailed description of ASPECS in [Cossentino et al., 2010]
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What is prioritization ??
The problem we face is:


What are the ﬁrst fragments we should introduce in the new process?

??
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The algorithm

2.

Main issues:





3.

we assume each process fragment instantiates, relates, reﬁnes or quotes
MAS Meta-Model Elements (MMMEs)
we created an algorithm for assigning a priority to the realisation of
some MMMEs:


4.
5.
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Select a metamodel domain (consider the resulting
metamodel as a graph with nodes (MMMEs) and edges
(relationships))
Define List elements1 as a list of MMMEs that can be
defined by reusing fragments from the repository, and the
associated priority p: List elements1 (MMME, p), p=1;
Define List elements2 as a list of MMMEs that cannot be
defined by reusing fragments from the repository;
Define List elements3 as a list of elements that are not
in the core MMM;
While the core MMM is not empty
a)

elements that are “leaves” of the meta-model graph are realised at ﬁrst
other elements follow according to the number of their relationships

Select the leaves Li (i=1,. . . ,n) that: (i) can be
instantiated by fragments of the repository and (ii) have less
relationships with other elements
1.
2.
3.

The output is a priority list of fragments
6.

Select the leaves Li (i=1,. . . ,m) that can not be instantiated
by fragments of the repository;
1.
2.

Agent Oriented Software Engineering
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Insert Li (i=1,. . . ,n) in List elements1;
Remove elements Li (i=1,. . . ,n) from the core MMM;
p = p+1;

While the core MMM is not empty
a)

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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The Prioritization Algorithm (1 of 3) [Seidita et al., 2009b]
1.
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Insert Li (i=1,. . . ,m) in List elements2;
Remove Li (i=1,. . . ,m) from the core MMM;
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The Prioritization Algorithm (2 of 3)

The Prioritization Algorithm (3 of 3)
8. For each E2i (i=0..m) in List_elements2
a) Define a new fragment for instantiating E2i
b) Insert the fragment in the new process composition
diagram
c) Remove E2i from List_elements2
9. For each E3i (i=0..m) in List_elements3
a) Introduce elements E3i (i=0..q) from List_elements3 in
the core MMM
b) Repeat from 2. (consider only the new elements)
10. If the process is not completed (i.e. not all design
activities from requirements elicitation to coding,
testing and deployment have been defined)
a) Repeat from 1.

7. For each element E1i of List_elements1 select an
instantiating fragment from the repository (verify
the correspondence among fragment rationale and the
process requirements/strategies)
a)

If one fragment corresponds to process requirements and
strategies then:
I. insert the fragment in the new process composition diagram
II. analyze inputs Ii (i=0,. . . ,n) and outputs Oj (j=0,. . .
,m) of the fragment
A.
B.

If some Ii or Oj does not belong to the core MMM then add it

to List_elements3; mark the fragment as “To be modified”
remove E1i from List elements1;

III. For each element E2i in List_elements2 analyze if there is
a similarity with the elements defined in this fragment
A.

b)

if yes delete E2i from List_elements2 and Ii/Oi from
List_elements3

else (if no fragment correspond to requirements and
strategies) then
I.

remove E1i from List_elements1 and insert it in
List_elements2
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Example: the ﬁrst two fragments in Building the ASPECS
Process
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Example: Aspecs process component diagram
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Process Analysis and Design in PRODE

Meta-model Extension
The Core MAS Metamodel is the starting point for selecting the right
fragments from the repository and for assembling them in the new
process
MAS Metamodel extensions come from:




the need of incorporating MMMEs referred in selected fragments
new process requirements
not all design activities from requirements elicitation to coding, testing
and deployment have been deﬁned

Three diﬀerent situations may arise:




diﬀerent MAS meta-models contribute to the new one with parts that
are totally disjointed
diﬀerent MAS meta-models contribute to the new one with parts that
overlap and. . .
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Metameth
Metameth is an (open-source) agent-oriented tool we built to support
our experiments in methodologies composition and their application
in real projects.
Metameth is:

MMM







3) A CAPE (Computer
Aided Process Engineering)
tool

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

. . . overlapping elements have the same deﬁnitions bounded to
elements with diﬀerent names or on the contrary
. . . overlapping elements have the same name but diﬀerent deﬁnitions
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a CAPE tool: since it supports the deﬁnition of the design process
life-cycle and the positioning of the diﬀerent method fragments in the
intended place
a CAME tool: since it allows the deﬁnition of diﬀerent method
fragments
a CASE tool: since it supports a distributed design process, it oﬀers
several (by now UML) graphical editors and an expert system for
verifying the resulting system
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Metameth tool architecture
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Supporting design activities

The operations that can be supported by a tool during the design
process:
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GUI Action – the tool interacts with the user (using a GUI) in order to
support him in some operations
WP Composition – the tool creates/updates a work product on the
basis of the already introduced design information
Rule Check – semantic and syntactic check of the work product
(warning, alerting and suggestions)
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The expert system

The expert system

Metameth is composed of a society of agents interacting with users:






a controller agent – responsible for the execution of process
a community of Activity agents – interacting with designer
a ProcessModel agent – is responsible of managing the design
information
an editor agent – manages the diagram editor
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The rules
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The rules

The Process Model agent is responsible of the activation of Jess rules

The Process Model agent is responsible of the activation of Jess rules

Classiﬁcation according to ﬁve categories:

Classiﬁcation according to ﬁve categories:

– Validation
– Semantic interpretation

– Validation
– Semantic interpretation

Rule Check

– Auto-composition
– Update
– Import

– Auto-composition
– Update
– Import

WP
Composition
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The Metameth GUI

The Metameth expert system is based on JESS
Rules are expressed in ﬁrst order logic
Ontology is designed using Protegè
Services oﬀered by the expert system:







syntax checks: it veriﬁes the abidance to modelling language rules
semantic checks: it veriﬁes the abidance to the MAS meta-model (e.g.
a role cannot aggregate another one)
semantic understanding of diagrams: elements of notations are mapped
to their corresponding MAS meta-model element (a use-case is
mapped to a requirement)
automatic composition of diagrams: some diagrams can be partially
composed by accessing information of previous design phases
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Outline
8

9

Method fragment extraction

Method Engineering in traditional SE
Method Fragment Representation
Method Fragment Assembly

The repository is a data base where method fragments are stored in
terms of (usually text) documents

Method Engineering in AOSE
SPEM and AOSE processes
Method Fragment Representation
PRODE: PROcess DEsign for design processes

Fragments extraction is Work Product- and MMM Element-oriented
A fragment is identiﬁed as a portion of process that produces a
signiﬁcant work product (a diagram or other kind of WP)


Fragment collection
Guidelines for Fragment Assembly
Supporting Tools

fragments can also be composed: Phase fragment, Composed
fragment, Atomic fragment

Method Fragment extraction and Repository creation
Result Evaluation
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The categorisation [Seidita et al., 2006]











Phase
Process Role
Work Product
MMM Element
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sixteen diﬀerent process roles
seventeen phases
several work products and MAS Meta-model elements
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Process Roles

Any kind of design
process can be
decomposed in phases

System Analyst
Requirements

Domain Analyst
Identiﬁcation of an high
level process role for each
phase

Analysis

High level of abstraction
for phases resulting form
the studied processes

Design

Some of them are speciﬁc
for agent based design
process

Deployment

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)
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All the processes we studied were created by diﬀerent research groups
and deal with diﬀerent design philosophies
Diﬀerences in names and deﬁnitions of the design process elements

a set of common phases of software engineering design processes
the principal process role performing these phases
a set of work product kind

The repository allows the classiﬁcation of fragments according to a
set of categories based on the most important meta-model elements


EASSS 2009

The need for a taxonomy

The aim is to unify diﬀerent elements (from diﬀerent approaches)
under a unique deﬁnition


Agent Oriented Software Engineering

Implementation

Detailing process roles
basing on studied
processes

Testing
Coding

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

User
Agent Analyst
Agent Designer
User Interface Designer
Programmer
Test Designer
Test Developer
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Taxonomy: Work product

The need for a taxonomy

Work Product
Kind

Three kinds of MAS Meta-model elements
Graphical



Textual



Behavioural

Structural

Structured



Fr ee

Problem domain → all aspects of users problem description including
environment representation
Agency Domain → agent based concepts useful to deﬁne a solution
Solution Domain → the structure of the code solution

Composite
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Results Evaluation: an open problem?

Method Engineering in traditional SE
Method Fragment Representation
Method Fragment Assembly

MMM

Method Engineering in AOSE
SPEM and AOSE processes
Method Fragment Representation
PRODE: PROcess DEsign for design processes
Fragment collection
Guidelines for Fragment Assembly
Supporting Tools

Results Evaluation is crucial
also in process
improvement/reengineering

Method Fragment extraction and Repository creation
Result Evaluation
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AO Design Process Evaluation

Details on AO processes evaluation
[Numi Tran and Low, 2005]

Q.N. Tran, G. C. Low (2005). Comparison of Ten Agent-Oriented
Methodologies. In Agent-Oriented Methodologies, chapter XII, pp.
341-367. Idea Group.
L. Cernuzzi, G. Rossi (2002). On the evaluation of agent oriented
methodologies. In: Proc. of the OOPSLA 2002 Workshop on
Agent-Oriented Methodologies, pp. 21-30.
Arnon Sturm, Dov Dori, Onn Shehory (2004). A Comparative Evaluation
of Agent-Oriented Methodologies, in Methodologies and Software
Engineering for Agent Systems, Federico Bergenti, Marie-Pierre Gleizes,
Franco Zambonelli (eds.)
Khanh Hoa Dam, Michael Winikoﬀ (2003). Comparing Agent-Oriented
Methodologies. In proc. of the Agent-Oriented Information Systems
Workshop at AAMAS03. Melbourne (AUS).
P. Cuesta, A. Gomez, J. C. Gonzalez, and F. J. Rodriguez (2003). A
Framework for Evaluation of Agent Oriented Methodologies.
CAEPIA’2003
L. Cernuzzi, M. Cossentino, F. Zambonelli (2005). Process Models for
Agent-Based Development. International Journal on Engineering
Applications of Artiﬁcial Intelligence (EAAI). Elsevier.
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Details on AO processes evaluation
From:


From:


Arnon Sturm, Dov Dori, Onn Shehory. A Comparative Evaluation of
Agent-Oriented Methodologies, in Methodologies and Software
Engineering for Agent Systems, Federico Bergenti, Marie-Pierre
Gleizes, Franco Zambonelli (eds.)

Based on a
questionnaire
Reused and
extended in
AL3-AOSE
TFG3a

Evaluation is based on:





concepts and properties (autonomy, proactiveness, . . . )
notations and modeling techniques (accessibility, expressiveness)
process (development context, Lifecycle coverage)
pragmatics (required expertise, scalability, . . . )
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See AL3 AOSE
TFG 1-3 Final Report
at:
http://www.pa.icar.cnr.it/cossentino/
al3tf3/
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The maturity level of an organization provides a way to predict an
organization’s performance in a given discipline or set of disciplines
A maturity level is a deﬁned evolutionary plateau for organizational
process improvement

SCAMPI (Standard CMMI Assessment Method for Process
Improvement)[SEI, 2006b] it is a schema for process evaluation in ﬁve
steps: activation, diagnosis, deﬁnition, action, learning.

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

EASSS 2009

Levels are used in CMMI to describe an evolutionary path
recommended for an organisation that wants to improve the processes

The overall goal of CMMI is to provide a framework that can share
consistent process improvement best practices and approaches, but can
be ﬂexible enough to address the rapidly changing needs of the
community
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Details on AO processes evaluation: CMMI discrete levels

The Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) [SEI, 2006a]


Khanh Hoa Dam, Michael Winikoﬀ (2003). Comparing Agent-Oriented
Methodologies. In proc. of the Agent-Oriented Information Systems
Workshop at AAMAS03. Melbourne (AUS).
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Details on AO processes evaluation: CMMI discrete levels
Maturity
Level

Description

1-Initial

processes are usually ad hoc and chaotic

2-Managed

processes are planned and executed in accordance
with policy

3-Defined

processes are well characterized and understood,
and are described in standards, procedures, tools,
and methods

Open issues
SME is perceived to be a diﬃcult discipline




Major problems with AO-SME

4the organization and projects establish quantitative
Quantitatively objectives for quality and process performance and
managed
use them as criteria in managing processes
5-Optimizing





an organization continually improves its processes
based on a quantitative understanding of the
common causes of variation inherent in processes
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AO processes deals with MAS metamodels and they are an open issue
in the agent community
lack of standards (ISO speciﬁcation vs FIPA proposal)




AOSE processes are (at most) at level 3!!
(only a few of them)
Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

this is only partially true. All new design processes creator performed
(usually in a disordered way) the steps proposed and studied by SME
agreater diﬀusion of AO-SME can have positive eﬀects on the
development of new AO design processes (speciﬁcally in new areas like
self-org)
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lack of standard repository of fragments

lack of stable (commercial quality) CAPE/CAME tools
design process evaluation is still an open issue in both AO and OO
software engineering
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Outline

Part V

10

Research directions and visions

11

Conclusions

Research directions and conclusions
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Mainstream AOSE Researches

Is This Enough?
Let’s ask ourselves a simple basic question:

Methodology





dozens of methodologies proposed so far
mostly “pencil and papers” exercises with no confrontation with real
world problems. . .








interesting and worth to be explored, but. . .
these would require much more research coordination and more
feedback from real-world experiences









of great help to clarify agent-oriented abstractions
no speciﬁc standard still exists



Very interesting models but. . .
(the lack of) a pure agent-oriented language slows down the
implementation phase
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it depends on the observation level

In the physical world and in micro-electronics
[Zambonelli and Omicini, 2004]

Infrastructures


world-wide social and computational networks
pervasive computing environments
sensor networks and embedded computing

There is not a single answer:

Models & Notations


what does it mean engineering a MAS?
what is the actual subject of the engineering work?

What is a MAS in a world of:

Meta-methodologies


Agent Oriented Software Engineering
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micro level of observation: dominated by quantum phenomena (and
and to be studied/engineered accordingly)
macro level of observation: dominated by classical physics
meso level of observation: quantum and classical phenomena both
appears (and have to be taken into account)
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AOSE Observation Levels

Micro-Level Challenges (1)
Assessing AOSE Advantages

Micro scale
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is it really suited for MASs?
and for complex systems in general?
even the mainstream SE community doubts about that. . .





agent-speciﬁc ones to be invented
other non-UML approaches





agents can help with that










lack of engineering ﬂavor. . .
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as they are starting being identiﬁed in the “complex systems” research
community
phase transitions, edges of chaos, etc.

letting us study and engineer complex MAS


embodied, modular, intelligence
observable rationality
exploiting scientiﬁc results from the AI-oriented MAS community
turn them into usable engineered products

challenging indeed

can general laws underlying the behavior of complex MASs be
identiﬁed?


our role should be that of:


scientiﬁc activity
observing and reproducing biology

Universality in MASs

Intelligence engineering

selling AI has always been diﬃcult

219 / 249

but it must become an engineering activity


Cf. Sturm et al. 2003: OPM/MAS
AML by Whitestein [Cervenka et al., 2005]
A proposal of uniﬁed notation by L. Padgham, M. Winikoﬀ, S. De
Loach, M. Cossentino [Padgham et al., 2009]
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some say this is not AOSE. . .


do more suitable notations exists?


Agent Oriented Software Engineering

The macro level deals with complex collective behavior in large scale
MASs

AUML is ok to spread acceptance but. . .


Cf. Knublauch 2002 “Extreme programming for MAS”, Cossentino
2006: “Agile PASSI”
Can meta-models be of help in that direction?

Macro-Level Challenges (1)

Agent-speciﬁc notations


agile processes
agent-speciﬁc ﬂexible processes

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

Micro-Level Challenges (2)


either implicitly or explicitly
with no counterpart in industrial software development

Need for:
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helps saving money and human resource
leads to higher quality software products
quantitative comparison of AOSE vs. non-AOSE complex software
development

most methodologies assume a “waterfall” model


most MASs (even small scale) are open
deployed in some sort of macro scale system
dynamically evolving together with the system
Agent Oriented Software Engineering

qualitative work

Pay Attention to the Software Process

micro scale components deployed in a macro scale scenario
my own system inﬂuence and is inﬂuenced by the whole

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

we need to show that AOSE


Very rarely a fully ﬂedged study can be limited to a single level of
observation






very large scale distributed MASs
no control over single components (decentralization, multiple
stakeholders)
the kingdom of “self-organization” people

Meso scale


AO has clear advantages. What about AOSE?
methodologies, methodologies, methodologies. . . ;-(


Macro scale






small- medium-size MASs
control over each component (limited complexity single stakeholder)
this is the (only) focus of mainstream AOSE

abstracting from the speciﬁc characteristics of agents (from ants to
rational BDI agents)
abstracting from the speciﬁc content of their interactions

Cf. Van Parunak 2004: “Universality in MAS”
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Meso-Level Challenges (1)

Measuring Complex MASs


how can we characterize the behavior of large-scale MASs?










macro-level measures must be identiﬁed




It is a problem of deployment

when we cannot characterise the behavior of single components
to concisely express properties of a system
Cf. Entropy, Macro-properties of complex network, etc



and tools must be provided to actually measure systems
but measuring must be ﬁnalised

Impact Analysis

Controlling Complex MASs









given a measurable property of a MASs
software engineers must be able to direct the evolution of a system,
i.e., to tune the value of the measurable property





in a fully decentralised way
and with the possibility of enforcing control over a limited portion of
the MAS

how will my system behave when it will deployed in an existing open
possibly large scale networked system?
how I will inﬂuence the existing system?
micro-scale aspects:





software engineering will become strictly related to control systems
engineering

tolerance to unpredictable environmental dynamics on my system
internal handlings

macro-scale aspect:



Emergent behaviors, physics, biology, etc


engineering issues related to deployment of a MAS (typically
engineered at a micro level of observation). . .
. . . into a large scale system (to be studied at a macro-level of
observation)

can my “small” MAS change the overall behavior of the global system?
“butterﬂy eﬀect”?

Cf. The activity of the “SELF ORGANIZATION” Agentlink group
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Meso-Level Challenges (2)

Research directions and visions: conclusions

Identifying the Boundaries








There is not a single AOSE

how can I clearly identify what is part of my system and what is not?
I should identify



potential inter-agent and environmental interactions
shape the environment (i.e., via agentiﬁcation)
engineer the interactions across the environment




in sum: engineering the boundaries of the system






I can (provably) trust a “small” system of rational agents
I can (probabilistically) trust a very large-scale MASs
what I can actually say about the small system deployed in the
large-scale one









are conﬁgurable context-dependent coordination infrastructure the
correct answer?
are normative approaches the correct ones?



Cf. Incentives in social and P2P networks
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what are the aspects related to Engineering?
what are the aspects related to Software Engineering?
what are the aspects related to the paradigms adopted?

in the next slides a few papers will be listed. They include a list of
AOSE survey that report other points of view on this discipline
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N. R. Jennings, P. Faratin, T. J. Norman, P. O’Brien, B. Odgers,
Autonomous Agents for Business Process Management
[Jennings et al., 2000]

P. Wegner, Why Interaction is More Powerful than Algorithms
[Wegner, 1997]
M. Wooldridge, Reasoning About Rational Agents [Wooldridge, 2001]

M. J. Wooldridge and N. R. Jennings, Software Engineering with
Agents: Pitfalls and Pratfalls [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1999]

M. Wooldridge, N. Jennings, Intelligent Agents: Theory and Practice
[Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995]

Y. Shoham, An Overview of Agent-Oriented Programming
[Shoham, 1997]

D. Chess, C. Harrison, A. Kershenbaum, Mobile Agents: are They a
Good Idea? [Chess et al., 1996]

K. Siau and M. Rossi, Evaluation of Information Modeling Methods –
A Review [Siau and Rossi, 1998]

V. Parunak, Go to the Ant: Engineering Principles from Natural
Agent Systems [Parunak, 1997]

F. Zambonelli, N. Jennings, M. Wooldridge, Organizational
Abstractions for the Analysis and Design of multi-agent system
[Zambonelli et al., 2001]

N. R. Jennings, An Agent-Based Approach for Building Complex
Software System [Jennings, 2001]
EASSS 2009
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N.R. Jennings, On Agent-Based Software Engineering
[Jennings, 2000]

A. Newell, The Knowledge Level [Newell, 1982]

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

Agent Oriented Software Engineering

Introduction to AOSE

(this is a very PARTIAL list, lots of very interesting refs are not reported
here)
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In this lecture we have spoken about Software Engineering and Agent
Oriented Software Engineering
Some reﬂections are necessary:

Research directions and visions
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Reﬂections



11

there is so much to engineer around. . .
emotional agents, mixed human-agent organisations, interactions with
the physical world. . .

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

Outline

10

fascinating. . .
very diﬃcult to be tackled with engineering approaches. . .

What else?

We know what we gain but we do not know what we lose

Molesini/Cossentino (UniBo/ICAR-CNR)

some would say this is not AOSE
but it must become indeed. . .

The meso scale

how can I measure the “degree of trust”?

Infrastructures for Open Systems


overwhelmed by research
often neglecting very basic questions. . .

The macro scale

Trust


depends on the scale of observation. . .

The micro scale
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Relevant References on AOSE

References on Design Methodologies

(this is a very PARTIAL list, lots of very interesting refs are not reported here)
Books on AOSE






Adelfe: [Bernon et al., 2005a]
ASPECS: [Cossentino et al., 2010]
Gaia: [Wooldridge et al., 2000] , Gaia2: [Zambonelli et al., 2003]
Ingenias: [Pavòn et al., 2005]
MaSE: [DeLoach et al., 2001], O-MaSE: [DeLoach, 2008],
[DeLoach, 2006]
PASSI: [Cossentino, 2005] , Agile PASSI: [Chella et al., 2006],
PASSIM: [Cossentino et al., 2008], GoalPASSI:
[Cossentino et al., 2007c]
SODA: [Molesini et al., 2009a], [Molesini et al., 2009c],
[Molesini et al., 2009b]
Tropos: [Bresciani et al., 2004]
Prometheus: [Padgham and Winikof, 2003],
[Padgham and Winikoﬀ, 2004]
MESSAGE: [Caire et al., 2002], [Caire et al., 2004],
[Garijo et al., 2005]

M. Luck, R. Ashri, M. D’Inverno, Agent-Based Software Development
[Luck et al., 2004]
F. Bergenti, M.-P. Gleizes, F. Zambonelli, Methodologies and Software
Engineering for Agent Systems [Bergenti et al., 2004]
B. Henderson-Sellers and P. Giorgini, Agent-Oriented Methodologies
[Henderson-Sellers and Giorgini, 2005]

Surveys and other papers about AOSE










F. Zambonelli, A. Omicini, Challenges and Research Directions in
Agent-Oriented Software Engineering [Zambonelli and Omicini, 2004],
C. Bernon, M. Cossentino, J. Pavòn An Overview of Current Trends in
European AOSE Research [Bernon et al., 2005c],
C. Bernon, M. Cossentino, J. Pavòn, Agent-oriented software engineering
[Bernon et al., 2006]
C. Iglesias, M. Garijo, J. C. Gonzales, A Survey of Agent-oriented
Methodologies [Iglesias et al., 1999]
J. Gòmez, M.-P. Gleizes, G. Weiss, A survey of agent-oriented software
engineering research [Gómez et al., 2004]
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References on Processes

C. Bernon, M. Cossentino, M.P. Gleizes, P. Turci, A Study of Some
Multi-agent Meta-models [Bernon et al., 2005b]

L. Cernuzzi, M. Cossentino, F. Zambonelli, Process Models for
Agent-based Development [Cernuzzi et al., 2005]

M. Cossentino, N. Gaud, S. Galland, V. Hilaire, A. Koukam, A
Holonic Metamodel for Agent-Oriented Analysis and Design
[Cossentino et al., 2007d]

B. Henderson-Sellers, C. Gonzalez-Perez. A comparison of four
process metamodels and the creation of a new generic standard
[Henderson-Sellers and Gonzalez-Perez, 2005]

M. Cossentino, S. Gaglio, L. Sabatucci, V. Seidita, The PASSI and
Agile PASSI MAS Meta-models Compared with a Unifying Proposal
[Cossentino et al., 2005]

A. Molesini, N. Nardini, E. Denti, A. Omicini, SPEM on Test: the
SODA Case Study [Nardini et al., 2008],
A. Molesini, N. Nardini, E. Denti, A. Omicini, Situated Process
Engineering for Integrating Processes from Methodologies to
Infrastructures [Molesini et al., 2009d]

A. Molesini, E. Denti, A. Omicini, MAS Meta-models on Test: UML
vs. OPM in the SODA Case Study [Molesini et al., 2005]
A. Molesini, E. Denti, A. Omicini, From AO Methodologies to MAS
Infrastructures: The SODA Case Study [Molesini et al., 2008a]

A. Molesini, N. Nardini, E. Denti, A. Omicini, Advancing
Object-Oriented Standards Toward Agent-Oriented Methodologies:
SPEM 2.0 on SODA [Molesini et al., 2008b],

A. Susi, A. Perini, J. Mylopoulos, P. Giorgini, The Tropos Metamodel
and its Use [Susi et al., 2005]

A. Molesini, Meta-Models, Environment and Layers: Agent-Oriented
Engineering of Complex Systems [Molesini, 2008]

INGENIAS Home Page [Grasia Group, 2009]
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References on MAS Infrastructures
Surveys

S. Brinkkemper, Method engineering: engineering the information
systems development methods and tools [Brinkkemper, 1996]



Communication (FIPA-based) Infrastructures

S. Brinkkemper, M. Saeki, F. Harmsen, Meta-Modelling Based
Assembly Techniques for Situational Method Engineering
[Brinkkemper et al., 1999]





J.P. Tolvanen, Incremental method engineering with modeling tools:
Theoretical principles and empirical evidence [Tolvanen, 1998]







M. Cossentino, S. Gaglio, A. Garro, V. Seidita. Method Fragments for
agent design methodologies: from standardization to research
[Cossentino et al., 2007a]
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F. Bellifemine, A. Poggi, G. Rimassa, Developing Multi-Agent Systems with
a FIPA-Compliant Agent Framework [Bellifemine et al., 2001]
S. Poslad, P. Buckle, and R. Hadingham, The FIPA-OS Agent Platform:
Open Source for Open Standard [Poslad et al., ]
JACK Intelligent Agents [Busetta et al., ]

Coordination Infrastructures

B. Henderson-Sellers, J. Debenham, Towards open methodological
support for agent-oriented systems development
[Henderson-Sellers and Debenham, 2003]
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M. Dastani, J. J. Gòmez Sanz, Programming Multi-Agent Systems
[Dastani and Gómez-Sanz, 2005]
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P. Ciancarini, A. Omicini, F. Zambonelli, Multi-agent System Engineering:
The Coordination Viewpoint [Ciancarini et al., 2000]
G. Cabri, L. Leonardi, F. Zambonelli, Engineering Mobile Agent
Applications via Context-Dependent Coordination [Cabri et al., 2002]
M. Viroli, M. Casadei, A. Omicini, A Framework for Modelling and
Implementing Self-Organising Coordination [Viroli et al., 2009]
A. Ricci, M. Piunti, M. Viroli, A. Omicini, Environment Programming in
CArtAgO [Ricci et al., 2009]
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Bresciani, P., Giorgini, P., Giunchiglia, F., Mylopoulos, J., and Perini, A. (2004).
Tropos: An agent-oriented software development methodology.
Autonomous Agent and Multi-Agent Systems, 3:203–236.
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Service Oriented Agents
Benjamin Hirsch and Stefan Fricke
DAI-LABOR TU Berlin

Abstract. The goal of the tutorial is to present the field of services and
service oriented architectures to the students, and to show in how far
agents and SOA and friends can benefit from each other. We believe that
this topic is very relevant to aspiring agent researchers as service orientation is of great importance in the industry, and the aims of agent research
and SOA are (partially) overlapping. It is therefore important to create
awareness of the implications of SOA and the potential benefits the two
areas can have from each other. The proposed tutorial will consist of the
following three parts: (1) Introduction to SOA. Students will be given a
short introduction to service orientation and SOA in general. The pro’s
and con’s of SOA will be presented, as well as developed by the students
using handouts and small presentations. (2) How agents can contribute to
Services and vice versa. In the second part, we will focus on the common
ground of agents and services, and point out different shortcomings of the
current SOA approach as well as possible solutions that agents provide.
Possible topics here are (formal) semantics in general, ontologies, coordination and autonomous planning, goal oriented behaviour and matchmaking. We also present possible lessons that agent research can learn
from SOA and friends. (3) Current Approaches. The final part of the tutorial will deal with work at the interface between agents and services. In
particular, we plan to present our agent framework, as well as work to
incorporate services, BPEL, and process management into agents.
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Agententechnologien in
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Who are we?

What is this course about?

Benjamin Hirsch

Introduction to Service Oriented Architectures - SOA

2

Principles
Business workflows

Benjamin.Hirsch@dai-labor.de

„Cutting through the hype“

Stefan Fricke
Stefan.Fricke@tu-berlin.de

Agents and their (possible) contributions
Role of semantics, autonomy

Technische Universität Berlin, DAI
Labor, Chair AOT
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Understanding similarities and differences of SOA and
Agents
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What is it not about?

Agenda

XML, SOAP, WSDL, UDDI, RPC, REST,
WS-*, RDF, BPEL, …

Introduction
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Service Oriented Architectures - SOA
Service Orientation
SOA Principles
Service Composition

Agents
SOA and Agents
Conclusions & Perspectives
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Motivation and History

Motivation and History

1-Tier, Monolithic Systems

Client /
Server

Distributed
Components

Service
Oriented

Number of Tiers

1

2

n

irrelevant

Prerequisites

Programming
Languages

Data Access
Standards
(ODBC)

Distributed
Programming
(CORBA,
PRC,…)

Web
Services
Standards

Interoperability

Intra
Application

Cross
Clients

Cross
Applications,
Intra
Enterprise

Cross
Applications,
Cross
Enterprise

+

Monolithic

-

Object Orientation

Architecture /
Properties

Coupling

3-Tier / N-Tier
Distributed Objects

+
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Service Orientation as a new Paradigm

Definition Service

Business processes are viewed as a collection
of services

„A service is a discrete, self-contained,
stateless business function that accepts
requests and returns responses through a
well-defined, standard interface“
(Luciano Resende, IBM research)

Interactions and processes are modeled

-

Distributed Components

Interoperability

Client / Server

Services are usable from any number of
processes
Services can be used in novel contexts
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Service Layer

SOA - Roles

Service Provider
Service Consumer
Service Broker

business
process layer

service
interface
representation

service
Interface layer

physical
service
encapsulation

application
layer
applicaton
A
(.NET)
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applicaton
B
(J2EE)
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applicaton
C
(Legacy)
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Logical Components of a Web Service

Logical Components of Automation Logic

Services consist of
operations.

Operations send and
receive messages.
Operations form services which combined
represent automation logic.
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Logical Components of Automation Logic

14

Components of a SOA
Component Representation

Processes can only perform their logic through
exchange of messages.
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents

Message

Data to complete (part of) a unit of work.

Operation

Logic required to process messages in order to
complete a unit of work.

Service

Logically grouped set of operations capable of
performing related inits of work.

Process

Large piece of work that requires the completion of
smaller units of work.
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents
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Relation of SOA Components

16
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Principles of SOA

Principles of SOA

Services...

Core Principles are
…are reusable.
…share a common contract.
…are loosely coupled.
…abstract underlying logic.
…can be composed.
…are autonomous.
…are stateless.
…are discoverable.
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autonomy
loose coupling
abstraction
formal contract

Other possible principles are
Self-descriptiveness
Coarse-grained interface
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Services are Reusable

Services are Reusable

Services should be (potentially) reusable to
accommodate future requirements.

The good

Reusable services reduce the need for wrapper
services.

account
service

20

GetAccount

UpdateAccount

Messages (and SOAP headers) can contain
processing instructions
Alleviates need for services to contain processing logic
Requires services to become less activity and more
generic
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AddAccount
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Services are Reusable
The bad

22

Services Share a Formal Contract
Contracts define exactly how a service can programmatically be
accessed.

submitInvoice

Contracts define…
service endpoint,
each service operation,
every input- and output message (for each operation),
rules and characteristics of the service.

Invoice
Submission
Service

In practise, a service contract is defined through
WSDL definition
XSD schemas
policies

Semantic descriptions may specify how a service is brought about.

GetTLSMetadata
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Services Share a Formal Contract

Services are Loosely Coupled
IT environment changes unpredictably within enterprise
environments.

Contract
defines

Loosely coupled services allow agility in reflecting business
changes within the IT architecture.

Service
Operation
Message
components

Loosely coupled services use services while staying
independent of them.
Service contracts allow loose coupling, as they define the
parameters of the interaction.
Contracts provide the „tight coupling“ of loosely coupled
services.

defined by
service contract
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Services are Loosely Coupled

Underlying
logic

loosely
coupled
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Services Abstract the Underlying Logic
Also called „service
Interface-level
abstraction“
Allows services to
act as black boxes
Underlying
processes are
hidden from service
user
Services can
represent simple
tasks, complex
automation solution,
application logic of
different systems

Underlying
logic
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UpdateAccount

Underlying processing
details of each
Service Operation
are hidden from
and Irrelevant to all
service requestors
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Services are Composable

Services are Composable

Different services
can be combined to
composite services.

Services represent logic from any type of
sources, including other services.

UpdateEverything

Service composition is part of reuse principle.
Services should always be designed with
composability in mind.

UpdateAccount

Services can effectively participate in
compositions.
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents

UpdateLogs

UpdateHistory
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Services are Autonomous

Services are Stateless

Exposed logic needs to be clearly defined.

Services should minimise state information they
manage and duration of temporary statefulness.

Process needs to be able to control all of its processing.
Dependencies need to be eliminated.
Deferring business rules (away from application logic) allows to
strengthen autonomy.

Note that all services are temporarily stateful
(while processing a message).

Autonomy is of primary consideration when deciding how to divide
application logic into services and how to group operations.

Statelessness promotes reusability and scalabilty.

Autonomy does not mean exclusive ownership of resources, only control
at execution time.

State information can be carried in messages (as
meta-data).

Service-level autonomy - services are distinct, but may share underlying
resources
Pure autonomy - underlying logic is under complete control of the service
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents
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Services are Stateless
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Services are Discoverable

message A

Helps avoiding the creation of redundant services.

stateless (unaware of message A)

Metadata needs to be attached to describe the
purpose of service and functionality offered by its
operations.

Stateful
receive message A
interpret message A
process message A
forward message A

Discoverability refers NOT to UDDI style stuff but
to the design of services in a manner as to be as
discoverable as possible.

message A
stateless (unaware of message A)
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What „the Web“ tells about Choreography vs.
Orchestration

Agenda
Introduction

"Orchestration or arrangement is the study
and practice of arranging music for an orchestra
or musical ensemble. In practical terms it
consists of deciding which instruments should
play which notes in a piece of music.„

Service Oriented Architectures - SOA
Service Orientation
SOA Principles
Service Composition

Choreography is: "the arrangement and
movement of performers onstage; though the
term cutomarily applies to dancers, it is also
used to denote the orchestrated movement of
actors, especially in stage combat"

Agents
SOA and Agents
Conclusions & Perspectives
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents
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Sample Business Process
Purchase Order

Orchestration vs. Choreography
Orchestration

Example of a service interaction

Choreography
Defines Interaction.
WS-Choreography
describes Publicly
Visible Message
Exchange

A Single Director In
Control

Sample Purchase Order

Purchase Order Request
Business
“A”

Purchase Order Acknowledgement

Business
“B”

Purchase Order Response
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From a Choreography Perspective

From an Orchestration Perspective

Public Process

Private Process

Business A

Business A BPEL Workflow

Business B

Send
PO

Receive PO
Ack

PO Request

Receive
PO

PO Acknowledgement

Send
PO Ack

Transform
From ERP

To ERP
Send PO
Response

38

Receive PO
Response

PO Response

Transform

PO Request

Receive PO
Ack

PO Acknowledgement

Receive PO
Response

PO Response

Orchestration – A private executable business process

Choreography – The observable public exchange of messages
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents
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PO
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The business process perspective

Orchestration and Choreography Together
Business Analyst Tool
Business
A

Generate BPEL
Template

Business
B

Send
PO
Receive PO
Ack

Transform

Send PO
Response

of the largest picture
of the process not the software
implementation

Business B BPEL Workflow

Business A BPEL Workflow
Transform

The business process perspective means
thinking in terms

Generate BPEL
Template

PO Request

Receive
PO

Transform

The business process perspective means
documenting business processes so that
everyone can see their role and how it fits
into the big picture.

Send PO Ack
PO Acknowledgement

PO Response

Receive PO
Response

Transform

Two BPEL workflow templates reflecting a business agreement
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents
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The business process perspective

BPM artefacts
added-value chain
events
processes
rules
activities
roles
objects (data structures)
objects (documents)
audit trails
performance indicators
services

The business process perspective means
a commitment to continuous,incremental
process improvement.
a commitment to adapt the organization to
support the process focus.
a commitment from senior management to
work through challenges that are inherent
in the transformation process.

© iCMG
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BPM and SOA
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BPM and SOA

© BPMI.org
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Process Abstraction Levels
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Agenda

Introduction
Service Oriented Architectures - SOA
Agents (a Service-Oriented View)

SOA and Agents
Conclusions & Perspectives

© Stevens
Institute of
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Agents Sense, Reason, and Act

Agents Reveal Goal-Oriented Behaviour
Theory:

Russell/Norvig Agent:
Sense
Update state
Reason
Execute

state!

service
registry
msgs w/
semantics!

I

Goal
Find new
Action

Practice:

Action
found?

select plan from goal,
satisfy maintenance goals,
drop goal after plan execution

autonomy,
flexibility,
goal oriented

EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents

D

Modal Logics, notion of persistence
and commitment; axiomatisation of
„realistic“, „open minded“, „bold“ agents

BDI Agent:
Update Beliefs
Update Goals
Select Plan
Execute

FIPA Agent:
AMS & DF
Ontologies
Speech Act
Interaction Protocol

B

No

Yes

DFReques
tdone?

DF Request

Action
success
-ful?

No

Remeber
Action (for
Current Goal)

Yes
Success
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Goal-Oriented Behavior

50

Fulfilling a Goal
Goal oriented
execution
cycle in JIAC.

The explicit notion of goals supports
explainability of behavior,
easy recovery from failures,
acting towards the future.

Goal
Find new Action

Action
found?

No

Yes

Action
successful?
Yes

Maintenance goal: Constraint which must
hold during execution of a plan
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents

DFRequest
done?

No

Failure

No

Remeber Action
(for Current Goal)

Success
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Explicit Coordination by Means of Interaction
Protocols

Ontologies Promise Interoperability

FIPA defines Brokering, Contracting and
Auction Interaction Protocols

formal, reusable
reasoning support

Initiator /
Participant

DF Request

Yes

Execution
(poss..MetaProtocol)

Goal: State to be achieved

Consumer

No

Ye
s
Failure

Execution
(poss..MetaProtocol)

consistency checks
taxonomic reasoning
query engine

Initiator /
Participant

Broker

more powerful
than WDSL

semantic similarity

Broker
Provider
SOA: distinction between
Client and Server
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents

OWL: W3C
recommendation

MAS: Agents play roles of client
and server arbitrarily
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deriving implicit
knowledge
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OWL-S Aims at Automation

Agenda
Introduction
Service Oriented Architectures - SOA

Resource

Agents

Service

Cooperation through Interaction Protocols
Ontologies - OWL, OWL-S

Grounding
Service
access

Profile

Model

Description
for service
discovery

SOA and Agents
Conclusions & Perspectives

Process
description
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Cooperative Distributed Problem Solving
(CDPS)
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Speech Act-Based Communication

Benevolent agents share common goals and
support each other by means of cooperation:

Agents communicate peer-to-peer via an
expressive agent communication language.
(according to Genesereth, Ketchpel)

Result Sharing

Task Sharing

Cooperation by means of
exchanging useful
information.

Cooperation through solving
tasks for other agents.
e.g. Standardised
Brokering and
Contracting protocols
exist (FIPA)

EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents

Speech act is a form of acting.
Besides communicating a proposition, each
speech act intends to induce an effect
e.g., requesting a task, informing about a fact.
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FIPA Brokering Interaction Protocol
Initiator

proxy( speechact,
agent-descr, proxy-condition)
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FIPA Request Interaction Protocol

Broker

Initiator

Participant
request

refuse

refuse
agree
agree

failure( no_match )

m proxied
speechacts

failure( failure_proxy)
inform( done_proxy )

SubProtocol

[agreed:
find targets]

n reply messages

failure
inform( done )

n reply
messages

[agreed]

inform( result )

failure( failure_brokering)
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FIPA Contract Net Interaction Protocol
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Ontology in Computer Science

Ontology Design and Deployment

An ontology is an engineering artifact and is constituted by:
specific vocabulary explicit assumptions -

62

Given key role of ontology in the Semantic Web, it will be
essential to provide tools and services to help users:

used to describe a certain reality
regarding the intended meaning of the
vocabulary

Design and maintain high quality ontology, e.g.:
Meaningful — all named classes can have instances
Correct — captured intuitions of domain experts
Minimally redundant — no unintended synonyms
Richly axiomatised — (sufficiently) detailed descriptions

Thus, an ontology describes a formal specification of a certain domain:
Shared understanding of a domain of interest
Formal and machine manipulable model of a domain of interest

Store (large numbers) of instances of ontology classes, e.g.:
Annotations from web pages

Answer queries over ontology classes and instances, e.g.:
Find more general/specific classes
Retrieve annotations/pages matching a given description

“An explicit specification of a conceptualization” [Gruber93]

Integrate and align multiple ontologies

EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents
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Ontology Language – OWL

Typical Elements of an Ontology

W3C recommendation of 2004

Classes (aka Concepts, Categories)
Properties (aka Attributes, Slots)

Language to describe ontology for electronic content

64

binary relations
Based on DAML+OIL

Restrictions (aka Constraints, Relations,
Cardinalities, Domains)
Individuals (aka Instances, Objects)

Additional vocabulary and formal semantics allow for better
interpretation of data (than just using XML,RDF, and
RDFS)
3 sub-languages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full
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A Cheesy Pizza is a Pizza

Disjoint classes may not overlap

I.e., define CheeseTopping as subclass of
PizzaTopping
Multiple inheritance
is a typical feature
of ontologies

No individual of MeatTopping can be a
VegetableTopping
MeatTopping

e.g., a pizza is both
a meal and
a round thing
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Properties are Binary Relations

Domains and Ranges restrict Properties

Properties are defined outside of classes
Characteristics of properties:

The domain of hasTopping is Pizza, and its
range is PizzaTopping

68

inverse, functional, transitive, symmetric

Subproperties
possible, e.g.
isBaseOf
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Properties are used to specify Restrictions

A Pizza has necessarily a PizzaBase

Existential & universal quantifier
Cardinality

Pizza is a subclass of things that have at
least one PizzaBase

70

exactly, at least, at most

hasValue
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A Defined Class has Necessary and Sufficient
Conditions

Ontology Reasoning

A MargharitaPizza is defined to have
necessarily Tomato and Mozzarella
Toppings

Consistency check
Recognizing semantic similarity in spite of
syntactic differences

... and of course
a PizzaBase

Recognizing implicit consequences given
explicitly stated facts

(no necessary AND sufficient conditions defined
here)
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Underlying Layers of OWL-S

OWL-S
an ontology expressed in
OWL and related
languages.

74

OWL-S Aims at Automation

Automatic Web service discovery
OWL-S (Services)

Automatic Web service invocation

SWRL (Rules)

OWL ([DLP], Light, DL, Full)

Automatic Web service composition and
interoperation

RDFS (RDF Schema)
RDF (Resource Description Framework)

Automatic Web service execution monitoring

XML (Extensible Markup Language)
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Upper Ontology of Services

76

The Service Profile Summarizes a Service
High-level characterization of a service used for
Populating service registries
A service can have many profiles

Automated service discovery
Service selection (matchmaking)

One can derive:
Service advertisements
Service requests
Ontology images compliments of Terry Payne,
University of Southampton
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Service Profile

Service Profile - Styles of use
Class hierarchical yellow pages
Implicit capability characterization
Arrangement of attributes on class hierarchy
Can use multiple inheritance
Relies primarily on “non-functional” properties

Process summaries for planning purposes
More explicit
Inputs, outputs, preconditions, effects
Less reliance on formal hierarchical organization
Summarizes process model specs
Relies primarily on functional description
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents
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Process (Service) Model

80

Simple Processes
Simple processes are not invocable and are not associated
with a grounding.
They are conceived of as having single-step executions

Simple processes are used as elements of abstraction. A
simple process may be used to provide:
A view of (a specialized way of using) some atomic process
The simple process is realizedBy the atomic process

A simplified representation of some composite process (for
purposes of planning and reasoning).
The simple process expandsTo the composite process
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents
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Composite Processes

Process – Control Constructs

Composite processes are decomposable into other
(noncomposite or composite) processes

Sequence

82

A list of control constructs to be done in order.

Split
A bag of process components to be executed concurrently. Split completes as soon as all of its
component processes have been scheduled for execution.

Their decomposition can be specified by using control constructs
A process can often be viewed at different levels of granularity,
either as a primitive, undecomposable process or as a composite
process.

Split-Join
The process consists of concurrent execution of a bunch of process components with barrier
synchronization. Split+Join completes when all of its components processes have completed.

Any-Order
Allows the process components (specified as a bag) to be executed in some unspecified order
but not concurrently. Execution and completion of all components is required.

When a composite process is viewed as a black box, a simple process
can be used to represent it.

Choice
Execution of a single control construct from a given bag of control constructs. Any of the given
control constructs may be chosen for execution

A composite process is not a behaviour a service will do,
but a behaviour (or set of behaviours) the client can
perform by sending and receiving a series of messages.

If-Then-Else
Iterate
Is an "abstract" class, serves as the common superclass of Repeat-While, Repeat-Until, and
potentially other specific iteration constructs.

Repeat-While and Repeat-Until

If the composite process has an overall effect, then the client must
perform the entire process in order to achieve that effect.
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents

Iterate until a condition becomes false or true, following the familiar programming language
conventions.
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Process
ModelHow does it work?
Service
Model

Upper Ontology of Services

“How does it work?”
Process
Interpretable description of service provider’s behavior
Tells service user how and when to interact (read/write messages)

& Process control
Ontology of process state; supports status queries
(stubbed out at present)

Used for
Service invocation, planning/composition, interoperation, monitoring

All processes have
Inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects
Function/dataflow metaphor; action/process metaphor

Composite processes
Control flow
Data flow
Ontology images compliments of Terry Payne,
University of Southampton

“Surface syntax” recently made available
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OWL-S / WSDL Grounding

Service Grounding - How to Access it?

OWL-S

Implementation specific

Resources/Concept
s

Process Model

Message formatting, transport mechanisms,
protocols, serializations of types

Inputs /
Outputs
Message

Atomic
Process
Operation

Service Model + Grounding give everything needed
for using the service

Binding to SOAP, HTTP,
etc.

WSDL

Builds upon WSDL
EASSS 2009 - Service Oriented Agents
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OWL-S / WSDL Grounding

Introduction
Service Oriented Architectures - SOA
Agents
SOA and Agents
Conclusions & Perspectives
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Integrating (web-)services

Agents and processes

using a gateway agent

Agents act as service providers within
process chains
Focus on workflow execution (as opposed to
(web-service) functionality
Integrating goals in process chains

Gateway agent presents functionality to the
outside world, and translates service-calls to
agent-language

exposing functions as (web-)services
Outside callers can use web-service interface to
call functions

(Jennings et al., Singh and Huhns, Poggi et al., Bozzo et al-, Korhonen,
Burmeister et al., Calistit&Greenwood)

(Walton, Dickinson&Wooldridge, Greenwood&Calisti, Zinnikus et al.)
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Mapping agents and services

The DAI approach

Using AOSE to design complex systems and
implement them in a SOA

Mapping BPMN to agents
Exposing „actions“ as web-services using a
gateway agent
Integrating (OWL-S) services for exposed
functionality

AUML to BPEL
Temporal logic to BPEL

Using business processes and mapping them to
agents

92

BPMN to agents

All this is implemented in our framework
JIAC V

(Casella&Mascardi, Guo et al. Cysneiros et al. Caire et al., Endert et al.)
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„agent stuff“ fit for SOA

Agenda

Semantics

Introduction
Service Oriented Architectures - SOA
Agents

Services to allow for negotiation
Communication (Speech Acts)

Autonomy
Integrating goals into workflows
Dynamic choice of service provider based on
the current state of the environment

SOA and Agents

Abstraction

Conclusions & Perspectives
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Modelling roles rather than functions
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Taking SOA / BPM seriously
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Test theories in real environments
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Designing Intelligent Agents
Brian Logan
University of Nottingham

Abstract. This course aims to bridge the gap between abstract models
of agency and work on agent programming languages. Starting from the
position that a key factor in the successful implementation of a multiagent system is the selection of an appropriate architecture for both the
individual agents and the multi-agent system as a whole, it explores the
relationship between the task environment of an agent (or multi-agent
system) and the types of architectures that are appropriate for that task
environment. The course will define what is meant by an agent architecture and what it means for an agent program to implement a particular
architecture. It then presents a classification of task environments which
can be used to characterise the key features of (multi-)agent programming
problems. Building on this foundation, it surveys the wide range of agent
architectures which have been proposed in the agent literature, and develops principles which can be used to select (or develop) an appropriate
architecture for a particular task. Finally, it briefly relates architectures to
classes of existing agent programming languages, allowing the selection
of an appropriate implementation technology for a particular architecture. The course assumes familiarity with basic programming concepts
but not of any particular agent programming language.
An electronic version of the handouts will be available on the school
web site http://agents009.di.unito.it/EASSS.html
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Fair Division
Ulle Endriss
University of Amsterdam

Abstract. Fair division is the problem of dividing one or several goods
amongst two or more agents in a manner that satisfies a suitable fairness
criterion. This is an important topic in multiagent systems, because much
research in the field is, either directly or indirectly, concerned with mechanisms for the allocation of resources to groups of agents. This tutorial
will provide an introduction to the axiomatic foundations of fair division
and present a variety of procedures for different instances of the general
problem.
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∗
Notes prepared for a tutorial given at the 11th European Agent Systems Summer School (EASSS-2009),
held in Torino, Italy, 31 August and 1 September 2009. Feedback welcome: ulle.endriss@uva.nl.

Fair division is the problem of dividing one or several goods amongst two or more agents
in a way that satisﬁes a suitable fairness criterion. These Notes provide a succinct
introduction to the ﬁeld. We cover three main topics. First, we need to deﬁne what is to
be understood by a “fair” allocation of goods to individuals. We present an overview of
the most important fairness criteria (as well as the closely related criteria for economic
eﬃciency) developed in the literature, together with a short discussion of their axiomatic
foundations. Second, we give an introduction to cake-cutting procedures as an example
of methods for fairly dividing a single divisible resource amongst a group of individuals.
Third, we discuss the combinatorial optimisation problem of fairly allocating a set of
indivisible goods to a group of agents, covering both centralised algorithms (similar to
auctions) and a distributed approach based on negotiation.
While the classical literature on fair division has largely developed within Economics,
these Notes are speciﬁcally written for readers with a background in Computer Science or
similar, and who may be (or may wish to be) engaged in research in Artiﬁcial Intelligence,
Multiagent Systems, or Computational Social Choice. References for further reading, as
well as a small number of exercises, are included.

Abstract

5 July 2009

Institute for Logic, Language and Computation
University of Amsterdam

Ulle Endriss

Lecture Notes on Fair Division∗
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Fair division is the problem of dividing one or several goods amongst two or more agents in
a way that satisﬁes a suitable fairness criterion. That is, fair division may be considered part
of the larger research area of multiagent resource allocation (Chevaleyre et al., 2006). What
is special about fair division is the explicit focus on fairness concerns.
These notes give a succinct introduction to the ﬁeld, focusing on formal and computational
aspects that are particularly relevant to research in Multiagent Systems. Multiagent resource
allocation, and thereby also fair division, are a central topics in Multiagent Systems: First,
much work in Multiagent Systems is itself directed towards designing mechanisms for resource
allocation. Second, in most other cases resource allocation arises at least as an important side
issue (e.g., in collaborative problem solving the agents may have to ﬁrst agree on a suitable
division of the resources available to them, so that each individual agent can carry out the
tasks assigned to them successfully). Finally, many of the typical application areas studied in
the Multiagent Systems research community are also closely related to multiagent resource
allocation (e.g., electronic commerce).
Fairness often plays an important role: a user may only be willing to have their software
agent interact with other agents in a system provided by a third party, if the developers
of that system can give some fairness guarantees; the developers of an electronic commerce
platform may wish to ensure some basic fairness properties for their customers so as to not
lose their custom in the future; and so forth.
But the study of fairness and of fair division long predates modern interest in multiagent
systems. Of particular importance are the early contributions by mathematicians of the
Polish School in the 1940s (Banach, Knaster, Steinhaus). They were the ﬁrst to recognise
the problem of fairly dividing a cake between several agents as a question of considerable
mathematical interest. We will recall some of their ideas in these Notes. Cakes are examples
for divisible goods: we can cut them in as many pieces as desired and allocate pieces of
any size to an agent. When indivisible goods are concerned, each of which needs to be
allocated as a whole to a single agent, the nature of the problem changes. It may then be
regarded as a combinatorial optimisation problem. To date, most work on resource allocation
in multiagent systems has been of this latter type, and we will review some of it here. But
before discussing algorithms for fair division, we ﬁrst need to settle what we actually mean
when we say that an allocation is “fair”. The notion of fairness itself has been analysed at
great depth in the literature on welfare economics and distributive justice. As we shall see,
there have been a number of diﬀerent proposals for turning the everyday notion of fairness
into a precise mathematical deﬁnition. Each deﬁnition has its advantages and disadvantages,
and understanding their exact properties is crucial before selecting any particular criterion
to be used in an agent-based system or indeed any other type of application. We therefore

1

Preliminaries

Types of Goods

4

There are diﬀerent types of goods and the nature of a fair division problem will, to a large
extent, depend on the type of goods under consideration. Maybe the most important distinction is that between divisible and indivisible goods. An example for a divisible good would
a cake: you can allocate a slice of any size to an agent. An example for an indivisible good
would be a book: it (arguably) only makes sense to allocate a book to an agent in one piece.
Sometimes there are both divisible and indivisible goods; a typical example is the case of fair
division with a set of indivisible goods and money (a divisible resource).
Besides the distinction between divisible and indivisible goods, we may classify goods
according to whether they are static or whether they can potentially change their properties
during the process of allocation (as is the case for perishable or consumable goods); whether
they can or cannot be shared between more than one agent; or whether they are available
in single or multiple units (meaning that there may be several indistinguishable copies of

2.1

Throughout these notes, let N = {1, . . . , n} be a ﬁnite set of agents (often also referred to
as individuals or players). These agents need to agree on the division of a number of goods
(or resources, items, objects, commodities) between them.

2

Overview. These Notes are organised as follows. We ﬁrst cover some preliminaries, in
particular terminology. Then, Section 3 reviews a good number of fairness and eﬃciency
criteria for assessing the economic quality of an allocation of resources. We emphasise criteria
that can be formulated in terms of so-called social welfare orderings and provide a brief
glimpse at their axiomatic foundations. We also cover Pareto eﬃciency, proportionality,
envy-freeness, and degrees of envy. Section 4 is about cake-cutting procedures, as an example
for fair division of a single divisible good (the cake). We review some of the most important
cake-cutting procedures for achieving proportional and envy-free divisions and discuss their
properties. Section 5 then introduces the problem of allocating a set of indivisible goods to
a group of agents. We brieﬂy comment on work aimed at establishing the computational
complexity of diﬀerent variants of this problem, and then discuss both centralised algorithms
and a distributed approach based on negotiation. Each of the three main sections concludes
with some bibliographic notes, giving the most important references for the material presented
and providing suggestions for further reading, as well as a small number of exercises.

review some of the most important fairness and eﬃciency criteria put forward in the literature
and discuss their properties and axiomatic foundations.
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1
For studies of the computational complexity of fair division problems (which we shall only brieﬂy mention
in Section 5.3) the rational numbers should be used instead.

Utility of a bundle vs. utility of an allocation. In the context of fair division, a very
common assumption is that an agent’s utility depends only on the goods that agent receives,
rather than on goods received by some of the other agents or indeed any other aspect of the
state of the world (“no externalities”). That is, in actual fact, utility functions are typically
deﬁned over bundles of goods rather than over allocations. However, any such deﬁnition
immediately extends to a deﬁnition of utility over allocations by simply stipulating that the
utility of agent i in allocation A is ui (A(i)), where A(i) is the bundle of goods received by i
under A. That is, when utility functions are deﬁned on bundles, then ui (A) is to be read as
a shorthand for ui (A(i)).

Each agent i ∈ N is endowed with a utility function ui mapping possible agreements/allocations to a suitable numeric scale. For the purposes of these Notes, suppose
that this scale is always the set of real numbers.1

2.3

Fair division tries to identify a desirable allocation (or division, assignment) of goods to
agents: for each agent, we need to specify which (part of) which item they should obtain.
From a more abstract point of view, we can think of an allocation as an agreement (or
outcome, solution, alternative, state of the world ). Many of the fairness criteria deﬁned in
Section 3 are applicable beyond the sphere of resource allocation. To emphasise this fact we
shall use the term agreement whenever a concept is not speciﬁc to the domain of fair division
but rather extends to any kind of collective decision between a group of agents.
We model allocations as functions mapping agents to bundles of goods. The exact nature
of the codomain depends on the details of the fair division model considered (see Sections 4.1
and 5.1). We use letters A, A , . . . to denote allocations. For any agent i ∈ N , A(i) is the
bundle given to i under allocation A. We also use A, A , . . . to denote agreements of a more
general nature.

2.2

the same good). The MARA Survey (Chevaleyre et al., 2006) discusses these distinctions
in some detail. In the present notes we will only consider fair division problems with static
goods that are available in single units and that cannot be shared. We do consider both
divisible and indivisible goods (the latter with and without monetary side-payments).

6

Utility functions and ordinal preference relations. From a cognitive point of view,
a problematic aspect of using utility functions to model preferences is that they describe
preferences in more detail than may be appropriate. For example, it may be quite reasonable
to say that I like chocolate more than I like strawberries, which in turn I like more than
potatoes (C  S  P ), but not that the intensity of my preference of chocolate over potatoes
is 2.5 times as high as the intensity of my preference of strawberries over potatoes (u(C) = 20,
u(S) = 8, u(P ) = 2). Similarly, it may not be reasonable to say that my appreciation of
chocolate is higher than your appreciation of pumpkin pie. Despite these cautious remarks,
using utility functions is very convenient from a purely technical point of view. We will
therefore employ utility functions to model agent preferences throughout these Notes, but
we will also, where appropriate, comment on which aspects of the expressive power of utility

Utility and valuation functions. Note that in some parts of the literature the term
valuation function is preferred over the term utility function. Furthermore, sometimes utility
functions are deﬁned in terms of valuation functions. For example, each agent may be
endowed with a valuation function mapping bundles of goods to the reals, and an agent’s
utility could then be deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the value assigned by that agent’s
valuation function to the bundle of goods obtained and the amount of money paid in return:
utility = valuation − price (so-called quasi-linear utility function).

Example 2.1 Suppose we want to allocate four indivisible goods, say the set {a, b, c, d}, to
three agents. We have to deﬁne a utility function ui : 2{a,b,c,d} → R from bundles of these
goods to the reals for each agent i = 1, 2, 3. Agent 1 only cares about the number of items she
receives: u1 : B → 10 · |B|. Agent 2 gives utility 100 to the full set: u2 ({a, b, c, d}) = 100. For
any other set, she computes her utility by adding up the values she gives to the four individual
items: 5 to a, 23 to b, 10 to c, and 1 to d (that is, u2 ({a, b}) = 28, etc.). Agent 3 is not really
interested and always happy. She assigns utility 25 to every bundle she may receive, including
the empty bundle: u3 : B → 25. Now consider allocation A, which gives c to agent 1, a and
b to agent 2, and d to agent 3. The resulting utility vector is u(A) = 10, 28, 25 and the
corresponding ordered utility vector is u∗ (A) = 10, 25, 28. While u(A) tells us, amongst
other things, that the ﬁrst agent enjoys utility 10, u∗ (A) tells us that the worst-oﬀ agent
enjoys utility 10. If, instead of the allocation described, we give all four items to the ﬁrst
agent, then we obtain the utility vector 40, 0, 25 and the ordered utility vector 0, 25, 40. 

Utility vectors. Every feasible agreement A induces a utility vector u(A) =
u1 (A), u2 (A), . . . , un (A). If we order the elements of u(A) in ascending order, then we
obtain the ordered utility vector of A, denoted by u∗ (A).
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Collective Utility Functions and Social Welfare Orderings

7

3.2

In principle, we may take all sorts of indicators into account when judging fairness. One
particular stance to adopt would be to say that the only information we should use are the

i∈N

Deﬁnition 3.5 (Utilitarian social welfare) The utilitarian CUF is mapping each utility
vector to the sum of individual utilities:

SWutil (u) =
ui

Important collective utility functions. We now deﬁne the most important CUFs. The
ﬁrst is the utilitarian CUF, which deﬁnes the social welfare of an agreement as the sum of
utilities it generates in the individual agents. It is a pure eﬃciency criterion.

The collective utility SW(u) of a utility vector u is often called the social welfare of that
vector (and of the agreement/allocation that induces that vector). Every CUF induces an
SWO: u v if and only if SW(u) ≤ SW(v).

Deﬁnition 3.4 (Collective utility functions) A collective utility function (CUF) is a
function SW : Rn → R mapping utility vectors to the reals.

Intuitively, u v expresses that the agreement inducing utility vector v is socially at least as
desirable as the agreement inducing utility vector u. We write u ≺ v (strict social preference)
in case u
v but not v
u; and we write u ∼ v (social indiﬀerence) in case both u
v
and v u.
Most social welfare orderings can be deﬁned in terms of a collective utility function.

Deﬁnition 3.3 (Social welfare orderings) A social welfare ordering (SWO) is a binary
relation over the space Rn of utility vectors that is reﬂexive, transitive and complete.

utility levels of the individual agents. This is known as the welfarist approach. Technically,
this means that, rather than looking at allocations (or, more generally speaking, agreements)
and assessing their relative fairness, we only need to look at and compare the utility vectors
they induce. A whole range of fairness and eﬃciency criteria can be deﬁned in terms of
so-called social welfare orderings and collective utility functions.

Again, while CUFs are formally deﬁned over utility vectors, they also induce a corresponding
notion of social welfare of agreements. In the case of the utilitarian CUF, for example, we

have SWutil (A) = SWutil (u1 (A), . . . , un (A)) = i∈N ui (A) for any given agreement A.
An agreement with maximal utilitarian social welfare is an agreement that maximises
average utility, which explains why this may be considered an attractive social criterion. On
the other hand, this deﬁnition of social welfare completely ignore fairness considerations:
an allocation giving utility 101 to one agent and 0 to another would be considered socially
superior to an allocation giving both of them utility 50.
A very diﬀerent notion of social welfare is epitomised by the egalitarian CUF, which
identiﬁes social welfare with the utility level of the worst-oﬀ member of society.

Note that the deﬁnition of Pareto dominance (and thereby of Pareto eﬃciency) does not
require us to be able to compare utilities across diﬀerent agents, nor does it make any
reference to the intensities of preferences. Indeed, simple preference orders (rather than fully
ﬂedged utility functions) would suﬃce to formulate the Pareto condition.
Pareto eﬃciency is a very convincing criterion for judging the quality of of an agreement:
if we can ﬁnd another agreement that makes everyone at least as happy or even happier, we
should probably go for that other agreement. On the other hand, Pareto eﬃciency is also a
very weak criterion. For most fair division problems there will be many alternative solutions
that are all Pareto eﬃcient (e.g., giving everything to a single agent will be Pareto eﬃcient
whenever that agent has a strictly monotonic utility function). That is, Pareto eﬃcient
solutions need not be fair at all, and as a criterion Pareto eﬃciency is not very decisive. So,
while we usually do want to satisfy (at least) Pareto eﬃciency, we need much stronger criteria
to identify the truly interesting solutions.

Deﬁnition 3.2 (Pareto eﬃciency) An agreement A is Pareto eﬃcient if there is no other
feasible agreement A such that A is Pareto dominated by A .

Deﬁnition 3.1 (Pareto dominance) Agreement A is Pareto dominated by agreement
if ui (A) ≤ ui A ) for all agents i ∈ N and this inequality is strict in at least one case.

A

The most fundamental eﬃciency criterion is the Pareto condition. An agreement is called
Pareto eﬃcient (or Pareto optimal ) if there is no other feasible agreement that would make
at least one agent strictly better oﬀ while not making any of the others worse oﬀ.

3.1

In this section, we shall give an overview of formal criteria for measuring and comparing the
fairness, as well as the (economic) eﬃciency, of alternative allocations of goods. Most criteria
(all except proportionality and envy-related concepts) can in fact be deﬁned over arbitrary
agreements and do not require us to speak about bundles of goods in particular.

3

functions (including both preference intensity and interpersonal comparison) we actually
require to be able to formulate certain concepts.
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i∈N

ui

9

SWnash (u) =



The Nash CUF combines eﬃciency and fairness considerations. Like the utilitarian CUF
it favours high total utility. But at the same time it also encourages inequality-reducing
transfers of utility. For example, the utilitarian CUF cannot distinguish between 4, 4 and
2, 6, while the Nash CUF will favour the former.

That is, we multiply the ith element of the ordered variant of u with weight wi , for all i ∈ N ,
and add up the results. Observe that OWAw for w = 1, 1, . . . , 1 is just the utilitarian CUF.
For wk = 1 and wi = 0 whenever i = k, OWAw coincides with the k-rank dictator CUF. If
wi = αi−1 with α > 0, then the SWO induced by OWAw converges to the leximin ordering
as we let α go to 0.

i∈N

Deﬁnition 3.11 (Ordered weighted averaging) Let w ∈ Rn . The ordered weighted averaging operator parametrised by w is the CUF mapping each utility vector u to:

OWAw (u) =
wi · u∗i

Ordered weighted averaging operators. Several of the criteria introduced so far may
be regarded as particular instances of ordered weighted averaging operators.

In other words, u lex v exactly when u∗ lexicographically precedes v ∗ (or when they are the
same). Note that u lex v entails SWegal (u) ≤ SWegal (v) (and, equivalently, SWegal (u) <
SWegal (v) entails u ≺lex v, for the strict variant of the leximin ordering), but not vice versa.
The leximin ordering lex is an example for an SWO that cannot be represented by a
CUF (Moulin, 1988, Lemma 2.1). It can, however, be approximated, as we shall see next.

Deﬁnition 3.10 (Leximin ordering) The leximin ordering lex is the SWO which for any
two utility vectors u and v (with corresponding ordered vectors u∗ and v ∗ ) stipulates u lex v
if and only if u∗ = v ∗ or there exists a k ≤ n such that u∗k < vk∗ and u∗j = vj∗ for all j < k.

Leximin ordering. Recall the deﬁnition of egalitarian social welfare, which stipulates
that striving for fairness means maximising the utility of the worst-oﬀ member of society. A
natural reﬁnement of this idea is this: ﬁrst maximise the utility of the worst-oﬀ, and once
all possibilities for improving minimum utility have been exhausted, maximise the second
worst-oﬀ utility as much as possible, and then the third, and so forth. This idea has been
formalised as the so-called leximin ordering.

Axiomatic approach. We have mentioned a few intuitive arguments in support of the
choice of one particular SWO over another. Intuitions are important, but should be made as
precise as possible. If we can formulate formal deﬁnitions, or axioms, of the properties that we
would like our SWO of choice to have, then we can make clear statements about which SWOs
do and do not satisfy a given combinations of such desiderata. Besides checking whether a
given SWO satisﬁes a given axiom, in some cases it is also possible to fully characterise an
SWO (or a class of SWOs) by means of a set of axioms. Such a result tells us that the
SWO at hand is the only fairness criterion that meets our requirements. Similarly, for some

Deﬁnition 3.9 (Nash social welfare) The Nash CUF (also known as the Nash product)
is mapping each utility vector to the product of individual utilities:

For k = 1 we obtain the egalitarian CUF, and for k = n we obtain the elitist CUF. A third
special case of particular interest is the median rank dictator CUF with k = n+1
2 . For
utilities drawn from a uniform distribution it will make similar social welfare judgements as
the utilitarian CUF, but it is “blind” with respect to agents that are either extremely well
or extremely badly oﬀ.
Another important notion of social welfare is inspired by the Nash bargaining solution.

SWk (u) = u∗k

Deﬁnition 3.8 (k-rank dictators) Let k ≤ n. The k-rank dictator CUF is mapping each
utility vector to the kth element of the corresponding ordered vector:

Clearly, elitist social welfare has little in common with any intuitive notion of fairness. In
an application in which all that matters is that at least one agent achieves their goal, it may
however be the perfect formalisation of the social desirability of a state.
The elitist and egalitarian CUF are both instances of the class of k-rank dictator CUFs.

SWelit (u) = max{ui | i ∈ N }

Deﬁnition 3.7 (Elitist social welfare) The elitist CUF is mapping each utility vector to
the maximum individual utility:

That is, maximising egalitarian social welfare amounts to raising the utility of the worst-oﬀ
member of society (whoever that may end up being) as much as possible.
If we refer to the maximum rather than the minimum utility in society, we obtain an
elitist form of social welfare.

SWegal (u) = min{ui | i ∈ N }

Deﬁnition 3.6 (Egalitarian social welfare) The egalitarian CUF is mapping each utility
vector to the minimum individual utility:
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is zero independent if u

v entails (u + w)

(v + w) for all

12

Axiom 5 (ZI) An SWO
u, v, w ∈ Rn .

11

(v + w) for

For example, the utilitarian SWO is zero independent, while the egalitarian SWO and the
Nash SWO are not. In fact, under some mild technical assumptions (that are, for instance,
satisﬁed if the set of feasible agreements is ﬁnite), amongst all the SWOs that are anonymous,

v entails (u + w)

The leximin ordering, for example, satisﬁes the Pigou-Dalton principle. So does the utilitarian SWO, but only in a very weak sense: it is in fact “blind” towards inequality-reducing
redistributions as long as they are mean-preserving.
Observe that each of the various SWOs introduced relies on cardinal utility information;
that is, ordinal preferences alone would not suﬃce to state these deﬁnitions. We need to be
able to make utility comparisons across agents and the intensity of preferences does matter.
However, not every SWO uses all of the information present in the utility vectors when we
use that SWO to compare two vectors. For instance, if we consistently multiply the utility
of agent 7 with some constant factor c for every possible agreement, then this will not aﬀect
social welfare judgements when the Nash SWO is being used. That is, the absolute values of
utilities do not matter in this case, only the ratio between the utilities enjoyed by an agent
for diﬀerent agreements does. The same is not true for the egalitarian SWO for instance.
In that case, if agent 7 happens to be the worst-oﬀ agent for one of two given agreements,
then multiplying her utility with c in both cases may mean that a diﬀerent agent will end up
being worst-oﬀ and the social welfare judgement could be reversed. Such diﬀerences can be
captured formally, by means of suitable axioms. The remaining axioms are all of this kind.
Suppose we compare the utility vectors induced by two allocations before and after a deal.
If agents did enjoy very diﬀerent levels utility before the encounter, it may not be meaningful
to use their absolute utilities afterwards to assess social welfare, but we should maybe rather
refer to their relative gain or loss in utility. So a desirable property of an SWO may be to be
independent from what individual agents consider “zero” utility.

• |ui − uj | > |vi − vj | — the change is inequality-reducing.

• ui + uj = vi + vj — the change is mean-preserving; and

• uk = vk for all k ∈ N \{i, j} — only i and j are involved;

Axiom 4 (Pigou-Dalton principle) An SWO respects the Pigou-Dalton principle if, for
all u, v ∈ Rn , u v holds whenever there exist i, j ∈ N such that:

kind, the Pigou-Dalton principle, encapsulates a central intuition about fairness: a fair SWO
should encourage inequality-reducing redistributions of welfare.

For example, suppose we rank u above v and, say, agent i enjoys the same utility for both of
them. Then separability says that if we uniformly change the utility level of i for both u and
v, then we will still rank the (changed) u above the (changed) v. Again, all of the SWOs we
have introduced do satisfy this axiom.
Now that we have some axioms in place that allow us to narrow down the (very large)
space of SWOs (i.e., the space of reﬂexive, transitive and complete relations over Rn ) to a
range of reasonable deﬁnitions, we can turn our attention to more demanding axioms that
identify speciﬁc properties that we may or may not want to impose. Our ﬁrst axiom of this

Axiom 3 (Separability) An SWO
is separable if u
all u, v, w ∈ Rn with wi = 0 whenever ui = vi .

Note that the unanimity is closely related to Pareto eﬃciency. All of the SWOs presented
here satisfy unanimity. (However, some do not satisfy the Pareto condition, in the sense that
an agreement that is optimal according to, say, the elitist SWO need not be Pareto eﬃcient
as well—but there are always agreements that are both Pareto eﬃcient and optimal with
respect to the elitist SWO.)
A further basic requirement is that social welfare judgements should be independent of
non-concerned agents. This condition is also known as separability.

Axiom 2 (Unanimity) An SWO
is unanimous if (i) u v holds whenever ui ≤ vi for
all agents i ∈ N and (ii) u ≺ v holds whenever ui < vi for all agents i ∈ N .

Anonymity has also been called symmetry. Clearly, all SWOs we have presented satisfy
anonymity (indeed, anonymity is sometimes considered part of the deﬁnition of what makes
an SWO).
Another important axiom is unanimity. It states that if all agents (weakly) prefer one
agreement over another, then so should society.

Axiom 1 (Anonymity) An SWO
u ∼ v for all u, v ∈ Rn .

combinations of axioms it will be possible to prove that there can be no SWO that would
satisfy all of them. This approach is known as the axiomatic method in social choice theory
and welfare economics. We will review some of the most important axioms here and mention
a number of characterisation results (for precise statements of these results, please refer to
the cited literature; cf. Section 3.5).
A very basic axioms is anonymity. It states that all agents should be treated equally, in
the sense that their position in the ordering imposed on agents does not aﬀect social welfare
judgements.
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For an SWO satisfying ICP only interpersonal comparisons (ui ≤ vi or ui ≥ vi ) matter,
but the (cardinal) intensities ui − vi do not. The utilitarian SWO is not independent of the
common utility pace, but the egalitarian SWO is. In fact, any k-rank dictator SWO is.

Axiom 9 (ICP) An SWO
is independent of the common utility pace if u
f (u) f (v) for all u, v ∈ Rn and for every increasing bijection f : R → R.

To illustrate another desirable property that we may wish our SWO to satisfy, consider the
following example. Suppose we would like to be able to make social welfare judgements
without knowing what kind of tax members of society will have to pay. Think of tax as a
function f that maps gross income to net income after taxes. We may not know the precise
tax rule, but we do know (at least under some idealising assumptions) that higher gross
income will result in higher net beneﬁt.

Axiom 8 (ICS) An SWO
over positive utilities is independent of the common utility
scale if u v entails λu λv for all u, v ∈ (R+ )n and all λ ∈ R+ .

v entails

14

Degrees of envy. As eliminating envy entirely is not always an option, we may instead
seek to reduce envy as much as possible. This presupposes a formal measure for the degree of
envy associated with an allocation. We can deﬁne several such measures using a three-stage
process. First, we need to deﬁne the degree of envy experienced by one agent towards another
(single) agent. Once such a deﬁnition is in place, we can aggregate over all agents envied (or

An attractive aspect of envy-freeness as a fairness criterion is that it can be deﬁned in terms
of ordinal preference information alone.
If we require allocations to be complete (that is, every good needs to be allocated to some
agent), then envy-free allocation do not exist for some combinations of utility functions. For
example, if there are two agents and just one item and that item has positive utility for
both agents, then neither one of the two possible complete allocations is envy-free (but the
incomplete allocation that assigns the empty bundle to both of them is, vacuously, envy-free).

Deﬁnition 3.13 (Envy-freeness) An allocation A is envy-free if ui (A(i)) ≥ ui (A(j)) for
every pair of agents i, j ∈ N .

An allocation, assigning a bundle of goods to each agent, is called envy-free if no agent strictly
prefers one of the bundles assigned to another agent to their own bundle.

Envy-freeness and Degrees of Envy

3.4

1
n

Axiom 7 (ICZ) An SWO
is independent of the common zero of utility iﬀ u
(u + λe) (v + λe) for all u, v ∈ Rn and all λ ∈ R.

Deﬁnition 3.12 (Proportionality) An allocation A is proportional if ui (A(i)) ≥
every agent i ∈ N , where ûi is the utility given to the full bundle by agent i.

Proportionality is considered an attractive fairness criterion when utility functions are additive (that is, when the utility of a bundle can always be computed as the sum of the utilities
of the parts of that bundle, whichever way we choose to partition the bundle). If utility
functions are subadditive (that is, when the sum of utilities of two disjoint bundles will be
less or at most equal to the utility assigned to their union), then proportionality may be too
easy to satisfy to be of any real interest. Conversely, when utility functions are superadditve,
then it may often be impossible to satisfy proportionality.

v entails (u ·

Proportionality

Suppose agents have monotonic utility functions declared over bundles of goods (a utility
function u is monotonic if B ⊆ B  entails u(B) ≤ u(B  )). Then an agent will be happiest
if they receive all the goods, and they may feel entitled to at least 1/n of the value of this
full bundle. The criterion of proportionality is satisﬁed when each agent believes that they
received a fair share of the goods.

3.3

Clearly, neither the utilitarian nor the egalitarian SWO are scale independent. The Nash
product, on the other hand, does satisfy SI. In fact, SI characterises the Nash SWO in the
same way as ZI characterises the utilitarian SWO.
If we weaken zero independence and scale independence to require that social welfare
judgements should only be independent of a common change of zero and a common change
of scale, respectively, we obtain two further important axioms.

Axiom 6 (SI) An SWO
over positive utilities is scale independent if u
w) (v · w) for all u, v, w ∈ (R+ )n .

unanimous, separable, and that satisfy the Pigou-Dalton principle, the utilitarian SWO is
the only SWO that satisﬁes ZI. In this sense, the utilitarian SWO is (essentially) axiomatised
by the axiom of zero independence.
Diﬀerent agents may measure their personal utility using diﬀerent “currencies”, such as
dollars as opposed to euros. So a desirable property of an SWO may be to be independent of
the utility scales used by individual agents. For the next axiom, we assume that all utilities
are positive, i.e., u ∈ (R+ )n . Let u · v = u1 · v1 , . . . , un · vn .
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Moulin (1988) oﬀers an excellent introduction to the theory of social welfare orderings and
discusses its axiomatic foundations in detail. (This has been the main reference for the preparation of Section 3.2.) For a less technical introduction covering similar grounds, consult the
undergraduate textbook by the same author (Moulin, 2003). For further reading, the books
by Sen (1970) and Roemer (1996) are highly recommended works (of a technical nature) on

3.5

For instance, using the combination Boolean/Maximum/Sum amounts to counting the number of envious agents in society.

Again, additional forms of aggregation may also be of interest.

– Maximum: take the maximum of individual envies (egalitarian)

– Sum: take the sum of individual envies (utilitarian)

• Envy of society. To compute the degree of envy experienced by society we need to
aggregate the individual envies that each agent experiences towards the others.

In principle, aggregation operators derived from other CUFs may also be considered.

– Maximum: take the maximum (similar to the egalitarian CUF)

– Sum: take the sum of envies towards other agents (similar to the utilitarian CUF)

• Envy of a single agent. To compute the envy of agent i towards the rest of society, we
need to aggregate i’s envies towards all other agents (computed using any of the three
measures above).

– Boolean: 1 if ui (A(j)) > ui (A(i)) and 0 otherwise

– Total: ui (A(j)) − ui (A(i)) — also allowing for “negative envy”, in case i feels she
is actually better oﬀ than j

– Positive: max{ui (A(j))−ui (A(i)), 0} — the diﬀerence between the utility assigned
to j’s bundle and her own bundle if i prefers the other bundle, and 0 otherwise

• Envy between pairs of agents. The degree to which agent i envies agent j under allocation A may be measured in a number of ways.

not) by a particular agent and deﬁne the degree of envy of that agent towards the rest of
society. Aggregating one more time, we can eventually deﬁne what should be understood by
the degree of envy experienced by society as a whole given a particular allocation of goods.
At each of the three stages we have several options, some of which are listed below:

Exercises

16

Check to what extent these two statements remain true when we relax the assumptions. Regarding the number of agents, consider the case of two and the case of an arbitrary number;

• Any proportional allocation is also envy-free.

• Any envy-free allocation is also proportional.

Exercise 3.2 If there are only two agents and preferences are additive, then envy-freeness
and proportionality express the same property:

(e) The egalitarian SWO respects the Pigou-Dalton transfer principle, and it is the only
k-rank dictator SWO to do so.

(d) If preferences are dichotomous (meaning: ui (A) = 0 or ui (A) = 1 for any agent i and
any agreement A), then the utilitarian SWO and the leximin ordering coincide.

(c) Any agreement that is optimal with respect to the leximin ordering is both Pareto
eﬃcient and maximises egalitarian social welfare.

(b) No agreement can maximise both utilitarian and egalitarian social welfare.

(a) Any agreement with maximal utilitarian social welfare is Pareto eﬃcient.

Exercise 3.1 Which of the following statements is true? Give either a proof (in the aﬃrmative case) or a counterexample (otherwise).

3.6

welfare economics and distributive justice. Thomson (2007) discusses the axiomatic foundations of the envy-freeness criterion as well as other ordinal fairness criteria (as opposed
to those based on cardinal utility information). Our discussion of degrees of envy follows
Chevaleyre et al. (2007).
An important class of fairness criteria that we have not covered are those speciﬁcally
aimed at measuring the degree of economic inequality generated by an agreement. These
criteria include, amongst others, the Lorenz curve and the Gini index (Atkinson, 1970; Sen,
1973; Shorrocks, 1988).
The most widely used criteria for assessing the economic qualities of an allocation of
resources in the early literature on multiagent systems have been Pareto eﬃciency and utilitarian social welfare. Some of the arguments for considering instead the whole range of
criteria proposed in the welfare economics literature (and for developing further such criteria, including tailor-made criteria for speciﬁc applications) are spelt out elsewhere (Endriss
and Maudet, 2004; Chevaleyre et al., 2006).
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The Model

Cut-and-Choose

2
In fact, the ﬁrst player (assuming she is risk-averse and will play so as to guarantee her a fair share
whatever the other player may do) will receive exactly 1/2, while the second will usually get more.

18

17

In the description of the procedure, the parts shown in parentheses are strictly speaking not
part of the procedure, but rather spell out the strategy that each player should follow. It is
not hard to see that if a player follows the recommended strategy, then they can guarantee
a proportional piece for themselves (at least half of the cake, according to their own utility
function), whatever the other agent is doing.2 That is, cut-and-choose is a proportional
procedure for two players. It is also an envy-free procedure, because for n = 2 (and additive
utility functions) the two concepts do in fact coincide.
Whether or not we want to say that cut-and-choose guarantees Pareto eﬃcient outcomes
depends on what we consider the space of feasible divisions. Amongst all divisions using only
a single cut, cut-and-choose clearly does guarantee Pareto eﬃciency (but so does any other
single-cut division where one of the two agents believes they received the strictly larger piece,
so this is not a very demanding criterion at all). If we also consider divisions with more than
one cut feasible, then cut-and-choose does not ensure Pareto eﬃciency. For example, if the
ﬁrst agent is very keen on the middle part of the cake and the second agent has high utility
for both the part on the very left of the cake and the part of its very right, then a Pareto
eﬃcient division would require (at least) two cuts.

One player cuts the cake in two pieces (which she considers to be of equal
value), and the other one chooses one of the pieces (the piece she prefers).

Cut-and-Choose (2 players)

Suppose there are only n = 2 players. There is a very simple and well-known procedure that
we can use in this case.

4.2

• ui is continuous (the Intermediate-Value Theorem applies) and single points do not
have any value. Speciﬁcally, if 0 < x < y ≤ 1 with ui ([0, x]) = α and ui ([0, y]) = β,
then for every γ ∈ [α, β] there exists a z ∈ [x, y] such that ui ([0, z]) = γ.

• Normalisation: ui ([0, 1]) = 1

• Additivity: ui (B ∪ B  ) = ui (B) + ui (B  ) for disjoint B, B  ⊆ [0, 1]

• Non-negativity: ui (B) ≥ 0 for all B ⊆ [0, 1]

Each agent i ∈ N has got a utility function ui (also referred to as the agent’s valuation or
measure) mapping ﬁnite unions of subintervals of [0, 1] to the reals, that satisﬁes the following
conditions:

A bundle will be a ﬁnite union of subintervals of the full cake. These subintervals are not
allowed to overlap (so goods cannot be shared) and we shall only be interested in complete
allocations, where every piece of the cake is allocated to someone.

|----------------------|
0
1

Let N = {1, . . . , n} be a set of n agents (often referred to as players in the cake-cutting
literature). We will be particularly interested in the cases of n = 2 and n = 3. These agents
need to divide a cake amongst themselves by means of a series of parallel cuts. The cake is
represented by the unit interval [0, 1]:

4.1

In this section, we shall be concerned with the problem of fair division for divisible goods,
or more precisely a single divisible good. An example for such a divisible good is a cake.
The main fairness criteria that have been considered in the cake-cutting literature are proportionality and envy-freeness.
We ﬁrst discuss the case of n = 2 agents between which to divide the cake. As we shall see,
there is a very simple procedure that can guarantee both proportionality and envy-freeness.
For n > 2 the problem of designing a fair division procedure is considerably more challenging.
We will present several procedures that can guarantee proportional outcomes with arbitrary
numbers of agents, but we will also see that there are no such simple and general solutions
for the envy-free case. Instead, we will present two envy-free procedures for n = 3 agents
and brieﬂy comment on the diﬃculty of the general problem of envy-free cake-cutting.

4

(c) For arbitrary k ≤ n, give a general algorithm to compute a solution that is optimal
with respect to the k-rank dictator CUF. What is the complexity of your algorithm?

(b) What is the solution selected by the elitist (n-rank dictator) CUF?

(a) What is the solution selected by the egalitarian CUF?

Exercise 3.3 Suppose there are n agents located anywhere on the interval [0, 1]. We have
to decide where to build an amusement park A, also anywhere on the same interval. The
disutility of an agent is its distance to A.

regarding the preferences, consider additive, subadditive, superadditive, and arbitrary preferences. (Beware that most of the statements regarding proportionality and envy-freeness
that you may ﬁnd in the literature refer to the case of additive preferences only.)
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Proportional Procedures for n > 2
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Steinhaus procedure. The Steinhaus procedure can be applied to cake-cutting problems
with n = 3 players.

We now review cake-cutting procedures for more than two agents when the goal is to ensure proportionality of the outcome. Note that when there are more than two agents, then
proportionality is a less demanding criterion than envy-freeness, which is why we deal with
proportionality ﬁrst. Historically, the ﬁrst cake-cutting procedures are those of Steinhaus
and of Banach and Knaster (ﬁrst reported in 1948).

4.4

Cut-and-choose is ideal and as simple as can be with respect to all of these properties.

• Is the procedure an algorithm in the proper sense of the word (also known as a protocol )?
That is, can it be implemented by means of a clearly deﬁned sequence of queries to the
agents? (As we shall see there are some procedures, so-called moving-knife procedures,
that cannot be translated into a discrete sequence of steps.)

• Does the procedure require an active referee, or can all actions be performed by the
players themselves?

• What is the complexity of the procedure, measured in terms of the number of basic
operations? Such basic operations are often taken to be two types of queries: (i) asking
an agent i to indicate a point x on the cake such that ui ([0, x]) = α for a given value α;
and (ii) asking an agent i to specify their utility for a given slice [x, y] ⊆ [0, 1].

• If the number of cuts is not minimal, can we at least provide an upper bound on
the number of cuts? Clearly, the lower the number of cuts, the better. (There are
procedures where no such bound can be given a priori.)

• Does the procedure guarantee that each agent receives a single contiguous slice (rather
than the union of several subintervals)? If possible, we prefer such contiguous procedures, which also minimise the number of cuts that need to be made. Note that a
procedure for n players will require at least n−1 cuts.

Besides fairness and eﬃciency properties, we can also evaluate cake-cutting procedures according to some other types of properties:

4.3

20

The procedure’s properties are similar to those of the Steinhaus procedure: it guarantees
proportional (but not envy-free) outcomes, the number of cuts is bounded, and no external
referee is required. The resulting division need not be contiguous, but we can turn the
Banach-Knaster procedure into a contiguous procedure by means of a small reﬁnement: if

(4) The rest (including the trimmings) is then divided amongst the remaining n−1 players. Play cut-and-choose once n = 2. 

(3) After the piece has made the full round, the last player to cut something
oﬀ (the “last diminisher”) is obliged to take it.

(2) That piece is passed around the players. Each player either lets it pass
(if she considers it too small) or trims it down further (to what she
considers 1/n).

(1) Player 1 cuts oﬀ a piece (that she considers to represent 1/n).

Banach-Knaster Last-Diminisher Procedure (n players)

Banach-Knaster procedure. The Banach-Knaster procedure, also known as the lastdiminisher procedure, works for any number of players.

The Steinhaus procedure ensure proportional outcomes, but it does not guarantee envyfreeness. The (maximum) number of cuts is not minimal (3 rather than 2), and the pieces
will not always be contiguous. The procedure does not require the active participation of a
referee and it is an algorithm in the strong sense of the word.

(4) If neither player 2 or player 3 passed, then player 1 has to take (one
of) the piece(s) labelled as “bad” by both 2 and 3. — The rest is
reassembled and 2 and 3 play cut-and-choose. 

(3) If player 2 did not pass, then player 3 can also choose between passing
and labelling. — If player 3 passed, then players 2, 3, 1 each choose a
piece (in that order) and we are done. 

(2) Player 2 “passes” (if she thinks at least two of the pieces are ≥ 1/3) or
labels two of them as “bad”. — If player 2 passed, then players 3, 2, 1
each choose a piece (in that order) and we are done. 

(1) Player 1 cuts the cake into three pieces (which she values equally).

Steinhaus Procedure (3 players)
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Even-Paz procedure: complexity. In 1984, Even and Paz proposed a procedure, also
known as the divide-and-conquer procedure, speciﬁcally for the purposes of studying the
complexity of procedures that guarantee proportionality.

The Dubins-Spanier guarantees proportionality, but not envy-freeness. Observe that the
agent that takes the ﬁrst piece will obtain exactly 1/n (assuming she is risk-averse and is
playing her security strategy of shouting “stop” as soon as the piece to the left of the knife
represents a fair share for her), while the agent taking the last piece is best oﬀ (this is the
same for the Banach-Knaster procedure). The procedure produces contiguous slices (and
hence requires a minimal number of actual cuts). It requires the active help of a referee
(namely to move the knife).
Importantly, it is not an algorithm in the true sense of the word. The problem is that it
is not possible to construct an agent that would be able to continuously monitor the moving
knife and to react at the exact moment when the abstract description of their perfect strategy
would require them to do so. Of course, we can approximate the ideal abstract situation as
closely as we wish, and for utility functions that are suﬃciently “smooth” there may be no
problem in practice. Also, the problem only arises if we insist to faithfully model the movingknife approach; if we instead ask agents to indicate at which point they would shout “stop”
if the knife were to make it to that point, then we can easily discretise the procedure (and
end up with something very similar to the Banach-Knaster procedure).

(2) When a piece has been cut oﬀ, we continue with the remaining n−1
players, until just one player is left (who takes the rest). 

(1) A referee moves a knife slowly across the cake, from left to right. Any
player may shout “stop” at any time. Whoever does so receives the
piece to the left of the knife.

Dubins-Spanier Procedure (n players)

Dubins-Spanier procedure. In 1961, Dubins and Spanier proposed a so-called movingknife procedure for an arbitrary number of agents.

slices are cut from the left of the cake, only allow agents to trim slices from the right. Another
way of looking at this would be that the agent cutting oﬀ a new piece does in fact only indicate
where she would cut the cake, and rather than trimming the piece, subsequent agents only
move the knife further to the left (we only actually cut the cake when it is clear who will
have to take the piece in question).
n
2

/  n2  mark.

Envy-free Procedures for n > 2

22

Devising a cake-cutting procedure that will guarantee envy-free outcomes is considerably
more diﬃcult than guaranteeing proportionality alone.
The reason why none of the procedures for arbitrary numbers of agents described above
can guarantee envy-freeness can be condensed into a simple argument. For all of them, agents
get assigned their pieces one-by-one, and once an agent has received their piece they can no
longer inﬂuence the division of the remaining cake amongst the remaining agents. So even
if the agent has received what she perceives as a fair share, as she has no control over the
remaining steps in the procedure, and as the other agents’ utility functions may be very
diﬀerent from her own, whenever the remaining piece of the cake is not more valuable to her
than her own assigned piece, it is possible that the remaining agents will decide to divide
that piece in a way that she perceives as very unfair, leaving one of them with a piece better
than her own.
In fact, at the time of writing, no entirely satisfying envy-free procedure has been found
(and this situation is unlikely to change in the near future; there are even reasons to believe
that it may be impossible to devise such a procedure). In particular, there is no known
procedure for n ≥ 5 agents that can guarantee an envy-free division using a number of cuts

4.5

For example, if n = 7, then in step (1) each agent is asked to indicate a point x on the cake
such that [0, x] has value 3/7 and [x, 1] has value 4/7. Then we cut the cake at the 3rd mark
and associate the 3 agents who made the 3 leftmost marks with the left part of the cake, and
the remaining agents with the right part of the cake. This kind of local procedure is iterated
for each part, until we are down to the level of individual agents. It is not hard to check
that the Even-Paz procedure requires O(n log n) marking queries until in terminates with a
proportional division of the cake (see Exercise 4.2). For large values of n, no procedure can
guarantee a proportional outcome using fewer queries.
The Even-Paz procedure guarantees proportionality (but not envy-freeness), produces
contiguous pieces, and does not require the assistance of an external referee.

(3) Recursively apply the same procedure to each of the two groups, until
only a single player is left. 

(2) Associate the part to the left of the n2 th mark with the players who
made the leftmost n2 marks (group 1), and the rest with the others
(group 2).

(1) Ask each player to indicate her

Even-Paz Divide-and-Conquer Procedure (n players)
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Stromquist procedure. The other classic procedure for envy-free cake-cutting has been
proposed by Stromquist in 1980. It is a moving-knife procedure.

The Selfridge-Conway procedure is an algorithm in the proper sense of the word that always
produces cake divisions that are envy-free, and thereby also proportional. It does not (always)
produce contiguous pieces, but the number of cuts required is at most 5. There is no need
for the active involvement of an external referee.

(4) Now divide the trimmings. Whoever of 2 and 3 received the untrimmed
piece does the cutting. Let players choose in this order: non-cutter,
player 1, cutter. 

(3) If player 2 did trim, then let 3, 2, 1 pick (in that order), but require 2 to
take the trimmed piece (unless 3 did). Keep the trimmings unallocated
for now (note: the partial allocation is envy-free).

(2) Player 2 either “passes” (if she thinks at least two pieces are tied for
largest) or trims one piece (to get two tied for largest pieces). —
If she passed, then let players 3, 2, 1 pick (in that order). 

(1) Player 1 cuts the cake in three pieces (she considers equal).

Selfridge-Conway Procedure (3 players)

Selfridge-Conway procedure. The ﬁrst envy-free procedures for 3 players has been independently proposed by Selfridge and Conway around 1960.

bounded by any function of n. Even for n = 4 agents, there is no known procedure producing
an envy-free division with contiguous pieces.
In this section, we shall present the two classic procedures for envy-free cake-cutting with
n = 3 players. Neither of them is perfect: one of them will not always assign contiguous slices
of cake to the players, while the other is a moving-knife procedure that requires a referee
to move one of the knives and that cannot be turned into an algorithm in the narrow sense
of the word, but rather requires the participating agents to constantly monitor the moving
knives and to react to their position in real time.

Overview of Procedures and Properties

Bibliographic Notes

24

There are two excellent treatments of cake-cutting procedures available in book form, one
by Brams and Taylor (1996) and the other by Robertson and Webb (1998), with the latter
being somewhat more formal in style. References to the original papers proposing the various
procedure discussed can be found in those books. Another very helpful reference is the article

4.7

A summary of the properties of all the procedures covered is given by Table 1. Recall that
envy-freeness entails proportionality. Also recall that the Banach-Knaster procedure does
not produce contiguous divisions per se, but a simple reﬁnement of the procedure does. The
two moving-knife procedures are the only procedure that require an active referee, although
we have seen that for the Dubins-Spanier procedure there is a simple way of discretising the
procedure that will remove the need for both the moving knife and the referee.

4.6

The procedure guarantees envy-free (and proportional) outcomes—which, it should be remarked, is not entirely obvious. To understand that it does indeed ensure envy-freeness,
note that a player planning to shout “stop” at a certain point knows exactly who will receive
which piece (so the players are not giving up control by claiming a particular piece of the
cake).
Being a moving-knife procedure, the Stromquist procedure does not qualify as an algorithm proper, and unlike for the Dubins-Spanier procedure there is no known “discretisation”.
The procedure clearly requires the active participation of a referee. On the upside, it does
produce contiguous divisions.

(3) The ﬁrst player to call “stop” receives the piece to the left of the referee’s
knife. The righthand part is cut by the middle one of the three player
knifes. If neither of the other two players hold the middle knife, they
each obtain the piece at which their knife is pointing. If one of them
does hold the middle knife, then the other one gets the piece at which
her knife is pointing. 

(2) At the same time, each player is moving her own knife so that it would
cut the righthand piece in half (wrt. her own valuation).

(1) A referee slowly moves a knife across the cake, from left to right (supposed to cut somewhere around the 1/3 mark).

Stromquist Procedure (3 players)
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n=3
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n=3

n=3

Cut-and-choose

Steinhaus

Banach-Knaster

Dubins-Spanier

Even-Paz

Selfridge-Conway

Stromquist

4 knives

protocol

protocol

1 knife

protocol

protocol

protocol

Type

envy-free

envy-free

proportional

proportional

proportional

proportional

envy-free

Division

yes

no

yes

yes

no/yes

no

yes

Contiguous?

minimal

≤5

O(n log n)

minimal

bounded

≤3

minimal

Cuts
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Indivisible Goods: Combinatorial Optimisation
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In this section, we shall discuss the problem of fair division when goods are indivisible (and
cannot be shared amongst several agents). Finding an allocation that is optimal with respect
to a chosen fairness (or eﬃciency) criterion is then a combinatorial optimisation problem.
We shall exemplify both centralised and distributed approaches to solving such a problem.

5

Exercise 4.3 Describe a discrete procedure for dividing a cake between four players that
guarantees that each player believes they received at least 1/6 of the cake and that uses only
three cuts. (Additional marking queries as well as moving knives are not allowed.) Adapted
from Robertson and Webb (1998).

Exercise 4.2 Show that O(n log n) individual marking queries are required when n players
execute the Even-Paz divide-and-conquer procedure.

Exercise 4.1 How many cuts are required, in the worst case, when n players execute the
Banach-Knaster last-diminisher procedure to fairly divide a cake? Justify your answer.

4.8

by Brams and Taylor (1995), which besides introducing their (unbounded) algorithm for envyfree divisions amongst four (or more) players does an excellent job at presenting many of the
classical procedures in a systematic manner. (The presentation of those procedures in the
Notes you have in front of you owes much to that paper.)
Studies of the complexity of cake-cutting include, besides the original contribution of
Even and Paz (1984), work by Woeginger and Sgall (2007), Edmonds and Pruhs (2006), and
Procaccia (2009), as well as Robertson and Webb (1998).

Table 1: Cake-Cutting Procedures

Players

Procedure

The Model

Preference Representation Languages

26

3
Note that this is only possible if the number of bundles is ﬁnite. For the domain of cake-cutting discussed
in Section 4 there can be no general (ﬁnitary) language for describing all preferences that agents may have.

References for speciﬁc languages. Several languages for the compact representation of
preferences have been proposed in the literature: Languages for representing utility/valuation
functions include weighted goals (Uckelman et al., 2009), the k-additive form (Chevaleyre
et al., 2008a), bidding languages developed in the combinatorial auction literature for modelling bids, such as the OR/XOR family of languages (Nisan, 2006), and program-based
representations (Dunne et al., 2005). Languages for representing ordinal preference relations

The need for compact representation languages. To fully specify a fair division problem (and to allow for any kind of implementation) we also have to ﬁx a concrete language for
describing valuation functions. The simplest approach is to use an explicit representation: to
represent a particular function over bundles of goods, use a big table to store for each bundle
the value assigned to it.3 Of course, this will not be a very compact form of representation
(in the case of, say, 20 indivisible goods, such a table can have over a million entries, because
there are 220 > 1000000 subsets of the full set of goods).

An important topic that we will not cover in much detail in these Notes is the representation
of agent preferences. So far, we have only stipulated that each agent has got a utility function
to model their preferences, but we have not said how to encode this function in practice.

5.2

Let N = {1, . . . , n} be a set of agents and let G be a ﬁnite set of indivisible goods. An
allocation A : N → 2G is a mapping from agents to bundles of goods such that A(i)∩A(j) = ∅
for all i, j ∈ N and A(1) ∪ · · · ∪ A(n) = G. That is, goods cannot be shared and we are
interested in complete allocations. A state of the world is characterised by an allocation A
and a payment balance π : N → R, specifying for each agent an amount of money they are
paying (or receiving, if π(i) is negative), satisfying π(1) + · · · + π(n) = 0. That is, the overall
balance of payments is always equal to 0.
Each agent i ∈ N has got a utility function ui : 2G × R → R mapping states of the world
to the reals. We assume that utility functions are quasi-linear, i.e., ui (B, 0) − ui (B, x) = x
for any bundle B ∈ 2G and any payment x ∈ R. We model utility functions by means of
valuation functions vi : 2G → R mapping bundles of goods to the reals: ui (B, x) = vi (B) − x.
We write vi (A) as a shorthand for vi (A(i)).
For fair division of indivisible goods without money, simply assume that payment balances
are always equal to 0. In that case valuation and utility, as deﬁned here, coincide.

5.1
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Suppose we are given a set of agents, a set of goods, and the agents’ utility functions over
those goods (no money). We want to design an algorithm that uses this information to
compute an allocation that is optimal in view of a given fairness criterion.

5.4

References. Important contributions to the literature studying the complexity of fair division with indivisible goods include those of Bouveret and Lang (2008), Dunne et al. (2005),
and Lipton et al. (2004). We will not survey this line of work in detail here; some of it has
been reviewed in the MARA Survey (Chevaleyre et al., 2006).

Problem representation. Importantly, any question concerning the complexity of a problem must be asked with respect to a particular form of encoding that problem. If the chosen
encoding is not compact, then a result claiming low complexity (with respect to the size of
the input) is not very informative or relevant. For fair division problems this means that
we have to specify the language chosen for representing agent preferences when deﬁning a
problem the complexity of which we wish to study (see Section 5.2).

Types of problems. For instance, we may ask how hard it is to check whether there
exists an allocation with egalitarian social welfare above a certain threshold K (typically NPcomplete, depending on the precise assumptions being made regarding the range of possible
preferences and their representation), whether a given allocation is Pareto eﬃcient (typically
coNP-complete), or whether a given scenario admits a solution that is both envy-free and
Pareto eﬃcient (typically not even in NP). As many of these problems are computationally
intractable, questions regarding the complexity of approximation schemes are also of interest.

One line of investigation that will be of interest to researchers in Computer Science and
Multiagent Systems concerns the computational complexity of fair division, and particularly
so for the case of indivisible goods.

5.3

Survey papers. Chevaleyre et al. (2008b) give an introduction to the problem of preference
representation in the context of group decision making (which includes fair division) and
the MARA Survey (Chevaleyre et al., 2006) includes a review of preference representation
languages that are relevant to multiagent resource allocation.

include prioritised goals (Lang, 2004), CP-nets (Boutilier et al., 2004), and CI-nets (Bouveret
et al., 2009).

i∈N j=1

ni


[k ∈ Bij ] · xij

≤ 1

j=1

ni


xij

≤ 1

(2)

(1)
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 i
uij · xij . Above
Note that we can now write the utility enjoyed by agent i as nj=1
constraint guarantees that at most one of the summands will be diﬀerent from zero.

(∀i ∈ N )

• Second, ensure that each agent receives at most one of the bundles they speciﬁed.

(∀k ≤ m)

• First, ensure that every item gets allocated to at most one agent (that is, we do allow
for free disposal). In the next set of constraints, the constant [k ∈ Bij ] is 1 if the kth
item is contained in bundle Bij , and 0 otherwise.

Maximising egalitarian social welfare. As an example, we give an algorithm for computing an allocation that maximises egalitarian social welfare using the framework of (mixed)
IP. Before such an algorithm can be stated, we need to ﬁx a language for representing the
utility functions of the agents. To keep things simple, we shall be using an explicit form
of representation, also known as the XOR-language in the combinatorial auctions literature.
(We stress that this is not a very attractive language for most applications, because it is not
a compact representation language, but it does have the advantage of being very simple.)
Each agent provides a list of bundles they are interested in, each labelled with a utility value.
We can award each agent at most one of the bundles they listed, and they will derive from
it the utility speciﬁed.
Let (Bij , uij ) the jth labelled bundle representing the utility function of agent i. Let ni
be the number of bundles listed by agent i. Introduce a binary decision variable xij for every
i ∈ N and j ≤ ni , with xij = 1 if agent i does receive bundle Bij and xij = 0 otherwise. Let
m be the number of goods. We need to satisfy the following constraints.

Comparison with combinatorial auctions. From an algorithmic perspective, this problem is similar to the winner determination problem in combinatorial auctions. In an auction,
agents state their preferences by means of submitting bids to the auctioneer. In the standard
model, the auctioneer is trying to ﬁnd an allocation of goods to bidders that will maximise
the sum of the prices speciﬁed via the bids. If we think of these prices as reﬂecting utility,
then this amounts to ﬁnding an allocation that maximises utilitarian social welfare. This
correspondence suggests that some of the algorithmic techniques employed (and developed)
for combinatorial auctions can also be applied to the much wider range of fair division problems. These techniques include, in particular, integer programming (IP) and heuristic-guided
search methods developed in AI.
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Convergence. While individual rationality can be (and has been) motivated purely from
the local viewpoint of individual agents as a reasonable criterion for selﬁsh but myopic agents
to decide which deals to accept, it turns out to also be very helpful in negotiating socially
eﬃcient allocations. In fact, as we shall see next, if myopic IR agents are left to their own
30

29

That is, for each agent, her gain in valuation must outweigh her payment (or, if she is losing
valuation, her loss in valuation must be outweighed by the payment received by her). Only
agents not involved in the deal (those whose allocated bundle does not change) may receive
a payment of 0.

Deﬁnition 5.1 (Individual rationality) A deal δ = (A, A ) is myopically individually rational (IR) if there exists a payment function p such that vi (A ) − vi (A) > p(i) for all agents
i ∈ N , except possibly p(i) = 0 for agents i with A(i) = A (i).

Deals and myopic individual rationality. Given an initial allocation of goods to agents,
agents negotiate a sequence of deals. A deal δ = (A, A ) is a pair of allocations, describing
the situation before and after the deal. We do not put any structural restrictions on deals:
any number of items may be exchanged between any number of agents in a single deal. Each
deal will be paired with a set of monetary side payments, represented by a payment function
p : N → R satisfying p(1) + · · · + p(n) = 0. (The payment balance π is the sum of all the
payment functions associated with the deals made in the past.)
If agents are selﬁsh, a reasonable assumption is that any deal they are prepared to accept
will improve their own utility by at least a small margin. They will never accept a deal
that leaves them worse oﬀ. This assumption will not be satisﬁed under all circumstances,
as an agent may be prepared to accept a temporary loss in utility, if this promises to open
up opportunities for future gains, but for agents that are either very risk-averse or that are
not capable to reason about the future, this kind of myopic interpretation of rationality is
reasonable. We now deﬁne the class of deals that such agents would be prepared to accept.

satisfy our fairness or eﬃciency criterion of choice (“welfare engineering”). Or, vice versa,
given certain assumptions on the local behaviour of agents, we may ask to what extent we
can predict the properties of the allocations emerging at the global level.
We shall go through one example that shows that under reasonable assumptions on the
behaviour of individual agents, we can set up a distributed protocol that will ensure that a
socially desirable allocation, in this case an allocation maximising utilitarian social welfare,
will emerge eventually. (The result may also be interpreted the other way round: it shows
how to design your agents so as to guarantee that, when they are left alone to negotiate
autonomously, an optimal allocation will be reached eventually.)

4
The interactive procedures for fairly dividing a cake discussed in Section 4 fall somewhere between the
centralised and the distributed approach as presented here (although they are, arguably, closer to the centralised approach). They are not distributed, because they all come with a ﬁxed protocol that determines
which agent will have to answer which query at any given time. On the other hand, they are also not entirely
centralised, because it is not the case that agents ﬁrst communicate their complete preferences and the centre
then computes a fair allocation, but agents only answer very speciﬁc queries regarding their preferences, from
which the ﬁnal division follows almost immediately.

The centralised approach is attractive in that it gives maximum ﬂexibility to the algorithm
designer. But it also has a number of disadvantages. First and foremost, it presupposes
the availability of a centre that can carry out the (often costly) computations required to
determine a socially optimal allocation. Furthermore, the agents involved must be able to
trust that centre. Arguably, the problem of ﬁnding a fair allocation presents itself much more
naturally as a distributed problem, because the information regarding individual preferences
is distributed amongst the agents.
In a distributed approach to fair division, (small) groups of agents can locally agree on a
sequence of deals to exchange some of goods held by them by means of negotiation. There
is no global control determining which agents have to interact in which manner at any given
time.4 The question then arises whether we can endow individual agents with a suitable set of
rules determining their willingness to accept certain deals such that resulting allocations will

5.5

The optimal allocation can be read oﬀ the instantiation of the variables xij : item k should
be given to agent i if and only if there exists a j such that xij = 1 and item k is contained
in the set Bij .
Similar algorithms can be designed for (some of) the other fairness and eﬃciency criteria
reviewed in Section 3. In particular, for the utilitarian CUF this has been done in the
combinatorial auction literature for a range of diﬀerent preference representation languages.

Finding an allocation with maximal egalitarian social welfare now amounts to solving the
following mixed IP:
max y subject to constraints (1)–(3)
(4)

(∀i ∈ N ) y ≤

• We now introduce one further decision variable, y (which need not take integer values,
so we are operating in the realms of mixed IP). It is used to represent an upper bound
on the egalitarian social welfare of the allocation represented by the instantiations of
the variables of type xij .
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In the section on centralised algorithms, we have drawn some parallels to combinatorial
auctions. The combinatorial auction handbook (Cramton et al., 2006) presents combinatorial
auctions and algorithms for solving them in detail. Bouveret and Lemaı̂tre (2009) give
(centralised) algorithms for computing a leximin-optimal solution.

5.6

That is, a deal is IR if and only if it increases utilitarian social welfare. Convergence then
follows almost immediately: The number of possible allocations is ﬁnite, because both N
and G are. By Lemma 5.1, any IR deal must strictly increase social welfare. Hence, we
can never visit a single allocation twice, i.e., negotiation must eventually terminate. The
terminal allocation must have maximal utilitarian social welfare, because if it did not, then
by Lemma 5.1, any deal taking us to an allocation with greater social welfare would be IR
and thus available to the agents (thereby contradicting the assumption that termination has
already occurred).
Convergence means that we do not need to coordinate the behaviour of individual agents.
Provided they can be expected to identify new mutually beneﬁcial deals as long as such deals
are possible at all, we have a formal guarantee that an optimal agreement will eventually be
found. However, the problem of ﬁnding such an optimal allocation is still NP-hard, which
manifests itself in the fact that the sequence of deals required may be very long and some
of the individual deals may need to have very high structural complexity (involving many
agents and/or goods). Indeed, there are results that show that deals involving any number
of agents and any number of goods will be necessary in some cases (for some combinations of
valuation functions and initial allocation). On the other hand, under additional assumptions
on the valuation functions (in particular when they are all additive), structurally simpler
deals will sometimes be suﬃcient to guarantee convergence.
A similar programme can (and, to some extent, has been) carried out for other fairness
and eﬃciency criteria. For any given criterion, we can seek to design a local rationality
criterion for agents to decide which deals to accept, given the information locally available
to them. In some cases it will then be possible to establish convergence results similar to
the above, which guarantee socially optimal outcomes by means of autonomous negotiation
amongst the agents thus designed.

Lemma 5.1 A deal δ = (A, A ) is IR if and only if SWutil (A) < SWutil (A ).

devices, then any sequence of deals that they may agree on will converge to an allocation with
maximal utilitarian social welfare. This surprising result can largely be explained by means
of the following lemma (Endriss et al., 2006, Lemma 1).

Exercises

Conclusion

32

The goal of these notes has been to provide some basic background (and references for further
reading) on fair division to people interested in using these concepts for their research in
Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Multiagent Systems, Computational Social Choice, or similar, as well
as to point researchers in these areas to topics in fair division where the application of tools
and techniques from Computer Science may still yield new and interesting results.
Section 3 can serve as a catalogue of criteria regarding the economic quality of an allocation of resources that someone developing a multiagent system may wish to consult before
specifying the precise goals of their system. As mentioned in the text, new applications may
very well call for new such criteria, but these should always be formulated in relation and
with reference to the standard criteria for which strong philosophical justiﬁcations and deep
mathematical results are available.
Sections 4 and 5 showcase some examples for algorithmic approaches of varying sorts to
the problem of fairly dividing a number of goods. There still is a lot of room for improvement,
and hopefully these examples can help inspire new ideas.

6

Exercise 5.2 Devise an IP algorithm for computing an allocation with maximal Nash social
welfare when utility functions are represented using the explicit form.

(b) Then repeat the same exercise, this time assuming that utility functions are expressed
using the language of weighted propositional formulas (Uckelman et al., 2009).

(a) First state your answer (and your proof) with respect to the explicit form of representing
utility functions (where the size of the representation of a function is proportional to
the number of bundles to which it assigns a non-zero value).

Exercise 5.1 What is the computational complexity of (the decision variant of) the problem
of ﬁnding an allocation of indivisible goods (without money) to agents that maximises elitist
social welfare?

5.7

A starting point for ﬁnding out more about the distributed approach to multiagent resource allocation is (Endriss et al., 2006). The result on convergence to an allocation with
maximal utilitarian social welfare by means of individually rational deal is originally due to
Sandholm (1998). Other work has discussed the communication complexity of negotiation,
and established bounds on the number of local deals required to reach a socially optimal
allocation (Endriss and Maudet, 2005; Dunne, 2005).
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Agent-based negotiations and auctions
Maria Fasli1 and Nicola Gatti2
1
2

University of Essex
Politecnico di Milano

Abstract. Agents are well-suited for dynamic, constrained, and real-time
environments such as electronic marketplaces. In such environments agents
representing their users negotiate for goods and services following negotiation protocols. Bargaining and auctions are the principal negotiation
protocols for buying and selling goods based upon competition among
the interested parties. This tutorial will introduce participants to agentbased negotiations. The tutorial will start by introducing agent-based negotiation and negotiation protocols in general. Bargaining and auctions
will then be described in detail. Essential concepts that are required for
following the tutorial will be introduced along the way. The bargaining
problem will be introduced and the principal non-cooperative bargaining
protocol (Rubinstein’s alternating-offers) will be discussed in detail. Variations and applications Rubinstein’s protocol in computer science will be
presented. The four single side auction protocols (English, Dutch, FPSB,
Vickrey) will be discussed in depth along with their relative advantages
and disadvantages. Double auctions and the M-th and (M+1)-st clearing
rules will also be covered. A brief exposition into more advanced auction
formats such as multi-attribute and combinatorial auctions will follow.
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Negotiations
• What are negotiations:
– Negotiation is a process of communication whereby two
or more parties, each with its own viewpoint and
objectives, attempt to reach a mutually satisfactory
result on a matter of common concern

Part 1
Introduction to Automatic
Negotiations

• Why are mutually satisfactory results needed:
– Otherwise one party at least does not take part to the
negotiation

• What is the peculiarity of a negotiation:
– Parties’ viewpoint and objectives are in conflict

• What is the object of a negotiation:
– Essentially, the price of goods, services, etc.
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Negotiation Models

A Simple Protocol Example

• A negotiation is essentially a strategic interaction
situation and is modelled as a strategic game [Kraus,
2000]

– Agents:
• One seller
• Many buyers

– Negotiation protocol: sets the rules of the dispute

– Allowed actions:

• Actions available to the agents (e.g., make an offer, accept, etc.)
• Sequence of the interaction (e.g., agents act concurrently or in
alternating fashion)

• Seller: “open”, “close”
• Buyer: “offer”

– Agents’ strategies: define the behaviour of each agent

– Payoffs: utility functions, e.g., U = RP – price
– Interaction sequence: any buyer can act at t
– Information: private other agents’ preferences (RP)

• Actions to be employed by each agent at each single decision
node

• Furthermore, as is in a game:
– Agents’ preferences: each agent has preferences over all the
possible negotiation outcomes
– Agents’ knowledge: agents’ preferences can be known by
the others or can be uncertain or can be unknown
– Agents’ rationality: each agent act in order to maximize its
expected payoff relying on its knowledge
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Protocol Classification

Protocol Characteristics [Kraus, 2000]
•
•
•
•
•

•

Distribution: the decision making process should be
distributed
Negotiation time: negotiations that end without delay are
preferable to negotiations that are time-consuming
Efficiency: the efficiency of the agreement increases the
number of agents that will be satisfied by the negotiation
result
Simplicity: negotiation processes that are simple and efficient
are preferable to complex processes
Stability: a set of negotiation strategies is stable if, given that
all the other agents are following their strategies, it is
beneficial to an agent to follow its strategy too; protocols with
stable strategies are preferable
Money transfer: side payments can be required from or
provided to agents to resolve the conflicts; protocols without
money transfer are preferable

• Number of attributes:
– One (e.g., price)
– Many (e.g., price and response time)

• Number of agents:
– One-to-one (e.g., bilateral bargaining)
– One-to-many (e.g., multilateral bargaining and auctions)
– Many-to-many (e.g., auctions)

• Number of units:
– One
– Many
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Automatic Negotiations

Agent Abstract Architecture [Fasli, 2007]

• What are automatic negotiations:
– Electronic negotiations in which intelligent selfinterested software agents negotiate with other agents
on behalf of users for buying or selling services and
goods [Sandholm, 2000]

• Why do we need to develop automatic
negotiations:
– Increasing efficiency by saving resources
• Human work: the agents act on behalf of the man
• Time: the agents are faster than man
• Money: market competition is higher

• What are the application domains:
– eCommerce (electronic markets)
– Resource allocation
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Involved Areas
Economics

Computer Science

• Microeconomics
• Game Theory
• Econometrics

• Software Engineering
• Data Base
• Security

Procedures

Part 2
Bilateral Bargaining

Media and autonomy

Law

Artificial Intelligence

• Social Right
• Legal Aspects

• Multiagent Systems
• Decision Theory
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Bargaining in Economic Domains

The Bargaining Problem [Nash, 1950]
• Bargaining is a socioeconomic problem involving two
parties, who can cooperate towards the creation of a
commonly desirable surplus, over whose distribution both
parties are in conflict
• Example: two agents divide a pie

• Bilateral exchange situation:
– A buyer that wants to buy an item
– A seller that wants to sell an item
– They negotiate over the price p

– Each player prefers to reach an agreement, rather than
abstain from doing so (disagreement)
– Each agent prefers that agreement which most favors her
interests (the largest piece of pie)

• Agents’ utility function:
– Buyer agent: Ub(p) = RPb – p
Ub(Disagreement) = 0
– Seller agent: Us(p) = p – RPs
Us(Disagreement) = 0
– The surplus to be divided is: RPb – RPs

• The bargaining problem:
– What is the optimal price?
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Nash Bargaining Solution (1)

Cooperative vs Non-Cooperative Bargaining Models
• Cooperative approaches:

• Nash’s axioms
– Individual rationality (IR): the optimal agreement a must
be such that Ub(a) ≥ 0 and Us(a) ≥ 0
– Pare efficiency (PAR): the optimal agreement a must be
Pareto efficient for the agents
– Invariance to equivalent utility representations (INV): it
satisfies affine transformations
– Independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA): removed
all the non-optimal agreements, the optimal agreement
holds to be
– Symmetry (SYM): if the agents have the same preferences,
then the agreement a must gives the same utilities to them

– Cooperative solutions attempt a prediction of what
agreement two agents can be expected to reach in an
unspecified negotiation process
– They state assumptions on the expected agreement and
find the agreement that satisfies the assumptions
– Examples: Nash Bargaining solution [Nash, 1950], KalaiSmorodinsky solution, Kalai solution, egalitarian solution,
utilitarian solution

• Non-cooperative approaches:
– Non-cooperative models consider bargaining as a fully
specified game
– Example: Rubinstein’s alternating-offers protocol
[Rubinstein, 1982]
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Nash Bargaining Solution (2)

Alternating-Offers Protocol [Rubinstein, 1982]

NBS = arg maxa { Ub(a) · Us(a) }

• The informal model
–
–
–
–

(It is the tangency point between the Pareto frontier and a hyperbole of the
form Ub · Us= constant)

Two agents want to divide a pie of size 1
Opposite preferences with temporal discounting factors
Extensive form game wherein agents alternately act
Infinite horizon

• The formal model
– Players
– Player function
– Actions
– Preferences
M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009
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A Graphical View

Equilibrium in Alternating-Offers Protocol

time

•

x

•

1

Subgame Perfect Equilibrium [Selten, 1972]
• It defines the equilibrium strategies of each agent in each possible
subgame
• Typically, addressed by employing backward induction, but not in
this case since the horizon is infinite
Rubinstein Solution [Rubinstein, 1982]

0
0
player 2
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player 1

2
player 2

3
4
player 1 player 2

5
player 1

6
player 2

7
player 1

8
player 2

…

…
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Revised Alternating-Offers Protocol

Protocol Enrichments in Computer Science
• Agents’ preferences:

• Players

– Multiplicity of Issues
• The evaluation of each item takes into account several attributes
xi
• Each offer is defined on all the attributes of the item, being a
tuple x = < x1 , …, xm >

• Player function
• Actions

– Reservation Values (RVij)
• RVbj: the maximum value of attribute j at which the agent b will
buy the item
• RVsj: the minimum value of attribute j at which the agent s will
sell the item

• Preferences

– Deadlines (Ti): The time after which agent i has not
convenience to negotiate any more

• Agents’ actions:
– Exit Option: Agent can make exit at any time point it plays
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A Graphical View

Solution with One Issue and Complete Information

time

By backward induction
• The game is not rigorously a finite horizon game
• However, no rational agent will play after its deadline
• Therefore, there is a time point from which we can build backward
• We call it the deadline of the bargaining, i.e. T=min{Tb, Ts}
• The agents’ optimal offers are function of time t, we call x*(t)
• x*(t) is such that x*(T-1)=RVι(T) and Uι(t+1)(x*(t),t)=Uι(t+1)(x*(t+1), t
+1)

RVb

Tb

Ts

8
(seller)

9
(buyer)

Infinite Horizon Construction

price

•

x*(0)
x*(2)
x*(4)
x*(6)

x*(1)
x*(3)

Finite Horizon Construction

x*(5)

x*(7)

RVs
0
(seller)
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Significant Results in Literature (1)
•

•

•

•

Significant Results in Literature (2)

Multi-issue bargaining:
– With complete information the problem of bargaining with
multiple issue can be cast in the problem of bargaining one issue
in time polynomial in the number of issues [Di Giunta et al.,
2006], [Fatima et al., 2006]
Bargaining with uncertainty:
– In presence of uncertainty the bargaining game is a imperfect
information extensive-form game and the appropriate solution
concept is the sequential equilibrium of Kreps and Wilson
– Examples of bargaining with uncertain information are [Gatti et
al., 2008a], [Rubinstein, 1985], [Sandholm et al., 1999]
Bargaining in markets:
– Within markets, buyers are in competition over the purchase of
an item and sellers over the sale of an item
– Refinements of the bargaining protocol are considered to capture
this competition [Serrano, 2008], [Gatti et al., 2008b]
Learning in bargaining:
– Learning is an interesting and promising technique to address
negotiation, specially when agents are not perfectly rational
– An example of the employment of learning techniques in
bargaining is [Lazaric et al., 20078]

• Bargaining with bounded rationality:
– Agents can follow predefined tactics, not searching for
their optimal actions
– Examples are [Binmore, 2007], [Faratin et al., 1998],
[Fatima et al., 2002], [Fatima et al., 2004]

• Evolutionary models of bargaining:
– Bargaining is studied as an evolutionary process by
employing evolutionary game theory tools
– Examples are [Binmore, 2007], [Napel, 2004]
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Introduction to Auctions [Vidal, 2007]
• Auctions ask and answer the most fundamental
questions in economics: who should get the goods
and at what prices? [Cramton et al., 2006]
• Auctions provide the micro-foundation of markets
• Typically,

Part 3
Auctions

– An auctioneer:
• A seller who wants to sell goods
• A buyer who wants to buy a good

– The bidders:
• Buyers who want to acquire goods
• Sellers who want to sell their goods

• The agents are self-interested and rational: they play
in the attempt to maximize their own payoffs
• The reservation prices are private information
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Terms
Bid

Bids are offered by bidders to buy or sell the auctioned item

Buy bid

The price that a bidder is willing to pay to own an item

Sell bid

The price that a bidder is willing to accept to sell an item

Reservation price

The maximum (minimum) price that a buyer (seller) is willing to pay
(accept) for an item

Process bid

The auctioneer checks the validity of a bid according to the rules of the
auction protocol

Price quote
generation

The auction house via the auctioneer or by other means may provide
information about the status of the bids

Bid quote

The amount a seller would have to offer to sell an item

Ask quote

The amount a buyer would have to offer to buy an item

Clearence

Through clearence buyers and sellers are matched and the transaction
price is set

Clearing price

The final transaction price that the buyer pays and the seller receives

Classification of Auctions [Fasli, 2007] (1)
• Three dimensions: bidding rules, information
revelation policy, and clearing policy
1. Bidding rules:
–
–
–
–
–
–

M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009

Single good or combinatorial
Single attribute or multi-attribute
Single or double
Open (outcry) or sealed-bid
Ascending or descending
Single unit or multi-unit
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Classification of Auctions [Fasli, 2007] (2)

Classification of Auctions [Fasli, 2007] (3)
2. Information revelation policy:
–
–

When to reveal information: on each bid, at predetermined
points in time, on inactivity, on market clears
What information:
•
•
•

–

Bid: the price a seller would have to offer in order to trade
Ask: the price a buyer would have to offer in order to trade
Auction closure: known, unknown, after a period of inactivity

To whom: participants only, everyone

3. Clearing policy:
–
–
–
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When to clear: on each bid, on closure, periodically, after a
period of inactivity
Who gets what: allocation and winner determination problem
At what prices: first, second price or other
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Auctions and Mechanism Design

English Auction (1)

• Each auction is essentially a mechanism

• Protocol (open-outcry ascending-price):

– A mechanism (from mechanism design) is an
implementation of social function
– Given the preferences of all the participants and a social
function, the mechanism chooses the winner

– The auctioneer announces an opening or the reserve price
– Bidders raise their bids and the auction proceeds to
successively higher bids
– The winner of the auction is the bidder of the highest bid

• Exactly as in mechanism design, the maximum
efficiency is when agents are truth-revelling

• Dominant strategy:
– It is to bid a small amount above the previous high bid
until one reaches its private value and then stop

– Agents are truth-revelling when the mechanism is
incentive-compatible

• The aim is the design of auction mechanism that be
incentive-compatible
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English Auction (2)

Dutch Auction (1)

Auctioneer

• Protocol (open-outcry descending-price):

RP=5

– The auctioneer announces a very high opening bid
– The auctioneer keeps lowering the price until a bidder
accepts it
– The first bidder that accepts is the winner of the auction

• Dominant strategy:

10
8

– No dominant strategy there is
– Each agent acts on the basis of its prior

5
6

7

9

Bidder 4
Bidder 1
RP=10

Bidder 2
RP=8

Bidder 3

RP=7

RP=9
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English Auction (2)

Dutch Auction (3)

Auctioneer

• Properties:

RP=5

– The non-existence of the dominant strategy introduces
inefficiencies in the solution
– Real-time efficient: the auction closes really fast and the
auctioneer can make it move even faster by lowering the
price faster
– It used in The Netherlands for selling fresh flowers

10
7
9
8

accept

Bidder 4
Bidder 1
RP=10

Bidder 2
RP=8

Bidder 3

RP=7

RP=9
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First-Price Sealed-Bid Auction (1)

First-Price Sealed-Bid Auction (2)
Auctioneer

• Protocol (sealed-bid):
– Each bidder submits its own bid without knowledge of the
bids of the other bidders
– The bids are opened and the winner is determined
– The highest bidder wins and pays the amount it bids

Bidder 1

8

Bidder 2

7

Bidder 3

9

Bidder 4

6

RP=5
the winner is bidder 3 and it pays 9

• Dominant strategy:
– No dominant strategy there is
– Each agent acts on the basis of its prior

6
9
8

7

Bidder 4
Bidder 1
RP=10
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Bidder 2
RP=8

Bidder 3

RP=7

RP=9
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First-Price Sealed-Bid Auction (3)

Second-Price Sealed-Bid Auction – Vickrey (1)

• Properties:

• Protocol (sealed-bid):

– The non-existence of the dominant strategy introduces
inefficiencies in the solution

– Each bidder submits its own bid without knowledge of the
bids of the other bidders
– The bids are opened and the winner is determined
– The highest bidder wins and pays the amount of the
second-highest bid

• Dominant strategy:
– The dominant strategy of an agent is to bid its reservation
price
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Second-Price Sealed-Bid Auction – Vickrey (2)

Second-Price Sealed-Bid Auction – Vickrey (3)

Auctioneer
Bidder 1

10

Bidder 2

8

Bidder 3

9

Bidder 4

7

•

RP=5
the winner is bidder 1 and it pays 9

• Suppose that that the other highest bid is w<v
– If x>w, then bi wins and pays w, therefore bi does not gain more
by bidding x rather than v
– If w>x, then bi looses and gains 0, therefore bi gains lesser by
bidding x rather than v
• When the other highest bid is w>v, bi cannot gain more by bidding x

7

– Suppose x>v
• Suppose that that the other highest bid is w<v
– If x>w, then bi wins and pays w, therefore bi does not gain more
by bidding x rather than v
– If w>x, then bi looses and gains 0, therefore bi gains lesser by
bidding x rather than v
• When the other highest bid is w>v, bi cannot gain more by bidding x

9
8

1
0

Bidder 4
Bidder 1
RP=10

Bidder 2
RP=8

Bidder 3

Proof of truth-reveling (it is similar to prove that a strategy is a
Nash equilibrium):
– Suppose that bidder bi bids x<v where v is its true valuation

RP=7

RP=9
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Auction Properties

Strategic Equivalence of Dutch and FPSB

• An auction is incentive compatible if truthrevelation is a dominant strategy for the agents
• An auction is individually rational is its allocation
does not make any agent worse off than had the
agent not participated
• An allocation of goods is efficient if there can be
no more gains from trade

• The “strategy space” is the same in the Dutch and
FPSB auctions, hence they are said “strategically
equivalent”
• Since these auction mechanisms do not admit any
dominant strategy, we resort to Bayes-Nash
• We assume that agents be risk neutral and that
their valuations are drawn uniformly from [0,1]
• We assume that the information is common
• The equilibrium strategy of each bidder bi is to
bid exactly (N-1/N)·vbi where N is the number of
bidders

– No mechanism is individually rational, efficient and
incentive compatible for both sellers and buyers

M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009
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Revenue Equivalence Theorem

Auction Advantages and Drawbacks

• Theorem: Assume that each of n risk-neutral
agents has a cumulative distribution F(v) that is
strictly increasing and atomless on [0,1]. Then any
auction mechanism in which:

• Advantages:
– Flexibility, as protocols can be tailor-made
– Less time-consuming and expensive than negotiating a
price, e.g. in bargaining
– Simplicity in determining the market prices

– the good will be allocated to the agent with valuation 1,
and
– any agent with valuation 0 has an expected utility of 0,

• Drawbacks:
– Collusion
– Lying auctioneer

yealds the same expected revenue, and hence
results in any bidder with valuation v making the
same expected payment
• The theorem shows that in presence of a Bayesian
prior all the auctions mechanism are equivalent
for the auctioneer

M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009
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Collusion (1)

Collusion (2)

• Bidders can collude and form an auction ring
• In order for rings to be successful, agreement has
to be self-enforcing
• In the Dutch auction and the first-price sealedbid auction the collusion agreement is not selfenforcing:

• In the English auction and in the Vickrey auction
the collusion agreement is self-enforcing:
– Bidders decide what is the designated “winner”
– This bidder make a bid equal to its reservation price
– All the other ring members are asked to refrain from
bidding
– None can gain from breaching the agreement, because
none will ever exceed the designated bidder’s limit
– Therefore agreement is self-enforcing

– Bidders decide what is the designated “winner”
– This bidder make a bid equal to the seller’s reservation
price
– All the other ring members are asked to refrain from
bidding
– However, each of the ring members can gain by placing a
slightly higher bid in violation of the ring agreement
– Therefore agreement is not self-enforcing
M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009
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Collusion (3)

Lying Auctioneer

• Consider a setting wherein there are two bidders b1
and b2 with v1=100 and v2=50, and with
agreement 40
• In the English auction:

• Overstate reservation price
• Phantom bidders
• In the English auction: use of shills that constantly
raise the bids
• In the Vickrey auction: the auctioneer may overstate
the second highest bid to the winner in order to
increase revenue

– b1 can observe b2‘s bids, if b2 decides to bid more than
the agreed 40, b1 can observe this and adjust its bid
– Therefore, b2‘s optimal strategy is to bid no more than 40

• In the Vickrey auction:
– b1 submits its reservation price (100) while b2 submits 40
– b2‘s utility cannot increase if its bid exceeds the agreed
price 40
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Double Auctions (1)

Double Auction (2)

• They capture the settings wherein there are more
buyers and more sellers
• Each buyer and each seller make one bid
• The sellers’ and buyers’ bids are ranked highest to
lowest
• Two issues:

15
14
13
12
11
10

– What is the clearing price?
– What are the matchings between buyers and sellers?

9
8
7
6
5
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4

4

buy bids

sell bids
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Double Auction (3)

Double Auction (4)

• Matching:
– The transaction set: it is the set composed of the
matched buyers and sellers, e.g. T= {(4,4),(8,6),…}
– The determination of T is tackled as follows:

15
14
13

• T is initiliazed as empty
• While the highest remaining buy bid is greater than or equal
to the lowest sell bid, remove these bids and add this pair of
bids to T

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

4

buy bids

sell bids

T = { (13,4)
}
,} (10,6) ,} (9,7) }
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Double Auction (5)

Double Auction (6)
With T = { (13,4) , (10,6) , (9,7) }

• Matching:
– The transaction set: it is the set composed of the
matched buyers and sellers, e.g. T= {(4,4),(8,6),…}
– The determination of T is tackled as follows:

• Mth price rule:
– Clearing price = 9
– (13,4): the buyer pays 9 and the seller receives 9

• T is itiliazed as empty
• While the highest remaining buy bid is greater than or equal
to the lowest sell bid, remove these bids and add this pair of
bids to T

– (10,6): the buyer pays 9 and the seller receives 9
– (9,7): …

• Clearing price:

• M+1st price rule:

– Set the clearing price equal to the Mth highest bid (Mth
price rule), where M is the number of the sellers
– Set the clearing price equal to the Mth highest bid (M+1st
price rule), where M is the number of the sellers

– Clearing price = 8
– (13,4): the buyer pays 8 and the seller receives 8
– (10,6): the buyer pays 8 and the seller receives 8
– (9,7): …
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Combinatorial Auctions (1)

Combinatorial Auctions (2)

• The most useful auction for multiagent systems is
the combinatorial auction

– Bidder 2’s bids:
•
•
•
•
•

– M items to sell/buy there are
– Agents’ preferences are complex, depending on the set of
items they buy (sell)
– Agents can place bids for sets of items
– Items = {A, B, C, D}
– Bidder 1’s bids:
1 for
2 for
1 for
4 for
…

{A}
{B}
{C}
{A,B}

• The largest number of bids for each bidder is 2M
• A bidder may not bid over some possible sets of items
• Example:

• Example (4 items and 2 bidders):
•
•
•
•
•

2 for
2 for
1 for
5 for
…

{A}
{B}
{C}
{A,B}

M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009

Items

Bidder 1

Bidder 2

A, B, C, D

1 for {A}
2 for {B}
3 for {A,B}
4 for {A,B,C}
5 for {A,B,C,D}

2 for {B}
1 for {C,D}
3 for {A,C,D}
4 for {B,C,D}
6 for {A,B,C,D}

M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009
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Combinatorial Auctions (3)

Branch-on-Items (1)

• The principal problem in a combinatorial auction is the
determination of the winning bids in order to maximize
the auctioneer’s revue
• The winner determination is NP-hard [Rothkopf et al.,
1998]
• If prices can be attached to single items in the
auction, the winner problem can be reduced to linear
programming problem and, therefore, solved in
polynomial time [Nisam, 2000]
• An approach is to conduct one of the standard AIsearch over all possible allocations, given the bids
submitted
• Two approaches:

• If there is not any singleton bid on item, this is
added with price zero
• All the children of the root are bids that have a 1 in
them
• The children of every node will be all the bids that
contain the smallest number is not on the path
from the root to the node
• If the node is a leaf and the set of bids from root to
leaf constitutes one possibile working bid set
• Depth-first search (non mandatory)

– Branch-on-items search tree
– Branch-on-bids search tree

M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009
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Branch-on-Items (2)
{1}

2

{3}
{2}

10

{1,2}
{3}

31

{2,3}
{1,2}

3

{1,2,3}
{2,3}

43

{1,2,3}

4

Significant Results in Literature
• In branch-on-items search

2
{1}
0
{2}

4

3
{1,2}

• A different search strategy:

{1,2,3}

– Branch-on-bids: it produces a binary tree wherein each
node is a bid and each edge represents whether or not
that particular bid is in the solution [Sandholm, 2002]
– [Sandholm et al., 2003] shows that the brach-on-bids
search in much more efficient that branch-on-items
search

revenue = 4
3
{2,3}
revenue = 5

1

– [Fujishima et al., 1999] has developed a branch and bound
algorithm that reduces the space of search on the basis of
heuristics

1
{3}
revenue = 4

{3}
revenue = 3
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Auction Design Problem
• Auction design problem is a mechanism design
problem
• The problem is to design protocols that are:
– Incentive compatible
– Individually rational

Part 4
Auction Platforms

• Moreover, the mechanism should be robust with
respect to collusions (group deviation)

M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009
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AuctionBot Description

AuctionBot Architecture [Wurman et al., 1998]

Web interface: interface for humans via web forms
TCP/IP intercafe: interface for software agents
Database: store the bids
Scheduler: a daemon process that continuously
monitors the database for auctions that have events
to process or bids to verify
• Auctioneer: it loads the auction parameters and
the set of current bids from the database
• Bidding restrictions:
•
•
•
•

Web interface

CGI

HTTP server

email server

scheduler

Database
Agent interface

auctioneer

TCP server

– Participation: {1 : many}, {many : 1}, {many : many}
– Bid rules:
• An agent’s new bid must dominate its previous bid
• The bids must be discrete

M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009
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e-Game Architecture [Fasli et al., 2007]

e-Game Description [Fasli et al., 2007]
• Main features:

Web interface

– Both human and artificial agents can access to
– It supports a range of auction protocols that can be
parameterised
– More auction and other negotiation protocols can be
developed
– It supports the development of market scenarios by third
parties
– It is developed is Java

agent interface

e-Game package
update retrieve
game data
game API

e-Game

auction data

database
game data

game managers
auctioneer
processes
auctioneer processes

update events

game parameters

auctioneer
auctioneerprocesses
processes
auctioneer processes

auction events

scheduler
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Trading Agent Competition

M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009

TAC SCM

71

72

• A non-profit organization that aims to promote
research in market mechanisms and trading agents
• The effort was started in 2000
• Three benchmark problems have been created as
testbeds to test one’s approaches and strategies:
– The travel agent game (CLASSIC) – no more in use
– The supply chain management game (SCM)
• It simulates a dynamic supply chain environment where
agents compete to secure customer orders and components
required for production of these orders

– The market design game (CAT)
• CAT software agents represent brokers whose goals are to
attract potential buyers and sellers as customers, and then to
match buyers with sellers
M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009
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TAC SCM Description (1)

TAC SCM Description (2)

• Six agents play in the game and start with no order
from customers, no inventory, 0 back balance
• Agents do not know who the identity of the player
they are playing against
• The objective is to maximize the profit through
assembling PCs from different types of components
and selling them at a profit to customers
• Highest bank balance wins
• 16 different types of PCs can be manufactured from
10 components which can be purchased from
suppliers
• Factory capacity is limited

• An agent needs to perform the following tasks
every day D
– Negotiate supply contracts with suppliers
• Send RFQs to suppliers
• Receive offers on the RFQs sent on D-1
• Decide which offers to accept from the suppliers

– Bid for customer orders
• Receive RFQs from customers
• Decide which of these to bid on and send offers
• Receive confirmations to orders for those offers sent on D-1

– Manage assembly line and delivery schedule

M. Fasli, N. Gatti, EASSS 2009
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Agent-Based Modeling for the Simulation of
Complex Systems
Giuseppe Vizzari
University of Milan-Bicocca

Abstract. Simulation represents a way to exploit a computational model
for the purpose of understanding the behavior of a system and/or evaluating various strategies for its operation. The possibility to realize ’inmachina’ experiments supports the study, analysis and evaluation of situations that would not be directly observable in the reality, for practical or
even ethical reasons. Several simulation scenarios are characterized by the
presence of autonomous entities whose action and interaction determines
the evolution of the overall system. Agent-based models are particularly
suited to represent these situations, and to support the design and implementation of simulators. This approach has been successfully adopted for
the modeling of complex systems in most various contexts: from social
sciences, to urban planning, biology, logistics and production, and many
other more, both for scientific research and for business/industrial applications. This tutorial is structured in three parts: first of all, computer
simulation and the peculiarities of an agent-based approach will be introduced, then the various phases, roles and models involved in a simulation project will be introduced by adopting the case of pedestrian modeling and simulation; finally, a sample simulation scenario will be analyzed
and a prototype of MAS based simulator will be designed adopting the
Repast Agent Simulation Toolkit.
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Agenda
• Simulation: a definition and motivations
• Agent Based Simulation

Agent-Based Modeling for
the Simulation of Complex Systems

– Differences from other approaches
– Peculiarities, advantages and risks

• A Case Study: Crowd Modeling
• Some reflections

Giuseppe Vizzari

– From reality, to models, to a simulation
– The role of the environment and indirect interaction models

• Frameworks and tools supporting Agent-Based
modeling and simulation
– A brief tutorial on Repast
• Conclusions

Department of Informatics, Systems and
Communication
University of Milan-Bicocca
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Simulation: a definition
and motivations

Complex Systems?
•

Several (more ore less formal)
definitions:
– A complex system is a highly
structured system, which shows
structure with variations
– A complex system is one whose
evolution is very sensitive to initial
conditions or to small perturbations,
one in which the number of
independent interacting components is
large, or one in which there are multiple
pathways by which the system can
evolve
– A complex system is one that by
design or function or both is difficult to
understand and verify
– A complex system is one in which there
are multiple interactions between many
different components
– Complex systems are systems in
process that constantly evolve and
unfold over time
– …

•

• (Computer) Simulation
represents a way to exploit a
computational model

Features of complex systems:
– Composed by several interacting
elements
– Nonlinearity
– Networked structure
– Hierarchical structure
– Positive and negative feedbacks
– Possibility to evolve and adapt
– Robustness and plasticity
– …

•

•

– to evaluate designs and plans
without actually bringing them
into existence in the real world
– to evaluate theories and
models of complex systems by
envisioning the effect of the
modeling choices, with the aim
of gaining insight of their
functioning

• The use of “synthetic
environments” is sometimes
necessary, because the
simulated system cannot
actually be observed

Complex systems research is a hot
topic for scientists… but also for
engineers!
One of their main features is their
internal structure and the interaction
among their composing parts… that
very often is studied by means of
simulations

– Because it is actually being
designed
– For ethical or practical reasons
3
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Simulation execution
Data generated by the
simulation(s)
Analysis of results
+ interpretation
(model evaluation
leading to
explanation or
prediction)

Modeling
and design
of a simulator

•

Several situations are
characterized by the presence of
autonomous entities whose actions
and interactions determine (in a
non-trivial way) the evolution of the
system

•

A growing number of disciplines
are interested in considering and
studying effects of
– decentralized decision making
– local-global interaction, selforganization, emergence
– heterogeneity in the system

Collected Data

Target System
Dynamics of Target System

• From the target system to its computational model and a simulator
• Execution of a simulation campaign
• Evaluation/validation of the model (and simulator) against collected
data
• Possible usage for explaination and/or prediction
EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009

4

Agent Based Modeling
and Simulation

Simulation life-cycle
Model and simulator

2

•

5

Agent based models are
particularly suited to represent
these situations, and to support
this kind of study and analysis

EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009
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Agent Based Models for simulation:
peculiarities, advantages, risks

A possible reference model for
Agent Based models

• The analytical unit is the
individual agent, not
aggregate variables
• This means, on one hand,
that additional insight on
the modeled system is
required
• On the other hand such a
model should be able to
– Generate the same
aggregate dynamics as
traditional ones
– Be able to represent,
manage, analyze additional
aspects, such as for
instance spatial ones
EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009

• Different disciplines interested in the subject, different modeling styles
• Relatively young approach
 extremely high heterogeneity in models that legitimately claim to be agent based
A reference model can be useful to present, schematize, compare different approaches,
models, experiences
7

Crowd modeling and
simulation: motivations

Crowds of pedestrians as
Complex Systems
•

• Designer’s decision support

Overall system behaviour depends
on individuals’ decisions and
actions…

– Evacuation situations
– Positioning of signs
– Malls and shopping centres

– … that are generally influenced by
a large number of factors
– … intertwined in an often
unpredictable way

•

• Support the study of
pedestrian behaviour

Mixed and conflicting mechanisms
– Competition for the shared
space…
– … but also cooperation (non
written social norms) to prevent
stall situations

•
•

– Envisioning of different
behavioural models in realistic
environments
– Possibility to perform ‘inmachina’ experiments

Emergent phenomena
…

EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009

9

Analytical (physical) approach

Analytical
– May handle large simulation scenarios
– Entities as ‘mere’ numbers
– Continuous representation of space

•

• Pedestrians  particles
subject to forces
• Goals: forces of
attraction generated by
points/reference point
in the space
• Interaction among
pedestrians: forces
generated by particles
• Social forces

Cellular Automata based
– May handle a large number of entities
– Explicit discrete representation of the
environment
– Entities are homogeneous (they are
conceived as particular states of cells)
– Extensions to the basic model are often
required (e.g. action-at-a-distance)
– Complex behaviours require a very large
cell state and transition rule

•

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) based
– May handle a smaller number of entities
– Entities are clearly separated by the
environment
– Entities may be heterogeneous
– Only a few approaches and models
provide a representation of the
environment

EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009
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Possible modeling approaches
•

8
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Lane formation

‘Freezing by heating’

– Repulsive  tendency to
stay at a distance
– Attractive  imitative
mechanisms
11
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Cellular Automata and crowd modelling
•
•
•

From CA to Situated MAS

Environment  bidimensional
lattice of cells
Pedestrian  specific state of a
cell (e.g. occupied, empty)
Movement  generated thanks to
the transition rule

• Entities are reified, separated
from the environment
– Agents, not just cell states

– an occupied cell becomes empty
and an adjacent one, which was
previously vacant, becomes
occupied

•

• They may have different
behaviours
– Possibility to integrate several
different action deliberation
models
– Possibly heterogeneous system

Choice of destination cell in a
transition generally includes
information which is not provided
by basic CAs
– Benefit-Cost/Gradient:
predefined information related
to cell desirability
– Magnetic Force/Social Force:
model the effect of presence
of other agents in the
environment (attraction/
repulsion of crowds)

• Entities interact by means of
mechanisms not necessarily
related to underlying cell’s
adjacency
– Action at a distance is allowed
13
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Situated MAS:
action and interaction

Situated Cellular Agents (SCA)
Multi Agent model providing
• Explicit representation of
agents’ environment
• Interaction model strongly
related to agents’ positions
in the environment

• Agents are situated
– they perceive their context and
situation
– their behaviour is based on their
local point of view
– their possibility to act (move)
and interact is influenced by the
environment

– Among adjacent agents
(reaction)
– Among distant agents,
through field emissiondiffusion-perception
mechanism

• Situated Agents Interaction
models
– Often inspired by biological
systems (e.g. pheromones,
computational fields)
– Generally provide a modification
of the environment, which can
be perceived by other entities
– But may also provide a direct
communication (as for CAs
interaction among neighbouring
cells)
15

react(s,ac,s’)

emit(f)

CompareT(fc,t) = true

EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009
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SCA Crowd Modelling Approach

Situated MAS and crowd modelling

Abstract scenario
specification

• Pedestrians  agents
• Environment  graph, as an
abstraction of the actual
environmental structure
• Movement  generated
thanks to the field diffusionperception-action mechanism

EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009

react(s,ab,s’)

• Possibility to model
heterogeneous agents,
with different perceptive
capabilities and behaviour

EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009

– Sources of signals (fields):
objects, gateways, but also
agents
– Agents are sensitive to these
signals and can be attracted/
repelled by them
– Possible superposition of different
such effects (amplification/
contrast)

14
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Computational model
for the scenario

Experiment-specific
parameters

Definition of the MMASS
spatial structure

Definition of active
elements of the
environment
and field types

Definition of monitored
parameters and
specification
of monitoring mechanisms

Definition of mobile agents
(types, states, perceptive
capabilities and behavioural
specification)

Specific simulation
configuration (number, type,
position and initial state of
mobile agents, other
parameters)

transport(p,q)

17
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Active Elements of the Environment and Field Types

Spatial structure of the environment

• Movement generated thanks to field related effects (attraction/
repulsion)
• Active elements of the environment  sources of signals, reference
points
– objects which constraint movement
– objects that transmit conceptual information (e.g. exit signs or
indications)

Spatial structure 
discrete abstraction of
simulation environment

• Scale of discretization and adjacency  depend on
specific scenario (e.g. 50cm sided cells, Von Neumann
neighbourhood with some exceptions)
• Activity supported by software
19
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Mobile Agents – Movement Utility

Mobile Agents - States
•

Agents behaviours
can be very composite
– Segment behavioural
specification into
several states 
attitudes towards
movement
W

E

W

G

Get Off: people on the wagon that have to
get off the train

P

Passenger: agent on the train that has no
immediate urge to get off

E

•

G

Waiting: passengers on the platform
waiting for a train

P
Seated: agent seated on a seat
of the wagon

State



State Transition

Exit: passenger that has got down the train
and goes away from the station

EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009

Movement generated thanks to field
related effects (attraction/repulsion)
When multiple fields are present in
the environment
– Agents evaluate the utility of each
possible destination site
– The single contributions of various
fields are combined in the overall
site utility, for the current agent
state

S

S

20
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Exits

Doors

transport(p,q)

Seats

Handles

Presence

Exit press.

W

-

Attract (2)

-

-

Repel (3)

Repel (1)

P

-

-

Attract (1)

Attract (2)

Repel (3)

Repel (2)

G

-

Attract (1)

-

-

Repel (2)

-

S

-

Attract (1)

-

-

-

-

E

Attract (2)

-

-

-

Repel (2)

-
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Case Study
Preliminary results

22

Sample Application: Lecture hall (I)

• Simulation
configuration
– 6 agents getting off
– 8 agents getting on

• “Mixed” results
Single exit

– Agents accomplish
their goals
– Some ‘erratic’
phenomena

• Field sources in green:
emergency lights related
to corridors and exit
• Static obstacles in red

• Oscillations (“forth and
back” movements)
• Semi static situations
(“equivalent” groups
facing each other)
EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009

• CA models of the same
scenario can be found in
the literature [Kirchner,
Schadschneider, et al.;
Henein & White]
23
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Additional sample
applications

Sample Application: Lecture hall (II)

• Schematic representations to
test the modeling approach in
paradigmatic cases
• … but also in more visually
complex scenarios, to test the
possibility to manage larger
environments, higher number of
agents that are harder to
manage (from a raw computing
power perspective)
Two exits

• But what if the scenario is very
large or if agents’ decisions
depend on non spatial factors?

25
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Towards hybrid SCA agents
• Rather than an implicit
spatial representation
encapsulated in the state
diagram...
• ... an explicit abstract
representation of known
places of interest
(represented in the
environment with field
sources)
• In this structure it is
possible to autonomously
select sequences of
intermediate places
leading from the current
position to the desired
destination

A qualitative spatial representation
• Essentially an annotated
relational structure

Bank
Scala
entrance

– nodes are points of interest,
associated to fields in the
‘real’ agents’ environment
– they can be annotated with
labels
– they are generally
associated to a portion of
space, a set of SCA sites
– arcs denote the possibility
to move from the the area
associated to a point of
interest to another

Square
centre

Gallery
entrance

Palazzo
Marino’s entrance

• A commonsense spatial
representation
27
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Thinking before moving…
• Agents can reflect on this
representation…

• At birth agents are not
provided with a ‘plan’ of
movement
• Their first operation is to
inspect their knowledge
(think) about the
environment, and construct
a sequence of points of
interest to be visited
EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009

D

C

B

Corr. S

F
Lect.
Hall
T014

D
A

Hall

C

B

Corr. S

F
Lect.
Hall
T014

Corr. N

E

G
Lab. A
28

• 200 agents are created
and situated in the
(dense!) environment
• They are able to perceive
the fields generated by
their final goal
• If this is not perceived,
they reflect on their
knowledge about the
environment and define a
set of intermediate steps
• Actuation is carried out by
the original SCA agent
‘body’

A

Hall

Lab. A

Exit

Hybrid agents at work…
Lab. A

Exit

– they essentially perform a
path-finding operation
searching for a node
annotated with their goal
label

26
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Corr. N

E

G
Lab. A
29
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Why not use simple queues?
• One could model such a
system with one (or more)
simple queues...
• ... but the model would not be
able to ‘answer’ some of the
questions we can pose to the
previous models

So, no “best” modeling approach?
• The choice of the abstract/
computational model
depends on several
factors:

Pedestrian
in the lecture
hall

– Available knowledge on the
simulated phenomenon/
situation/reality
– Available data on actual
scenarios, for sake of
calibration, verification and
validation
– Goals of the simulation
activity

– What if t is unknown?
– Only aggregate quantities are
managed
– No heterogeneity

• Moreover, it would be very
difficult to manage more
complex situations, in terms of:

Exit
(one pedestrian
every t ms)

Exit
(one pedestrian
every t ms)

• Possible tension between
these elements!

– Environmental structure
– Possible behaviours for the
pedestrians
31
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What about Agent Based Modeling and
Simulation methodologies?
•
•

•

A reflection: from reality,
to models, to a simulation

It is very difficult to define a
methodology that is both general
and actually useful
General methodologies tend to
define well understood macro
phases, but no useful suggestion
on how actually carry them out in a
specific context
For instance, in different domains it
is not even clear what is the most
proper modeling granularity level

•

•

•

Specific useful (more or less)
formalized modeling approaches
and methodologies only in specific
contexts
33

Abstract model

Simulation projects are difficult

Subsystem
Reality

34

The role of the environment

The ‘new’ context does not necessary call for new methods and
methodologies…
But the peculiarity of the approach call for particular attention and care:

• Most agent definitions include
the term environment, but in
some cases it is conceived as a
mere communication
infrastructure
• In most simulation scenarios
the environment plays a more
relevant role, since

– The basic elements of the agent based approach ‘meta-model’ look particularly
expressive and cognitively effective in supporting rich and informative models…
– … but validity of models so rich of parameters is difficult to assure…
See:
• Franziska Klügl: A validation
methodology for agent-based
simulations. SAC 2008: 39-43
• Cornelia Triebig and Franziska
Klügl: Elements of a
Documentation Framework for
Agent-Based Simulation Models.
Cybernetics and Systems 40(5):
441–474, 2009

EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009

Computational model
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Some remarks about validation
and documentation…
•

Simulator

– R. Shannon, “Introduction to the
Art and Science of
Simulation” (1998)
– ... But some even talk of “dark
arts” [J.P. Marney and H. Tarbert,
“Why do simulation? Towards a
working epistemology for
practitioners of the dark
arts” (2000)]

?

EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009

•

The overall simulation project
involves several phase, roles,
types of knowledge and
competences
The frequent passages
(translation, encoding, decoding,
interpretation...) between different
levels of abstraction can lead to
several problems
– Non documented assumptions
– Unrealistic/unfeasible
simplifications

– In crowd modeling, a pedestrian is
modeled as an agent
– But in biological systems, what
should be represented as an
agent? An organism? An organ? A
cell? A molecule?

•

32
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– Spatial features of the
environment influence agents
behaviour
– Relevant simulation results are
often spatially related
– The environment is used as a
‘channel’ for (indirect) agent
interaction
– Some laws and properties
must be enacted and
preserved: the environment is
the best ‘place’ to do so
35
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Agent

Agent

Agent

Communication infrastructure

Agent

Agent

Agent

Comprehensive environment
36
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Agent Based Modeling and
Simulation Frameworks
• They provide tools facilitating
the development of agentbased simulations

Brief tutorial on Repast…
(code will be available soon)

– in terms of abstractions and
mechanisms
– in terms of generic
functionalities (e.g. monitoring
and visualization, scheduling
and control of the simulation,
data export and analysis)

• Three main categories
– General purpose frameworks
based on ‘ad-hoc
languages’ (e.g. Logo dialects)
– General purpose frameworks
based on general purpose
languages (e.g. Java)
– Model specific frameworks
(SimSesam)
37
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Agent Based Simulation
Industrial Applications?
•

Several specific applications in logistics
–

–

–

•

Danny Weyns, Kurt Schelfthout, Tom Holvoet,
Tom Lefever: Decentralized control of E'GV
transportation systems. AAMAS Industrial
Applications 2005: 67-74
Cornelia Triebig, Tanja Credner, Peter Fischer,
Titus Leskien, Andreas Deppisch, Stefan
Landvogt: Agent-Based Simulation for Testing
Control Software of High Bay Warehouses.
MATES 2005: 229-234
…

• Agent Based models represent a useful kind of
instrument
– for the study of complex systems
– to realize simulators support decision making activities (system
design, configuration, operation)

Pedestrian modeling and simulation
–

•

Conclusions

• These models have different requirements and
‘performances’ from traditional approaches, but there is
no silver bullet...
• Simulation is a complex activity, with several possible
pitfalls
• Benefits of being aware of the approaches, techniques
and advances of different disciplines in this topic

Most commercial tools adopt an individual
based approach (not necessarily agent-based)

Several applications to support decision/policy
makers:
–

Electronic market:
•

•

–

Isabel Praça, Carlos Ramos, Zita A. Vale, Manuel
Cordeiro: Mascem: A Multiagent System That
Simulates Competitive Electricity Markets. IEEE
Intelligent Systems 18(6): 54-60 (2003)
…

Urban planning:
•

•

Saarloos, D.J.M., Arentze, T.A., Borgers, A.W.J.
and Timmermans, H.J.P. 2005. "A multi-agent
model for alternative plan generation."
Environment and Planning B: Planning and
Design. vol. 32. 505-522
…

39
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References (very partial...)
Giuseppe Vizzari

• General resources
– Growing Artificial Societies: Social Science From the
Bottom Up, Joshua M. Epstein and Robert L. Axtell,
MIT Press 1996
– MABS workshops serie (Lecture Notes in Computer
Science vol. 1534, 1979, 2581, 2927, 3415, 3891,
Springer-Verlag) (http://www.pcs.usp.br/~mabs/)
– Agent Based Modeling and Simulation Symposium, at
EMCSR (www.lintar.disco.unimib.it/ABModSim)

Department of Informatics, Systems and
Communication
University of Milan-Bicocca
giuseppe.vizzari@disco.unimib.it

Thank you!
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References (very partial...)

References (very partial...)

• Pedestrian modeling

• Some additional links

– Environment and planning B, vol. 28 no. 3, Theme issue:
Pedestrian modeling, Editor: Michael Batty
– In general Environment and planning is a good source of
papers adopting agent based models in the architecture
and urban planning area

– SWARM Development Group Wiki (http://
www.swarm.org): “A resource for agent- and
individual-based modelers and the home of
Swarm”
– Individual-Based Models (http://
www.red3d.com/cwr/ibm.html): an annotated
list of links by Craig Reynolds (the author of
the Boids model)

• Social simulation
– Simulation for the Social Scientist, Nigel Gilbert, Klaus G.
Troitzsch, Open University Press
– Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation (http://
jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/JASSS.html)

• Biomedical context
– MAS*BIOMED workshop serie

43
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Quotes...

Quotes...

“What is MABS? It could be:

• “New approaches based on modeling individual
objects, agents, and particles take a very
different view of probability than that used in
more traditional transport and traffic models. We
now have sufficient knowledge of the limits to
prediction in human systems to know that the
search for total predictability is a myth.”
[Mike Batty, Editorial, Environment and Planning
B: Planning and Design 2001, volume 28, no.3]

– Entertainment – a sort of intellectual computer game where one sets up an
artificial system with lots of agents and then play with it to see what sort of effects
one can get;
– Art – MAS designed and/or constructed for others to admire and enjoy;
– Illustration – multi-agent systems designed to animate or otherwise illustrate
some sociological, philosophical or mathematical principle, in other words, a
sophisticated pedagogic tool;
– Mathematics – using simulation as a stand-in for symbolic deduction in
distributed systems where such deduction is impractical;
– Communication – multi-agent systems as an interactive medium for social
exploration, negotiation and communication; or
– Science – multi-agent systems as a tool for understanding observed systems.

All of the above are legitimate uses of multi-agent systems. Each has
different goals. Each has different roles in society. Each has different criteria
for success. It is not obvious that academics who attend MABS workshops
have decided what MABS is. Indeed, it is not immediately obvious that there
is a need to decide – these different activities can have much to contribute
to each other.”
[Bruce Edmonds, The Use of Models - Making MABS More Informative,
MABS 2000]
EASSS 2009 - Torino – 3-4/9/2009
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Normative Multi-agent Systems
Guido Boella1 , Leon van der Torre2 , and Xavier Parent2
1

2

University of Torino
University of Luxembourg

Abstract. Normative multiagent systems (NorMAS) combine theories and
frameworks for normative systems with multiagent systems. These systems provide a promising model for human and artificial agent co-ordination,
because they integrate norms and individual intelligence. The course will
be split into three. The first half will introduce students to the area, and
its main challenges. The second half will be devoted to deontic logic, the
logic of obligations and permissions, which aims at providing a formal
foundation to normative multi-agent systems. We will start with an introduction to the semantics and axiomatic foundations of deontic logic,
with a special emphasis on so-called dyadic deontic logic. Issues related
to its meta-theory will be briefly discussed. Some problems have been
closed, others are still open. We will then look at (what is certainly) the
main problem encountered when applying deontic logic to agent reasoning and communication: the problem of contrary-to-duty reasoning. The
third half will be devoted to [roles and organizations?].
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Agreement Technologies

•
•
•
•
•

WG1: “Semantics”
WG2: “Norms”
Norms
WG3: “Organizations”
WG4 “Argumentation
WG4:
“A
t ti and
d Negotiation”
N
ti ti ”
WG5: “Trust”
2

Guido Boella & Gabriella Pigozzi & Leon van der Torre

Some Norms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary

You are obliged to return the book in 2 weeks
Role X is permitted to access resource Y
Actions of agent X count as actions of agent Y
Ad ocates should
Advocates
sho ld act in the interest of their clients
Violations should be sanctioned
D ’t d
Don’t
do tto th
them what
h t you d
don’t
’t wantt th
them tto do
d tto you
People should know the law
Every adult has the right to vote
Make your homework!
We start at 09:00

•

‘normative’: ‘conforming to or based on norms’,
–
–

•

as in normative behavior,
behavior normative judgments
not: ‘of, relating to, or determining norms or standards’, as
in normative tests, or ‘prescribing norms’, as in normative
rules of ethics or normative grammar.

‘norm’: ‘a principle of right action binding upon the
members
b
off a group and
d serving
i tto guide,
id control,
t l or
regulate proper and acceptable behavior’.
–

Not: ‘an
an authoritative standard or model’
model , ‘an
an average like a
standard, typical pattern, widespread practice or rule in a
group’, and various definitions used in mathematics.

3

4

Normative Systems (1971)

Normative Systems (1993)

“When a deductive correlation is such that the
first sentence of the ordered pair is a case and
the second is a solution, it will be called
normative If among the deductive correlations of
normative.
the set there is at least one normative
correlation we shall say that the set has
correlation,
normative consequences. A system of sentences
which has some normative consequences will be
called a normative system.”

• Normative systems are “systems in the
behavior of which norms play a role and which
need normative concepts in order to be
described or specified”
specified
J.-J. Meyer and R. Wieringa. Deontic Logic in Computer Science: Normative System Specification. John Wiley & Sons, 1993.

• Many distinct notions of “normative
normative systems
systems”
– Social expectation, legal law, linguistic imperative…

• Role
R l off norms iin computer science
i
iis changing
h
i
– Solutions based on multiagent systems increasing

C Alchourron and E
C.
E. Bulygin.
Bulygin Normative Systems
Systems. Springer
Springer, 1971
1971.
5

6
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Layout

AgentLink RoadMap (2003)

• Challenges due to uncertainty and imprecision
in normative reasoning and decision making
1.
2.
3.
4
4.

Normative reasoning in computer science
Imprecision
p
& uncertainty
y normative systems
y
Decision making in normative systems
Norm change

1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

7

8

2005: Normative MultiAgent Systems

2007: Normative MultiAgent System

• are multiagent systems with normative systems
• in
i which
hi h agents
t can decide
d id whether
h th to
t follow
f ll
the explicitly represented norms, and
• the normative systems specify how and in
which extent the agents can modify the norms.’’

• is a multiagent system organized by means of
• mechanisms
h i
tto represent,
t communicate,
i t
distribute, detect, create, modify, and enforce
norms, and
d
• mechanisms to deliberate about norms and
detect norm violation and fulﬁllment.”

G. Boella, L. van der Torre, H. Verhagen, Introduction to normative
multiagent systems. Computational and Mathematical Organization Theory,
double special issue on normative multiagent systems, 2006.

G. Boella,
G
Boella L.
L van der Torre,
Torre and H.
H Verhagen,
Verhagen Introduction to the special
issue on normative multiagent systems. Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent
Systems, Aug. 2008.
“The
The mechanism design definition
definition”

“The
The normchange definition
definition”
1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

9

Layout

Norms: Certain and Precise?

• Challenges due to uncertainty and imprecision
in normative reasoning and decision making
1.
2.
3.
4
4.

10

• Norms are rules to distinguish right from wrong.

Normative reasoning in computer science
p
& uncertainty
y normative systems
y
Imprecision
Decision making in normative systems
Norm change
• Dilemmas: when may we shoot down a hijacked plane?

1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

11

149
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Violations: Certain and Imprecise?

Design: Uncertain and Imprecise

• Norms describe what counts as a violation.

• Norms are rules to guide, control or regulate behavior.

• Budget deficit > 3 % of GDP is a violation?

• What are the effects of new norms on behavior?

1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

13

Guide, Control, Regulate Behavior

Guide, Control, Regulate Behavior
Ways to deal with violations, representation of permissive norms,
the evolution of norms over time (in deontic logic),
logic) the relation
between the cognitive abilities of agents and the global properties
of norms, how agents can acquire norms, how agents can violate
norms, how an agent can be autonomous (in normative agent
architectures and decision making), how norms are created by
eg s ato , emerge
e e ge spo
spontaneously
ta eous y o
or a
are
e negotiated
egot ated a
among
o g age
agents,
ts,
legislator,
how norms are enforced, how constitutive or counts-as norms are
used to describe institutions, how norms are related to social and
legal concepts
concepts, how norms structure organizations
organizations, how norms
coordinate groups and societies, how contracts are related to
contract frames & contract law, how legal courts are related, how
normative systems interact, …

What’s new with respect to constraints?

1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

14

1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

15

Normative Reasoning

16

Security and Reliability
• Norms make systems more secure & reliable.

Norms are rules to guide, control or regulate behavior.
Infrastructure for open communities.
Reasoning in open environments.
Trust and reputation
reputation.
More than distinguishing right from wrong.
More than describing what counts as a violation.
More than constraints.
Uncertain and imprecise.
1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

• How to prevent over-regulation?
over regulation?
1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

17
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Trust

Example: ESCROW
• Norms describing coordination

• Norms build up trust in international trade.

– Agent communication: sales agreement
– Agent transaction: payment for shipment

• Norms describing fees and compensation
– ESCROW gets percentage (from seller or buyer)
– Return merchandize within 5 days
ESCROW

• Norms ensure fulfillment of some obligations
– Seller is paid for goods, or goods will be returned
– (under assumption of trustworthiness of ESCROW)

• Some obligations can still be violated:
– Seller does not ship goods, shipper unreliable, …

• Which mechanisms for electronic commerce?
1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

19

Virtual Communities

20

Autonomous Systems

• Social norms are emerging in Second Life.

• aut- + nomos: making ones own norms.

• How to prevent exclusion from communities?

• How to define global policies about local ones?

1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

21

Applications Normative Reasoning

Layout
• Challenges due to uncertainty and imprecision
in normative reasoning and decision making

Norms are rules used to control or regulate behavior.

1.
2.
3.
4
4.

Risk
s management
a age e for
o co
computer
pu e secu
security.
y
Designing trust mechanisms for electronic commerce.
Recognition of emerging social norms in Second Life.
Local and global policies for autonomous systems
systems.

1. Normative reasoning in computer science
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems

22

Normative reasoning in computer science
p
& uncertainty
y normative systems
y
Imprecision
Decision making in normative systems
Norm change

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

23
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Examples: How to decide …
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basis: Decision Making With Norms

… whether to fulfill or violate a norm?
… whether behavior counts as a violation?
… whether an excuse for a violation is acceptable?
… whether
hether a violation
iolation sho
should
ld be sanctioned?
… whether to accept a norm / contract / … ?
... whether
h th tto acceptt sanctions
ti
off a norm?
?
… which contract to propose / norm to create?
… whether an agent conforms to the norm?
… whether a procedure is compliant to the norm?
… on a constitution for Europe?

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

• Introducing obligations in agent architectures
•
tl
obs

I

tl cl

P

hl act

obligations as normative goals

• Introducing obligations in agent programming
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

25

26

Exercise: When Violate a Norm?

When you are not able to fulfill it
When the sanction is too low
When the probability to be caught is too low
…

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

O
D

Exercise: When Violate a Norm?
•
•
•
•

B

tl all

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When you are not able to fulfill it
When the sanction is too low
When the probability to be caught is too low
When you
o don’t kno
know the norm
When there is another more important desire
Wh there
When
th
is
i another
th more iimportant
t t obligation
bli ti
When you have a good excuse
When you like to take risks
When other agents violate the norm
When the norm does not make sense

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

27

28

Norm Compliance

When to Violate/Fulfill: Challenge
• Multiagent structure of a normative system

• Attacker = agent trying to profit from violation

– Many agents involved in agent interaction
– Interaction is highly structured

– Violation undetected, no sanction, or less than profit

normative system

Attacker / adversary

$$

• Normative system regulates their roles
– Powers of roles described by counts-as norms, and
– Their behavior is regulated by procedural norms.
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

• Anticipate rather than regiment (mechanism design)
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

29
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Profile NS of Attacker A (for Op)

When to Accept a Contract?

1.
2.

NS desires p (“your wish is my command”).
Absence of p is considered as violation of A.
z Anderson’s reduction of deontic logic to modal logic.
3. NS desires that there are no violations.
4. If violation, then NS is motivated to sanction.
5. NS does not like to sanction.
6. A does not like being sanctioned.
7. NS has the power to count absence of p as violation.
8 NS has the power to enforce sanction
8.
sanction.
Example: You are obliged to return the book in 2 weeks
Question: Why do we need all of them? Is it complete?
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

normative system

$$

trustor

• D
Decision
i i making
ki off trustor
t t taking
t ki profiles
fil off
trustee and normative system into account
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

31

Challenge: When to Accept a Norm

32

Emergence of Norms

•Immanuel
Kant,
Metaphysics
of Morals,
1785

• Don’t do to them, what you don’t want them to
do to you
• Social delegation cycle
– Agent desires
– Merging: Social goal
– Planning: Norm
– Acceptance: Agent desires

• “Act
Act only according to that
maxim whereby you can at
the same time will that it
should become a universal
law.”
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

• I accept if you fulfill the norm on the
assumption
p
that all others fulfill it
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

33

Autonomous Systems

34

Hierarchical Normative Systems
Global authority

Norm. 2

$$

• Legal institutions in context of legal institutions

Norm. 1

– Norm dynamics described by counts-as norms

• Strong permissions in norm creation (Bulygin)
• Global policies about local policies

• Decision making of norm. system 1 taking profiles of
norm. system 2 and global authority into account

– Von Wright:
g transmission of will by
y nested norms
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

trustee

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

35
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Decision Making in NMAS

Layout
• Challenges due to uncertainty and imprecision
in normative reasoning and decision making

Norms are rules used to control or regulate behavior.

1.
2.
3.
4
4.

Norm
o co
conformance
o a ce a
and
d co
compliance.
p a ce
Multiagent structure of normative systems.
Norm acceptance for emergence of norms.
Hierarchical normative systems for autonomy
autonomy.

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

Normative reasoning in computer science
Imprecision
p
& uncertainty
y normative systems
y
Decision making in normative systems
Norm change

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

37

NormChange07

38

Norm Change

• <<<add picture>>> or website or something
else

4.1. Abstract model for norm change
42 N
4.2.
Norm contraction
t ti
4.3. Norm revision
•

Conceptual framework based on Makinson and van
der Torre’s input/output logic (JPL00, 01, 03)

G. Boella, G. Pigozzi and L. van der Torre, A normative framework for
normative change
change, Proceedings of AAMAS09
AAMAS09.
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

39

Philosophical Foundations

40

Input/Output Logic Principles
1.
2
2.
3.
4.

Norms are represented by pairs of formulas
Meaning
M
i off norms is
i d
derivation
i ti off obligations
bli ti
Implicit implication among norms
Tarskian closure properties norm implication

• MvdT give seven examples of IO logics
– and
d sketch
k t h a number
b off di
directions
ti
ffor ffurther
th study
t d
Modern deontic logic started in 1969:

don’t refer to the prehistory of deontic logic
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

41
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IOL-1: Norms are Pairs of Formulas

Exercise
• Give the normative system consisting of two
norms stating that the community has to give a
house with low rent (house) to low income
agents (poor),
(poor) and to provide free health
insurance (healthins) to elderly agents (old).

N {(a1, x1 ),(a
) (a2 , x 2 ),
)
...,(an , x n )}
– “if a1, then it is obligatory that

• a1, x1,a2 , x 2 ,...,an , x n

x1”, …

(thus: rules)

propositional formulas

• Others: first-order, temporal, deadlines, primary
& secondary,
secondary permissive,
permissive constitutive,
constitutive etc
etc.
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

43

Solution

IOL-2: Norms Derive Obligations

• Give the normative system consisting of two
norms stating that the community has to give a
house with low rent (house) to low income
agents (poor)
(poor), and to provide free health
insurance (healthins) to elderly agents (old).

a
•

N {(a1, x1 ),(a
) (a2 , x 2 ),
)
...,(an , x n )}

x  out(N,a)
( , )

out(N,a)
(N )

{x,...}

(“operational semantics”)

• Calculate whether according to normative system N
and in context a , a formula x is obligatory
• Others: multiple output sets, structured, etc.
• Other possible uses: determine whether norms are in
force, adopted, achieved, violated, etc.

• N = {(poor, house), (old, healthins)}.

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

44

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

45

Exercise

46

Solution

• N = {(poor, house), (old, healthins)}

• N = {(poor, house), (old, healthins)}

• Represent that the community has to provide a
house to someone with no income if no-income
implies poor

• Represent that the community has to provide a
house to someone with no income if no-income
implies poor.
• house
ouse

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

out(N,
ou
( , ((no-income
o co e ĺ poo
poor))

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

47
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Irrelevance of Syntax
1. If

Example: out1 = simple-minded output

x  out ( N , a) , a is equivalent to b , and
out(N b)
x is equivalent to y , then y  out(N,b)

ab

2. If x  out(N  {(b, y),a), b is equivalent to c ,
y is equivalent to z , then x  out(N  {(c,z),a)

N

{(a, x),(b,
{(a
x) (b y),
y)
(x,z),(x,z)}

out(N,a b)

Cn(x, y)

N ( S ) {o | i  S,((i, o)  N }
out1 ( N , a) Cn ( N (Cn ( a)))
Exercise: Why is irrelevance of syntax satisfied?

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

49

Exercise

50

Solution

• N = {(poor, house), (old, healthins)}

• N = {(poor, house), (old, healthins)}

• Show that the following holds:

• Show that the following holds:

• house

out1(N, (no-income ĺ poor)

no-income)

• house

out1(N, (no-income ĺ poor)

• poor Cn((no-income ĺ poor)
• (poor,
(poor house) N
• house Cn(house).
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

52

Solution

• N = {(poor, house), (old, healthins)}
out1(N,
t1(N (no-income
( i
ĺ poor))

no-income))

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

51

Exercise
• house
h

no-income)

• N = {(poor, house), (old, healthins)}

no-income)
i
)

• house
h

• What are all the obligations of the community
for low income elderly agents?

out1(N,
t1(N (no-income
( i
ĺ poor))

no-income)
i
)

• What are all the obligations of the community
for low income elderly agents?
• All logical consequences of giving a house with
low rent and providing a free health insurance
• out1(N,
out1(N poor old) = Cn(house healthins)

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change
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Equivalence

IOL-3: Implication Among Norms

• N and M are equivalent iff for all a

((a,, x))  out(N)
( )  x  out(N,a)
( , )

out(N,a) out(M,a)

• Compare:
• (a, x) is redundant in N iff
q
to N \ {(
{(a,, x)}
)}
N is equivalent

• Nota bene:
–
–

• This is central and commonly used notion
• But: stronger notions of equivalence studied too
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

In

out1((a,xy))
t1((
))

T

a

O t1(N I ) T xy
Out1(N,In)

(a, x)  out(N)
x  out(N,a)
out(N a)

is the easy and short notation
says what it really means

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

55

Example
Out(N)

a | x  x  Cn(a)

56

Example: Irrelevance of syntax

a

ab

ab

ab

abc

…

T

T

xy

xy

xy

…

x  out(N,a)
( , )

y  out ( N , b)

a l b, x l y

• Out(N,In) is single output
• Out(N) is set of outputs (for all possible inputs)
• In Out(N,In) we leave out “Cn” for readability
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

58

Example: Irrelevance of syntax

Example: Irrelevance of syntax

x  out(N,a)
( , )

x  out(N,a)
( , )

y  out ( N , b)

a l b, x l y

y  out ( N , b)

• In the alternative representation:

(a, x)  out(N)
(b, y )  outt ( N )
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

a l b, x l y

• When normative system is unambiguous, also:

( a, x )

a l b, x l y

((bb, y )
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

59
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a l b, x l y
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Exercise

Solution

• What does strengthening of the input mean?

• What does strengthening of the input mean?

((a, x))
( x))  out(N)
(a,
(N)
((a  b,, x)) ((a  b,, x))  out(N)
( )

((a, x))
( x))  out(N)
(a,
(N)
((a  b,, x)) ((a  b,, x))  out(N)
( )

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

x  out(N,a  b)

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

61

Exercise

62

Solution

• Strengthening of the input

((a, x))
( x))  out(N)
(a,
(N)
((a  b,, x)) ((a  b,, x))  out(N)
( )

x  out(N,a)
(N )

• Strengthening of the input

x  out(N,a)
(N )

((a, x))
( x))  out(N)
(a,
(N)
((a  b,, x)) ((a  b,, x))  out(N)
( )

x  out(N,a  b)

• What is corresponding
p
g rule for weak p
permission for x

x  out(N,a  b)

• What is corresponding
p
g rule for weak p
permission for x

a, x  out(N)  x  out(N,a)

a, x  out(N)  x  out(N,a)

• Weakening of the input

a  b, x
ax
a,

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

x  out(N,a)
(N )

a  b, x  out(N)
a x  out(N)
a,

x  out(N,a  b)
x  out(N,a)
out(N )

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

63

IOL-4: Tarskian Consequence

64

IOL-4: Tarskian Consequence

• Reflexivity

• Reflexivity

N  out(N)

N  out(N)

• Monotony

(a, x)  N  x  out(N,a)

• Monotony

out(N1 )  out(N1  N 2 )

out(N1 )  out(N1  N 2 )

• Idempotence

• Idempotence

out(N) out(out(N))

out(N) out(out(N))

• What do these properties mean for norms?
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change
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IOL-4: Tarskian Consequence

Example: out2 = basic output

• Reflexivity
N  out(N)

(a, x)  N  x  out(N,a)

ab

• Monotony

N

{(a, x),(b,
{(a
x) (b y),
y)
(x,z),(x,z)}

out(N,a b)

Cn(x, y,z)

out(N1 )  out(N1  N 2 )

• Idempotence
out(N) out(out(N))

• V is a conjunction of complete set of literals

out 2 (N,a) {out1 (V ) | a  Cn(V ),Vcomplete}

• out(N) are “implicit” rules in normative system
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change
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Example
InIn
Out(N)

In T

a

Example: out3 = reusable output

a

ab

ab

ab

abc

…

out1((a,xy))

O t1(N I ) T xy
Out1(N,In)

T

T

xy

xy

xy

…

out2((a,xy))

Out2(N,In) T xy

T

T

xy

xy

xy

…

T

a

a

ab

ab

ab

abc

…

out1((a,x),(b,y),(x,z))

Out1(N,In) T

x

T

T

xy

x

xy

…

out2((a,x),(b,y),(x,z))

Out2(N,In) T

x

T

x\/y

xy

x

xy

…

In
Out(N)

ab

In T

a

a

ab

ab

ab

abc

…

O t1(N I ) T xy
Out1(N,In)

T

T

xy

xy

xy

…

out2((a,xy))

Out2(N,In) T xy

T

T

xy

xy

xy

…

out3((a,xy))

Out3(N,In) T xy

T

T

xy

xy

xy

…

ab

ab

ab

abc

…

T

a

a

Out1(N,In) T

x

T

T

xy

x

xy

…

out2((a,x),(b,y),(x,z)) Out2(N,In) T

x

T

x\/y

xy

x

xy

…

T

T

xyz

xz

xyz

…

Out(N)
out1((a,x),(b,y),(x,z))

out3((a x) (b y) (x z))
out3((a,x),(b,y),(x,z))

out(N,a b)

Cn(x, y,z)

Out3(N In) T xz
Out3(N,In)

70

Input/output Logic Examples

out1((a,xy))

In

{(a, x),(b,
{(a
x) (b y),
y)
(x,z),(x,z)}

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

Example
InIn

N

out3 ( N , a) {out1 ( N ,V ) | a  Cn(V ), out1 ( N ,V )  Cn(V )}

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

Out(N)

68

• Output closed under propositional consequence
•
•
•
•
•

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

Out1: if more input, then more output (SI)
Out2: out1 + reasoning by cases (OR)
Out3: out1 + iterative application of rules (CT)
Out4: All of the above
O ti+: Out
Out
O ti together
t
th with
ith reflexivity
fl i it

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

159
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Norm Change

Expansion of Norms

• Inspired by belief change:
– Expansion:
E
i
– Contraction
– Revision
R i i

N ' N  ( a, x )
N ' N y ( a, x )
N ' N ( a, x )

N {(a1, x1 ),(a
) (a2 , x 2 ),
)
...,(an , x n )}

( a, x )

(one norm at a time)

N' N  (a, x)
N  {(a,
{(a x)}
• Straightforward
St i htf
d
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

73

Example
Out(N)

In
out((a,xy))
(( , y))
Out(N,In)

T

a

T xy

a ab
T

T

 (b, z )

Example
ab
xy

T

a

a ab

InIn

ab abc …
xy

+z

Out(N)
out1((a,xy))

…

xy

ab

T xy

T

T

xyz

xy

xyz

out1 ((a,xy),(b,z))

…

out1((a,xy))

In T

a

O t1(N I ) T xy
Out1(N,In)

ab

ab

ab

abc

…

T

T

xy

xy

xy

…

+z

T

a

Out1(N’)
out1 ((a,xy),(b,z))

ab

ab

ab

abc

…

T

T

xy

xy

xy

…

a

a

ab

ab

ab

abc

…

Out1(N,In) T xy

T

T

xyz

xy

xyz

…

Norm Change

a

 (b, z )
In

a
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4. Norm change

Example
InIn

T

Out(N’)

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

Out1(N)

a

O t1(N I ) T xy
Out1(N,In)

In

ab abc …

out((a,xy),(b,z))
Out(N’,In)

In T

 (b, z )

+z

In

Out(N‘)
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Out1(N,In) T xy

4.1. Abstract model for norm change
42 N
4.2.
Norm contraction
t ti
4.3. Norm revision

+z

•

a

ab

ab

ab

abc

…

T

T

xyz

xy

xyz

…

Conceptual framework based on Makinson and van
der Torre’s input/output logic (JPL00,01,03)

G. Boella, G. Pigozzi and L. van der Torre, A normative framework for
normative change
change, Proceedings of AAMAS09
AAMAS09.
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change
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4. Norm change
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AGM Contraction Postulates

Norm Contraction Postulates

No norm equivalent for K-7 and K-8
K-1:
K
1 K  x iis a th
theory
closure
l
((or ttype))
K-2: K  x  K
inclusion (contraction)
K-3: If x  K then K K  x vacuity (min. action)
K-4: If 0 x then x  K  x
success
K-5: If x  K then K  (K  x)  x recovery
K-6: If `x l y then K  x K  y extensionality
K-7: ((K  x)  (K  y))  K  (x  y) min-conjunction
K-8: If x  K  (x  y) then K  (x  y)  K  x
max-conjunction

Let N set of norms closed under input/output logic out.
N-1: N y (a, x) is closed under out closure (or type)
N-2: N y (a, x)  N
inclusion (contraction)
N-3: If (a, x)  N then N N y (a, x) vacuity (min. action)
N-4: If (a, x)  out() then (a, x)  N y (a, x)
success
N-5: If (a, x)  N then N  (N y (a, x))  (a, x)
recovery
N-6: If out((a, x)) out((b, y))
then N y (a, x) N y (b, y)
extensionality
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

N-1: closure (or type)

N-2: Inclusion (contraction)
K-2: K  x  K
( x))  N
N 2 N y (a,
N-2:

K-1: K  x is a theory
( x)) iis closed
N 1 N y (a,
N-1:
l
d under
d outt
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N-3: Vacuity (min. action)

N-4: Success
K-4: If 0 x then x  K  x
( x))  out()
() then
( x))  N y (a,
( x))
N 4 If (a,
N-4:
th (a,

K-3: If x  K then K K  x
N N y (a,
( x))
( x))  N then
N 3 If (a,
N-3:
th

N-4: If x  out(,a)

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change
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2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change
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then x  out(N y (a, x),a)
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Example

Example

N

N
In

out((a,xy))
(( , y))
Out(N,In)

T

a ab

a

T xy

T

T

ab

In

ab abc …

xy

xy

xy

out((a,xy))
(( , y))

…

Out(N,In)

T

a ab

a

T xy

T

T

ab

ab abc …

xy

xy

xy

…

(ab,x)

N'

In

…

T

…

a ab

a

ab abc …
…

y

Out(N’,In)
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Example

Example

N

N
In

out((a,xy))
(( , y))
Out(N,In)

T

a ab

a

T xy

T

T

ab

In

ab abc …

xy

xy

xy

out((a,xy))
(( , y))

…

Out(N,In)

(ab,x)

T

T xy

(ab,x)

N'

T

a

T

y

a ab

out((a,y))

T

ab

T

a

T

y

a ab

ab abc …

xy

xy

xy

-x

-x

-x

In

ab abc …

ab

T

-x

N'

In

a ab

a

ab

…

ab abc …

out((a,y))
Out(N’,In)

T

T

y

y

…

y

Out(N’,In)
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T

T

y

y

…

y
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Example

Example

N

N
In

T

a

ab

ab

out((a,
(( , xy))
y))
Out(N,In)

T

(ab,x)

xy

xy

-x

-x

xy

In

…

T

a

ab

T

xy

xy

out((a,
(( , xy))
y))

…
Out(N,In)
(ab,x)

N'

abc …
xy

…

-x

N'
In

T

a

ab

ab

…

T

y

y

x y
xy

…

out((a,y), (ab, xy))
Out(N’,In)

In
out((a,y), (ab, xy),
(abc, xy))
Out(N’,In)

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
Uncertainty
andinimprecision
in normative reasoning
3. 2.
Decision
making
normative systems
Decision
making in normative systems
4. 3.
Norm
change
4 Norm change
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Another Example
N

Example for Out3
N

In

out((a,x),(b,y))
(( , ),( ,y))
Out(N,In)

T

a

a

b

ab

T

x

T

y

xy

(ab,xy)

-y

N'

In

ab abc …
x

xy

-xy

out((a,x),(ax,y))
(( , ),(
,y))

…

Out(N,In)

T

a

a

b

ab

a

T xy

a

x

ax

T

T

xy

ax axb …
xy

xy

…

(a,y)

-xy

N'

In

T

ab abc …

out((a,x))

In

T

a

a

x

ax

T

T

T

T

y

ax axb …

Out((ax,y))
Out(N’,In)

T

x

T

T

x

x

…

x

Out(N’,In)
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T

y

…
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N-5: recovery

Theorem

K-5: If x  K then K  (K  x)  x
( x))  N then
N  (N
( y (a,
( x))
))  (a,
( x))
N 5 If (a,
N-5:
th

• Out
O t1 cannott satisfy
ti f N-1
N 1 – N-5
N5
– Example: (a, x)  ({(a, x)} y (a  b, x))  (a  b, x)

• Out2 can satisfy N-1 – N-5
– There exists a complete V implying
y g a
such that out(N y (a, x),V ) out(N,V )  x

• Out3 cannot satisfyy N-1 – N-5
– Same counterexample as out1
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change
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Example

Theorem

N
out((a,x))
(( , ))

T
T

(ab,x)
N'

a ab

a
x
-x

T

T

ab
x

-x

T

a

T

T

x

ab

• Logical consequences of success criterion for
out1 out2 and out3 are inverses of proof rules
out1,
• Proof. Follows from obs. 3 of MvdT:JPL3
• The non-repetition property holds for:

ab abc …
…

x

-x

a ab

-x

ab abc …

– Out1 with TAUT, SI, WO, AND
– Out2 with TAUT, SI, WO, AND, OR
– Out3 with TAUT, SI, WO, CTA

out((ab,x))

T

T

+(ab,x)

T
+x

T

a

T

T

a ab

ab

x
+x

T

…

+x

ab abc

a  b, x
ax
a,

…

out((ab,x),(ab,x))

T

T

94

x

x

x

…
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a  b, x  out(N)
a x  out(N)
a,

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
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x  out(N,a  b)
x  out(N,a)
out(N )
96
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N-6: Extensionality

Norm Change

K-6: If ` x l y then K  x K  y
(( x))
)) out((b,
((b y))
)) then
N y (a,
( x)) N y (b,
(b y))
N 6 If out((a,
N-6:
th

4.1. Abstract model for norm change
42 N
4.2.
Norm contraction
t ti
4.3. Norm revision
•

Conceptual framework based on Makinson and van
der Torre’s input/output logic (JPL00,01,03)

G. Boella, G. Pigozzi and L. van der Torre, A normative framework for
normative change
change, Proceedings of AAMAS09
AAMAS09.
2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

2. Abstract model
3. Norm contraction
4. Norm revision

97

Revision of Norms

98

Revision of Norms
N' N

N {(a1, x1 ),(a
) (a2 , x 2 ),
)
...,(an , x n )}

( a, x )

• When is a normative system coherent?
– For all contexts, output is consistent
– For all contexts, output + context is consistent
– For all consistent inputs, output is consistent
– For all (a, x)  N , context a , output
p consistent
–…

( a, x )
N' N (a, x)
???
• When
Wh iis expansion
i off a norm “t
“too much”?
h”?
2. Abstract model
3. Norm contraction
4. Norm revision

2. Abstract model
3. Norm contraction
4. Norm revision
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AGM Revision Postulates

J. Hansen, G. Pigozzi and L. van der Torre, Ten philosophical problems in deontic logic, Dagstuhl DROPS proceedings 07122, 2007.

100

Norm Revision Postulates
Let N set of norms closed under input/output logic out.

K*1: K x iis a b
K*1
belief
li f sett
K*2: x  (K x)
K*3: K x  K  x
K*4: If x  K then K  x K x
K*5: K * x KF iff |-x
K*6: If ` x l y then K x K y

closure
l
((or ttype))
success
inclusion (contraction)
vacuity
triviality
extensionality

N*1: N ( a, x ) is closed under out closure (or type)
N*2: (a, x)  (N (a, x))
success
N*3: N (a, x)  N  (a, x)
inclusion
N*4: If (a, x)  N then N (a, x) N  (a, x)
vacuity
(a,
x)

out()
N
(a,
x)
NF
N*5:
iff
triviality
N*6: If out (( a, x )) out ((b, y ))then N * ( a, x ) N * (b, y )
extensionality

2. Abstract model
3. Norm contraction
4. Norm revision

2. Abstract model
3. Norm contraction
4. Norm revision
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Summary Norm Change

Concluding Remarks
• Challenges due to uncertainty and imprecision
in normative reasoning and decision making

• Norm change is a problem in NorMAS
– But the scope of possible solutions seems huge

• Norm change reusing results of theory change
– Input/output framework, out(N,a) and out(N)
• First results on contraction

1.
2.
3.
4
4.

– E.g., consistent only for out2, not for out1 and out3

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

Normative reasoning in computer science
Imprecision
p
& uncertainty
y normative systems
y
Decision making in normative systems
Norm change

2. Uncertainty and imprecision in normative reasoning
3. Decision making in normative systems
4. Norm change

Normative Reasoning in Luxembourg

104

Applications Norms in Luxembourg

Uncertain inference, belief
dynamics, trust

• Interdisciplinary Laboratory of Intelligent and Adaptive Systems
– Four labs in computer
p
science and communication research unit
– Strategic priorities uni.lu: Security and Trust research, Bioinformatics

Argumentation, dialogue
Normative MAS

1. Individual and Collective Reasoning ICR
–

Leon van der Torre

2. Optimization and Parallel Computing

Individual and Collective Reasoning

–

Security Games
Belief and
judgment
aggregation

Pascal Bouvry

3 Information Management and Knowledge Discovery
3.
Security Logics

–

Christoph Schommer

4. Information Theory and Stochastic Inference
–

Ulrich Sorger

5. Decision Systems
–

105

Raymond Bisdorff

and Collective
http://icr.uni.lu
1 Prof, 22009.05.18
Invited prof, 6 Postdocs, 5 PhD Students Individual
Reasoning

NORMAS 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009

http:\\deonticlogic.org

107

108
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Further Reading

Ten Philosophical Problems
1. How can deontic logic be reconstructed in accord with the philosophical position that
norms are neither true nor false?
2 When is a set of norms to be termed `coherent'?
2.
coherent'?
3. How can deontic logic accommodate possible conflicts of norms? How can the
resolution of apparent conflicts be semantically modeled?
4 How do we reason with contrary-to-duty obligations which are in force only in case of
4.
norm violations?
5. How to define dyadic deontic operators with regard to given sets of norms and facts?
6. How to distinguish various kinds of permissions and relate them to obligations?
7. How can meaning postulates and intermediate terms be modeled in semantics for
deontic logic reasoning?
g
and
8. How to define counts-as conditionals and relate them to obligations
permissions?
9. How to revise a set of regulations or obligations? Does belief revision offer a
satisfactory framework for norm revision?
10. Can the belief merging framework deal with the problem of merging sets of norms?

• Normative multiagent systems proceedings:
– Computational and Mathematical Organization Theory, double special
issue on normative multiagent systems, 2006.
– Normative Multiagent Systems, 18.03. - 23.03.2007, Schloss Dagstuhl,
Germany, 2007.
– Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems Journal, special issue on
normative multiagent systems, August 2008.
– 4rd International Workshop on Normative Multiagent Systems
(NORMAS2009), Dagstuhl, March 2009

• Introductions to the area and its challenges
– Ten philosophical problems in deontic logic
– Ten challenges for normative multiagent systems
– Ten guidelines for norms in computer science

J. Hansen, G. Pigozzi and L. van der Torre, Ten philosophical problems in deontic logic, Dagstuhl DROPS proceedings 07122, 2007.

109
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Ten Challenges for NorMAS

Ten Guidelines

1. Tools for agents supporting communities in their task of recognizing, creating, and
communicating norms to agents.
2 Tools for agents to simplify normative systems
2.
systems, recognize when norms have
become redundant, and to remove norms.
3. Tools for agents to enforce norms. In a distributed approach, roles should be
defined for agents in charge of monitoring and sanctioning.
4. Tools for agents to preserve their autonomy.
5. Tools for agents to construct organizations.
6. Tools for agents to create intermediate concepts and normative ontology, for
example to decide about normative gaps.
7. Tools for agents to decide about norm conflicts.
g
to voluntarily
yg
give up
p some norm autonomy
y by
y allowing
g
8. Tools for agents
automated norm processing in agent acting and decision making
9. Tools for conviviality.
10. Tools for legal responsibility of the agents and their principals.
G. Boella, L. van der Torre, H. Verhagen, Introduction to the special issue on normative
multiagent systems. Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent Systems, Aug 2008.

111
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Guideline 1

Guideline 2

1. Motivate which definition of normative
multiagent system is used
used.

2. Make explicit why norms are a kind of (soft)
constraints deserving special analysis
analysis.

• Norms explicitly represented in system

•

– (the ‘strong’ interpretation: too strict?)

• Norms explicitly represented in specification
– (the ‘weak’
weak interpretation: too general?)
– Norm compliance, norm implementation, ...

• Something else
113

Ways to
W
t deal
d l with
ith violations,
i l ti
representation
t ti off permissive
i i norms, th
the
evolution of norms over time (in deontic logic), the relation between the
cognitive abilities of agents and the global properties of norms, how agents
can acquire norms
norms, how agents can violate norms
norms, how an agent can be
autonomous (in normative agent architectures and decision making), how
norms are created by legislator, emerge spontaneously or are negotiated
among agents,
agents how norms are enforced,
enforced how constitutive or counts-as
counts as
norms are used to describe institutions, how norms are related to social and
legal concepts, how norms structure organizations, how norms coordinate
groups
g
p and societies,, how contracts are related to contract frames &
contract law, how legal courts are related, how normative systems interact?
114
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Guideline 3

Guideline 4

3. Explain why and how norms can be changed at
runtime.
runtime

4. Discuss the use and role of norms as a
mechanism in a game
game-theoretic
theoretic setting
setting.
• D. Lewis “master and slave” game
• E. Bulygin
yg “rex,, minister and subject”
j
g
game
• G. Boella c.s.: violation games, institutionalized
games negotiation games
games,
games, norm creation
games, control games
Norms are rules specifying violation games.

• E.g., legislators and voting on acceptance,
observe
b
b
behavior
h i and
d violations
i l ti
tto modify…
dif
115

116

Guideline 5

Guideline 6

5. Clarify role of norms in the multiagent system.

6. Relate the notion of “norm” to the legal,
social or moral literature
social,
literature.

• Norms guide (…) desired system behavior
Five phases in normas design:
1.off-line norm design
g
2.norm representation
3 norm manipulation
3.norm
4.social reality
5.moral reality

• Norms are incentives to motivate agents
– Gneezy
G
and
d Rustichini’s
R ti hi i’ d
daycare example
l

• Norms organize systems
– Modularity, abstractions
117

118

Guideline 7

Guideline 8

7. Use norms not only to distinguish right from
wrong but also to resolve dilemmas
wrong,
dilemmas, and use
norms not only describe violations, but in
general to coordinate
coordinate, organize
organize, guide
guide, regulate
or control interaction among agents.

8. Distinguish norms from obligations, prohibitions
and permissions
permissions.
• Deontic logic: logical relations obligations, etc
– normative system is typically left implicit

• Two distinct philosophical traditions
– Von Wright: norms and normative propositions
– Alchourron: prescriptive and descriptive obligations
J. Hansen. Imperatives and Deontic Logic. PhD thesis, University of Leipzig, 2008.
119

120
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Guideline 9

Guideline 10

9. Use the deontic paradoxes only to illustrate the
normative multiagent system.
system

10. Consider regulative norms in relation to other
kinds of norms and concepts
concepts.

1. A certain man should go to the assistance of his
neighbors,
2. Iff he goes, he should tell them he is coming
3. If he does not go, he should not tell them that he is
coming
i
4. He does not go.
{Oa,O(a ! t),¬a ! O(¬t),¬a} {Oa, a ! O(t),¬a ! O(¬t),¬a}

• in relation to permissive norms, constitutive
norms, procedural norms, agents, roles,
groups, societies, rights, duties, obligations,
time, beliefs, desires, intentions, goals, roles,
and other kinds of norms and other socialcognitive computer science concepts.

121

122

The Question
• Could (or should) “norms” play a similar role in
computer science like “service”
service , “contract”
contract or “trust”?
trust ?
– Since the use of norms is a key element of human social
intelligence, norms may be essential too for artificial agents
that collaborate with humans, or that are to display behavior
comparable to human intelligent behavior.
– Norms are thought to ensure efficiency at the level of the
multiagent system whilst respecting individual autonomy.

• We have to build more flexible normative multiagent
g
systems, and test them in practice, before we know
where they can be used best.
123
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Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 1

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 4

In this tutorial: no time, no bearers of obligations, ...

Reserve more complex machinery until the exact limits
of the more spartan one are clear

Start with the simplest possible syntax

Guideline

Complete axiomatic characterization
Consistency proof: prerequisit for implementation

Formal semantics

Requirements

Design a language for reasoning about norms
Greek déon, ‘that which is binding, right’

General goal

Deontic logic

University of Luxembourg

ICR

xavier.parent@uni.lu

Xavier Parent

(preliminary version)

Part II - Deontic logic

Normative Multi-Agent Systems

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 2

Full account in Åqvist (2002)

Motivation: contrary-to-duty (CTD) obligations

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 5

Introduced by Hansson in 1969 under the label DSDL
(Dyadic Standard Deontic Logic)

Dyadic Deontic Logic

Meta-theory of dyadic standard deontic logic

Syntax and semantics of dyadic standard deontic logic

Introduction

Layout

Syntax and Semantics

Introduction

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 6

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 3
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n1 :
n2 :

170

(¬ :not)

Meaning of

&%

x1 •A, B
x3 •A, ¬B

'$

A
(B/¬A)

A

&%

x2 • ¬A, B
x4 • ¬A, ¬B

'$

Example

For an unconditional norm, use ⊤ for the condition

Dyadic: two arguments

Truth of a norm usually depends on context

Context-dependent approach to norms

A and B are propositional letters

P (B/A) = B is permitted, given A

(B/A) = B is obligatory, given A

New building blocks

Syntax of propositional logic

Language

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 9

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 7

n1 :
n2 :

(¬ :not)

Meaning of

&%

x1 •A, B
x3 •A, ¬B

'$

Best

(¬B/A)

¬A, B
A,

(B/¬A)

&%

x2 •

'$

2nd best

Example

, i.e., P (B/A) = ¬

A
(B/¬A)

P dual of

• ¬A, ¬B

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 9

&%

x4

'$

Worst

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 8

Truth-conditions
(B/A) true at x iff all the best (according to )
A-worlds are B -worlds
Similarly for P (B/A) (but with ∀ replaced by ∃).

A binary relation  (read “greater than or equal to") is
used to rank all the possible worlds x, y , .... in terms of
betterness.

Possible worlds (i.e., valuations) are noted x, y , etc.

Semantics

(¬ :not)

Meaning of

x1 •A, B
x3 •A, ¬B
&%
∅

¬A, B
1

A,

(B/¬A)

&%
{n }

x2 •

'$

2nd best

Example

x3 • A, ¬B
x4 • ¬A, ¬B

x1 • A, B
x2 • ¬A, B

(¬ :not)

'$

Best

A
(B/¬A)

A
(B/¬A)

• ¬A, ¬B
1

Put x ≻ y iff V (x) ⊂ V (y)

2

&%
{n , n }

x4

Worst

'$

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 9

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 9

Violation set of V (x) = set of norms that are violated in x

n1 :
n2 :

n1 :
n2 :

Example
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(¬ :not)

x1 •A, B
x3 •A, ¬B
&%
∅

'$

Best

A
(B/¬A)
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set of wffs
p∧q

%

p(q

$

➊ Language design
alphabet + formation rules

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 12

Output: set of well-formed formulae (wffs) identified

&

'
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set of wffs

$

%

(B/A)

A is a logical truth if ∅ |= A

Semantic consequence: |=

(chaining)

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 12

(C/B)

➋ Semantics
% Logical truth = truth in virtue
of logical form

$

(C/A)
Output: subset of logical truths identified

&

&

set of logical truths

'

'
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no infinite sequence of strictly better

Limit assumption assumed

Total pre-order

Partial pre-order

worlds

Limit assumption:

and y  z implies x  z

or y  x

Totalness: x  y

• ¬A, ¬B

Reflexivity: x  x
Transitivity: x  y

Worst

Constraints on 

Classes of structures

'$

¬A, B
x2 •
x4
&%
&%
{n1 }
{n1 , n2 }

'$

2nd best

SDL-ish binary classification of states into good/bad
(green/red) ones too crude

n1 :
n2 :

Example

set of wffs

$

%

 %

$
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➌ Axiomatization
Syntactic consequence: ⊢

Success criterium
Completeness theorem: Γ ⊢ A iff Γ |= A

&


&

set of
logical truths

basis

'

'

Meta-theory
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If  transitive, then ≃ transitive
≃ not transitive
So  not transitive

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 15
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Modus Tollens
If P , then Q
not-Q
Therefore, not-P

Argument form
If  transitive, then ≃ transitive
≃ not transitive
So  not transitive

Argument form

Non-transitive case

(¬B/A) both in

&%

x2 • A, ¬B

'$

Call x and y equally good (x ≃ y ) if x  y and y  x.
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(B/A),

&%

x1 •A, B

'$

Allowing for conflicts between obligations

Call x and y equally good (x ≃ y ) if x  y and y  x.

Non-transitive case

Decidability X
Spohn (1975)

Consistency X

Axiomatization problem
Weak completeness result X
Spohn (1975)
Åqvist (1987): system G
Strong or full completeness X
Parent (2008)

C1 ≃ C2 ≃ C3 ≃ .... ≃ C999
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Modus Tollens
If P , then Q
not-Q
Therefore, not-P

1000 cups of coffes: C1 , C2 , C3 , ..., C999

Sorites argument

Argument form
If  transitive, then ≃ transitive
≃ not transitive
So  not transitive

Call x and y equally good (x ≃ y ) if x  y and y  x.

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 14

(¬B/A)) out (♦ : ‘possible’)

Non-transitive case

Decidability?

Consistency X

♦A → ¬( (B/A) ∧

Allowing for conflicts between obligations
Axiomatization problem
Strong & weak completeness: X
Goble (2003): system DP

Partial pre-order

Partial pre-order

Partially ordered case

=

Partially ordered case

=

Total order case
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C0 ≃ C2 ≃ C3 ≃ .... ≃ C999 but C0 6≃ C999
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Modus Tollens
If P , then Q
not-Q
Therefore, not-P

1000 cups of coffes: C0 , C2 , C3 , ..., C999

Sorites argument

Argument form
If  transitive, then ≃ transitive
≃ not transitive
So  not transitive

Call x and y equally good (x ≃ y ) if x  y and y  x.

Non-transitive case

Show decidability
On-going work with J. Carmo

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 16

Axiomatize the logic using conditional obligation

Open problems:

(B/A) = (QA → B)

Normative Multi-Agent Systems – p. 17
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result using an alternative language
Operator: QA “ideally A"
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Guido Boella

Role Metaphor

Università di Torino

How can we effectively apply
the role metaphor in
multiagent systems?

Roles in MultiAgent Systems
EASSS'09 Tutorial
Laurence Olivier,
HAMLET, 1948

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

Role Metaphor

2

Coordination
“A coordination problem arises when a group of
people share an interest or goal and the success of
each person’s actions to achieve that goal depends
on the actions of the others (Schelling 1960)."

• Roles are defined by a script,
in relation to other roles
• Actors are replaceable; the
role remains stable.
• Actors must have certain
qualifications to enact a role.

• Kinds of dependencies (Malone 1987):
– task; resource (including information); time

• Coordination devices (Clark 1996; Lewis 1969):
– salience, convention, explicit protocol,
– authority structure

Laurence Olivier,
HAMLET, 1948
The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

3

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

Example: Robocup

Example: Robocup

(e.g. Stone & Veloso 1999)

(e.g. Stone & Veloso 1999)

• Robot soccer team; no time to deliberate!
Exercise:
• What are the roles?
attacker; defender; goal keeper
• What is the underlying coordination problem?
dynamic task allocation: who does what?
• What kind of dependencies apply?
task (attack; cover; … ); resource (ball)
• What coordination device is chosen?
salience; protocol
The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

5

• Robot soccer team; no time to deliberate!
Exercise:
• What are the roles?
attacker; defender; goal keeper
• What is the underlying coordination problem?
dynamic task allocation: who does what?
• What kind of dependencies apply?
task (attack; cover; … ); resource (ball)
• What coordination device is chosen?
salience; protocol
6
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Function of roles

Roles in Linguistics
• Eve bit an apple.
(Sowa 1984)
• An apple was bitten by Eva.
[Person: Eve] ←(Agnt)← [Bite] →(Ptnt)→ [Apple].

• Roles help to solve coordination problems:
– Prescriptive: an agent in a role must …
obligation/permission, power
– Descriptive: an agent in a role will …
stereotype

• Thematic role: the semantic relationship between
predicate (V) and argument (NP) of a sentence.

• Agents can cooperate, given that they know
each other’s roles. (cf. assume - guarantee)

– Agent: performs the action,
– Theme/Patient: undergoes the action

• Placeholder in a structure or pattern.
The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005
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Roles in Sociology

Roles in Management Science
(Mintzberg 1979)
• Managerial roles (in a bureaucracy)

(Nadel 1957)
• The term “social structure” has become useless.
We need a structural notion to describe societies
irrespective of the individuals that populate them.
• Social structure = coherent system of roles
• Elements of a Role:

– Allocator: assign people and resources to tasks;
issue orders and authorise decisions by subordinates;
– Disturbance Handler: resolution of conflicts, exceptions
– Monitor: assess success of tasks and employees
– Disseminator: of information,
– Leader: select and motivate employees.

– Rights and obligations with respect to other people or
classes of people
– Roles require a ‘role compliment’: parent – child,
teacher – pupil, …consumer – producer, client – server
The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

• Position: collection of roles conventionally
enacted by a single agent (e.g. manager)

10

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

Separation of Concerns

12

Working Definition
• A role is a conventional invariant of related
expertise, responsibilities and powers, defined by
one or more social activities in a complex and
changing environment.

• Roles in a position must not interfere.
• E.g.
– Professor is not allowed to review a paper by a
colleague (reviewer ⊥ colleague)
– Manager must authorize all travel expenses
paid by the department, except for her own.
(authorizer ⊥ applicant)

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

9

• A role relation (dependency) is a conventional
invariant of related interaction patterns.
– Doctor - patient
– Doctor - nurse

13
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Role of Roles?

References
•
•
•
•

• Roles are used
– as placeholders in relational structures
– as stereotypes, to predict
– in task allocation, to assign responsibilities
– in norms, to assign obligations or permissions
– to control access to resources
– ….

•
•
•
•
•

• No single notion of roles can do all of these!
The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

•

16
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(semi) Open Institutions

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

Agent

•

•

expertise
responsibilities
institutional
powers
communicative protocol
acts

6
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7

Example: Contract Net

Exercise:
Which entrance qualifications?
manager: needs task;
contractor: can do task;
What are the responsibilities?
after accept: contractor
committed to perform task and
inform completion or failure.
What powers are provided?
after accept: manager has
delegated the task

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

Role

knowledge
goals
capabilities

Example: Contract Net
•

18

Mapping Agents to Roles

• Agents can enter and exit.
• Before: agents must meet
requirements, have expertise,
capabilities: qualifications.
• After: agents must fulfill
responsibilities and stick to
the protocol
but can rely on permission,
entitlement to resources,
authority, …: powers.

?

Alexander, C. A Pattern Language. Oxford University Press, 1977.
Clark, H. H. Using Language. Cambridge University Press, 1996.
Lewis, D. Convention: A Philosophical Study. Harvard U. Press, 1969.
Malone, T. W. Modeling coordination in organizations and markets.
Management Science, 33(10):1317-1332, 1987.
Mintzberg, H. The Structuring of Organisations. Prentice Hall, 1979.
Nadel., S. F. The Theory of Social Structure. Cohen and West, 1957.
Schelling, T. The Strategy of Conflict. Harvard University Press, 1960.
Sowa, J. Conceptual Structures: Information Processing in Mind and
Machine. Addison-Wesley, 1984.
Stone, P. and Veloso, M. Task decomposition, dynamic role
assignment and low-bandwidth communication for real-time strategic
teamwork. Artificial Intelligence, 100(2):241-273, 1999.
White, H. C., Boorman, S. A., and Breiger, R. L. Social structure from
multiple networks. i. blockmodels of roles and positions. American
Journal of Sociology, 81(4):730-779, 1976.

•

•

•

8

Exercise:
Which entrance qualifications?
manager: needs task;
contractor: can do task;
What are the responsibilities?
after accept: contractor
committed to perform task and
inform completion or failure.
What powers are provided?
after accept: manager has
delegated the task

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005
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Enforcing a protocol

Mediator
Mediator: no special capabilities; only powers

• by central administrator

Mediator detects violations of the protocol and
informs other participants; may also sanction

– ISLANDER (Esteva et al 2002)
– efficient; effective, but rigid

Participants

• by participants themselves
– flexible (Yolum and Singh 2000; Dastani et al)
– But high reasoning capabilities needed

• by mediator on agent platform

Mediator

– balance between flexibility and feasibility
(Dastani et al 2004)
The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

Message Layer

10
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Role & Organization (Goffman)
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• Ambassadors do not know beliefs & goals nation
– mislead another nation by obliging them to propose
some deal or manage a negotiation.

• Because:
–
–
–
–

Agent can play his role in a more spontaneous way,
It avoids the risk of a security violation,
Its beliefs are too complex for the actor,
It is violating the law and actor should not know.

• Also in agent theories of fraud and deception?
The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

Role and Agent

2

Why do we need Roles in NMAS?

• Role is different from goals organization

• Role based access control (RBAC):

– e.g., a role can be attributed the responsibility
of proposing some deal to another agent just
because his organization wants to mislead this
agent about its true intentions (Goffman).

– Group collects agents
– Role collects access rights

• Policies (& organizations) without agents
• Normative multiagent systems (NMAS):

• Role is different from goals agent

– Agents: obligations and permissions
– Roles: responsibilities and rights

– e.g., an employee can fulfill his role for his
salary, not for the sake of the organization;
The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005

Protocol
Definition

3
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Roles in RBAC

Example Parking Regulations

Ferraiolo and D.R. Kuhn,1992

Agents

Groups

A

• Access to parking lot
• Guard admits cars

Roles

G

B
H

R

S

C

rwu file1
rwu file2
service1
service2

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005
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Delegation of Access Control

Role Hierarchies in RBAC
• Role hierarchy

• Bottom up

– Role Specialist contains roles of Doctor and Intern.
Members of the role Specialist are implicitly associated
with the operations associated with the roles Doctor
and Intern without the administrator having to explicitly
list the Doctor and Intern operations. Moreover, the
roles Cardiologist and Rheumatologist could each
contain the Specialist role.

– ACL: File with read and write access
– ACL2: Read and write ACL
– ACL3: Read and write ACL2
–…

• Top down (Firozabadi et al)

• Role hierarchies are a natural way of organizing
roles to reflect authority, responsibility, and
competency:

– Boss has power to create rights
– Delegates it to other
The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005
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Separation of Concerns

9

Exercise: Library Regulations

• Accounting:

• How can we describe library regulations
using RBAC and a role hierarchy?

– Principle: only fraud in case of coalitions
– Create conflicting goals (e.g., sign delivered
quantity)

• Separation of concerns
– Authority to let other people access files,
without being able to do so oneself

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005
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Questions Organizations

Normative Multiagent Systems

• Organizational design

• Regulative norms

– Which roles for organizational goals?

– Obligations, prohibitions, permissions

• Role assignment

• Constitutive norms

– Which agents to assign to role?

– Counts as conditionals (e.g., dynamics)

• Organizational governance
• Foundations by Searle and others
• Used for organizations, contracts, …

– How to monitor and control organization?

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005
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What is a Role?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obligations and Roles

Normative descriptions (Pacheco & Carmo)
Expectations (Lindemann & Munch)
Standardized patterns of behavior (Esteva et al)
Commitments (Cavedon & Sonenberg, Fasli)
Goals and planning rules (Dastani et al)
Goals, plans, actions (Sichman & Conte)
Our proposal: role as socially constructed agent

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005
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• Motivate actor to fulfill responsibilities role
– To act as if he possessed the role’s beliefs

• Obligations addressed to actors (not roles)
– E.g., agent playing buyer role has to pay when
goods are shipped.

16
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Creation of Obligation

19

Behavior

• Obligations created when an agent starts playing a role;

• Actor knows that

– e.g., when he becomes enrolled in an organization by signing an
employment contract.

– trade organization considers him obliged to pay the fee in case the
bill of lading has been issued, since this means that the good has
been shipped.

• Starting from the responsibilities of role

• When the actor decides what to do, he assumes that his
actions are evaluated according to expectations role

– If role is responsible to pay when good shipped, then when actor
enters role, obligation pay when good is shipped is created.

– he is obliged to pay: the good has been shipped since the bill of
lading has been issued
– he could believe that the good has not been shipped, despite the
bill of lading, so, from his point of view, he is not obliged to pay.

• Sanctions or rewards associated to new obligations are
chosen according to policies of organization
– E.g., an employee can be fired for not fulfilling an obligation or paid
for having done his work or rewarded with some additional benefit.

• The actor has to act as if he had the role’s beliefs,
– or else he violates his duties; when he takes a decision, he figures
out which beliefs the organization attributes to his role.

The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005
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Obligation of Buyer

Summary

• Directed towards the actor’s actions

• Role based access control (RBAC):

– not towards his beliefs, even if there is a deontic component in the
assertion that the bill of lading should be considered as evidence
of the shipment.

– Group collects agents
– Role collects access rights

• Because an autonomous agent cannot be compelled to
change his mental attitudes:

• Organizations & policies without agents
• Normative multiagent systems (NMAS):

– he can be persuaded or motivated, but not coerced.
– Moreover, his mental states are not accessible.

• What can be punished is only his behavior:

– Agents: obligations and permissions
– Roles: responsibilities and rights

– if he does not act in the same way as the role would have done, he
is punished.

• Therefore, the organization considers the actor behavior
from the point of view of the role.
The role of roles in multiagent systems; AAMAS Tutorial, Utrecht, June 2005
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New Trends in Multi-Agent Planning
Humbert Fiorino1 , Damien Pellier2 , and Cyrille Martin1
1

2

Laboratoire d’Informatique de Grenoble
Centre de Recherche en Informatique de Paris 5

Abstract. Multi-agent planning has been a very efficient tool for coordinating autonomous systems (e.g. robots, drones, underwater autonomous
vehicles). In this tutorial, we propose a progressive introduction to multiagent planning and its most important applications. The traditional approaches of multi-agent planning emphasize the problem of controlling
the actions of agents in a shared environment and solving their conflicts.
New approaches, as composition, focuse on the distributed generation of
shared plans as composition patterns for ambient computing platforms.
First of all, we introduce the fundamental concepts of automated planning, complexity results and essential algorithms: state-space planning,
plan-space planning, propositional satisfiability and planning-graph techniques, and planning under uncertainty. We explain how to use the corresponding planners and illustrate their respective advantages and drawbacks with short exercices. In a second part, we present the key mechanisms of distributed plan- ning: plan merging, Partial Global Planning
and coordination protocols. The main issues are illustrated with stateof-the-art distributed robotics applications. Finally, we present recent researches and applications based on multi-agent planning systems for automating web services composition or Human Computer Interface onthe-fly generation.
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Hierarchical Task Network

What is automated planning ?

To start a deﬁnition...

New Trends in Multi-Agent Planning
Part I: Introduction to Automated Planning

Planning is reasonning side of acting. It is an abstract, explicit deliberation
process that chooses and organizes actions by anticipating their expected
outcomes. This deliberation aims at acheiving as best as possible some
prestated objectives. Automated planning is an area of Artiﬁcial Intelligence
that studies this deliberation process computationnaly.1

European Agent Systems Summer School

Damien Pellier

Damien.Pellier@parisdescartes.fr
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Aerospace
Deep Space One, Satellite shooting

Industrial robotics
Assembly line, Transportation

Daily Life
Automatic vacuum cleaner, Automatic
lawnmower

Grasp the computational aspects of intelligence, viewing planning as
an important component of individually and collectively rationality
Study planning not only as an independent abstract process but as a
fully integrated component of deliberative behavior
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Naval mine countermeasure missions,
Helicopter company combat missions

Devise adaptable and autonomous systems able to reason on their
capacities and the contraints of their environment
Deﬁne generic mechanisms to enable automous systems to
coordinate themself and to cooperate in order to accomplish a
complex task that they cannot acheive alone
Deﬁne abstract and generic mechanisms to compose fonctionnalities

Theorical point of view
1

loc2

Military

Practical point of view

3

p2

r1
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2. move(r1,loc1,loc2)
3. unload(crane2,c1,r1,loc2)
4. move(r1,loc2,loc1)
5. load(crane1,c2,r1,loc1)
6. move(r1,loc1,loc2)
7. unload(crane2,c2,r1,loc2)

Computing
Web service composition, Ambient
computing ⇒ new applications
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Events

Conceptual planning model is depicted
through the interaction between three
components:
A state transition system Σ evolves as
speciﬁed by its state transition function
γ, according to the events and actions
that it receives.
A controller (given as input the state of
the system) provides as output an action
a according to some plan.
A planner (given as input a description
of the system) an initial situation, and
some objective, synthesizes a plan for
the controller in order to achieve the
objectives.

1

2

3

Planning model puts forward various restrictive assumptions :
Observations

Actions

Controller

Execution status

Plans

Planner

System description
Initial State
Objectives
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Finite Σ. The system Σ has a ﬁnite set of states.
Fully Observable Σ. The system Σ is fully observable, i.e., one has
complete knowledge about the state of Σ.
Deterministic Σ. The system Σ is deterministic, i.e., , for every
states s and for every event of action u, |γ(s, u)| ≤ 1.
Static Σ. The system Σ is static, i.e., the set of event E is empty.
Σ has no internal dynamics.
Sequential Plans. A solution plan to a planning problem is a linearly
ordered ﬁnite sequence of actions.
Implicit time. Actions and events have no duration.
Oﬄine Planning. The planner is not concerned with any change
that may occur in Σ while it is planning.
...
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Outline

Classical Representation
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Classical Representation
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State Space Planning
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State, Operator and Action

State, Operator and Action

States Representation

Planning Operator Deﬁnition

A state is a set of ground atoms of L. L has no function symbols. Thus
the set S of all possible states is guaranteed to be ﬁnite. An atom p holds in
s iﬀ p ∈ s. If g is a set of literals, we will say that s satisﬁes g (denoted
s |= g ) when there is a substitution σ such that every positive literal of σ(g )
is in s and no negated literal of σ(g ) is in s.

r1

c3
c1
p1

loc1

loc2
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attached(p1, loc1),
>
>
>
attached(p2, loc1),
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>
<
in(c1, p1), in(c3, p1),
s=
> on(c3, c1), on(c1, pallet),
>
>
>
> top(c3, p1), in(c2, p2),
:
top(c2, p2), . . .
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Deﬁnition (Planning Operator)
A planning operator is a triple o = (name(o), precond(o), eﬀects(o))
whose elements are as follows:
name(o), the name of the operator, is a syntactic expression of the
form n(x1 , . . . , xk ) where n is a symbol called an operator symbol (n
is unique in L) and x1 , . . . , xk are all variable symbols that appear
anywhere in o.

crane1

c2

9 / 69

The planning operators deﬁne the transition function γ of the state
transition system.

Deﬁnition (State)

p2

Hierarchical Task Network

States are represented as set of logicals atoms that are true or false
within some interpretation.
Actions are represented by planning operators that change the truth
values of theses atoms.
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The classical representation uses notation derived from ﬁrst order
logic.
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>
>
>
>
>
=

precond(o) and eﬀects(o), the preconditions and eﬀects of o,
respectively are generalizations of the preconditions and the eﬀects
of the set theory action, i.e., instead of being sets of proposition
they are sets of literals.

>
>
>
>
>
;
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Example (Take operator)

Deﬁnition (Action)

The planning operator take(k,l,c,d,p) can be deﬁned as follow:
;; crane k at location l takes c oﬀ of d in pile p
take(k,l,c,d,p)
precond: belong(k,l), attached(p,l), empty(k), top(k), on(c,d)
eﬀects: holding(k,c), ¬empty(k), ¬in(c,p), ¬top(c,p),
¬on(c,d), top(d,p)

An action is any ground instance of planning operator . If a is an action
and s is a state such that precond+ (a) ⊆ s and precond− (a) ∩ s = ∅,
then a is applicable to s, and the result of applying a to s is the state:
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Domains and Problems

Classical Planning Domains Deﬁnition

Classical Planning Problems Deﬁnition

Hierarchical Task Network

Deﬁnition (Classical Planning Domain)
Let L be a ﬁrst order language that has ﬁnitely many predicate symbols
and constraint symbols. A classical planning domain in L is a
restricted state transition system Σ = (S, A, γ) such that:

Deﬁnition (Classical Planning Problem)
A classical planning problem is a triple P = (O, s0 , g ) where:

1

S ⊆ 2all ground atoms ofL

O is the set of planning operators

2

A = {all ground instances of the operators in O} where O is a set of
operators as deﬁned earlier

s0 , the initial state, is any state in S

3

γ(s, a) = (s − eﬀects− (a)) ∪ eﬀects+ (a) if a ∈ A is applicable to
s ∈ S and otherwise γ(s, a) is undeﬁned

Sg = {s ∈ S | s satisﬁes g }

4

S is closed under γ, i.e., if s ∈ S, then for every action a that is
applicable to s, γ(s, a) ∈ S.
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Example (Crane robot transportation domain)

Classical planning formalism is very restricted, extensions to it are
needed in order to describe interesting domains.
The most important extensions are :

(deﬁne (domain dwr)
(:requirements :strips :typing)
(:types location pile robot crane container)
(:predicates

Typing variables
Conditional Planning Operators
Quantiﬁed expressions
Disjunctive preconditions
Axiomatic Inference
etc.

(adjacent ?l1 ?l2 - location) (attached ?p - pile ?l -location)
(belong ?k - crane ?l - location) (at ?r - robot ?c container)
(occupied ?l - location) etc.)

(:action move
(:parameters (?r - robot ?from ?to - location))
(:precondition (and (adjacent .from ?to) (at ?r ?from)
(not (occupied ?to))))
(:eﬀect (and (at ?r ?to) (not (occupied ?from)) (occupied ?to)
(not (at ?r ?from)))))

A planning langage, called PDDL, has been developed to express all
these extensions (PDDL stands for Planning Domain Description
Langage).

(:action load . . . ))
Damien Pellier
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Further readings

Further readings

What is State Space Planning ?

V. Lifschitz
On the semantics of STRIPS.
Reasoning about actions and plans 1-9, Morgan Kaufmann, 1987

What is State Space Planning ?
The simplest classical planning algorithms.
Search algorithms in which the search space is a subset of the state
space:

B. Nebel
On the compatibility and expressive power of propositional planning
formalism.
Journal of Artiﬁcial Intelligence Research 12:271-315, 2000

Each node corresponds to a state of the world.
Each arc corresponds to a state transition.
The current plan corresponds to the current path in the seach space.

D. McDermott
PDDL, the Planning Domain Deﬁnition Language.
Technical report. Yale Center for Computational Vision and Control,
1998
ftp://ftp.cs.yale.edu/pub/mcdermott/software/pddl.tar.gz
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Forward Search

Forward Search

Forward Search Principle

Forward Search Algorithm

The plan returned by each recursive invocation of the algorithm is
called a partial solution because it is part of the ﬁnal solution
returned by the top level invocation.

Introduction
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if s satisﬁes g then return an empty plan π
active ← {a | a is a ground instance of an operator O
and precond(a) is true in s }
if active = ∅ then return Failure
nondeterministically choose an action a1 ∈ active
s1 ← γ(s, a1 )
π ← ForwardSearch(O, s1 , g )
if π = Failure then return a1 · π
else return Failure

The forward search algorithm takes as input the statement
P = (O, s0 , g ) of a planning problem P. If P is solvable, then
Forward-search(O, s0 , g ) returns a solution plan. Otherwise it
returns failure.
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Algorithm (ForwardSearch(O, s0 , g ))

The forward search algorithm is nondeterministic
The forward search algorithm is sound and complete
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Fast Forward Principle

Enforced Hill Climbing
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Algorithm (EHC(O, s0 , g ))
add s0 to open
best heuristic ← heuristic(s0 )
while open = ∅ do
state ← pop(open)
successors ← successors(s)
while successors = ∅ do
next state ← pop(successors)
if g ∈ next state then return reconstruct plan(next state)
h ← heuristic(next state)
if h < best heuristic then
clear successors
clear open
best heuristic ← h
add next state to the end of open

Fast Forward is based on :
a
a
a
a

speciﬁc hill climbing search called Enforced Hill Climbing
heuristic based on relaxed planning graph technics
goal agenda
heuristic to eliminate unpromising successors

Damien Pellier
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Backward Search

Backward Search

Backward Search Principle and Algorithm

STRIPS Algorithm Principle

The idea is to start at the goal and apply inverses of the planning operator
to produce subgoals, stopping if we produce a set of subgoals satisﬁed by
the initial state. The backward search algorithm is sound and complete .

1

if s0 satisﬁes g then return an empty plan π
revelant ← {a | a is a ground instance of an operator O
that is revelant for g }
if revelant = ∅ then return Failure
nondeterministically choose an action a1 ∈ revelant
s1 ← γ −1 (s, a1 )
π ← BackwardSearch(O, s1 , g )
if π = Failure then return a1 · π
else return Failure

2
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In each recursive call of the STRIPS algorithm, the only subgoals
eligible to be worked on are the preconditions of the last operator
added to the plan . This reduce the branching factor substantially.
However, it makes STRIPS incomplete.
If the current state satisﬁes all of on operator’s preconditions,
STRIPS commits to executing that operator and will not backtrack
over this commitment. This prune a large portion of the search space
but again make STRIPS incomplete.
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To go further

STRIPS Algorithm

Further readings

Algorithm (STRIPS(O, s, g ))
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J. Hoﬀmann
FF: The fast forward planning system.
Artiﬁcial Intelligence Magazine 22(3):57-62, 2001
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G. Sussman
A computational model of skill acquisition.
New York: Elsevier, 1975
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R. Fikes and N. Nilsson
STRIPS: A new approach to the application of theorem proving to
problem solving.
Artiﬁcial Intelligence 2(3-4):189-208, 1971

π ← the empty plan
while true do
if s satisﬁes g then return π
revelant ← {a | a is an ground instance of O revelant for g }
if revelant = ∅ then return Failure
nondeterministically choose an action a ∈ revelant
π  ← STRIPS(O, s, precond(a))
if π  = Failure then return Failure
s ← γ(s, π  ) ;; if we get here, then π  achieves precond(a) from s
s ← γ(s, a) ;; s now satisﬁes precond(a)
π ← π · π · a

Damien Pellier
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The biggest problem of the previous approaches is how improve
eﬃciency by reducing the size of the search space.
STRIPS is somewhat similar to the BackwardSearch but diﬀers from
it in the following ways:

Algorithm (BackwardSearch(O, s0 , g ))
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Plans Space Principle

What is plan space planning ?

Plan Space Example
k1

k2

The search space is no more a states space but a plans space
Nodes are partially speciﬁed plans, i.e., partial plans
Arcs are plan reﬁnement operations intended to further complete a
partial plan, i.e., to achieve an open goal or to remove a possible
inconsistency

c1
c1

Solution plan deﬁnition changes, i.e., partial plan with speciﬁc
properties
Planning is considered as plan reﬁnement by:
1
2
3
4

adding
adding
adding
adding

p2

p1

l1

actions
ordering constraints
causal relationship
variable binding constraints

l2

r1
l3
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Plan Space Example

Plan Space Example

Initial partial plan
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Adding action take
in(c1,p1)
empty(k1)
take(k1,c1,p1,l1)
holding(k1,c1)
not(in(c1,p1))

in(c1,p2)
a0

an

in(c1,p1)
at(r1,l3)
empty(k1)
empty(k2)
unloaded(r1)
occupied(l3)
on(c1,pallet)
top(c1,p1)
top(pallet,p2)

causal link
action
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ordering constraint
causal link
action
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an

in(c1,p1)
at(r1,l3)
empty(k1)
empty(k2)
unloaded(r1)
occupied(l3)
on(c1,pallet)
top(c1,p1)
top(pallet,p2)

ordering constraint
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Plans Space Principle

Plans Space Principle

Plan Space Example

Plan Space Example

Adding action load

load(k1,c1,r1,l1)

take(k1,c1,p1,l1)
holding(k1,c1)
not(in(c1,p1))

loaded(r1,c1)
empty(k1)

in(c1,p2)

a0

an

in(c1,p1)
at(r1,l3)
empty(k1)
empty(k2)
unloaded(r1)
occupied(l3)
on(c1,pallet)
top(c1,p1)
top(pallet,p2)
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action
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at(r1,l1)
holding(k1,c1)
unloaded(r1)

take(k1,c1,p1,l1)

load(k1,c1,r1,l1)

holding(k1,c1)
not(in(c1,p1))

loaded(r1,c1)
empty(k1)

adjacent(l,l1)
at(r1,l)
not(occupied(l1))
move(r1,l,l1)

causal link
action
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State Space Planning

Plans Space Principle

Partial Plan Deﬁnition

Solution Plan Deﬁnition

Deﬁnition (Partial Plan)

Plans Planning Principle
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Deﬁnition (Solution Plan)

A partial plan is a tuple = (A, ≺, B, L) where:

A partial plan π = (A, ≺, B, L) is a solution plan for a problem
P = (Σ, s0 , g ) if:

A = {a1 , . . . , ak } is a set of partially instantiated planning operators.
≺ is a set of ordering constraints on A of the form (ai ≺ aj ).

its ordering constraints ≺ and binding constraints B are consistent.

B is a set of binding constraints on the variables of actions in A of
the form x = y , x = y , or x ∈ Dx , Dx being a subset of the domain
of x.

every sequence of totally ordered and totally instantiated actions of
A satisfying ≺.
B is a sequence that deﬁnes a path in the state transition system Σ
from the initial state s0 corresponding to eﬀects of the action a0 to a
state containing all goal propositions in g given by preconditions of
an .

p

L is a set of causal links of the form ai −→ aj , such that ai and aj
are actions in A, the constraint (ai ≺ aj ) is in ≺, proposition p is an
eﬀect of ai and a precondition of aj , and the binding constraints for
variables of ai and aj appearing in p are in B.
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ordering constraint

at(r1,l1)
not(at(r1,l))
not(occupied(l1))
occupied(l)

Plans Space Principle
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in(c1,p2)
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in(c1,p1)
empty(k1)

an

in(c1,p1)
at(r1,l3)
empty(k1)
empty(k2)
unloaded(r1)
occupied(l3)
on(c1,pallet)
top(c1,p1)
top(pallet,p2)

causal link

State Space Planning

Plans Planning Principle

a0

ordering constraint

Damien Pellier
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Adding action move
at(r1,l1)
holding(k1,c1)
unloaded(r1)

in(c1,p1)
empty(k1)

Introduction

in(c1,p2)

a0
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Introduction

Classical Representation

State Space Planning

Plans Space Principle

Plans Space Principle

Flaw and Threat

Example: Solution Plan

Plans Planning Principle

Planning Graph Techniques

Hierarchical Task Network

Deﬁnition (Threat)
p

An action ak in a plan π is a threat on a causal link (ai −→ aj ) iﬀ:
ak has an eﬀect ¬q that is possible inconsistent with p.

take(k1,c1,p1,l1)

the ordering constraints (ai ≺ ak ) and (ak ≺ aj ) are consistent with B.
the binding constraints from the uniﬁcation of q and p are consistent
with B.

a0

load(k1,c1,r1,l1)

move(r1,l3,l1)

unload(k1,c1,r1,l1)

put(k1,c1,p2,l2)

an

move(r1,l3,l1)

Deﬁnition (Flaw)
A ﬂaw in a plan π = (A, ≺, B, L) is either:
a subgoal, i.e., a precondition of an action in A with out a causal link
a threat, i.e., an action that may interfere with causal link.
Damien Pellier
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Classical Representation

Algorithms for Plan Space Planning

Algorithms for Plan Space Planning

PSP Principle

PSP Algorithm

1
2
3
4
5

Find the ﬂaws of π, i.e., its subgoals
and its threats.
Select on such ﬂaw .
Find ways to resolve it .
Choose a resolver for the ﬂaw.
Reﬁne π according to that resolver.

Plan Space

Plans Planning Principle

Planning Graph Techniques

Hierarchical Task Network

initial plan

Algorithm (PSP(π))
Threats
Threats
addd aanew
ad
n ewpartial
p ar tiplan
al p lan

A plan π is a solution when it has no ﬂaw
, the main principle is to reﬁne π, while
maintaining ≺ and B consistent, until it
has no ﬂaw.
The basic operations for reﬁning a partial
plan π toward a solution plan are the
following:

State Space Planning

34 / 69

Open
Open goals
goals

Select aa ﬂaw
flaw
Select
ﬂaw

no flaw
ﬂaw

ﬂaws ← OpenGoals(π) ∪ Threat(π)
if ﬂaws = ∅ then return π
select any ﬂaw sigma ∈ ﬂaws
resolvers ← Resolve(σ,π)
if resolvers = ∅ then return Failure
nondeterministically choose a resolver ρ ∈ resolvers
π  ← Refine(ρ, π)
return PSP(π  )

Solution plan

Resolve

Select
Selectaaresolver
rresolver
es o lv er

no resolver

Ordering
constraint
manager

Failure

Binding
constraint
manager

Reﬁne

Damien Pellier
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Algorithms for Plan Space Planning

Algorithms for Plan Space Planning

Attached Procedures

PoP Algorithm

State Space Planning

Plans Planning Principle
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Algorithm (PoP(π, agenda))
if agenda = ∅ then return π
select any pair (aj , p) in and remove it from agenda
relevant ← Providers(p, π)
if relevant = ∅ then return Failure
nondeterministically choose an action ai ∈ relevant
p
L ← ∪{ai −→ aj }
update B with the binding constraints of this causal link
if ai is a new action in A then update A with ai , update ≺ with (ai ≺ aj ) and
(a0 , ≺ ai ≺ an ), update agenda with all preconditions of ai
p
foreach threat on ai −→ aj due to ai do
resolvers leftarrow set of resolvers for this threat
if resolvers = ∅ then return Failure
nondeterministically choose a resolver in resolvers
add that resolver to ≺ and to B
return PoP(π, agenda)

OpenGoals(π). This procedure ﬁnd all subgoals in π.
Threat(π). This procedure ﬁnd every action ak that is a threat on
p
some causal link (ai −→ aj ).
Resolve(σ, π). This procedure ﬁnds all ways to solve a ﬂaw σ.
Reﬁne(ρ, π). This procedure reﬁnes the partial plan π with le elements
in the resolver, adding to π on ordering constraint, on or
several binding constraints, a causal link, and/or a new
action.

Damien Pellier
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To go further

Further readings

What is planning with graph ?
Planning-Graph techniques rely on classical planning representation
These techniques introduce a new search space called
Planning-Graph
Planning-Graph techniques provide plan as a sequence of sets of
actions

E. Sacerdoti
Planning in a hierarchy of abstraction spaces.
A rtiﬁcial Intelligence 5:115-135, 1974

Plan-space produces plan as a partially ordered set of actions
State-space produce plan as a sequence of actions
Planning-Graph is less expressive that Plan-space but more than
State-space

J. Penberthy and D.S. Weld
UCPOP: A sound, complete, partial order planner for ADL.
In P roceedings of the International Conference on Knowledge
Representation and Reasoning 103-114, 1992

Planning-Graph approach rely on two interrelated ideas:
1
2

Damien Pellier
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Reachability analysis: addresses the issue of whether a state is
reachable from some given state
Disjunctive reﬁnement: consists of addressing one or several ﬂaws
through a disjunctive resolvers

Hierarchical Task Network

Introduction

Classical Representation

State Space Planning

Plans Planning Principle

Primary Notions

Primary Notions

Example: Planning Graph

Example: Planning Graph

Initial State
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preconditions and
positive effects
unload c1 r1 l2

negative effects
action
c1

p2

r1

move r1 l2 l1

move r1 l2 l1

unload c1 r1 l1

unload c1 r1 l1

at c1 l2
l1

l2

Final State

at r1 l2
in c1 r1

?

load c1 r1 l1

plan?
r1

load c1 r1 l1

in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

at c1 l1

at c1 l1

at c1 r1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

P0

l2
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at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

in c1 r1

at c1 r1

c1

l1

Introduction

at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

move r1 l1 l2

State Space Planning

Plans Planning Principle

P1

A1

P2

at r1 l1
A2

Damien Pellier
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Primary Notions
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Layered Plan

Independent Actions

Plans Planning Principle

Deﬁnition (Layered Plan)

Deﬁnition (Independent Actions)

A layered plan is a sequence of set of actions. The layered plan
Π = π1 , . . . , πn is a solution to a problem (O, s0 , g ) iﬀ :

Two actions (a, b) are independent iﬀ:

42 / 69
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Example (Independent Actions)
at r2 l1

eﬀects− (a) ∩ [ precond(b) ∪ eﬀect+ (b) ] = ∅

each set π ∈ Π is applicable to γ(s0 , π1 , . . .) and

in c2 r2

eﬀects− (b) ∩ [ precond(a) ∪ eﬀect+ (a) ] = ∅

g ⊆ γ(. . . γ(γ(s, π1 ), π2 ), . . . πn ).

move r2 l2 l1

at r1 l2
in c1 r1

Notes

Proposition (Layered Plan Concurrency)

1

If Π = π1 , . . . , πn is a solution plan to a problem (O, s0 , g ), then a
sequence of actions corresponding to any permutation of the elements of
π1 , follow by any permutation of π2 , . . ., follow by any permutation of πn
is a path from s0 to a goal state.

Damien Pellier
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load c2 r2 l2
at c2 l2
at r2 l2

at c2 l2
move r1 l1 l2

at r2 l2

load c1 r1 l1
at c1 l1

at c1 l1

at r1 l1
P0

at r1 l1
A0

P1
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Plans Planning Principle

Primary Notions

Primary Notions

Independent Actions

Mutual Exclusion Relations (1/2)

Deﬁnition (Independent Actions)

The union of the sets of propositions for several states does not
preserve consistency

at r1 l2

Some actions in a action layer are not independent

in c1 r1

How to capture incompatibility between actions and propositions ?

+

eﬀects (b) ∩ [ precond(a) ∪ eﬀect (a) ] = ∅

move r2 l2 l1
load c2 r2 l2

Notes

2

in c2 r2

at r2 l1

eﬀects− (a) ∩ [ precond(b) ∪ eﬀect+ (b) ] = ∅

1

at c2 l2

The independence of action is not speciﬁc
to a particular planning problem
It is intrinsic property of the actions of a
domain that can be computed beforehand
for all problems of that domain

at r2 l2

at c2 l2
move r1 l1 l2

Solution
The solution is to keep track of incompatible actions and propositions also
called mutual exclusion relations based on action independent criteria

at r2 l2

load c1 r1 l1
at c1 l1

at c1 l1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

P0

A0

Damien Pellier
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Example (Dependent Actions)

Two actions (a, b) are independent iﬀ:
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Primary Notions

Primary Notions

Mutual Exclusion Relations (2/2)

Example: Mutex and Propagation
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unload c1 r1 l2
move and load are dependent
hence (at r1 l2) and (in c1 r1)
are mutex

Deﬁnition (Mutual Exclusion Relation)
Two actions a and b in level Ai are mutex if :
1
2

2

every action in Ai that has p as positive eﬀect (including no-op
actions) is mutex with every action that produces q and
there is no action in Ai that produces both p and q

Damien Pellier
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in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

at c1 l1

P1

P2

at r1 l1
A2

P3
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Primary Notions

Example: Mutex and Propagation

Example: Mutex and Propagation
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unload c1 r1 l2

move r1 l2 l1

at c1 r1

at r1 l1
A1

Primary Notions

Negative and positive effects of an
action are incompatible

in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

at c1 r1

at r1 l1
A0

at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

Damien Pellier
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at r1 l2

in c1 r1
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State Space Planning

unload c1 r1 l1

move r1 l1 l2

load c1 r1 l1
at c1 l1

P0

Classical Representation

unload c1 r1 l1
at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

at r1 l1

Introduction

move r1 l2 l1
at c1 l2

a and b are dependent or
a precondition of a is mutex with a precondition of b

Two propositions p and q in Pi are mutex if:
1

move r1 l2 l1

Hierarchical Task Network

unload c1 r1 l2
Additionnal incompatible actions
and mutex propagation

move r1 l2 l1

move r1 l2 l1

move r1 l2 l1

unload c1 r1 l1

unload c1 r1 l1

at c1 l2
unload c1 r1 l1
at r1 l2

at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

move r1 l1 l2
in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1
at c1 l1
at r1 l1
P0

in c1 r1

P1

Damien Pellier
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in c1 r1

in c1 r1

at r1 l1
A1

P2

A2

at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

move r1 l1 l2
load c1 r1 l1

load c1 r1 l1
at c1 r1

at r1 l1
A0

at r1 l2

at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

load c1 r1 l1
at c1 l1

at c1 l2

unload c1 r1 l1

at c1 r1

at c1 l1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

P3

P0
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at c1 r1

at r1 l1
A1
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in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

at c1 r1

at r1 l1
A0

at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

P2

at r1 l1
A2

P3
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The Graphplan Planner

The Graphplan Planner

The Graphplan Planner

Expanding the Planning Graph

2

Ai ← {a ∈ A | precond(a) ∈ Pi−1 and precond(a) ∩µPi−1 = ∅}
Pi ← {p | ∃a ∈ Ai : p ∈ eﬀects+ (a)}
µAi ← {(a, b) ∈ Ai , a = b | a, b are dependent
or ∃(p, q) ∈ µPi−1 : p ∈ precond(a) and q ∈ precond(b) }
µPi ← {(p, q) ∈ Pi , p = q | ∀a, b ∈ Ai , a = b :
p ∈ eﬀects+ (a) and q ∈ eﬀects+ (b) ⇒ (a, b) ∈ µAi }
foreach a ∈ Ai do
link a with a precondition arcs to precond(a) in Pi−1
link a with a positive arcs to eﬀects+ (a) in Pi
link a with a negative arcs to eﬀects− (a) in Pi
return P0 , A1 , µA1 , . . . , Pi−1 , µPi−1 , Ai , µAi , Pi , µPi

expands the planning graph by one level and
searches backward form the last level of this graph for a solution

The ﬁrst extraction, proceeds to level Pi in which all of the goal
propositions are included and no paires of them are mutex
it does not make sens to start searching a graph that does not meet
the necessary condition of the weak reachability

The iterative loop of graph expansion and search is pursued until
either a plan is found or a failure terminaison condition is met

Damien Pellier
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State Space Planning

The Graphplan Planner

The Graphplan Planner

Searching the Planning Graph

Example of search

The extraction of a plan from a planning graph corresponds to a
search in an AND/OR subgraph of the planning graph:

in c1 r1
at c1 l1

at c1 r1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

P1

Hierarchical Task Network

P2

at r1 l1
A2

P3
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Example of search

Example of search
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Search level 1

unload c1 r1 l2

move r1 l2 l1

A1

at c1 r1
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The Graphplan Planner

move r1 l2 l1

in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

at c1 l1

The Graphplan Planner

Search level 2

in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

A0

at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

Damien Pellier
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unload c1 r1 l2

Goal

move r1 l2 l1

move r1 l2 l1

at c1 l2
unload c1 r1 l1
at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

move r1 l1 l2
in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

unload c1 r1 l1
at r1 l2

at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

move r1 l1 l2

move r1 l1 l2
in c1 r1

in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

load c1 r1 l1

unload c1 r1 l1
at r1 l2

load c1 r1 l1

at c1 r1

at c1 r1

at c1 l1

at c1 l1

at c1 r1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

P3

P0

P1

A1
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in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

at c1 l1

A0

at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

in c1 r1

at c1 l1

P0

Goal
at c1 l2

unload c1 r1 l1
at r1 l2

Goal

unload c1 r1 l1
at r1 l2

move r1 l1 l2

load c1 r1 l1

Université Paris Descartes

Plans Planning Principle

move r1 l2 l1

unload c1 r1 l1

move r1 l1 l2
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at r1 l2

P0
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at c1 l2

This recording is performed into a no-good hash-table denoted ∇
This hash-table is indexed by the level of the fail goal because goal g
may fail at level i and succeed at j > i
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Plans Planning Principle

move r1 l2 l1

The search may show that a tuple or more that two propositions
corresponding to an intermediate subgoal fails
Recording tuples that failed may save time in future searched
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Search level 3

From a proposition in goal g , OR-branches are arcs from all actions
in the preceding action level that support this proposition, i.e.,
positive arcs to that proposition
From an action node, AND-branches are its preconditions arcs
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Algorithm (Expand( P0 , A1 , µA1 , . . . , Ai−1 , µAi−1 , Pi−1 , µPi−1 ))

The Graphplan algorithm performs a procedure close to interative
deepening, discovering a new part of the search space at each
iteration. It iteratively:
1

Planning Graph Techniques

P2

at c1 r1
at r1 l1
A2

P3
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Introduction

Classical Representation

State Space Planning

The Graphplan Planner

The Graphplan Planner

Example of search

Extract Procedure

Search level 0
move r1 l2 l1

move r1 l2 l1

unload c1 r1 l1

unload c1 r1 l1

at r1 l2

at r1 l2
move r1 l1 l2

move r1 l1 l2
in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

if i = 0 then return
if g ∈ ∇(i) then return failure
π ← GP-Search(G , g , ∅, i)
if π = failure then return π
∇(i) ← ∇(i) ∪ {g }
return failure

at r1 l2

in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

at c1 l1

at c1 r1

at r1 l1

at r1 l1

P1

in c1 r1
load c1 r1 l1

at r1 l1

A1

P2

at c1 r1
at r1 l1
A2
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The Graphplan Planner

The Graphplan Planner

GP-Search Procedure

Searching the Planning Graph
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i ← 0, ∇ ← ∅, P0 ← s0 , G ← P0
repeat
i ← i + 1, G ← Expand(G , g , i)
until [g ⊆ Pi or g ∩ µPi = ∅] or Fixedpoint(G )
if g ⊆ Pi or g ∩ Pi = ∅ then return failure
Π ← Extract(G , g , i)
if Fixedpoint(G ) then η ← |∇(κ)| else η ← 0
while Π = failure do
i ← i + 1, G ← Expand(G , g , i), Π ← Extract(G , g , i)
if Π = failure and Fixedpoint(G ) then
if η = |∇(κ)| then return failure
η ← |∇(κ)|
return Π

if g = ∅ then

Π ← Extract(G , {precond(a) | ∀a ∈ π}, i − 1)
if Π = failure then return failure
return Π. π
else
select any p ∈ g
resolvers ← {a ∈ Ai | p ∈ eﬀects+ (a) and ∀b ∈ π : (a, b) ∈ µAi }
if resolvers = ∅ then return failure
nondeterministically choose a ∈ resolvers
return GP-Search(G , g − eﬀects+ (a), π ∪ {a}, i)

Classical Representation
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Algorithm (Graphplan(A, s0 , g ))

Algorithm (GP-Search(G , g , π, i))

Introduction
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Algorithm (Extract(G , g , i))

Goal

move r1 l1 l2

at c1 l1

A0

Planning Graph Techniques

unload c1 r1 l2

at c1 l2

P0

Plans Planning Principle
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To go further

Improving the Planner

Further readings
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A.Blum and M.Furst.
Fast planning through planning graph analysis
Artiﬁcial Intelligence, 90(1-2):281 300, 1997

Memory Management
Focusing and Improving the Search: Removing Rigid Predicates

Kambhampati, E.Parker, and E.Lambrecht.
Understanding and extending Graphplan
In Proceedings of ECAI, pages 260- 272, 1997

Focusing and Improving the Search: The No-good table
Focusing and Improving the Search: Heuristics
Focusing and Improving the Search: CSP Techniques (GP-CSP,
FDP, ...)

A.Gerevini and I.Serina.
A planner based on local search for planning graphs with action
costs
In Proceedings of ICAPS, pages 13 -22, 2002.

Focusing and Improving the Search: SAT Techniques (Satplan, ...)
Extending the Independence Relation

J. Koehler.
Handling of conditional eﬀects and negative goals in IPP
Technical report, Freiburg University, 1999.
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Introduction

What is Hierarchical Task Network Planning?

Classical Representation

State Space Planning

Plans Planning Principle

Planning Graph Techniques

Hierarchical Task Network

HTN Principle

Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning is like classical planning:
each state of the world is represented by a set of atoms
each action corresponds to a deterministic state transition

HTN Principle

In HTN planner, the objective is not to achieve a set of goals but
instead to perform some set of tasks
The imput to the HTN planning system includes
1
2

HTN planning proceeds by decomposing nonprimitive tasks recursively
into smaller and smaller subtasks, until primitive tasks are reached that
can be performed directly using the planning operators.

a set of operators (similar to classical planning)
a set of methods each of which is a presciption for how to
decompose some task into some set of subtasks (smaller tasks)

HTN planning has been more widely used for practical applications
because HTN methods provide a convenient way to write
problem-solving “recipes” that correspond to human expertise.
Damien Pellier
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Task Network Deﬁnition

Task Network Constraints
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HTN Task Network can handle the following kinds of constraints:
1

Deﬁnition
A task network is a pair

2

w = (U, C )

where

3

U is a set of task nodes and
C is a set of constraints.

4
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A precedence constraint is an expression of the form u ≺ v , where u
and v are task node. Its meaning is identical to the edge (u, v ) in
STN planning.
A before-constraint is a generalization of the notion of a precondition
in STN planning. It is a constraint of the form before(U  , l), where
U  ⊆ U is a set of task nodes and l is a literal.
An after-constraint has the form after(U  , l). It is like a
before-constraint except that it says that l must be true in the state
that occurs just after last (U  , π)
A between-constraint has the form between(U  , U  , l). It says that
literal l must be true in the state just after last (U  , π), the state just
before ﬁrst (U  , π) and all of the states in between
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State Space Planning

Task Networks

Task Networks

HTN Method Deﬁnition

Dynamic of HTN Method

An HTN method is a 4-tuple
m = (name(m), task(m), subtasks(m), constr (m))

Hierarchical Task Network

δ(w , u, m) = ((U − {u}) ∪ subtasks(m ), C  ∪ constr (m ))

in which the elements are described as follows:

where C  is the following modiﬁed version of C :

name(m), the name of the method, i.e., , a expression if the form
m(x1 , . . . , x2 ) where n is an unique method symbol and x1 , . . . , x2
are all of the variables symbols that occurs anywhere in m

For every precedence constraint that constains u, replace it with
precedence constraints containing the node of subtasks(m )
For every before, after, between constraints in which there is a set of
task nodes U  that contains u, replace U  with
(U  − {u}) ∪ subtasks(m )

task(m) is a non primitive task
(subtasks(m), constr (m)) is a task network

Part I: Introduction to Automated Planning – New Trends in Multi-Agent Planning
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Suppose that w = (U, C ) is a task network, u ∈ U is a task node, tu is it
task, m is an instance of a method in M, and task(m) = tu . Then m
decomposes u into subtasks(m ), producing the task network:

Deﬁnition (HTN Method)
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HTN Method DWR Example (1/2)

HTN Method DWR Example (2/2)
task: move-robot(l1,l2)
subtasks: ;; no subtasks
constr: before({u0 }, at(r,l2))

task: transfer-two-containers(c1,c2,l1,l2,r)
substasks: u1 = transfer-one-container(c1,l1,l2,r), u2 =
transfer-one-container(c2,l1,l2,r)
constr: u1 ≺ u2

do-setup(c,d,k,l,p,r) method to prepare for moving a container
task: setup(c,r)
subtasks: u1 = take(k,l,c,r), u2 = put(k,l,c,d,p)
network: u1 ≺ u2 , before({u1 }, on(c,d)), before({u1 }, attached(p,l)),
before({u1 }, in(c,p)), before({u1 }, belong(k,l)), before({u1 }, at(r,l))

transfer1(c,l1,l2,r) ;; method to transfert c
task: transfer-one-container(c,l1,l2,r)
subtasks: u1 = setup(c,r), u2 = move-robot(l1,l2), u3 = ﬁnish(c,r)
constr: u1 ≺ u2 u2 ≺ u3

unload-robot(c,d,k,l,p,r) ;; method to ﬁnish after moving a container

move1(r,l1,l2) ;; method to move r if r is not at l2

task: ﬁnish(c,r)
subtasks: u1 = unload(k,l,c,r), u2 = put(k,l,c,d,p)
network: u1 ≺ u2 , before({u1 }, attached(p,l)), before({u1 }, loaded(r,c)),
before({u1 }, top(d,p)), before({u1 }, belong(k,l)), before({u1 },
at(r,l))

task: move-robot(l1,l2)
subtasks: move(r,l1,l2)
constr: before({u1 }, at(r,l1))
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HTN Planning procedures

HTN Planning Domain and Problem Deﬁnition

HTN Solution Plan Deﬁnition (1/2)

An HTN planning domain is a pair D = (O, M) where

1

O is a set of operators

2

M is a set of methods.

3

Deﬁnition (HTN Planning Problem)

4

An HTN planning problem is a 4-tuple P = (s0 , w , O, M) where
s0 is the initial state

5

w is a task network called the initial task network

6

D = (O, M) is a STN planning domain
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The action in π are the ones named by the node u1 , . . . , uk , i.e.,
name(ai ) = tui for i = 1, . . . k
The plan π is executable from s0
The total ordering u1 , . . . , uk satisﬁes C  , i.e., C  contains no constraint
ui ≺ uj such that j ≤ i
For every constraints before(U  , l) in C  , l holds in the state si−1 that
immediately precedes action ai , where ai is the action named by the ﬁrst node
of U  .
For every constraints after(U  , l) in C  , l holds in the state sj produced by the
action aj , where aj is the action named by the last node of U  .
For every constraints between(U  , U  , l) in C  , l holds in every state that
comes between ai and aj , where ai is the action named by the last node of U 
and aj the action named by the ﬁrst node of U  .
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Case 1: If w = (U, C ) is primitive, then a plan π = a1 , . . . , ak is a solution
for P if there is a ground instance (U  , C  ) of (U, C ) and a total ordering
u1 , . . . , uk of the node U  such that all the following condition hold:

Deﬁnition (HTN Planning Domain)

Introduction

Hierarchical Task Network

move0(r,l1,l2) ;; method to move r if r is already at l2

transfer2(c1,c2,l1,l2,r) ;; method to move c1 and c2 from pile p1 to pile p2
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HTN Planning procedures

HTN Solution Plan Deﬁnition (2/2)

HTN Planning Procedure
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Algorithm (Abstract-HTN(s, U, C , O, M))
if (U, C ) can be shown to have no solution then return Failure
if U is primitive then
if (U, C ) has no solution then return Failure
else return nondeterministically a plan π from any such solution
choose a nonprimitive task node u ∈ U
active ← {m ∈ M | task(m) is uniﬁable with tu }
if active = ∅ then nondeterministically choose any m ∈ active
σ ← an mgu for m and tu that renames all variables of m
(U  , C  ) ← δ(σ(U, C ), σ(u), σ(m))
return Abstract-HTN(s, U  , C  , O, M)

Case 2: If w = (U, C ) is nonprimitive, (i.e., al least one task in U is
nonprimitive), then a plan π is a solution for P if there is a
sequence of task decompositions that can be applied to w to
produce primitive task network w  such taht π is a solution for w  .
In this case, the decomposition tree for π is the tree structure
corresponding to these task decompositions.
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To go further

Further readings

D. Nau and T. Au and O. Ilghami and U. Kuter and W. Murdock
and D. Wu and Y. Yaman
Shop2: An HTN planning system
Journal of Artiﬁcial Intelligence Research 20(1):379-404, 2003
E. Sacerdoti.
The nonlinear nature of plans.
In Proceedings of the International Joint Conference on Artiﬁcial
Intelligence , pages 206 214, 1975.
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Distributed Coordination

Centralized vs. Distributed Planning (cont’d)

Composition Motivations

Composition Protocol

Goal-Space Planning

Distributed : no central controller. Advantages : performance, modularity, robustness.
Each agent produces partial plans which have to be merged :

the planner builds a plan for achieving a goal, based upon its knowledge of the
capabilities, schedules etc. of plan executors

agents communicate about planning objects (e.g. goals, actions, constraints)

it distributes the relevant subplans to the executors and coordinates execution

high communication overhead : coordination and conﬂict resolution cost

the planner receives notiﬁcation of execution results

sub-optimality of the solutions

it assumes a plan executor can decompose a problem successfully. It allows
identiﬁcation of conﬂicts

planning usually occurs before execution
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Bibliography

Centralized vs. Distributed Planning

Centralized : a central controller handles the execution of plans and resolves conﬂicts :
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Fundamental issues

Knowing that :
knowledge and control are distributed
agents have partial knowledge of their respective activities and of their
environment
some tasks need several agents in order to be fulﬁlled
some tasks are concurrently undertaken
tasks change in an unpredictable way according to execution hazards and
operator requests

How to achieve :
task coordination, conﬂict avoidance or conﬂict resolution
increased task concurrency, avoidance of redundant tasks, resource sharing
group robustness in case of failure

Deadlocks can require to be solved by centralized planning
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Planning Decomposition

Consists of the following steps :
decomposing a problem into smaller parts (subproblems)
solving these subproblems individually
and then combining the obtained solutions
Advantages :
subproblems are easier to solve. Exploring the search space of all individual
subproblems is much less costly than the whole space of the original problem
it is not necessary to design new planning approaches to solve a decomposed
problem
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Partial Global Planning

Positive & negative interactions

Decomposition step determines the efﬁciency of the resolution process and the
complexity of the plan combination
Complexity depends on the interactions between actions from subproblems
Negative interactions = conﬂicts when achieving a fact deletes other necessary
facts. Can make the combination process more costly than solving the original
problem
Positive interactions = one action helps achieving several necessary facts. Affects
the solution quality
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Distributed Coordination

Common sense reasoning and conventions

Dynamic discovery of skills (introspection) = portability & recycling

Devising interaction patterns ("choregraphies") is a new fundamental issue

All coordination problems cannot be solved by agents using common sense
reasoning or conventions because of execution hazards, unforseen events

Composing entities’ functions

Purpose : avoid as many conﬂicts as possible, reduce communication load and
incoherent actions, make each agent behavior more predictable = able to react
accordingly

Goal-Space Planning

Engineering data & control ﬂux
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Autonomous entities proposing "services" ("Service Oriented Architecture")

Deﬁnition of high level speciﬁcations for rational behaviors e.g. "group intention
to achieve a goal"

Composition Motivations

Goal-Space Planning

A matter of fact : encoding of softwares from "modules", "objects",
"components", "agents" etc.

Conventions or social laws : e.g. driving rules, "when robot in front, turn to your
left" etc.

Distributed Coordination

Composition Protocol

Motivations : recycling, autonomy & introspection

The main issue is to ﬁnd a priori behavior rules or knowledge that will facilitate
or imply coherent interactions
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?refine |
?refute |
?repair
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IS

IF
!ack.failure
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while planning = true do
plans ← non terminal plan in the space search;
if plans is empty then
Submit failure proposition;
planning ← false ;
else
Select a plan π ∈ plans ;
ﬂaws ← Assumptions(π) ∪ Refutations(π);
if ﬂaws is empty then
Submit a success proposition about π;
planning ← false ;
else
Select a threat φ ∈ ﬂaws ;
if φ is an assumption then
reﬁnements ← Refine(φ, π);
if reﬁnements is empty then
Label φ as unsolved;
Assert failed repair of φ;
else
Select reﬁnement ρ ∈ reﬁnements ;
Submit ρ as reﬁnement φ of π;
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Transformation Operators

1
2

Refutation
Repairing
Add an order constraint
Add a plan fragment (+ assumption eventually)
Change a bindong constraint

3

else if φ is a threat already asserted then
repairs ← Repair(φ, π);
if repairs is empty then
Label φ as impossible to solve;
Assert the failed repair of φ;
else
Select repair ψ ∈ repairs ;
Submit ψ as repair of φ in π;
else

Goal-Space Planning

reﬁne(ρ, p, π) : ρ is a reﬁnement and p the reﬁned assumption of plan π.
Rationality : the agent ensures that :
π is a partial plan of the search space ;
p is an assumption of π ;
ρ has not been proposed as reﬁnement of p ;
the partial plan π  , result of ρ, contains
consistent binding and ordering constraints.
Rules : the agents can either reﬁne all the assumptions of π 
or refute π  .
Update : add π  as reﬁnement of p in π into the search space.

?refine | !refine |
?refute | !refute |
?repair | !repair

?prop.solve | !prop.solve

Failure

Composition Protocol

Commitment rules

Idle

?ack.failure

Composition Motivations

Reﬁnement
Add a causal link
Add a plan fragment (+ assumption eventually)

Submit φ as new refutation of π;
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are application components
communicate using open protocols
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Composing IS
Scientiﬁc obstacles

SOAP: Simple Object Access Protocol

are self-contained and self-describing
WSDL: Web Services Description Language

can be discovered

Conclusion
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UDDI: Universal Description, Discovery and Integration

can be used by other Web Services / applications
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WSDL, an example:
- Fahrenheit to Celsius converter and vice versa

WSDL, an XML document, is used to describe and to locate WS:
- it speciﬁes the operations (or methods) that the service exposes
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WSDL, an example:
- Fahrenheit to Celsius converter and vice versa
it seems like
operators (and methods)
for planning domain

⇒ an exemple: the o F to o C converter
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How to do if the Travel Service (TS) does not exist?
Can we compose with other services to obtain a similar service?
Yes we can! (if we consider TS as a simple composition of other WS)

These Web Services are
a composition for the
Web Client Application

<WSDL>

⇒ another exemple: the Travel Service
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Presentation of current works [CASCOM]

The aim
To implement, validate, and trial value-added supportive infrastructure for business
application services for mobile workers and users across mobile and ﬁxed networks.

CASCOM

The approach

http://www.ist-cascom.org/

Ubiquitous business application services are ﬂexibly co-ordinated and pervasively
provided to the mobile worker/user by intelligent agents in dynamically changing
contexts of open, large-scale, and pervasive environments.

The method
A planning agent is used to compose Web Services, with HTN (and Fast Forward
Chaining) planner.
C.Martin
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Contributions
HTN translation of WS description
The planner uses an ontology

Limits

ASTRO

The problem is hard to describe

http://www.astroproject.org/

The plan is poor considering the structures (sequence) but can be transformed
after (with limits)
The global system is MAS, but the planning agent works locally

Similar approaches
WSPlan uses SHOP2 (Simple Hierarchical Ordered Planner) for HTN planning
with translation of WS description
C.Martin
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Architecture of ASTRO system

The aim
Automated composition of distributed business processes.

The approach
Given a set of [...] descriptions of component services, and a composition
requirement, we automatically generate an executable [...] process that, once
deployed, is able to interact with the components to satisfy the requirement.

The method
The system translate the descriptions into state transition systems (STS), which
formally describe their behaviors, to generate STS which satisﬁes the requirements:
Planning based on Model Checking (MBP).
C.Martin
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2nd step: Model Based Planning
Our interest, developed soon

1st step: Translation (WS to STS)
The translation provides the planning domain from WS description
A complex goal formulated in EaGLe formula is provided
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Presentation of current works [D. Nau - Lecture slides for Automated Planning]

3rd step: Translation (STS to WS)
This translation provides a composite service from the plan

References

Model Based Planning: an example
robot r1 starts at location l1
objective is to get r1 to location l4
nondeterministic system (STS)

A weak plan for solution
A strong plan for solution
A (strong) cyclic plan for solution
C.Martin
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(s1, move(r1,l1,l2))
(s2, move(r1,l2,l3))

A strong plan for solution

(s3, move(r1,l3,l4))

(s1, move(r1,l1,l2))
(s2, move(r1,l2,l3))

At least one execution path reaches a goal

(s3, move(r1,l3,l4))

A strong plan for solution

(s5, move(r1,l3,l4))
Every execution path reaches a goal

A (strong) cyclic plan for solution
A (strong) cyclic plan for solution
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Model Based Planning

Conclusion
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The planner works with:

A weak plan for solution

State Transition System as planning
domain

A strong plan for solution

complexe goal (as "try reach φ else
ψ" thanks to EaGLE language)
A plan:
is a policy, more similar to Web
Services structures

A (strong) cyclic plan for solution
(s1, move(r1,l1,l4))

can guarantee some properties, even
with nondeterminism

Every fair execution path reaches a goal

C.Martin
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Banking HCI

Agenda HCI

Agenda HCI

Ergonomic criteria?
e.g. No user action redundancy

C.Martin

References

Composing Human Computer Interfaces

Outline
1

Expectations for the future

Ergonomic criteria?
e.g. If I have a PDA and not a Lap?
⇒ The composition can’t be the same!
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Two HCI,
represented as two
windows

ComposiXML (UsiXML)

What is the union
of both?

http://www.usixml.org/

Each of their
elements belongs to
the created window
Elements belonging
to both are not
duplicated
C.Martin
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The composition and decomposition operations are deﬁned by the way of the tree
algebra

Conclusion
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Compose

Model transformation

http://iihm.imag.fr/member/gabillon/

No distribution (centralised)
No negotiation
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(desktop0 -desktop)
(

(pda1 -pda) )
(isIn gabillon ofﬁce)
(knowledgemedium gabillon)
(useFrequencymedium gabillon)
(hearinghigh gabillon)
(smellhigh gabillon)
(has gabillon desktop0)
(isConnected desktop0)
(has gabillon pda1)
(keyboard pda1)
(mouse pda1)
(isTouchSensible pda1)
(isConnected pda1)
(gps pda1)
(environmentTypehome gabillon)
(lightingmedium gabillon)
(noisemedium gabillon) )
... etc ...

(
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Presentation of current works [Compose http://iihm.imag.fr/member/gabillon/]

(:deﬁneProblem ComposeProblem ComposeDomain
(:objects
(gabillon -user)
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(ofﬁce -place)
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(:deﬁneProblem ComposeProblem ComposeDomain
(:objects
(gabillon -user)
(:deﬁneDomain ComposeDomain
(ofﬁce -place)
(:types
(desktop0 -desktop)
(person -object) (user -person) (platform -object) (desktop -platform) (pda -platform) (place -object) )
(pda1 -pda) )
(:operator ChooseCity ((?user -user) (?platform -platform))
( (isIn gabillon ofﬁce)
((has ?user ?platform) (gps ?platform)) () () )
(knowledgemedium gabillon)
(:operator ChooseDoctor ((?user -user) (?platform -platform))
(useFrequencymedium gabillon)
((has ?user ?platform) (isConnected ?platform)) () () )
(hearinghigh gabillon)
(:operator CallDoctor ((?user -user) (?platform -platform))
(smellhigh gabillon)
((has ?user ?platform) (isConnected ?platform)) () () )
(has gabillon desktop0)
(:operator GoToDoctor ((?user -user) (?platform -platform))
(isConnected desktop0)
((has ?user ?platform) (isConnected ?platform)) () () )
(has gabillon pda1)
(:operator GoToPharmacy ((?user -user) (?platform -platform))
(keyboard pda1)
((has ?user ?platform) (isConnected ?platform)) () () )
(mouse pda1)
(:method GoToTreat ()
(isTouchSensible pda1)
()
(isConnected pda1)
(( and (CallDoctor ?user ?platform) (GoToDoctor ?user ?platform) (GoToPharmacy ?user ?platform))) )
(gps pda1)
(:method Treat ()
(environmentTypehome gabillon)
()
(lightingmedium gabillon)
(( then (ChooseCity ?user ?platform) (ChooseDoctor ?user ?platform) (GoToTreat))) ) )
(noisemedium gabillon) )
... etc ...
( (Treat) ) )

(:deﬁneDomain ComposeDomain
(:types
(person -object) (user -person) (platform -object) (desktop -platform) (pda -platform) (place -object) )
(:operator ChooseCity ((?user -user) (?platform -platform))
((has ?user ?platform) (gps ?platform)) () () )
(:operator ChooseDoctor ((?user -user) (?platform -platform))
( (has ?user ?platform) (isConnected ?platform) ) () () )
(:operator CallDoctor ((?user -user) (?platform -platform))
((has ?user ?platform) (isConnected ?platform)) () () )
(:operator GoToDoctor ((?user -user) (?platform -platform))
((has ?user ?platform) (isConnected ?platform)) () () )
(:operator GoToPharmacy ((?user -user) (?platform -platform))
((has ?user ?platform) (isConnected ?platform)) () () )
(:method GoToTreat ()
()
((and (CallDoctor ?user ?platform) (GoToDoctor ?user ?platform) (GoToPharmacy ?user ?platform))) )
(:method Treat ()
()
((then (ChooseCity ?user ?platform) ( ChooseDoctor ?user ?platform ) (GoToTreat))) ) )

(Treat) ) )
C.Martin
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On a PC:
Uses more than HCI (Comets [A. Demeure])
Centralised composition with planning system

On a PDA:

⇒ New type of planner (based on HTN planner)
⇒ Plan with more structures than classical planner
And
Or
Then
...
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Expectations for the future
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What’s the idea

Some applications
Composing WS
Composing HCI

Functional core
Human-computer interface
Challenges
Utility

Expectations for the future
Composing IS
Scientiﬁc obstacles

Usability
In context
User
Platform
Environment (real and virtual)

Conclusion
Yesterday
Today
Tomorow

⇒ No predesign available: the user objective was not considered
⇒ Objective: to compose (by using elements which solves sub-goals) interactive
systems, at the user request, in context.
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Human-computer interface
Challenges
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In varied and variable context
User: e.g. emergent objective
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I need something
Travel agent

Logging agent

C.Martin

User agent
Knows:
User context
User preferences, practices, ...
New Trends in Multi-Agent Planning
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Logging agent
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Viewed in the last course
⇒ How to distribute compute?
⇒ The MAS planning approach.

Logging agent
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References

User model belongs to the planning process: An user agent in a MAS for
distributed planning?
An environment model as an environment of multi-agent planning system (or as
an environment agent like user agent)?
To estimate the planning time seems unfeasible (impossible because of the
NP-completeness?).
How to integrate other ergonomic criteria?
Plan structures are very poor in comparison with those of HCI models
⇒ How to increase expressivity of plan?

End-user preferences ⇒ Belongs to the user model

Propose a solution in a real short time
All other ergonomic criteria, like:
no user action redundancy
allow cancellation when it’s possible
management of errors

HCI models have structures like "and", "then", "or" as choice, "interleaves"...

New Trends in Multi-Agent Planning

Conclusion

Concretely:

Contextualize ⇒ Integrate user, platfrom and environment models

C.Martin
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Some applications

Composing Interactive Systems

1

Some applications
Composing WS
Composing HCI

2

Expectations for the future
Composing IS
Scientiﬁc obstacles

3

Conclusion
Yesterday
Today
Tomorow

Integrate constraints coming from user-centred
Leave the choice between several equivalent services ⇒ Branches
Loop according to the user actions/needs (nondeterministic)
Able canceling ⇒ More branches, process
In a nutshell, propose a "good" process
with branches
with loops
usefull for the user aim, maybe reusable
⇒ again, to increase expressivity and quality of plan.

Some applications
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Outline

Scientiﬁc obstacles: Plan structures / Functional core
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An overview of planning history : yesterday

An overview of planning history : yesterday

Planning for... with...
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Planning aims

planning for robots with full observability

to ﬁnd a solution, if it exists;
effective tree search: forward and backward search, heuristics, etc.

Planning deﬁnition
Given a ﬁnite and static set of atomic actions, their preconditions and (positive and
negative) deterministic effects, a complete description of the initial state and a user
goal (mostly simple conjunctions of propositions) ﬁnd a sequence of actions achieving
the goal.

C.Martin

Some applications

Blocks World
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An overview of planning history : today

An overview of planning history : today

Planning for... with...

Planning aims

Conclusion

References

planning for services with partial observability

planning with nondeterminism : conditionnal/conformant, iterative, hierarchical,
complexe goals, etc;

Planning deﬁnition

distributed planning;

Given a ﬁnite and static set of atomic or complex actions (or services, which bring the
concept of distributed planning and huge set), their preconditions and (positive and
negative) (non)deterministic effects, a (in)complete description of the initial state and
a user goal (maybe non-classical like maintainance goals, preferences, etc) ﬁnd a
structured set of actions achieving the goal.

to increase the utility of plans.

C.Martin
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An overview of planning history : tomorow

An overview of planning history : tomorow

Conclusion
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Planning aims

Planning for... with...

to ﬁnd a good solution for human, if it exists;

planning for human end-user with local observability

user friendly planning;
to increase the usability of plans.

Planning deﬁnition
The same objective as previously, enriched by end-user centered plan (with respect of
ergonomic criteria).

Exemple
Interactive Systems Composition

C.Martin

Some applications
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practice, Morgan Kaufmann Publishers Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA, 2004.
Joachim Peer, Web service composition as AI planning - a survey, Tech. report,
University of St. Gallen, St. Gallen, Switzerland, 2005.
Marco Pistore and Paolo Traverso, Planning as model checking for extended goals
in non-deterministic domains, IJCAI, 2001, pp. 479–486.
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Agents and Arguments
Sanjay Modgil
King’s college London

Abstract. In recent years there has been a rapid growth of interest in the
use of logic based models of argumentation for modelling agent reasoning and dialogue. Its promise resides in its intuitive, modular nature, and
the potential for tractable implementations. In particular, argumentation
provides: 1) a general framework for inference and decision making in
the presence of inconsistent, uncertain and incomplete information; 2) a
principled way in which to structure rational discussion and enable exchange of, and reasoning about, arguments for proposals and or statements between human and or automated agents. The aim of the course is
to introduce students and researchers to the fundamentals of logic based
models of argumentation, and recent developments of these models for
application in agent reasoning and communication. The course will begin
with a review of Dung Rs abstract argumentation framework, and recent
extensions to the framework developed to facilitate flexible and adaptive
agent reasoning over conflicting beliefs, goals, and decision making over
action. The course will then review argument game proof theories for abstract frameworks, and discuss how such games can be generalised in
order to define frameworks for argumentation based dialogues.
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Overview
Agents and Arguments



Introduction



Abstract Argumentation Frameworks
Semantics for defeasible reasoning in the presence of incomplete,
uncertain and conflicting information

Sanjay

Modgil1


1

Argumentation Semantics for Agent Reasoning
Defeasible reasoning and conflict resolution over beliefs, goals and
actions

Department of Computer Science, Imperial College London, UK

Argumentation theory
Introduction

A set of premises offered in support of a conclusion /claim
Information I about Tony should be published

because





More recent logical models proposed for modelling nonmonotonic (common-sense) reasoning and communication
in the presence of uncertain, incomplete and conflicting
information



Appeal resides in intuitive modular nature of
argumentation, which is akin to the way humans reason,
and development of tractable technologies and

The process whereby arguments are constructed, exchanged and
evaluated in light of their interactions with other arguments.

the claim
the premises

x

Tony has political responsibilities
and

A1

Role of argumentation in natural human reasoning and
dialogue studied in philosophy, linguistics, psychology,
communication studies …

What is Argumentation ?

What is an Argument ?




x

I is in the national interest

A1 (publish info about Tony because political responsibilities …)
A2
A2 (Tony
(Tony does
does not
not have
have political
political responsibilities
responsibilities because
because
Tony resigned from parliament
parliament and
and ifif aa person
person resigns
resigns …)
…)

and



if a person has political responsibilities and info about that person
is in the national interest then that info should be published

230

A3 (Tony does have political responsibilities because he is
now middle east envoy and if a person is …)
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Agents and Arguments

Abstract Argument Frameworks (A3  A2  A1)






1) arguments = proofs of claims in underlying logic
2) conflict based interactions between arguments are defined
3) evaluate winning arguments in argument graph

- Seller (Offer: Renault)
- Buyer (Reject: Renault)
- Seller (Why?)
- Buyer (Argue: Renault is French, and French cars are unsafe)
- Seller (Argue: Renaults are not unsafe as have been awarded safest car in
Europe by EU)
- Buyer (Accept)

 claims represent beliefs, goals and actions

Argumentation based Dialogue


Negotiation dialogue between a buyer and seller of cars:

Inherently dialectical nature of argumentation theory provide
principled ways in which to structure exchange of, and reasoning
about arguments for proposals / statements between human /
automated agents
(e.g. in persuasion (Greg = A1 ...), negotiation, deliberation)



Exchange of arguments provides for agreements that would
not be reached in simple handshaking protocols

Dung’s Abstract Argumentation
framework *
Abstract Argumentation
Frameworks




AF = (Args, Attack) where Attack  Args  Args
“Calculus of opposition” applied to determine winning
arguments

x

A1

(publish)


A2

A3

(not political)

(political)

(Args, Attack) abstracts from underlying logic based
definition of Args and Attack
Args = proofs of conclusions (claims)
Attack = logic specific definition of conflict

* P. M. Dung. On the acceptability of arguments and its fundamental role in nonmonotonic reasoning,
logic programming and n-person games. Artificial Intelligence, 77:321–357, 1995

Propositional Classical Logic Example

Rule based example

L. Amgoud and C. Cayrol. A reasoning model based on the production of acceptable arguments.
Annals of Mathematics and Artificial Intelligence, 34(1-3):197–215, 2002.



 is a set of propositional classical logic formulae
Args = { (,) |  is consistent subset of ,




,
 is minimal}



rebut attack

(1,1) and (2,2) rebut attack each other iff 1 ¬2
(1, 1) undercut attacks (2, 2) iff 1 ¬ for some 
= {nat, pol, nat  pol
( {nat, pol, nat  pol

pub,

res, res

? [ b, b  c]
2

¬pol, mid, mid

pol }

( {mid, mid

pol } , pol )

?x

x [ not e  ¬ [d  ¬ c] ]

pub} , pub )
¬pol} , ¬ pol )

[ d, d  ¬c]

undercut attack (type 1)

undercut attack (type 2)

undercut

( {res, res

arguments built from sequences of rules with
literals, strong negation, and negation as failure

rebut

 [ e]
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Back to Abstract Argumentation
Frameworks


Dung’s Calculus of Opposition

AF = (Args, Attack)



x



B

C

A

S=

A

C defends A

C

B




What are the justified / rejected / undecided arguments ?

Dung’s Acceptability Semantics




Let AF = (Args, Attack) and S  Args
A Args is acceptable w.r.t. S iff B
C

Args s.t. (B,A) Attack
S s.t. (C,B) Attack

Example
forecast hot

Intuitively, in defending an argument A, any C that I use to defend A against
an attack by some B must not conflict with A and must itself be defendable
against any attack

A

if not forecast hot
and not forecast cold
then plan for run

C

D

forecast cold B

Let AF = (Args, Attack) and let S be a conflict free subset of Args (no two
arguments in S attack each other). Then:

, {A}, {A,D}, {B,D} are admissible



- S is an admissible extension iff every argument in S is acceptable w.r.t. S
- S is a complete extension iff every argument acceptable w.r.t. S is in S



{C} and {A,C} are not admissible





{A} is not complete
, {A,D}, {B,D} are complete extensions
is the smallest complete (grounded) extension



{A,D} and {B,D} are the preferred (and stable) extensions



- S is the grounded extension iff it is the smallest complete extension

if run not
planned then
plan barbecue

- S is a preferred extension iff it is a maximal complete extension
- S is a stable extension iff every argument not in S is attacked by an argument in S

Argumentation Semantics for Non-monotonic
reasoning in the presence of uncertainty and
conflict

Example


X is a credulously justified argument under semantics E if X is in at
least one E extension



X is sceptically justified under semantics E if X is in all E extensions



X is rejected under semantics E if X is not in any E extension



X is undecided under semantics E if X is in at least one, but not all E
extensions

hot A

run

C
cold B

barbecue

D





Abstract (Args,Attack) where Args and Attack defined by some
underlying theory  in logic L



L

 iff  is the claim of a justified argument in Args

 = {  b , b  c ,  d , d  ¬c , not e  ¬ [d  ¬ c] }

{A,D} and {B,D} are preferred and so A,B,D are
credulously justified and D is sceptically justified
is grounded and so no argument is sceptically
justified
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L

c



L

¬c



[ b, b  c]

x

[ d, d  ¬c]

 [ not e  ¬ [d  ¬ c] ]
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Argumentation Semantics for Non-monotonic
reasoning in the presence of uncertainty and
conflict *


Abstract (Args,Attack) defined by underlying theory  in logic L





L



Default Logic theory = (D,W) where D a set of defaults, W
background theory containing certain knowledge



default: pre(d) : just(d) / cons(d)



arguments of the form: (d1,…,dn) where for each di (1
holds that {cons(d1),…,cons(di-1)}  W
pre(di)



(d1,…,dn) attacks (d’1,…,d’m) iff there is some d’i (1
that {cons(d1),…,cons(dn)}  W
¬jus(d’i)

 iff  is the claim of a justified argument in Args



What accounts for the correctness of an inference is that it prevails
in the face of opposing inferences



Dung semantics = logic neutral rational means for establishing such
standards of correctness (underlying principles of commonsense reasoning)
Logic programming, default logic, auto-epistemic logic, nm modal logics,
certain forms of circumscription … all shown to conform to Dung’s semantics*



Default Logic as Argumentation



i

i

n) it

m) such

(D,W) |-  iff  is the claim of a justified argument under the
stable semantics

* A. Bondarenko, P.M. Dung, R.A. Kowalski, and F. Toni. An abstract, argumentation-theoretic approach to
default reasoning. Artificial Intelligence, 93:63–101, 1997.

Logic Programming as
Argumentation







Argument Game Proof Theories*

Arguments: trees constructed with rules. The children of a
rule
c  a1 ,…, an, not b1 ,…, not bm
are rules with heads a1 ,…, an
An argument A attacks an argument B iff A contains a rule
with c as its head and B contains a rule with not c in its
body




stable semantics (“stable model semantics”)
grounded semantics (“well founded semantics”)

A1



A2

A3
(political)

{A3,A1}, {A2} preferred,

grounded

A1

A2

Different rules on the legality of moves for different semantics



Player wins iff the other player cannot move
E.g. when showing that A is in the grounded extension proponent
cannot repeat an argument he has already moved
- A is in the grounded extension iff proponent wins every possible
line of dispute

A > B if A is stronger than B according to

• Temporal principle
• Specificity principle
• Last link principle = last rule in argument A for  (rule
deriving ) prioritised above last rule in B for )

(Args, Defeat)

(not political)



Evaluating argument Strength

PAF = (Args , Attack , ) where  is a partial ordering on Args and
(A,B) Defeat iff (A,B) Attack and it is not the case that B > A

(publish)

Proponent of A defends against opponent of A where each player
moves arguments that attack their counterpart’s arguments

* ASPIC. Deliverable D2.1: Theoretical frameworks for argumentation
http://www.argumentation.org/ public deliverables.htm. June, 2004.

Preference relation required to determine a unique set of justified arguments
A
B
{A} and {B} preferred, grounded - no arg sceptically justified

(Args, Attack, A3 > A2 )

Is argument A in the E extension of an argumentation framework?





Preference based Argumentation
Frameworks (PAF)*




A3

• Weakest link principle (lowest prioritised formula in A
prioritised above lowest prioritised formula in B)

{A3,A1} preferred and grounded

• Depth of argument
• Value promoted by argument
:

* L. Amgoud and C. Cayrol. A reasoning model based on the production of acceptable arguments.
Annals of Mathematics and Artificial Intelligence, 34(1-3):197–215, 2002.
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Value based argumentation over
Action

Arguments and Values
T. Bench Capon’s Value based Argumentation Frameworks*
(Args,Attack,Values,val,Aud)
where:
- val : Args  Values



-

A and B are arguments for administering drugs A and B respectively
Both arguments promote the value of patient health
C claims that drug A is costly
D claims that drug A has a harmful side effect

- Aud is a total ordering on Values (an “audience”)


(A,B) Defeat iff (A,B)
val(B) >Aud val(A)

Attack and it is not the case that

health
B

health A


(Args,Attack,Values,val,Aud)

safety

D safety

+

health

D safety

xA

B

(Args, Defeat)
C cost

cost

C cost

* T. J. M. Bench-Capon. Persuasion in practical argument using value-based
argumentation frameworks. Journal of Logic and Computation, 13(3):429–448, 2003.
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Argumentation based Agent
Reasoning

Argumentation Semantics for
Agent Reasoning

Overview






Argumentation as a semantics for reasoning
about beliefs, goals and actions
Extending the argumentation semantics to
provide for adaptive, flexible agent reasoning and
behaviour
Examples: reasoning about beliefs and goals
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Abstract (Args,Attack) defined by underlying theory  in logic L



(Args,Defeat) - (A,B)





L

Defeat iff (A,B)

Attack and B >Pref A

 iff  is the claim of a justified argument in Args



What accounts for the correctness of an inferred belief or goal
or choice of action is that it prevails in the face of opposing
inferences / choices



Dung semantics =
- logic neutral rational means for establishing such standards of
correctness
- semantics for agent defeasible reasoning and conflict resolution
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Argumentation Semantics for
Reasoning over Beliefs

Argumentation Semantics for
Reasoning about Goals

Given 1,..,¬n then  is a potential goall
Goal  realised / implied by 1,…,n

1, 2, 3, …n

G=

B=

Planning base
eg.

G=
Goal base

Goal base

Belief base
eg.

LB

1, 2, 3, …n

,..,¬’  1

P=

eg.

eg.

1,..,¬n  

1,..,¬n  

1,..,n  

1,..,¬n  

LG

1, 2, 3, …n

1,..,¬n , 1  

’1,..,¬’n , 2  

(Args
(ArgsB , DefeatB)

The claims of justified
arguments in ArgsB

(ArgsG , DefeatG)

(ArgsG , DefeatG)

P=



Planning base
eg.
‘1,..,¬‘n , 2  

Defeat P)

Challenges to Argumentation
Theory (Goals)

Argumentation Semantics for
Decision Making over Actions

1,..,¬n , 1  

P,

The claims of justified
arguments in ArgsG =
“consistent” goal set

Defining AttackG on ArgsG in (ArgsG , AttackG)
When do goals conflict?
- inherently incompatible (hang out on beach / attend tutorial)
- limits on resources preclude joint realisation …

LP

1


Defining PrefG on goal arguments to obtain (ArgsG , DefeatG)
- relative utility of goal states (beach / tutorial)

(ArgsP , DefeatP)

The claim of a justified
argument in Args P
= 1 is the chosen plan of
action for realising goal 

- desire and obligation based goals (selfish versus social
preference orderings = BOID agent types)
- feasibility of plans for realisation of goals, resource use …
account for argumentation over actions… headstrong v cautious

Challenges to Argumentation
Theory (Actions)


Challenges to Argumentation Theory
– Reasoning about Preferences

Defining (ArgsP , DefeatP) given (ArgsP , AttackP) and PrefP



Defining (ArgsX , DefeatX) given (ArgsX , AttackP) and PrefX where
X = belief / goal / action



Agent adaptability and behavioural flexibility requires reasoning (arguing
about) possibly contradictory preferences warranted by different contexts,
and criteria and sources for valuating argument strength

- AttackP between arguments for alternative plans of actions 1

and 2 for realising intended goal state 

- Other kinds of attack on arguments for action
e.g., argument for 1 attacked by arguments claiming 1 has
undesirable side effect, is costly etc (recall value based argumentation)
-

- E.g., different sources or criteria may yield conflicting valuations of relative
strength of arguments for beliefs
- E.g., different contexts may justify social behaviour (preferring arguments for
obligation derived goals) or selfish behaviour (preferring arguments for desire
derived goals)
- E.g., different contexts may justify different value orderings and so
preferences amongst arguments for action

Defining preferences (PrefP) amongst arguments in ArgsP
- accounting for orderings on values
- multiple criteria (time, monetary cost ….)
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Example : Different Criteria Warranting
Contradictory Preferences

Arguments expressing preferences

A = today will be hot in London since the BBC forecast sunshine
B = today will be cool in London since the CNN forecast rain
?
?
B
A




The BBC are more trustworthy than CNN (A > B)
- B does not defeat A since A is preferred to B
- A defeats B since B is not preferred to A



A = today will be hot in London since the BBC forecast sunshine
B = today will be cool in London since the CNN forecast rain
C = The BBC are more trustworthy than CNN (A > B)





- C is a ‘metalevel’ argument expressing a preference between other arguments



x

- How can such arguments be incorporated into an argumentation framework?

A

B

- Right result obtained if C directly attacks B

x





Statistics show that CNN are more accurate
than the BBC (B > A)



Different criteria justify two contradictory preference orderings on A and B
 resolving conflict requires argumentation about preferences

?
A

B

A

C

Arguments attacking attacks

Arguments expressing preferences
x




A

?x
B

G

C




G = The BBC forecast was for Glasgow

Recall that B defeats A if B attacks A and A is not preferred to B
Hence:
- C’s preference for A over B justifies A defending itself against B’s
attack  B’s attack on A does not succeed as a defeat
- C repels B’s attack on A
- C attacks B’s attack on A

If A directly attacked by G then A is ‘knocked out’



But A’s preference over B (i.e. C) should not then knock out B



Given G we now want that B is the justified argument

C

A

Integrating arguments that express
preferences between arguments






D = Statistics show that CNN are more accurate than BBC (B > A)
But C and D express contradictory preferences and so attack each other



E = Statistics is more rational criterion than trustworthiness (D > C)



C

A

B

x

?A

x

A

B?
D ?

B

Bx

G

C



B

x A

An Extended Argumentation Framework (EAF) = (Args, Attack, PrefAttack)
where :
- Attack  (Args  Args) (as in a Dung argumentation framework)
- PrefAttack  (Args  Attack)
- if (X,(Y,Z)) and (X’,(Z,Y)) PrefAttack then (X,X’), (X’,X) Attack



Cx



Extended Argumentation
Frameworks*

A = today will be hot in London since the BBC forecast sunshine
B = today will be cool in London since the CNN forecast rain
C = The BBC are more trustworthy than CNN (A > B)

C
?

?x
B





E
D

(
Args = {A,B,C,D,E} ,
Attack = {(A,B), (B,A), (C,D), (D,C)} ,
PrefAttack = { (C,(B,A)) , (D,(A,B)) ,
(E,(C,D)) }
)

Cx

x

A

B



E
D

* S.Modgil. Reasoning about Preferences in Argumentation Frameworks. Artificial Intelligence.
Volume 173 (9-10), pp 901-1040, June 2009.
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Defining Conflict Free Sets for
EAFs

Acceptability of Arguments in Extended
Argumentation Frameworks


Recap on Dung frameworks (Args, Attack)
A Args is acceptable w.r.t. S iff B Args s.t. (B,A)
C S s.t. (C,B)
S=

A

C

Attack
Attack



Admissible, grounded, preferred … extensions all required to be conflict free



For Dung framework S is conflict free if no A,B



For EAF S is conflict free if when A,B

S and B attacks A, then

A does not attack B and there is a C

S such that C pref attacks B’s attack on A

C defends A

B

S=


For EAF (Args, Attack, PrefAttack ) acceptability based on defending
C

B
A acceptable w.r.t. S

A
B

A

C
D

A not acceptable w.r.t. S

C

B

E

G

- B attacks A where B claims that the action is not legal

D

F

- C claims that value promoted by A (economic self interest) is more
important than value promoted by B (abiding by UN law)

A acceptable w.r.t. S

-A,B and C are arguments that can be consistently held together

A Semantics for Flexible and Adaptive
Agent Reasoning

Acceptability Semantics for EAFs
Let (Args, Attack, PrefAttack ), acceptability and conflict free defined
for EAFs, S a conflict free subset of Args.
Then: (as for Dung frameworks)



- S is an admissible extension iff every argument in S is acceptable w.r.t. S



Dung argumentation = general semantics for non-monotonic reasoning
( L  iff  is the claim of a justified argument in Args )



EAFs inherit fundamental results for Dung frameworks and level of
abstraction: no assumptions about how arguments expressing preferences
are constructed or criteria that determine preferences. Hence:



A semantics for non-monotonic formalisms that accommodate defeasible
reasoning about preferences (eg LP with defeasible priorities)



Such formalisms required for agent adaptability and flexibility (behavioural
heterogeneity)

- S is a complete extension iff every argument acceptable w.r.t. S is in S
- S is the grounded extension iff it is the smallest complete extension
- S is a preferred extension iff it is a maximal complete extension
- S is a stable extension iff every argument not in S is attacked by an argument in S

• Fundamental results (and all that they imply) for acceptability
semantics of Dung frameworks also hold for extensions of an EAF
(e.g., admissible extensions form complete partial order w.r.t. set inclusion)

Extended Argumentation Semantics
for Reasoning over Goals

Example : Reasoning About Goals
• BOID architecture and programming paradigm derives goals using conditionals
(a M b) or modal rules (a  Mb) where M {Belief, Obligation,Intention,Desire}



1)  I go_to_conference



2) go_to_conference  D beach_hotel
3) go_to_conference  O cheap_room

BOID rules
extended to
express priorities
on rules

5) cheap_room  B ¬ beach_hotel



However behaviour depends on context e.g., default behaviour may be social,
but selfish when remaining budget high
Extended Semantics underpins behavioural heterogeneity by accommodating
arguments justifying one agent type (prioritisation/ preference) over another

Goal base

4) beach_hotel  B ¬ cheap_room



B C

- A is an argument for the action of invading Iraq

arguments and attacks
A

A

S attack each other

Prioritised Default Logic (PDL) semantics - candidate goal sets characterised
as PDL extensions.
Prioritisation policies on default representations of goal rules equate with agent
behavioural types
- social agent prioritises defaults inferring obligation derived goals
over defaults inferring conflicting desire derived goals
- selfish agent adopts reverse prioritisation

(Args, Attack, PrefAttack)
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Claims of justified arguments in Args =
“consistent” goal set (intentions)
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Extending BOID Rules to Reason
About Priorities
1)  I go_to_conference

7) soc1 :  des1 < ob1

2) go_to_conference  D beach_hotel

8) self1 :  ob1 < des1

3) go_to_conference  O cheap_room

Instantiating an EAF

9) def :  self1 < soc1

4) beach_hotel  B ¬ cheap_room
5) cheap_room  B ¬ beach_hotel



Arguments built by chaining rules e.g.



[int1,des1] and [int1,ob1] attack each other given bel1 and bel2



Arguments built from prioritisation rules express preferences e.g.
[soc1 :  des1 < ob1] = preference for [int1,ob1] over [int1,des1]

[int1 :  go_to_conference, des1 : go_to_conference  beach_hotel]
[int1 :  go_to_conference, ob1 : go_to_conference  cheap_room]

10) excep : budget_high 
soc1 < self1

[self1]

11) overide_def :  def < excep

1) int1 :  go_to_conference

x

2) des1 : go_to_conference  beach_hotel
[int1,ob1]

3) ob1 : go_to_conference  cheap_room

[int1,des1]

x



4) bel1 : beach_hotel  ¬ cheap_room



5) bel2 : cheap_room  beach_hotel

[def :  self1 < soc1
]



6) bel3 :  budget_high

[soc1]

Instantiating an EAF





argument [bel3,excep] for exceptional selfish behaviour given
bel3 :  budget_high and excep : budget_high  soc1 < self1
[bel3,excep] attacks argument for default social behaviour
[overide_def ] expresses preference for exceptional over default behaviour

Argument Games for EAFs*

[self1]


[int1,ob1]

x

[bel3,excep]



[int1,des1]





x

[overide_def]

[def]

x
[soc1]


* S. Modgil. Labellings and Games for Extended Argumentation Frameworks. In:
Twenty-first International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI-09), July 11-15, 2009, USA.

[int1,des1] is justified argument for desire based goal to book beach hotel

Dispute trees and Winning
Strategies

Dialectical Semantics






Dialectical semantics :



Players can backtrack to previously moved arguments of counterpart

What accounts for the correctness of an inferred belief/goal or choice
of action is that it is shown to prevail in the face of opposing
inferences/choices



Hence playing field of argument games for argument x is tree of
disputes induced by x (rooted in x) characterising all possible moves in
which proponent P of x and opponent O of x alternately attack
counterpart’s arguments or pref-attack counterpart’s attacks

AP

Dialectical argument game proof theories show / explain
why an argument is justified

E

CP

CP

C

Proponent of x and Opponent take turns in moving arguments
against previously moved argument or attack of counterpart
BO

BO

B

Framework for EAF argument games 

dispute won by O = AP

F

AO

A
BP

DO

D

CP

DP

EO
FP
EO
FP

CP pref-attacks BO if (C,(B,A))  PrefAtt
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Dispute trees and Winning
Strategies

Legal move functions

Winning strategy for x is a sub-tree of dispute tree induced by
x in which:
- Each dispute is won by P (O cannot reply to P’s last move in a dispute)

Legal move function  places restrictions on players’ moves
-  captures semantics under which justified status of x to be shown

- O fulfills burden of attack,
i.e., O moves every possible legal attack and pref-attack
(allowed by the game’s rules)
against arguments and attacks moved by P

x is a justified argument of (Args, Att, PrefAtt) under semantics s
iff
there is a s winning strategy for x (i.e a winning strategy under the
restrictions on the legality of moves specified by )



- P fulfills burden of proof, i.e., each argument x moved by O
is either attacked or pref-attacked by at least one argument
that can be legally moved by P

An argument game for the admissible
/ credulous preferred semantics


Example
AP

Legal move function CP :

E

1. Restricts P to moving arguments that are conflict free and so prohibits
P from moving :

F
BO

B

- symmetrically attacking arguments
- x, y and asymmetric attack of x on y

CP

C
AO

A

2. Prohibits O from repeating arguments or attacks that have already
been attacked, respectively pref-attacked, by P

DP

D

(since P will already have fulfilled its burden of proof)

EO
FP

 There is a conflict free CP winning strategy for A corresponding to the
single credulous preferred extension { A , C , D , F }

 Theorem:

x is a credulous preferred justified argument of (Args, Att, PrefAtt)
iff there is a CP winning strategy T for x s.t. the arguments moved
by P in T are conflict free

B

E

Counter-example for
completeness

An argument game for the grounded
semantics
 G is mirror image of CP game in that prohibition on repeating arguments
or attacks that have already been attacked, now applies to P instead of O
(reflecting extra burden of proof on P in grounded semantics)

AP

 {A, C1, C2} is the grounded extension of

 Left to right half (completeness) of

C1

C2

B1

B2

B1O
C1P

A

x is in the grounded extension of (Args, Att, PrefAtt)
iff there is a G winning strategy for x

 But no winning strategy (P cannot repeat
C1  B1 since attack already attacked by O)

does not hold for arbitrary EAFs :-(
 However completeness holds for hierarchical EAFs
(conjecture: completeness holds when characteristic function is
monotonic)

 Note this is also counter-example for
monotonicity and rewrite as Dung framework !
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Grounded Game for Hierarchical
Argumentation about Beliefs and Goals

Conclusions

beachP
cool (bbc)O
hot (cnn)P
trustO
statsP



cheapO


selfishP

Abstract argumentation frameworks (Args, Attack) where Args and
Attack defined by some underlying theory  in logic L
 L  iff  is the claim of a justified argument in Args

Abstract (Args, Attack, PrefAttack) where
Args, Attack and PrefAttack defined by logical formalisms for agent reasoning
over beliefs, goals, actions
- incorporate metalevel reasoning  agent flexibility and adaptability
 L  iff  is the claim (belief/goal/action) of a justified argument in Args



socialO

-

budget highP

trustO

 Beliefs (different criteria warrant conflicting preferences)
 Goals (different behavioural types equate with conflicting preferences)
 Actions (argumentation over conflicting value orderings / multi-criteria
decision making)

rationalP
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Introduction to Game Theory and Mechanism
Design
Paul Harrenstein1 and Mehdi Dastani2
1

Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
2 Utrecht University

Abstract. In multi-agent systems multiple agents with individual preferences interact in a common environment. For the design and proper formal understanding of the interaction in multi-agent systems appropriate
mathematical concepts are required. Game theory provides and analyzes
such concepts as equilibrium outcomes and strategies. Roughly speaking,
mechanism design is concerned with the development of multi-agent systems with desirable game-theoretic properties even if the preferences of
the agents are unknown to the designer or to the other agents. It is also
concerned with what is formally possible and impossible in this respect.
Put this way, the relevance of game theory and mechanism design for
multi-agent research might seem obvious. Nevertheless, game theory nor
mechanism design are commonly part of a standard curriculum in computer science. This course aims to fill this gap. This introductory course
is aimed at postgraduate students in computer science and multi-agent
systems who have no previous acquaintance with game theory or mechanism design. As such only some elementary mathematical training is assumed. The main goal of the course is to make the students familiar with
the most fundamental concepts and results of game theory and mechanism design and to make clear how game theory and mechanism design
can be applied to their own research.
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Outline
Introduction to Game Theory and Mechanism
Design

1 Game Theory
2 Social Choice

tutors: Mehdi Dastani and Paul Harrenstein

3 Mechanism Design: Theory

Utrecht University, Utrecht and Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Munich

slides by: Paul Harrenstein and Mathijs de Weerdt

4 Mechanism Design: Applications

Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Munich and Delft University of Technology, Delft

EASSS’09, Turin, 2009
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Game Theory

What is This Tutorial Trying to Accomplish?

1 Game Theory
Introduction
Strategic Games
Elementary Concepts
Nash Equilibrium

What is the subject matter of game theory and which phenomena does it
help us understand?
What is the problem of game theory?
What are the elementary concepts of game theory?

2 Social Choice

What is the relevance of game theory to agent research?

3 Mechanism Design: Theory

How can game-theoretic concepts be put to use so as to design better
systems?

4 Mechanism Design: Applications
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Example: Defence-Attack

Example: Defence-Attack

Situation: Attacker (Red, column player) can attack either target A or target B,
but not both. Defender (Blue, row player) can defend either of two targets but not
both. Target A is three times as valuable as Target B.

A

B

A

B

A

4, 0

3, 1

B

1, 3

4, 0

Situation: Attacker (Red, column player) can attack either target A or target B,
but not both. Defender (Blue, row player) can defend either of two targets but not
both. Target A is three times as valuable as Target B.

A

jdfkjd

B

Question: Which target is Red to attack and which target is Blue to defend?

A

B

A

4, 0

3, 1

B

1, 3

4, 0

jdfkjd

Question: Which target is Red to attack and which target is Blue to defend?

5 / 75
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Battle of the Sexes

Game Theory versus Decision Theory

expected utility

Fight

Ballet

Fight

2, 1

0, 0

Ballet

0, 0

1, 2

jdfkjd

possible courses of action

Issue: Find the course of action that maximizes expected utility given particular
environmental parameters.
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What is Game Theory Trying to Accomplish?

What is Game Theory Trying to Accomplish?

Point of Departure: Game theory as
interactive decision theory.

Point of Departure: Game theory as
interactive decision theory.

Issue: Assume many agents operating
in the same environment each faced
with a different optimization problem.

Issue: Assume many agents operating
in the same environment each faced
with a different optimization problem.

Observation I: Dependence of the outcome on all the players’ actions

Observation I: Dependence of the outcome on all the players’ actions

Hence, the optimality of an action depends on the optimality of the other players’
actions. As this holds for all players, a circularity threatens.

Hence, the optimality of an action depends on the optimality of the other players’
actions. As this holds for all players, a circularity threatens.

Observation II: Yet, the other players’ decisions cannot be considered
parameters of the environment in an obvious way.

Observation II: Yet, the other players’ decisions cannot be considered
parameters of the environment in an obvious way.

Conclusion: New mathematical concepts required to take over the role of the
optimum, solution concepts.

Conclusion: New mathematical concepts required to take over the role of the
optimum, solution concepts.
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Hence, the optimality of an action depends on the optimality of the other players’
actions. As this holds for all players, a circularity threatens.

Observation II: Yet, the other players’ decisions cannot be considered
parameters of the environment in an obvious way.

Observation II: Yet, the other players’ decisions cannot be considered
parameters of the environment in an obvious way.

Conclusion: New mathematical concepts required to take over the role of the
optimum, solution concepts.

Conclusion: New mathematical concepts required to take over the role of the
optimum, solution concepts.
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Nobel Prizes for Game Theory

Games and Game Forms: The Strategic Form
Players: Who is involved?
Rules: What can the players do? What do they know when they move?
Outcomes: What will happen when the players move in a particular way?

1972
1978
1994

Arrow
Simon
Nash, Harsanyi, Selten

Welfare theory
Decision making
Equilibria

1996
1998
2005

Vickrey
Sen
Aumann and Schelling

Incentives
Welfare economics
Conﬂict and cooperation

2007

Hurwicz, Maskin and Myerson

Mechanism design

Preferences: What are the players’ preferences over the possible
outcomes?
Fight

Ballet

Fight

2, 1

0, 0

Ballet

0, 0

1, 2

jdfkjd
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Games and Game Forms: The Strategic Form

Deﬁnition:

Preferences
Let X be a set of outcomes.

A game form G is a quadruple (N , S , X , g ) where:

N, a set of n players

Θ ⊆ 2X ×X

S = S1 × · · · × Sn , an n-dimensional space of strategy proﬁles

i ⊆ X × X , reﬂexive, transitive and complete

Let Si denote the set of strategies of player i

= (1 , . . . , n ) ∈ ΘN

X , a set of outcomes

L (X ), set of linear orders over X (+ anti-symmetry)

g : S → X , an outcome function

R (X ) = 2X ×X , set of weak orders over X

Deﬁnition:

Notations:

A strategic game Γ is a quintuple (N , S , X , g , ), where:

x ∼i y if both x i y and y i x

(N , S , X , g ) is a game form

x i y if both x i y and not y i x

= (1 , . . . , n ) is a preference proﬁle over X

s i s  if g (s ) i g (s  )

10 / 75
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Utilities

Security Level

Deﬁnition: A utility function ui : X → R represents preferences i over
outcomes X so that:
ui (x ) ≥ ui (y ) iff x i y

Deﬁnition: The pure security level of a player is the least payoff he can
guarantee himself, no matter what strategies the other players play, i.e.:
max min(ui (t1 , . . . , si , . . . , tn )).
s ∈S

t ∈S

Fact: All preference relations over a countable set X are representable by a utility
function. These utility functions are invariant under monotonically increasing functions.
Fact: Let X = R × R and  be the lexicographic order on X :

1, 0

0, 1

0, 1

1, 0

(x , x  )  (y , y  ) iff x > y or both x = y and x  ≥ y 
Then,  cannot be represented by a utility function.

Notation:

For s a strategy in a game, we write ui (s ) = ui (g (s )).

13 / 75

12 / 75
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Mixed Strategies and Expected Utility

Deﬁnition:
Then:

The Prisoner’s Dilemma

Two suspects are taken into custody and separated. The district
attorney is certain that they are guilty of a speciﬁc crime, but he does
not have adequate evidence to convict them at a trial. He points out to
each prisoner that each has two alternatives: to confess to the crime
the police are sure they have done, or not to confess. If they will both
do not confess, then the district attorney states he will book them on
some very minor trumped up charge such as petty larceny and illegal
possession of a weapon, and they will both receive minor punishment;
if they both confess they will be prosecuted, but he will recommend
less than the most severe sentence; but if one confesses and the other
does not, then the confessor will receive lenient treatment for turning
state’s evidence whereas the latter will get “the book” slapped on him.
(Luce and Raiffa, 1957, p. 95)

Let (N , S , X , g , ) be a strategic game and  represented by u.

Σi = ∆(Si ) is the set of mixed strategies, i.e.set of all probability distributions
over Si

Σ = Σ1 × · · · × Σn , set of mixed strategy proﬁles
 
Expected utility of mixed strategies ui∗ (σ) = s ∈S j ∈N σj (sj ) · ui (g (s ))
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The Prisoner’s Dilemma

Pareto Efﬁciency

conceal

inform

conceal

2, 2

0, 3

inform

3, 0

1, 1

Deﬁnition: An outcome x is (weakly) Pareto efﬁcient if there is no
outcome that is strictly better for all players, i.e., if

jdfkjd

there is no y ∈ X such that for all i ∈ N:

y i x

Deﬁnition: A mixed strategy proﬁle σ ∈ Σ is (weakly) Pareto efﬁcient
if there is no mixed strategy proﬁle that is strictly better for all players,
i.e., if
there is no σ ∈ Σ such that for all i ∈ N:

ui∗ (σ ) > ui∗ (σ)
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Pareto Efﬁciency

Pareto Efﬁciency

conceal

inform

conceal

2, 2

0, 3

inform

3, 0

1, 1

jdfkjd

Which are the Pareto efﬁcient outcomes?

conceal

inform

conceal

2, 2

0, 3

inform

3, 0

1, 1

jdfkjd

Which are the Pareto efﬁcient outcomes?
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Dominance

Dominance



Deﬁnition: A strategy si for player i (strongly) dominates another strategy si if for
any strategies of the opponents, si leads to a more preferable outcome than si ,
i.e., if:
for all t ∈ S : (t1 , . . . , si , . . . , tn ) i (t1 , . . . , si , . . . , tn ).

conceal

inform

conceal

2, 2

0, 3

inform

3, 0

1, 1

jdfkjd

Which are the strongly dominant strategy proﬁles?
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Dominance

Dominance

conceal

inform

conceal

2, 2

0, 3

inform

3, 0

1, 1

jdfkjd

Which are the strongly dominant strategy proﬁles?

conceal

inform

conceal

2, 2

0, 3

inform

3, 0

1, 1

jdfkjd

Which are the strongly dominant strategy proﬁles?
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Dominance

Dominance

Deﬁnition: A mixed strategy σi for player i (strongly) dominates a pure strategy
si if for any strategies of the opponents, σi has a greater expected utility than si ,
i.e., if:
for all t ∈ S : ui∗ (t1 , . . . , σi , . . . , tn ) > ui∗ (t1 , . . . , si , . . . , tn ).

left

right

top

(0, 3)

(3, 0)

middle

(3, 0)

(0, 3)

bottom

(1, 1)

(1, 1)
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Best Responses

Best Responses

Deﬁnition: A strategy si∗ is pure best response of a player i to in a pure strategy
proﬁle (s1 , . . . , sn ) if for all ti ∈ Si :

Deﬁnition: A strategy si∗ is pure best response of a player i to in a pure strategy
proﬁle (s1 , . . . , sn ) if for all ti ∈ Si :

(s1 , . . . , si∗ , . . . , sn ) i (s1 , . . . , ti , . . . , sn )

(s1 , . . . , si∗ , . . . , sn ) i (s1 , . . . , ti , . . . , sn )

Deﬁnition: A mixed strategy σ∗i is (mixed) best response of a player i to in a
mixed strategy proﬁle (σ1 , . . . , σn ) if for all τi ∈ Σi :

Deﬁnition: A mixed strategy σ∗i is (mixed) best response of a player i to in a
mixed strategy proﬁle (σ1 , . . . , σn ) if for all τi ∈ Σi :

ui∗ (σ1 , . . . , σ∗i , . . . , σn ) ≥ ui∗ (σ1 , . . . , τi , . . . , σn )

ui∗ (σ1 , . . . , σ∗i , . . . , σn ) ≥ ui∗ (σ1 , . . . , τi , . . . , σn )
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Nash Equilibrium

Nash Equilibrium

Deﬁnition: A pure strategy proﬁle s ∗ is a pure Nash equilibrium if no player has
an incentive to unilaterally deviate from s, i.e., if for all players i:
for all t ∈ S :

Deﬁnition: A mixed strategy proﬁle σ∗ is a Nash equilibrium if no player has an
incentive to unilaterally deviate from σ, i.e., if for all players i:

s ∗ i (s1∗ , . . . , ti , . . . , sn∗ )

for all τ ∈ Σ :

ui∗ (σ∗ ) ≥ ui∗ (σ∗1 , . . . , τi , . . . , σ∗n )

2, 2

0, 3

1, 0

0, 1

2, 1

0, 0

2, 2

0, 3

1, 0

0, 1

2, 1

0, 0

3, 0

1, 1

0, 1

1, 0

0, 0

1, 2

3, 0

1, 1

0, 1

1, 0

0, 0

1, 2
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Nash’s Theorem

Properties of Nash Equilibrium

Theorem (Nash 1950): Every strategic game with a ﬁnite
number of pure strategies has a Nash equilibrium in mixed
strategies.

Nash equilibrium is perhaps the most important solution concept for
non-cooperative games, for which numerous reﬁnements have been
proposed.
Any combination of dominant strategies is a Nash equilibrium.

Remark: The proofs are non-constructive and use
Brouwer’s or Kakutani’s ﬁxed point theorems.

Nash equilibria are not generally Pareto efﬁcient.
Existence in (pure) strategies is not in general guaranteed.
Nash equilibria are not in general unique (equilibria selection, focal points).
Nash equilibria are not generally interchangeable.
Payoffs in different Nash equilibria may vary.
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Alternative Characterization of Nash Equilibria

Lemma:

Alternative Characterization of Nash Equilibria

A mixed strategy proﬁle σ is a Nash equilibrium iff for all players i

Lemma:

A mixed strategy proﬁle σ is a Nash equilibrium iff for all players i

∗

Given (σ1 , . . . , σi −1 , σi +1 , . . . , σn ), all actions in the support of σi yield the
same expected utility

ui (σ1 , . . . , s , . . . , σn ) = ui∗ (σ1 , . . . , t , . . . , σn ),
support of σi

Given (σ1 , . . . , σi −1 , σi +1 , . . . , σn ) no action not in the support of σi yields a
higher expected utility than any action in the support of σ.

ui∗ (σ1 , . . . , s , . . . , σn ) ≥ ui∗ (σ1 , . . . , t , . . . , σn ), for all actions s , t ∈ Si with s
in but t not in the support of σi

for all actions s , t ∈ Si in the
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Exercise

Other Types of Game: The Extensive Form

2, 1

0, 0
Takes sequential structure of games into account

0, 0

Perfect and imperfect information

1, 2

Compute the Nash equilibria of the Battle of the Sexes.
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Other Types of Game: The Extensive Form

Social Choice Theory

1 Game Theory
Situation: There are a 1,000 jewels and each of two players have agreed to
choose either one or two of the jewels. When one player chooses two jewels the
game terminates, otherwise it continues till there are no jewels left.
1

2

1

2

1

(2,0)

(1,2)

(3,1)

(2,3)

(4,2)

1

2

2 Social Choice
Introduction
Borda vs. Condorcet
Majority Voting
Impossibility Theorems
Circumventing Impossibility Theorems

(500,500)

(500,498) (499,501)

3 Mechanism Design: Theory
4 Mechanism Design: Applications
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What Is Social Choice Theory Trying to Accomplish?

The Majority Rule and Condorcet Winners

Goal: Given the individual preferences of agents, how to aggregate these so as
to obtain a social preference.
Prime example: voting
Non-strategic setting
Impossibility results (Arrow, Muller-Satterthwaite)

3

5

7

6

a

a

b

c

b

c

d

b

c

b

c

d

d

d

a

a

Deﬁnition:
The Majority rule selects the alternative which is top ranked by most agents.
An alternative a is a Condorcet winner if for every other alternative b there
is a majority preferring a to b.
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Condorcet Paradox

Condorcet Paradox
number of agents

3

8

6

7

a

c

b

b

a

c

c

b

a

number of
alternatives

b

a

The Condorcet Paradox:

4
5
6
7

..
.
→∞

c

3

5

7

9

11

.056
.111
.160
.202
.239
..
.
1

.069
.139
.200
.255
.299
..
.
1

.075
.150
.215
.258
.305
..
.
1

.078
.156
.230
.284
.342
..
.
1

.080
.160
.251
.294
.243
..
.
1

→∞
...
...
...
...
...
...

.088
.176
.2.51
.315
.369
..
.
1

A Condorcet winner does not always exist.

Probability p (x , y ) of no Condorcet winner for x alternatives and y agents.
(from: Moulin (1988), page 230)
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The Borda Rule

The Borda Rule

8

6

7

8

6

7

a

c

b

a

c

b

b

a

c

b

a

c

c

b

a

c

b

a

Deﬁnition (The Borda Rule): Given a ﬁnite set of alternatives X and strict
individual preferences, for each ballot, each alternative is given one point for
every other alternative it is ranked above. The alternatives are then ranked
proportional to the number of points they aggregate.

Deﬁnition (The Borda Rule): Given a ﬁnite set of alternatives X and strict
individual preferences, for each ballot, each alternative is given one point for
every other alternative it is ranked above. The alternatives are then ranked
proportional to the number of points they aggregate.

Remark: The Borda rule selects here the Condorcet loser! (The other way
round cannot happen.)

Remark: The Borda rule selects here the Condorcet loser! (The other way
round cannot happen.)
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Social Choice Rules: A Formal Model

Anonymity and Neutrality
Deﬁnition:

Be F a social welfare function, x , y ∈ X , (1 , . . . , n ) ∈ ΘN

F is anonymous if for every permutation π of N:
Deﬁnition: Be N a set of players, X a set of alternatives, and Θ a class of
preference relations over X .

F (1 , . . . , n ) = F (π(1) , . . . , π(n) )

f : ΘN → X

Intuition: The names of the players do not matter: if two players exchange
types, the outcome is not affected.

• Social Welfare Function (swf):

F : ΘN → Θ

F is neutral if for every permutation π of X :

• Social Choice Correspondence (scc):

φ : ΘN → 2X

• Social Choice Function (scf):

F (π(1 ), . . . , π(n )) = π(F (1 , . . . , n ))

• Social Welfare Correspondence (swc): Φ : ΘN → 2Θ

Intuition: The names of the alternatives do not matter: if we exchange a and
b in the preference proﬁle of each agent, then the outcome is affected
accordingly.
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Choice on Two Alternatives: May’s Theorem

A Trivial Impossibility Result

Deﬁnition: A social welfare function F on two alternatives a and b is positive
responsive if for all players i and all = (1 , . . . , i , . . . , n ) and
 = (1 , . . . , i , . . . , n ):
if a F () b, b i a and a i b , then a F ( ) b


if a ∼F () b, a ∼i b and a i b, then a F ( ) b

1

2

3

a

c

b

b

a

c

c

b

a

if a ∼F () b, b i a and a i b , then a F ( ) b
Intuition: If alternative a wins or is equal to alternative b, and one player strictly
increases a in its ordering, then ceteris paribus alternative a wins.

Fact:

Theorem (May, 1952): If |X | = 2, majority voting deﬁnes the only social welfare
function satisfying anonymity, neutrality and positive responsiveness.

Theorem (Moulin, 1983): There are no anonymous and neutral social choice
functions if the players have strict preferences and the number of outcomes and
the number of alternatives have a non-trivial common denominator.

There is no anonymous and neutral social choice function.
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Properties of Social Welfare Functions
Deﬁnition:

Properties of Social Welfare Functions

Be F a social welfare function, x , y ∈ X , (1 , . . . , n ) ∈ ΘN

Deﬁnition:

F has the Pareto property if

Be F a social welfare function, x , y ∈ X , (1 , . . . , n ) ∈ ΘN

F has the Pareto property if

x i y for all i ∈ N implies x F (1 ,...,n ) y

x i y for all i ∈ N implies x F (1 ,...,n ) y

Intuition: If alternative a is unanimously preferred to alternative b, a should
be ranked higher than b in the social ordering.

Intuition: If alternative a is unanimously preferred to alternative b, a should
be ranked higher than b in the social ordering.

F is dictatorial if there is some i ∈ N such that for all preference proﬁles :

F is dictatorial if there is some i ∈ N such that for all preference proﬁles :

x i y implies x F (1 ,...,n ) y

x i y implies x F (1 ,...,n ) y

Intuition: There is some player whose preferences determine the strict
preferences of the social ordering.

Intuition: There is some player whose preferences determine the strict
preferences of the social ordering.

A social welfare function has an unrestricted domain if it deﬁnes a social
ordering for all preference proﬁles.

A social welfare function has an unrestricted domain if it deﬁnes a social
ordering for all preference proﬁles.
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Properties of Social Welfare Functions
Deﬁnition:

Properties of Social Welfare Functions

Be F a social welfare function, x , y ∈ X , (1 , . . . , n ) ∈ ΘN

Deﬁnition:

F has the Pareto property if

Be F a social welfare function, x , y ∈ X , (1 , . . . , n ) ∈ ΘN

F has the Pareto property if

x i y for all i ∈ N implies x F (1 ,...,n ) y

x i y for all i ∈ N implies x F (1 ,...,n ) y

Intuition: If alternative a is unanimously preferred to alternative b, a should
be ranked higher than b in the social ordering.

Intuition: If alternative a is unanimously preferred to alternative b, a should
be ranked higher than b in the social ordering.

F is dictatorial if there is some i ∈ N such that for all preference proﬁles :

F is dictatorial if there is some i ∈ N such that for all preference proﬁles :

x i y implies x F (1 ,...,n ) y

x i y implies x F (1 ,...,n ) y

Intuition: There is some player whose preferences determine the strict
preferences of the social ordering.

Intuition: There is some player whose preferences determine the strict
preferences of the social ordering.

A social welfare function has an unrestricted domain if it deﬁnes a social
ordering for all preference proﬁles.

A social welfare function has an unrestricted domain if it deﬁnes a social
ordering for all preference proﬁles.
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Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives

Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives

1

5

5

3

2

1

5

5

3

2

a

a

c

b

b

a

a

c

b

b
d

d

d

b

a

d

d

d

b

a

b

c

a

d

c

b

c

a

d

c

c

b

d

c

a

c

b

d

c

a

Ordering according to Borda scores: a  b  c  d
Ordering according to Borda scores: c  b  a

Ordering according to Borda scores: a  b  c  d
Ordering according to Borda scores: c  b  a
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Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives

Deﬁnition (Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives):
θ, θ ∈ ΘN and alternatives x , y ∈ X :

Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem

For preference proﬁles

x F (θ) y ⇔ x F (θ ) y, whenever x θi y ⇔ x θi y, for all i ∈ N

Theorem (Arrow, 1951): Let |X | ≥ 3 and |N | ≥ 2, then, any
social welfare function with unrestricted domain satisfying
the Pareto property (or unanimity) and Independence of
Irrelevant Alternatives is dictatorial.

Intuition: The social preference of two alternatives only depends on the relative
ordering of these two alternatives in the individual preference relations.

Remark: IIA captures a consistency property of social choice rules. Lack of
such consistency enables strategic manipulation.
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Muller-Satterthwaite Theorem

Circumventing the Impossibility Theorems

Deﬁnition: Let ,  be preference proﬁles. Then,  is induced from  through
an improvement of a if for all i ∈ N and all x , y ∈ X with a  x and a  y both:
a i x implies a i x, and
x i y iff x i y

Argue against one of the axioms


Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA)

Deﬁnition: A scf f is strongly monotonic if for all ,  ∈ Θ and all a ∈ X such
that  is induced through some improvement of some a, f (θ ) = {a } or
f ( ) = f ().
N

Pareto property
Unrestricted domain, e.g., quasi-linear utility functions
Strong monotonicity

Intuition on strong monotonicity:
Improving one alternative should not
inﬂuence the relative ordering of other alternatives.

Theorem (Muller-Satterthwaite, 1977):
function is dictatorial.

Every strongly monotonic social choice
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Restricted Domains

Restricted Domains

Deﬁnition: An alternative x is a weak Condorcet winner if there is no other
alternative b for which there is some majority preferring b to a,

Deﬁnition: An alternative x is a weak Condorcet winner if there is no other
alternative b for which there is some majority preferring b to a,

Theorems: In case of the following domain restrictions, the existence of a weak
Condorcet winner is guaranteed.

Theorems: In case of the following domain restrictions, the existence of a weak
Condorcet winner is guaranteed.

Preferences over two alternatives (May, 1952)

Preferences over two alternatives (May, 1952)

Single-peaked preferences (Black, 1948)

Single-peaked preferences (Black, 1948)

Dichotomous preferences (Inada, 1964)

Dichotomous preferences (Inada, 1964)
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Single-peaked Preferences

Single-peaked Preferences
1

Deﬁnition: Given a linear ordering of the alternatives, a preference relation i
is single-peaked if there exists a point p ∈ X (its peak) such that for all x , y ∈ X
such that p ≥ x > y or y > x ≥ p then x i y.

2
3

Intuition: Each player prefers points closer to their peaks over points that are
more distant.
Deﬁnition: Given a proﬁle of single-peaked preference proﬁles 1 , . . . , n with
peaks p1 , . . . , pn , the median voter rule selects the median among some superset
of the peaks.
Theorem (Black, 1948):
winner.

a

b

c

b

a

c

1
2

The median voter rule selects a weak Condorcet

3
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Single-peaked Preferences

Single-peaked Preferences

1

Deﬁnition: Given a linear ordering of the alternatives, a preference relation i
is single-peaked if there exists a point p ∈ X (its peak) such that for all x , y ∈ X
such that p ≥ x > y or y > x ≥ p then x i y.

2
3
a

b

c

1

1

2

3

c

a

b

b

b

a

a

c

c

Intuition: Each player prefers points closer to their peaks over points that are
more distant.
Deﬁnition: Given a proﬁle of single-peaked preference proﬁles 1 , . . . , n with
peaks p1 , . . . , pn , the median voter rule selects the median among some superset
of the peaks.

2

Theorem (Black, 1948):
winner.

3
a

b

The median voter rule selects a weak Condorcet

c
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Dichotomous Preferences and Approval Voting

Mechanism Design: Theory

Preferences i over X are dichotomous if there is a
non-empty set Y ⊆ X such that

1 Game Theory

y x , for all y ∈ Y and x ∈ X \ Y




y ∼i y , for all y , y ∈ Y

2 Social Choice

x ∼i x  , for all x , x  ∈ X \ Y

3 Mechanism Design: Theory
Introduction
Strategic Voting
Implementation in Other Solution Concepts
Implementation
Implementation in Dominant Strategies
Implementation in Nash Equilibrium

Intuition: Agents with dichotomous preferences only distinguish between
“good” and “bad” alternatives
Theorem (Inada, 1964): If all agents have dichotomous preferences, a weak
Condorcet winner is guaranteed to exist.

4 Mechanism Design: Applications

Remark: Approval voting is a voting mechanism in which each voter can submit
zero or one vote to each candidate. The candidates with most votes win. This
voting rule always selects a weak Condorcet winner. Approval voting has been
vigorously been advocated by Steven Brams and Peter Fishburn.
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What is Mechanism Design Trying to Accomplish?

What is Mechanism Design Trying to Accomplish?

Takahashi wishes to sell a precious Ming vase to either Ann or Bob,
depending on who values it most.

Fix a set of possible outcomes X .
Given a preference proﬁle (1 , . . . , n ) certain outcomes X ∗ ∈ X are more
desirable than others from an outsider’s point of view (e.g., assigning an
object to the agent that values it most).

Yet, Takahashi does not know the valuations of either Ann or Bob.
Hence, the goal he sets himself is to sell the vase to Ann if she values it
most, and to Bob otherwise. (Social choice function).

However, preferences of the players are unknown to the designer, or hard to
obtain.

Then, he tries to construct a protocol (mechanism) that guarantees the vase
to be sold to the one who values it most, for all possible valuations Ann and
Bob may have. (Implement the social choice function).

Issue: Design a game (mechanism) such that the outcome given a
particular (ﬁxed) solution concept of this game generates one of the desired
outcomes in X ∗ for all (relevant) preference proﬁles (1 , . . . , n ).
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Strategic Behavior and the Importance of Truthfulness

Strategic Behavior and the Importance of Truthfulness

Consider the Borda rule.

1
a
b
c
d

Principles of voting make an election more of a game
of skill than a real test of the wishes of the electors.
My own opinion is that it is better for elections to be
decided according to the wish of the majority than of
those who happen to have most skill at the game.
(C.L. Dodgson)

2
a
b
d
c

3
d
c
b
a

1
a
b
c
d

2
a
b
d
c

3
b
c
d
a

Borda winner given (1 , 2 , 3 ) is a with 6 points
Borda winner given (1 , 2 , 3 ) is b with 7 points
Conclusion: If 3 represents player 3’s true preferences, he had better lie about them!
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Social Choice Functions and Strategic Game Forms

Social Choice Functions and Strategic Game Forms

Preferences as strategies (lie or tell the truth)

2

2

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

Combination of such strategies is a preference proﬁle
Outcomes are deﬁned by a social choice function f

1

Social choice functions reﬂect how to determine the desired (by the
designer) outcomes relative to the agents’ preferences. E.g., assigning the
object to the agent that values it most
The true preferences of the agents are assumed to be unknown to the
designer

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

Each possible preference proﬁle  yields such a game
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Social Choice Functions and Strategic Game Forms
2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

Social Choice Functions and Strategic Game Forms
2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )
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(1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )
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Social Choice Functions and Strategic Game Forms
2

2
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f (1 , 2 )
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Social Choice Functions and Strategic Game Forms
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2
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(1 , 2 )
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(1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )
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2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )
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1

f (1 , 2 )
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Social Choice Functions and Strategic Game Forms
(1 , 2 )
1

1

2

2
f (1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )


f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

1

1

2

2

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

Example: Solomon’s Verdict

He sent for a sword, and when it was brought, he said,
“Cut the living child in two and give each woman half
of it”. The real mother, her heart full of love for her
son, said to the king, “Please, Your Majesty, don’t kill
the child! Give it to her!” But the other woman said,
“Don’t give it to either of us; go on and cut it in two”.
Then Solomon said, “Don’t kill the child! Give it to the
ﬁrst woman, she is its real mother.” (1 Kings 3: 16-28)
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Example: Solomon’s Verdict

Example: Solomon’s Verdict

Three outcomes:
a: First woman gets the baby.
b: Second woman gets the baby.
c: The baby is bisected.
For each woman, two possible types (good mother, bad mother):

1 :
1 :

abc
acb

2 :
2 :

2

2

1

c

a

1

b

c

bac
bca

jdfkjd

2

2

1

c

a

1

b

c

2

2 

1

c

a

1

b

c

jdfkjd

1
a
b
c

2
b
c
a

jdfkjd

Observation: Be the true types given by (1 , 2 ), revealing her true preferences is not a
dominant strategy for the second woman (the bad mother)!
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Example: Solomon’s Verdict

Example: Solomon’s Verdict

2 

2
1

c

a

1

b

c

2
b
c
a

1
a
b
c

jdfkjd

Observation: Be the true types given by (1 , 2 ), revealing her true preferences is not a
dominant strategy for the second woman (the bad mother)!

2

2 

1

c

a

1

b

c

2
b
c
a

1
a
b
c

jdfkjd

Observation: Be the true types given by (1 , 2 ), revealing her true preferences is not a
dominant strategy for the second woman (the bad mother)!
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Incentive Compatibility of Social Choice Functions
(1 , 2 )
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f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )



2

f (1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )



2

1

(1 , 2 )



Incentive Compatibility of Social Choice Functions

(1 , 2 )
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Incentive Compatibility of Social Choice Functions
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Incentive Compatibility of Social Choice Functions
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Incentive Compatibility of Social Choice Functions
2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

Incentive Compatibility of Social Choice Functions

Deﬁnition: A social choice function f is dominant strategy incentive compatible
w.r.t. a set Θ of type proﬁles, if for all ∗ ∈ Θ, all ,  ∈ Θ and all i ∈ N:
f (1 , . . . , ∗i , . . . , n ) ∗i f (1 , . . . , i , . . . , n )

(1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

Intuition: A social choice function f is truthfully implementable if for no player
there are situations in which telling the truth can hurt.
Remark: Truthful implementation is important, for otherwise the mechanism
does not guarantee that the goals of the designer, which are deﬁned relative to
the preferences of individuals, are reached.
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Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem

Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem

Deﬁnition: An scf f is dictatorial if there is a
player i with f () i x for all  and all x in X :

Deﬁnition: An scf f is dictatorial if there is a
player i with f () i x for all  and all x in X :

Intuition: For every preference proﬁle , the
social choice f () among the dictator’s most
preferred outcomes.

Intuition: For every preference proﬁle , the
social choice f () among the dictator’s most
preferred outcomes.

Theorem (Gibbard, 1973 and Satterthwaite, 1975): If |X | = 3, every incentive
compatible social choice function onto X is dictatorial.

Theorem (Gibbard, 1973 and Satterthwaite, 1975): If |X | = 3, every incentive
compatible social choice function onto X is dictatorial.

Intuition: For all non-trivial (i.e., non-dictatorial) social choice functions there
are circumstances (i.e., type proﬁles) in which it proﬁtable for some player to lie
about his true preferences.

Intuition: For all non-trivial (i.e., non-dictatorial) social choice functions there
are circumstances (i.e., type proﬁles) in which it proﬁtable for some player to lie
about his true preferences.
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Around the Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem

Direct vs. Indirect Mechanisms
2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

Ways to Circumvent the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem:
More general mechanisms

(1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

2

2

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

1

f (1 , 2 )

f (1 , 2 )

Restrict the set of preference proﬁles
Weaken solution concept

(1 , 2 )

Probabilistic social choice functions
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Direct vs. Indirect Mechanisms
s2

s2

s1

g (s1 , s2 )

g (s1 , s2 )

s

g (s1 , s2 )

g (s1 , s2 )

(1 , 2 )

Implementation and Solution Concepts
(1 , 2 )

s2

s2

s1

g ( s 1 , s2 )

g (s1 , s2 )

s

g (s1 , s2 )

g (s1 , s2 )

Let S be a solution concept and φ : ΘN → 2A a social choice correspondence.
A mechanism is a game form G = (N , S , A , g )
For each , (G , ) is a game
For each , S selects a subset of strategy proﬁles of the game (G , )
Via g, for each , S selects a subset of outcomes in A
For each , φ also selects a subset of outcomes in A

(1 , 2 )

s2

s2

(1 , 2 )

s1

g (s1 , s2 )

g (s1 , s2 )

s

g (s1 , s2 )

g (s1 , s2 )

s2

s2

s1

g ( s 1 , s2 )

g (s1 , s2 )

s

g (s1 , s2 )

g (s1 , s2 )

Deﬁnition An scc φ : ΘN → 2A is S-implementable if there is some game form
G = (N , S , A , g ) such that for all preference proﬁles :

φ() =





g (s ) ∈ A : s ∈ S (G , )

Intuition: The game form G implements φ in S if for each  the sets of
outcomes selected by S and φ coincide.
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Implementation and Solution Concepts

Implementation and Solution Concepts

Let S be a solution concept and φ : ΘN → 2A a social choice correspondence.
A mechanism is a game form G = (N , S , A , g )
For each , (G , ) is a game
For each , S selects a subset of strategy proﬁles of the game (G , )

(1 , 2 )

L

R

T

a

b

B

c

(1 , 2 )

(1 , 2 )

L

R

T

a

b

d

B

c

d

L

R

(1 , 2 )

L

R

T

a

b

T

a

b

B

c

d

B

c

d

jdfkjd

jdfkjd

Via g, for each , S selects a subset of outcomes in A
For each , φ also selects a subset of outcomes in A
Deﬁnition An scc φ : ΘN → 2A is S-implementable if there is some game form
G = (N , S , A , g ) such that for all preference proﬁles :

φ() =





jdfkjd

jdfkjd

g (s ) ∈ A : s ∈ S (G , )

(1 , 2 )
(1 , 2 )
(1 , 2 )
(1 , 2 )

φ()
a
c
d
c

S (G ())
a
c
d
c

Intuition: The game form G implements φ in S if for each  the sets of
outcomes selected by S and φ coincide.
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Implementation in Dominant Strategies

Dominant Strategy Implementation with two Alternatives

Deﬁnition: A strategy proﬁle s ∗ is a dominant strategy equilibrium in a game Γ
whenever for all i ∈ N and all s , s  ∈ S:

okay

okay

veto

a

b

jdfkjd

g (s1 , . . . , si∗ , . . . , sn ) i g (s1 , . . . , si , . . . , sn )
veto

b

a

b

a

b

b

a

b

Very robust in that it assumes very little about the agents
Dominant strategy equilibrium does not allow for much ﬂexibility

⎧

⎪
⎪
⎨a
f veto (1 , 2 ) = ⎪
⎪
⎩b
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if 1 =a and 2 =a ,
otherwise.
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Dominant Strategy Implementation with two Alternatives

(a , a )
okay

veto

(b , a )

okay

veto

a

b

b

b

(a , b )
jdfkjd

okay

veto

okay

veto

okay

a

b

veto

b

b

(b , b )
jdfkjd

okay

veto

a

b

b

b

okay

veto

okay

a

b

veto

b

b

jdfkjd

a

b

a

b

b

a

The Revelation Principle

Lemma (Revelation Principle): If there exists any mechanism that implements
an scf f in dominant strategies then there exists a direct mechanism that
implements f in dominant strategies, i.e., an scf f is implementable in dominant
strategies if and only if f is incentive compatible.
Intuition: For implementation in dominant strategy equilibria we can restrict
ourselves to direct mechanisms.

jdfkjd
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The Revelation Principle

Implementation in Restricted Domains

Notation: Let si∗ (i ) denote i’s dominant strategy in (G , ) given his true
preferences i .
2

2


2


2

···

Theorem: If the environment is restricted in such a way that a Condorcet winner
always exists, i.e., ΘN is such that for each  in ΘN there is a Condorcet winner,
then majority voting is incentive compatible.

1
1

g (s1∗ (1 ), s2∗ (
2 ))

Corollary: If Θ is the set of single-peaked preference relations, majority voting
is dominant strategy incentive compatible with respect to Θ.


1

1
..
.
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Implementation in Nash Equilibrium

Implementation in Nash Equilibrium
Solomon’s social choice function cannot be implemented in Nash equilibrium

Exercise: Let f be a social choice function. Show that in direct mechanisms f is
implementable in dominant strategies if and only if f is implementable in Nash
equilibrium.

a

1

1

2

2

a

a

b

b

b

c

a

c

c

b

c

a

f (1 , 2 ) = a

f (1 , 2 ) = b
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Implementation in Nash Equilibrium

Implementation in Nash Equilibrium

Solomon’s social choice function cannot be implemented in Nash equilibrium

a

Solomon’s social choice function cannot be implemented in Nash equilibrium

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

a

a

b

b

a

a

b

b

b

c

a

c

b

c

a

c

c

b

c

a

c

b

c

a

a

f (1 , 2 ) = a

f (1 , 2 ) = a

f (1 , 2 ) = b

f (1 , 2 ) = b
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Implementation in Nash Equilibrium

Implementation in Nash Equilibrium

Solomon’s social choice function cannot be implemented in Nash equilibrium

a

a

a

a

a

Solomon’s social choice function cannot be implemented in Nash equilibrium

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

a

a

b

b

a

a

b

b

b

c

a

c

b

c

a

c

c

b

c

a

c

b

c

a

a

f (1 , 2 ) = a

a

a

a

a

f (1 , 2 ) = a

f (1 , 2 ) = b

f (1 , 2 ) = b
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Nash Implementation and Maskin Monotonicity

Nash Implementation and the No-veto Property

Deﬁnition: A social choice correspondence φ is Maskin monotonic
whenever for all ,  and all x ∈ X :

Deﬁnition: An scc φ satisﬁes the no-veto property if for all , all
x ∈ X and all i ∈ N:

if x ∈ φ() and x  φ( ), then x i y  x for some y ∈ X and i ∈ N

if x j y for all y ∈ X and all j  i, then x ∈ φ().

i

Theorem (Maskin, 1977):
Maskin monotonic.
Exercise:

Any scc φ that can be implemented in Nash equilibrium is

Theorem (Maskin, 1977): Let |N | ≥ 3. An scc φ can be implemented in Nash equilibrium if
φ is Maskin monotonic and φ satisﬁes the no-veto property.
Theorem (Moulin, 1983): A neutral scc φ can be implemented in Nash equilibrium if and
only if φ is Maskin monotonic.

Show that Solomon’s social choice correspondence is not Maskin monotonic.
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Implementation in Undominated Nash Equilibrium

Implementation in Undominated Nash Equilibrium

(a , a )

Deﬁnition: A strategy proﬁle s is an undominated Nash equilibrium if it is a
Nash equilibrium and si is a weakly dominated strategy for none of the players i.

1
2
3
4

1
a
c
c
c

2
a
a
c
c

3
a
a
a
c

4
a
a
a
a

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

(b , a )
1
2
3
4

1
d
d
d
d

2
d
d
d
d

3
d
d
d
d

4
d
d
d
d

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

···
···
···
···
···

···
···
···
···
···

(a , b )
1
2
3
4

1
d
d
d
d

2
d
d
d
d

3
d
d
d
d

4
d
d
d
d

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

(b , b )
1
2
3
4

1
b
b
b
b

2
c
b
b
b

3
c
c
b
b

4
c
c
c
b

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.
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Implementation in Undominated Nash Equilibrium

Mechanism Design: Applications

1 Game Theory
2 Social Choice
Theorem (Jackson’s Theorem): Under certain mild restrictions
on the players’ preferences—their being strictly value
distinguished—any scf f can be implemented in undominated
Nash equilibrium.

3 Mechanism Design: Theory
4 Mechanism Design: Applications
Introduction
Introducing money
Groves Mechanisms

58 / 75
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The First-Price Auction

The Second-Price Auction

An object is for sale

An object is for sale

Every agent has a private value for the object

Every agent has a private value for the object

Every agent submits a sealed bid

Every agent submits a sealed bid

The agent with the highest bid obtains the object

The agent with the highest bid obtains the object

The agent with the highest bid pays his own bid

The agent with the highest bid pays his own bid

Issue:

Issue:

Is it a dominant strategy to bid your private value?

60 / 75

Is it a dominant strategy to bid your private value?
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The Second-Price Auction

The Second-Price Auction

An object is for sale
Every agent has a private value for the object
Every agent submits a sealed bid
The agent with the highest bid obtains the object
The agent with the highest bid pays his own bid
Theorem (Vickrey): In the second-price auction it is a dominant strategy to bid
your own private value

(Picture from: Y. Shoham and K. Leyton-Brown, Multiagent Systems, CUP, 2009)
61 / 75
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Quasi-linear Preferences

Direct Mechanisms with Payments

In some settings it is natural or convenient to assume:
the preferences of each agent i being given by a valutation function

Each player i submits (truly or falsely) a valuation function vi representing
his/her preferences over outcomes in X

vi : X → R

For each player Vi denotes the set of possible valuations functions.

the existence of a positively valued numeraire (money)

For each player a quasi-linear utility function ui : X × R → R

the valuations and the numeraire being commensurable

A direct mechanism with payments determines for each valuation proﬁle
v = (v1 , . . . , vn ):
an outcome f (v1 , . . . , vn ) in X and
for each player i a price pi (v1 , . . . , vn ) that i has to pay.

Deﬁnition: The preferences of an agent i are quasi-linear if they can be
expressed by a utility function ui : X × R → R such that for all x ∈ X and m ∈ R
ui (x , m) = vi (x ) − m

Remark: Quasi-linear preferences are called quasi-linear because they are
linear in the second parameter p.
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Direct Mechanisms with Payments

Incentive Compatibility and Efﬁcieny
Deﬁnition: A direct mechanism with payments (f , p1 , . . . , pn ) is dominant
strategy incentive compatible if for all valuation proﬁles (v1 , . . . , vn ), (v1 , . . . , vn )
and (v1∗ , . . . , vn∗ ) and each agent i

Deﬁnition: A direct mechanism with payments is a tuple (f , p1 , . . . , pn ) where for
each 1  i  n
f : V1 × · · · × Vn → X (a social choice function)

vi∗ (a ) − pi (v1 , . . . , vi∗ , . . . , vn ) ≥ vi∗ (a  ) − pi (v1 , . . . , vi , . . . , vn )

pi : V1 × · · · × Vn → X (a price function)

Remark:

where a = f (v1 , . . . , vi∗ , . . . , vn ) and a  = f (v1 , . . . , vi , . . . , vn ).

Given (f , p1 , . . . , pn ), a valuation proﬁle v yields each player i a utility

Intuition: A social choice function f is truthfully implementable iff for no player
there are situations in which telling the truth can hurt.

ui (f (v ), pi (v )) = vi∗ (f (v )) − pi (v ),
where vi∗ is i’s real valuation function.

Deﬁnition: A direct mechanism with payments (f , p1 , . . . , pn ) is efﬁcient if it
maximizes social welfare, i.e., if for all v = (v1 , . . . , vn )

Exercise: Formalize Vickrey’s second-price auction as a direct mechanism with
payments.

vi (x ) .

f (v1 , . . . , vn ) ∈ arg max
x ∈X

63 / 75
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Groves Mechanisms

Groves Mechanisms

Deﬁnition: A direct mechanism with payments (f , p1 , . . . , pn ) is
a Groves mechanism if

Deﬁnition: A direct mechanism with payments (f , p1 , . . . , pn ) is
a Groves mechanism if

(f , p1 , . . . , pn ) is efﬁcient (f maximizes social welfare) and

(f , p1 , . . . , pn ) is efﬁcient (f maximizes social welfare) and

for each agent i there is some function

for each agent i there is some function

hi : V1 × · · · Vi −1 × Vi +1 × · · · × Vn → R

hi : V1 × · · · Vi −1 × Vi +1 × · · · × Vn → R

such that for all (v1 , . . . , vn ):

such that for all (v1 , . . . , vn ):

pi (v1 , . . . , vn ) = hi (v1 , . . . , vi −1 , vi +1 , . . . , vn )−

vj (f (v1 , . . . , vn )).

pi (v1 , . . . , vn ) = hi (v1 , . . . , vi −1 , vi +1 , . . . , vn )−

j i

Theorem (Groves):
efﬁcient.

vj (f (v1 , . . . , vn )).
j i

Theorem (Groves):
efﬁcient.

Every Groves mechanism is incentive compatible and

Intuition: The payment function aligns each agent’s utility with the social welfare
and is independent of the agent’s declared valuation function.

Every Groves mechanism is incentive compatible and

Theorem (Green-Laffont): Groves mechanisms are the only incentive compatible and efﬁcient mechanisms with payments.
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Individual Rationality and Budget Balance

The Vickrey-Clarke-Grove Mechanism

Deﬁnition: A mechanism (f , p1 , . . . , pn ) is (ex-post) individually rational if the
agents get non-negative utility, i.e., if for all (v1 , . . . , vn ) and all agents i
vi (f (v1 , . . . , vn )) − pi (v1 , . . . , vn ) ≥ 0

Deﬁnition (VCG Mechanism): The Vickrey-Clarke-Groves
Mechanism is the Groves mechanism such that for all
(v1 , . . . , vn )

Deﬁnition: A mechanism (f , p1 , . . . , pn ) has no positive transfers if no agent is
ever paid money, i.e.if for all (v1 , . . . , vn ) and all agents i

pi (v1 , . . . , vn ) = arg max
x ∈X

pi (v1 , . . . , vn ) ≥ 0



vj (x ) −
j i



vj (f (v1 , . . . , vn ))
j i

Clarke tax

Deﬁnition: A mechanism (f , p1 , . . . , pn ) is (ex post) budget balanced if for all
(v1 . . . , vn )
pi (v1 , . . . , vn ) = 0

Intuition: A player pays the amount equal to the damage he causes the other
players, i.e., the difference between the social welfare of the others with and
without the player’s participation.

i ∈N

and weakly budget balanced if for all (v1 . . . , vn )

Theorem: The VCG mechanism is (ex-post) individually rational and makes no
positive transfers.

pi (v1 , . . . , vn ) ≥ 0
i ∈N

Theorem: The VCG mechanism can be made (ex post) weakly
budget-balanced.
66 / 75
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Budget Balance and Incentive Compatibility

VCG Mechanisms at Work

Auction of a single item: Vickrey’s second-price auction
Reverse auction
Bilateral trade
Multiunit auctions
Public projects
Theorem (Hurwicz and Green-Laffont): No strategy-proof mechanism can
implement an efﬁcient (ex post) budget-balanced scf.
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VCG at work: A Public Project

Drawbacks of VCG Mechanisms

Agents 1, 2 and 3 are to decide whether a certain public good, e.g., a common
road, is to be built (road) or not to be built (no road). The private valuation
functions are as follows
Agents must fully disclose private information

road
no road

v1

v2

v3

Susceptibility to collusion

200

100

0

VCG is not frugal

0

0

250

Dropping agents can increase revenue
Impossibility of returning all revenue to the agents
Computational intractability

Exercise: Show that under the VCG mechanism the road will be built and
determine the payments the agents have to make.
Exercise: Show that agents 1 and 2 can coordinately misrepresent their
valuations so as to diminish their payments.
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Other Topics in Mechanism Design

Computational Applications of Mechanism Design

Mechanism design using other solution concepts
Bayesian settings

Task scheduling

Auctions

Bandwidth allocation in computer networks

Other criteria, e.g., fairness

Multicast cost sharing

Other types of manipulation, e.g., bribery

Two-side matching

Issues concerning revenue, e.g., revenue equivalence or how to return
revenue to the agents
Computational complexity concerns
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Coalitional Games
Stéphane Airiau1 and Wojtek Jamroga2
1
2

University of Amsterdam
University of Luxembourg

Abstract. Over the last decade, coalition formation has received increased
attention in the multiagent systems community: forming dynamic coalitions may lead to more efficient agent societies. Game theory prescribes
ways to share a payoff obtained by a coalition in a stable manner, but
it does not describe how to form efficient coalitions. Representing coalitional games, and reasoning with such representations are other key issues. In the first part of the course, our first goal is to introduce the basic solution concepts from game theory. Then, we discuss the challenges
of coalition formation in the context of multiagent systems: communication, dynamic environments, uncertainty about knowledge or tasks, protocols and manipulation, etc. We survey proposed solutions to these issues, and finally we discuss the problem of searching for efficient coalition structures. The focus of the second part is descriptive. We introduce
some modal logics of strategic ability, and show how abilities of coalitions can be specified in that language. Finally, we discuss the algorithmic
side of checking such specifications. The course requires some elementary
knowledge of logic and game theory. Familiarity with basic modal logic
will be an advantage.
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Introduction

Coalitions

Coalitional Games
Part I
Stéphane Airiau1
1 ILLC

Wojtek Jamroga2

Why forming a coalition?
Generic means for cooperation
An agent by itself may not have the ability to perform a task

- University of Amsterdam

Need for agents with similar competence
Need for agents with complementary competence
2 Clausthal

Airiau - Jamroga (Amsterdam/Clausthal)

Some groups of agents may be better suited to perform a task than
others

University of Technology

Coalitional Games

Airiau - Jamroga (Amsterdam/Clausthal)
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Introduction

Outline of today
Examples of application in multiagent systems
Introduction to basic Cooperative Game Theory

Part I (today) How to Form a Coalition?
Introduction to basic Cooperative Game Theory:
models, solution concepts.
Some Issues in multiagent systems

Games with and without transferable utility (examples of TU and NTU
games, characteristic function, some representations (e.g., weighted
voting games)).
Solutions concepts:

Part II (Friday 14:00) Reasoning about What Teams Can
Achieve.
Modal logic: models, operators, epistemic logic.
Reasoning about abilities of agents and teams:
alternating-time temporal logic ATL for perfect
information games, problems with imperfect
information, ATLir. Model checking abilities of
coalitions.
Reasoning about rational teams.
Coalitional Games

The core and the Kernel
The Shapley value

NTU games

Issues in multiagent systems:
Search of the optimal coalition structure
Process of coalition formation: protocols, manipulation,
communication, dynamic environments, short term/long term
coalitions, overlaping coalitions
Uncertainty
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Examples of application in MAS litterature

Introduction

2

Examples of application in MAS litterature

3

Static view: Cooperative Game Theory
Deﬁnitions
Rationality and Solution Concepts (Core, Shapley Value, Kernel)
Voting games
NTU games
Coalitional games with externalities
Issues in Multiagent systems
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Conclusion

6

Bibliography
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Examples of application in MAS litterature

Task Allocation Problem

1

4

2 / 47

Introduction

Outline of the lectures

Airiau - Jamroga (Amsterdam/Clausthal)

Coalitional Games

Coalitional Games

A set of tasks requiring diﬀerent expertises needs to be performed,
tasks may be decomposed
Agents do not have enough resource on their own to perform a task
Find complementary agents to perform the tasks optimizing a social
welfare criterion
robots have the ability to move objects in a plant, but multiple robots
are required to move a heavy box
[Aknine and Caillou, 2004, Shehory and Kraus, 1998].
transportation domain: agents are trucks, trains, airplanes, ships... a
task is a good to be transported [Blankenburg and Klusch, 2004,
Blankenburg et al., 2005, Sandholm and Lesser, 1997]
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Examples of application in MAS litterature

Examples of application in MAS litterature

Aggravating issues:

Electronic Marketplace

Tasks may be dependent [Shehory and Kraus, 1998]

Problem: Consumer agents can form a coalition, or a buying group, to
beneﬁt from the quantity discount provided by sellers
[Tsvetovat et al., 2001].

Agents may not know some tasks [Blankenburg and Klusch, 2004]
Private cost, the value a coalition is not
known. [Kraus et al., 2003, Kraus et al., 2004]

Looking for Pareto Optimal outcomes
Looking for outcomes maximizing utilitarian social welfare
Aggravating issues:

Uncertainty about the value of coalitions (model with Fuzzy
sets [Blankenburg et al., 2003], model with expected
utility [Chalkiadakis and Boutilier, 2004]

Cost of waiting/searching for new member [Sarne and Kraus, 2003]
Cost of communication [Lerman and Shehory, 2000]
Long term/short term coalition [Vassileva et al., 2002]

Computing a coalition value is NP-hard (ex travelling salesman
problem [Sandholm and Lesser, 1997])

Airiau - Jamroga (Amsterdam/Clausthal)
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Deﬁnitions

Some deﬁnitions

1

4

Coalitional Games

We have a population N of n agents.

Deﬁnition (Coalition)
A coalition C is a set of agents: C ∈ 2N .
ex: {1, 3, 4}, {2, 7}, {5}, {6, 8} are coalitions.

Deﬁnition (Coalition structure)
A coalition structure s is partition of agents into coalitions:
s = {C1 , . . . , Ck } where ∪i∈{1..k} Ci = N and i = j ⇒ Ci ∩ Cj = ∅
S is the set of all coalition structures.
ex: {{1, 3, 4}{2, 7}{5}{6, 8}} is a coalition structure for n = 8 agents.

Coalitional Games

Static view: Cooperative Game Theory
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Coalitional Games

Static view: Cooperative Game Theory
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Deﬁnitions

Deﬁnition (valuation or characteristic function)
v : 2N → R: provides the worth of a coalition, generally, it depends only
on the coalition members.

Deﬁnition (TU game (transferable utility))

Problem: In the game (N, v ) we want to form the grand coalition.
Each agent i will get a personal personnal payoﬀ xi .
How do we determine the payoﬀ vector x?

A TU game is a tuple (N,v) where N is a set of agents and where v is a
valuation function.
Some types of TU games:
additive (or inessential): if v (C) + v (T ) = v (C ∪ T ) for all disjoint coalitions C
and T of players in N.
superadditive: ∀C1 , C2 ⊂ N | C1 ∩ C2 = ∅ , v (C1 ∪ C2 ) ≥ v (C1 ) + v (C2 )
subadditive: ∀C1 , C2 ⊂ N | C1 ∩ C2 = ∅ , v (C1 ∪ C2 ) ≤ v (C1 ) + v (C2 )
convex: if for all C ⊂ T and i ∈ T v (C ∪ {i}) − v (C) ≤ v (T ∪ {i}) − v (T ).

Airiau - Jamroga (Amsterdam/Clausthal)
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Static view: Cooperative Game Theory

Rationality and Solution Concepts (Core, Shapley Value, Kernel)

Rationality Concepts

1

Introduction

2

Examples of application in MAS litterature

3

Static view: Cooperative Game Theory
Deﬁnitions
Rationality and Solution Concepts (Core, Shapley Value, Kernel)
Voting games
NTU games
Coalitional games with externalities

4

Issues in Multiagent systems

5

Conclusion

6

Bibliography

Eﬃciency: x(N) = v (N)
 the payoﬀ distribution is an allocation of the whole worth of the
grand coalition to all the players.
Individual rationality: ∀i ∈ N, u(i) ≥ v ({i})
 agent obtains at least its self-value as payoﬀ.

Group rationality:
i∈C u(i) = v (C)

 if i∈C u(i) < v (C) some utility is lost

 if i∈C u(i) > v (C) is not possible
Pareto Optimal: y | ∃i ∈ N | yi > ui and ∀j = i, yj ≥ uj .
 no agent can improve its payoﬀ without lowering the payoﬀ of
another agent.
An imputation is a payoﬀ distribution x that is eﬃcient and individually rational.
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Coalitional Games

Static view: Cooperative Game Theory

The Core [Gillies, 1953]
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Rationality and Solution Concepts (Core, Shapley Value, Kernel)

Shapley value [Shapley, 1953]: Axiomatic Version
Axiom 1 (“Dummy actions”) : If the presence of agent i does not improve
the worth of a coalition C by more than v ({i}), i does not
bring anything to C, hence i is considered as a dummy.
∀C ∈ N \ {i}: v (C ∪ {i}) = v (C) ⇒ xi = v ({i}).
Axiom 2 (“Symmetry”) : When two agents have the same contributions,
they should be rewarded equally:
∀(i, j) ∈ N 2 , ∀C ⊂ N \ {i, j} : v (C ∪ {i}) = v (C ∪ {j})
⇒ x i = xj .
Axiom 3 (“Additivity”) : For any two characteristic functions v and w , if
the agents get payoﬀ proﬁles x and y respectively, then they
should get the payoﬀ x + y if the characteristic function is
v + w.

No agents has any incentive to change coalition.

Deﬁnition (The core of a game (N, v ))
Core(N, v ) = {x ∈ Rn | x is an imputation that is group rational}.
x ∈ Core(N, v ) → ∀C ⊆ N, x(C) ≥ v (T ).
Appealing deﬁnition
Core is closed and convex
Core may be empty!
Computational complexity: it is N P-hard to check membership and
emptyness [Conitzer and Sandholm, 2004,
Conitzer and Sandholm, 2003]

Theorem
The Shapley value is the unique value function satisifying Axioms 1, 2, 3.

Airiau - Jamroga (Amsterdam/Clausthal)
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Coalitional Games

Static view: Cooperative Game Theory

Shapley value: version based on marginal contributions
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Rationality and Solution Concepts (Core, Shapley Value, Kernel)

Properties of the Shapley Value
The Shapley value always exist and is unique.
When the valuation function is superadditive, the Shapley value is
individually rational, i.e., it is an imputation.

Fair payoﬀ distribution based on marginal contributions of agents averaged
over joining orders of the coalition:
Shapley (C, i) =

When the valuation function is convex, the Shapley value is also
group rational, hence, it is in the core.

 |S|!(|C| − |S| − 1)!
(v (S ∪ {i}) − v (S)) .
|C|!

The nature of the Shapley value is combinatorial
Under some restriction on the valuation function, computing the
Shapley value can be fast
[Conitzer and Sandholm, 2004, Leong and Shoham, 2005]

i ∈S⊂C
/

It is N P-complete to determine whether an agent can beneﬁt from
false names [Yokoo et al., 2005].
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Rationality and Solution Concepts (Core, Shapley Value, Kernel)

Static view: Cooperative Game Theory

Kernel [Davis and Maschler, 1965]

Rationality and Solution Concepts (Core, Shapley Value, Kernel)

The Kernel
Deﬁnition (Equilibrium between two members of a coalition)

In a coalition, no agent i can “outweight” another agent j by forming a
coalition that excludes j.

Two members of a coalition are in in equilibrium when either one of these
situations occurs:
⎧
• sk,l (x) = sl,k (x): agents have equal strength;
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
•
sk,l (x) > sl,k (x) and xl = v (l): k dominates l, but l has the
⎪
⎪
⎨
minimum utility it can get (individual rationality), hence k cannot
⎪ claim more utility from player l;
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
• sk,l (x) < sl,k (x) and xk = v (k): l dominates k and k has the
⎪
⎩
minimum utility.

Deﬁnition (Excess of a coalition)
The excess related to coalition C for a payoﬀ distribution x is deﬁned as
e(C, x) = v (C) − x(C).

Deﬁnition (Maximum surplus of an agent over another member)
The maximum surplus of agent k over agent l with respect to x is the
maximum excess from a coalition that includes k but does not include l,
i.e., sk,l (x) = maxc∈C |k∈c, l ∈c
/ e(c, x).

Always exist, exponentially hard to compute.
Stearns method to compute a Kernel stable payoﬀ distribution.
Polynomial variant when the size of the coalition is bounded
[Klusch and Shehory, 1996].
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Coalitional Games

Static view: Cooperative Game Theory

Computing a Kernel-stable payoﬀ distribution
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Rationality and Solution Concepts (Core, Shapley Value, Kernel)

Other solution concepts

Algorithm 1: Transfer scheme to converge to a -Kernel-stable payoﬀ
distribution for the CS S
compute--Kernel(, S)
repeat
for each coalition C ∈ S do
for each member (i, j) ∈ C, i = j do
// for two members of a coalition in S
sij ← maxR∈C |(i∈R, j ∈R)
v (R) − x(R)
/

Stable Set

compute the maximum surplus

-core
Least Core

δ ← max(i,j)∈N 2 sij − sji ;
(i  , j  ) ← argmax(i,j)∈N 2 (sij − sji );
´
`
if xj  − v ({j}) < δ2 then
d ← xj  − v ({j  });
else

//

//

Nucleolus

payment should be individually rational

d ← δ2 ;

xi  ← xi  + d;
xj  ← xj  − d;
δ
>;
until v (S)
Airiau - Jamroga (Amsterdam/Clausthal)
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Voting games

Deﬁnition (voting games)
A game (N,v) is a voting game when
1 the valuation function takes two values
1 for a winning coalitions
0 for the losing coalitions

Issues in Multiagent systems

5

Coalitional Games

Voting games

1

4
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Coalitional Games
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2

v satisﬁes unanimity: v (N) = 1

3

v satisﬁes monotonicity: S ⊂ T ⇒ v (S) ≤ v (T )

Airiau - Jamroga (Amsterdam/Clausthal)
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Voting games

Static view: Cooperative Game Theory

Voting games

Weighted Voting games

Power Indices

For example, used in the European Union.

A player is pivotal for a coalition C when it turns it from a losing to a winning one.

Shapley-Shubik index

Deﬁnition (weighted voting games)
A game (N, wi∈N , q, v ) is a weighted voting game when v satisﬁes
unanimity,
⎧ monotonicity
 and the valuation function is deﬁned as
⎨ 1 when
wi ≥ q
v (S) =
i∈S
⎩
0 otherwise

Shapley (C, i) =

percentage of the permutations of all players in which i is pivotal

It is the Shapley value for the voting game.
As v (N) = 1, it can be viewed as a percentage.

Computational perspective[Elkind et al., 2007]

Banzhaf index

Shapley value: #P-hard to compute the Shapley value of a player,
NP-Hard to determine whether the value is 0
Core: polynomial to check non-emptyness

βi =

Representation issues see [Elkind et al., 2008]
Manipulation issues
see [Bachrach and Elkind, 2008, Zuckerman et al., 2008]
Airiau - Jamroga (Amsterdam/Clausthal)
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It can be normalized
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Static view: Cooperative Game Theory

Example 1 1958 European Economic Community: 6 countries: Belgium,
Italy, France, Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. Each country
gets the following number of votes:
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Belgium, the Netherlands: 2
Luxembourg: 1
The threshold of the game is q = 12.
Luxembourg is a dummy, hence Shapley or Banzhaf index is 0.

Example 2 Consider the weighted voting game [3: a:2, b:1, c:1]
Shapley Shubik power index is  23 , 16 , 16 
Banzhaﬀ power index  35 , 15 , 15 
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NTU games (Non-transferable utility games)
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NTU games

1

Italy, France, Germany: 4

Static view: Cooperative Game Theory

(v (S ∪ {i}) − v (S))

S⊆N\{i}

for which i is pivotal

Voting games

Coalitional Games



1
2n−1

number of winning coalition

Examples

Airiau - Jamroga (Amsterdam/Clausthal)

 |S|!(|C| − |S| − 1)!
(v (S ∪ {i}) − v (S))
|C|!
i ∈S⊂C
/
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NTU games

Hedonic games

It is not always possible to compare the utility of two agents or to transfer
utility.

Agents have preferences over coalitions, i.e. agent only cares about the
other members of the coalition.
An Hedonic game is a tuple (N, (i )i∈N ) where

A ﬁrst model
NTU game is a tuple (N, X , V , (i )i∈N ) where

N is the set of agents

X set of outcomes

i is a preference relation for agent i over the set of coalition.

V (C) a set of outcomes that a coalition C can bring about

Succinct representation (Hedonic coalition games) has been
proposed [Elkind and Wooldridge, 2009].

i a preference relation (transitive and complete) for agent i over the
set of outcomes.
Core(V ) = {x ∈ V (N) | C ⊂ N, y ∈ V (C), ∀i ∈ Cy i x}
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Stability concepts of Hedonic
Games [Bogomolnaia and Jackson, 2002]
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A coalition structure s is core stable iﬀ C ⊂ N | ∀i ∈ C , C i s(i).
A coalition structure s is Nash stable
(∀i ∈ N) (∀C ∈ s ∪ {∅}) s(i) i C ∪ {i}
A coalition structure s is individually stable iﬀ (i ∈ N) (C ∈
C ∪ {∅}) | (C ∪ {i} i s(i)) and (∀j ∈ C , C ∪ {i} j C )
A coalition structure s is contractually individually stable iﬀ
(i ∈ N) (C ∈ C ∪ {∅}) | (C ∪ {i} i s(i)) and (∀j ∈ C , C ∪ {i} j
C ) and (∀j ∈ s(i) \ {i}, s(i) \ {i} j s(i))
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Coalitional Games with externalities

value of externality-free of a coalition C is the value vef (C) = v (C, S) where
S \ C is composed of singletons.
total externality T : Combined the externalities from a coalition formation
process where all other coalitions start as a singleton:
v (C, S) = vef (C) + T (C, S)
Inward externality
Outward externality {a3 }
{a3 }

 valuation function for a coalition given a coalition structure (in a
competitive setting) v : 2N × S → R
 valuation function for each agent given a coalition structure (ex:
competitive supply chains) v : N × S → R.

9
{a1 , a2 }

Representation issues [Michalak et al., 2009]
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5

Coalition structure generation
[Michalak et al., 2009, Rahwan et al., 2009a]
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Coalitional games with externalities

externality from coalition formation S = {C1 , C2 , C3 } → S  = {C1 , C2 ∪ C3 }:
externality from the merging of C2 and C3 on coalition C1 is
v (C1 , S) − v (C1 , S  )

competitive ﬁrms
teams in sport
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Some representation issues [Michalak et al., 2009]

In a TU game (N, v ), the valuation of a coalition depends only on the
members, not on the other coalition present in the population.
The value can depend on the other coalitions in the population
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The diﬃculty of searching for the optimal CS is the large search space.
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Distributing the computation of the Coalitions

Search of the Optimal Coalition Structure
First algorithm that guarantees a bound from the optimal
v (s)
V (s ) ≤ K [Sandholm et al., 1999]. It is necessary to visit a least
2n−1 CSs, which corresponds to the ﬁrst two levels of the lattice.

How to distribute the computation of all coalition to a set of agents?

 goal is to minimize computational time
Computing the value of a coalition can be hard: ex solving a
TSP [Sandholm and Lesser, 1997]

Sen and Dutta [Sen and Dutta, 2000] use genetic algorithms when
there is an underlying pattern in the characteristic function
Rahwan et al. developed an improve anytime algorithms to solve the
problem [Rahwan et al., 2009b]. The latest version is called IP for
Interger Partition:

 load balancing: distribute coalitions of every size equally among the
agents coalitions.
but agents may have diﬀerent compuatational speed

Integer Partition: ex [1, 1, 2] → space of coalition structures containing
two singletons and a coalition of size 2.
Finding bounds for each subspace is easy. Ex:
max v (S) ≤ max v (C) + max v (C) + max v (C)

First algorithm [Shehory and Kraus, 1998] based on negoation process
(does not avoid redundancy, high communication complexity)
[Rahwan and Jennings, 2007] proposes a much better algorithm.
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S∈[1,1,2]

C∈2N , |C|=1

C∈2N , |C|=1

C∈2N , |C|=2

IP uses the representation to eﬃciently prune part of the space and
search the most promising subspaces.
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Stability and Dynamic Environments

Uncertainty about Knowledge and Task
Agents may not know some tasks [Blankenburg and Klusch, 2004]
Agents may not know the valuation
function [Blankenburg et al., 2003] uses Fuzzy sets to represent the
coalition value.

Agents can enter and leave the environment at any time

Expected values of coalitions are used instead of the valuation
function [Chalkiadakis and Boutilier, 2004]

The characteristics of the agents may change with time
Extending some concepts to Open Environments
[Yokoo et al., 2005, Yokoo et al., 2006, Ohta et al., 2009]

Approximation of valuation function In [Sandholm and Lesser, 1997],
computing a value for a coalition requires solving a version of the
traveling salesman problem and approximations are used to solve that
problem.
Agent do not know the cost incurred by other agents and may only
estimate these costs [Kraus et al., 2003]
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Safety and Robustness

Protocol Manipulation
A protocol may require that they disclose some private
information [Pĕchouc̆ek et al., 2002].
 Avoid information asymmetry that can be exploited by some agents
by using cryptographic techniques [Blankenburg et al., 2005].
 Use computational complexity to protect a protocol
[Blankenburg and Klusch, 2004, Conitzer and Sandholm, 2004]

Communication links may fail during the negotiation phase
Payoﬀ distribution close to the core but that does not need to restart
the computation if an agent leaves the system [Belmonte et al., 2002]

Other types of manipulations:
hiding skills
using false names
colluding
The traditional solution concepts can be vulnerable to false names and to
collusion [Yokoo et al., 2005].
Study for weighted voting games in [Aziz and Paterson, 2009]
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Communication

Scalability issues

Additional goals of the coalition formaiton: decreasing the time and the
number of messages required to reach an agreement.
 learning is used to decrease negotiation time
in [Soh and Tsatsoulis, 2002].

 A hierarchy of agents can be used [Abdallah and Lesser, 2004].
 The notion of clans [Griﬃths and Luck, 2003] and
congregations [Brooks and Durfee, 2003], where agents gather
together for a long period have been proposed to restrict the search
space by considering only a subset of the agents

 the communication cost are represented in the characteristic
function [Tohmé and Sandholm, 1999].
 analysis of the communication complexity of computing the payoﬀ of
a player with diﬀerent stability concepts: they ﬁnd that it is Θ(n)
when the Shapley value, the nucleolus, or the core is used.
[Procaccia and Rosenschein, 2006]
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Overlapping Coalitions
Agents may simultaneously belong to more than one coalition

In general, a coalition is a short-lived entity that is “formed with a purpose
in mind and dissolve when that need no longer exists, the coalition ceases
to suit its designed purpose, or critical mass is lost as agents depart”
[Horling and Lesser, 2004].

 Fuzzy approach
agents can be member of a coalition with a certain degree that
represents the risk associated with being in that coalition
[Blankenburg et al., 2006]
agents have diﬀerent degree of membership, and their payoﬀ depends
on this degree
[Aubin, 1979, Mares, 2001, Nishizaki and Masatoshi, 2001].

Long term coalitions [Vassileva et al., 2002], and in particular the
importance of trust in this content.

 Heuristic algorithms
[Viet Dung Dang and Jennings, 2007, Shehory and Kraus, 1998].

Repeated coalition formation under uncertainty using learning
[Chalkiadakis and Boutilier, 2009].
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Long Term Vs Short Term
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 Game theoretical approach in [Chalkiadakis et al., 2008]
(overlapping core)
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1. Modal Logic

2.1 Modal Logic
Outline
In the previous chapter, we showed how coalitions can
be rationally formed
In this chapter, we show how one can use modal logic
to reason about their play and their outcome.
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1. Modal Logic

Why logic at all?

framework for thinking about systems,
makes one realise the implicit assumptions,
. . . and then we can:
investigate them, accept or reject them,
relax some of them and still use a part of the formal
and conceptual machinery;

Veriﬁcation: check speciﬁcation against
implementation
Executable speciﬁcations
Planning as model checking
Game solving, mechanism design, and reasoning
about games have natural interpretation as logical
problems

reasonably expressive but simpler and more rigorous
than the full language of mathematics.
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1. Modal Logic

Various modal logics:
knowledge → epistemic logic,
beliefs → doxastic logic,
obligations → deontic logic,
actions → dynamic logic,
time → temporal logic,

Modal logic is an extension of classical logic by new
connectives  and ♦ : necessity and possibility.
p is true” means p is necessarily true, i.e. true in
“
every possible scenario,
♦p is true” means p is possibly true, i.e. true in at least
“♦
one possible scenario.
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and combinations of the above
Most famous multimodal logic: BDI logic of beliefs,
desires, intentions (and time)
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1. Modal Logic

An Example

Kripke model (possible world model):
M = W, R, π,

q0
s
s

x=0

q1

q2
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x=1

x=2

M, w |= ϕ iff for every w ∈ W with wRw we have that
M, w |= ϕ.

.
.
x = 1 → Ks x = 1

c
c

W is a set of possible worlds
R ⊆ W × W is an accessibility relation
π : W → P(Π) is a valuation of propositions.
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2. ATL

ATL: What Agents Can Achieve

ATL: Agent Temporal Logic [Alur et al. 1997]
Temporal logic meets game theory
Main idea: cooperation modalities
AΦ:
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coalition A has a collective strategy to enforce Φ
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2. ATL

ATL Models: Concurrent Game Structures

jamesbond♦win:
“James Bond has an infallible plan to eventually win”
jamesbond, bondsgirlfun U shot:
“James Bond and his girlfriend are able to have fun
until someone shoots at them”

Agents, actions, transitions, atomic propositions
Atomic propositions + interpretation
Actions are abstract

“Vanilla” ATL: every temporal operator preceded by
exactly one cooperation modality;
ATL*: no syntactic restrictions;

Stéphane Airiau and Wojtek Jamroga · Coalitional Games
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2. ATL

Deﬁnition 2.2 (Concurrent Game Structure)
A concurrent game structure is a tuple
M = Agt, St, π, Act, d, o, where:
Agt: a ﬁnite set of all agents
St: a set of states
π: a valuation of propositions
Act: a ﬁnite set of (atomic) actions
d : Agt × St → P(Act) deﬁnes actions available to an
agent in a state
o: a deterministic transition function that assigns
outcome states q  = o(q, α1 , . . . , αk ) to states and tuples
of actions

1

2. ATL

wait,wait
push,push

2

2
1

pos1

wait,wait
push,push

h
us

q2

wait,push

pos2

push,wait
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2. ATL

pos0
it
wa
sh,
h
us
it,p
wa

pos2

q0

pu

sh
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ait

pos0
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Example: Robots and Carriage

1
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q1

wait,wait
push,push

pos1
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2. ATL

Deﬁnition 2.4 (Semantics of ATL)
Deﬁnition 2.3 (Strategy)
A strategy is a conditional plan.
We represent strategies by functions sa : St → Act.

Function out(q, SA ) returns the set of all paths that may
result from agents A executing strategy SA from state q
onward.

Stéphane Airiau and Wojtek Jamroga · Coalitional Games
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M, q |= p
M, q |= ϕ ∧ ψ

iff p is in π(q);
iff M, q |= ϕ and M, q |= ψ;

M, q |= AΦ

iff there is a collective strategy SA such
that, for every path λ ∈ out(q, SA ), we
have M, λ |= Φ.

M, λ |= ϕ
M, λ |= ♦ϕ
M, λ |= ϕ
M, λ |= ϕ U ψ

iff M, λ[1] |= ϕ;
iff M, λ[i] |= ϕ for some i ≥ 0;
iff M, λ[i] |= ϕ for all i ≥ 0;
iff M, λ[i] |= ψ for some i ≥ 0, and
M, λ[j] |= ϕ forall 0 ≤ j ≤ i.

Stéphane Airiau and Wojtek Jamroga · Coalitional Games
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2. ATL

2. ATL

Example: Robots and Carriage

q0

pos0
it
wa
sh,
h
pu
us
it,p
wa

wait,wait
push,push

Temporal operators allow a number of useful concepts to
be formally speciﬁed

pu
sh
,w
ait
wa
it,p
us
h

wait,wait
push,push

q2

wait,push

pos2

push,wait

safety properties
liveness properties
fairness properties

pos0 → 1¬pos1

q1

wait,wait
push,push

pos1
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2. ATL

Safety (maintenance goals):
“something bad will not happen”
“something good will always hold”

EASSS’09 @ Torino
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2. ATL

Liveness (achievement goals):
“something good will happen”
Typical example:

Typical example:

♦rich

¬bankrupt

Usually: ♦....

Usually: ¬....

In ATL:

In ATL:

alice, bob♦paperAccepted

os¬crash
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2. ATL

Fairness (service goals):
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2. ATL

Connection to Games

“if something is attempted/requested, then it will be
successful/allocated”

Concurrent game structure = generalized extensive
game

Typical examples:
(attempt → ♦success)
♦attempt → ♦success

Aγ: A splits the agents into proponents and
opponents
γ deﬁnes the winning condition
 inﬁnite 2-player, binary, zero-sum game

In ATL* (!):

Flexible and compact speciﬁcation of winning
conditions

prod, dlr(carRequested → ♦carDelivered)
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2. ATL

3. Rational Play (ATLP)

2.3 Rational Play (ATLP)
Solving a game ≈ checking if M, q |= Aγ
But: do we really want to consider all the possible
plays?
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3. Rational Play (ATLP)

Game-theoretical analysis of games:
Solution concepts deﬁne rationality of players
Tt

H

money2

Hh
money1
money2

H
t
Th

q4

Tt

Th

t

q3

start → ¬1♦money1

q2
H

Hh

q1

Then: we assume that players play rationally
...and we ask about the outcome of the game under
this assumption

start

Th
t
H

money1

h

q0

maxmin
Nash equilibrium
subgame-perfect Nash
undominated strategies
Pareto optimality

Tt
money2

start → ¬2♦money2

q5

Role of rationality criteria: constrain the possible game
moves to “sensible” ones
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3. Rational Play (ATLP)

ATL + Plausibility (ATLP)
New in ATLP:
ATL: reasoning about all possible behaviors.
Aϕ: agents A have some collective strategy to enforce ϕ
against any response of their opponents.

(set-pl ω) : the set of plausible proﬁles is set/reset to the
strategies described by ω.
Only plausible strategy proﬁles are considered!

ATLP: reasoning about plausible behaviors.
Aϕ: agents A have a plausible collective strategy to
enforce ϕ against any plausible response of their
opponents.

Example: (set-pl greedy1 )2♦money2

Important
The possible strategies of both A and Agt\A are restricted.
Stéphane Airiau and Wojtek Jamroga · Coalitional Games
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3. Rational Play (ATLP)

3. Rational Play (ATLP)

Concurrent game structures with plausibility

Outcome = Paths that may occur when agents A perform
sA when only plausible strategy proﬁles from Υ are played

M = (Agt, St, Π, π, Act, d, δ, Υ, Ω, · )
Υ ⊆ Σ: set of (plausible) strategy proﬁles

outΥ (q, sA ) =



{λ ∈ St+ | ∃t ∈ Υ(sA ) ∀i ∈ N λ[i + 1] = δ(λ[i], t(λ[i])) }

P : the players always show
same sides of their coins

Ω = {ω1 , ω2 , . . . }: set of plausibility terms
Example: ωN E may stand for all Nash equilibria

s1 : always show “heads”

· : St → (Ω → P(()Σ)): plausibility mapping
Example: ωN E

q

= {(confess, confess)}

Stéphane Airiau and Wojtek Jamroga · Coalitional Games
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3. Rational Play (ATLP)

Example: Pennies Game

Semantics of ATLP

Tt

H

money1

start

Th
t
H

money2

H
t
Th

Th

t

q3

q2
H

Hh

q1

Hh
money1
money2

q4

Tt

M, q |= Aγ iff there is a strategy sA consistent with Υ
such that M, λ |= γ for all λ ∈ outΥ (q, sA )
M, q |= (set-pl ω)ϕ iff M ω , q |= ϕ where the new model
M ω is equal to M but the new set Υω of
plausible strategy proﬁles is set to ω q .

h

q0

Tt
money2

q5

M, q0 |= (set-pl ωN E )2♦money2
What is a Nash equilibrium in this game?
We need some kind of winning criteria!
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3. Rational Play (ATLP)

Agent 1 “wins”, if γ1 ≡ (¬start → money1 ) is satisﬁed.
Agent 2 “wins”, if γ2 ≡ ♦money2 is satisﬁed.

Tt

H

money2

Hh
money1
money2

H
t
Th

q4

Tt

Th

t

q3

q2
H

Hh

q1

Tt
money2

q5

γ1 \γ2
HH
HT
TH
TT

hh
1, 1
0, 0
0, 1
0, 1

ht
0, 0
0, 1
0, 1
0, 1

th
0, 1
0, 1
1, 1
0, 0

tt
0, 1
0, 1
0, 0
0, 1

Idea
Formulae that describe plausible strategies!
(set-pl σ.θ)ϕ: “suppose that θ characterizes rational
strategy proﬁles, then ϕ holds”.
Sometimes quantiﬁers are needed...
E.g.:

M, q0 |= (set-pl ωN E )2(¬start → money1 )
q0

3. Rational Play (ATLP)

How to obtain plausibility terms?

Now we have a qualitative notion of success.
where ωN E

35/70

start
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t
H

money1

h

q0
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(set-pl σ. ∀σ  dominates(σ, σ  ))

= “all proﬁles belonging to grey cells”.
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3. Rational Play (ATLP)

γ1 ≡ (¬start → money1 );

σa is a’s best response to σ (wrt γ):


BRaγ (σ) ≡ (set-pl σ[Agt\{a}]) aγa → (set-pl σ)∅γa

H

money2

Hh
money1
money2

H
t
Th

q4

Tt

q3

Th

BRaγ (σ)

a∈Agt

q2
t



Hh

q1
H

N E γ (σ) ≡

γ2 ≡ ♦money2 .

start

Th
t
H

Tt

q0
money1

σ is a Nash equilibrium:

3. Rational Play (ATLP)

Example: Pennies Game revisited

Characterization of Nash Equilibrium

h

2. Reasoning about Coalitions

Tt
money2

q5

γ1 \γ2
HH
HT
TH
TT

hh
1, 1
0, 0
0, 1
0, 1

ht
0, 0
0, 1
0, 1
0, 1

th
0, 1
0, 1
1, 1
0, 0

tt
0, 1
0, 1
0, 0
0, 1

M1 , q0 |= (set-pl σ.N E γ1 ,γ2 (σ))2(¬start → money1 )
...where N E γ1 ,γ2 (σ) is deﬁned as on the last slide.
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3. Rational Play (ATLP)

Characterizations of Other Solution Concepts

3. Rational Play (ATLP)

UNDOM γ (σ) ≡ ∀σ1 ∀σ2 ∃σ3

{a}
Agt\{a}
)∅γa →
(set-pl σ1 , σ2

Agt\{a}
{a}
)∅γa
(set-pl σ , σ2

Agt\{a}
)∅γa ∧
∨ (set-pl σ {a} , σ3

SP N γ (σ) ≡ ∅N E γ (σ)
σ is Pareto optimal:


P Oγ (σ) ≡ ∀σ 

((set-pl σ  )∅γa → (set-pl σ)∅γa ) ∨
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σ is undominated:

σ is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium:

a∈Agt

EASSS’09 @ Torino

{a}

Agt\{a}

¬(set-pl σ1 , σ3

)∅γa



.



((set-pl σ)∅γa ∧ ¬(set-pl σ  )∅γa .

a∈Agt
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4. Imperfect Information

2.4 Imperfect Information
Theorem 2.5
The characterizations coincide with game-theoretical
solution concepts in the class of game trees.
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(-,-)

q3

keep

start

(K,Q)

trade

q4

keep

(Q,A)

trade

q5

keep

trade

(Q,K)

q6

keep

trade

win

win

win

win

(A,K
)

(Q,K
)

(K,A
)

q9 q10 q11 q12 q13 q14 q15 q16 q17 q18
(Q,A
)

(A,K
)
win

q8

keep

(K,A)

trade

(Q,A
)

q7

 Problems!

q2

(K,A
)

keep

(A,Q)

trade

(K,Q
)

Let’s put ATL and epistemic logic in one box.

q1

(A,Q
)

(A,K)

(Q,K
)

How can we reason about extensive games with imperfect
information?

q0

4. Imperfect Information

(A,Q
)

4. Imperfect Information

(K,Q
)

2. Reasoning about Coalitions

win

start → a♦win
start → Ka a♦win
Does it make sense?
Stéphane Airiau and Wojtek Jamroga · Coalitional Games
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4. Imperfect Information

Strategy sa is uniform iff it speciﬁes the same choices for
indistinguishable situations:
(no recall:) if q ∼a q  then sa (q) = sa (q  )
(perfect recall:) if λ ≈a λ then ⇒ sa (λ) = sa (λ), where
λ ≈a λ iff λ[i] ∼a λ [i] for every i.

AΦ = A can enforce Φ
It should at least mean that A are able to identify and
execute the right strategy!

A collective strategy is uniform iff it consists only of
uniform individual strategies.

Executable strategies = uniform strategies

2. Reasoning about Coalitions
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Deﬁnition 2.6 (Uniform strategy)

Problem:
Strategic and epistemic abilities are not independent!
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4. Imperfect Information

Levels of Strategic Ability
Note:
Having a successful strategy does not imply knowing that
we have it!

From now on, we restrict our discussion to uniform
memoryless strategies.
Our cases for AΦ under incomplete information:

Knowing that a successful strategy exists does not imply
knowing the strategy itself!

2
3

4

Stéphane Airiau and Wojtek Jamroga · Coalitional Games
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There is σ such that, for every execution of σ, Φ holds
A know that there is σ such that, for every execution of
σ, Φ holds
There is σ such that A know that, for every execution
of σ, Φ holds
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4. Imperfect Information

Given strategy σ, agents A can have:

Case [4]: knowing how to play

Common knowledge that σ is a winning strategy. This
requires the least amount of additional
communication (agents from A may agree upon a
total order over their collective strategies at the
beginning of the game and that they will always
choose the maximal winning strategy with respect to
this order)
Mutual knowledge that σ is a winning strategy:
everybody in A knows that σ is winning

Single agent case: we take into account the paths
starting
from indistinguishable states (i.e.,

q  ∈img(q,∼a ) out(q, sA ))
What about coalitions?
Question: in what sense should they know the
strategy? Common knowledge (CA ), mutual
knowledge (KA ), distributed knowledge (DA )?
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4. Imperfect Information

Many subtle cases...
 Solution: constructive knowledge operators
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4. Imperfect Information

Non-standard semantics:

Constructive Strategic Logic (CSL)

Formulae are evaluated in sets of states
M, Q |= AΦ: A have a single strategy to enforce Φ
from all states in Q

AΦ: A have a uniform memoryless strategy to
enforce Φ
Ka aΦ: a has a strategy to enforce Φ, and knows that
he has one
For groups of agents: CA , EA , DA , ...
Ka aΦ: a has a strategy to enforce Φ, and knows that
this is a winning strategy
For groups of agents: CA , EA , DA , ...

Stéphane Airiau and Wojtek Jamroga · Coalitional Games
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Distributed knowledge that σ is a winning strategy: if
the agents share their knowledge at the current state,
they can identify the strategy as winning
“The leader”: the strategy can be identiﬁed by agent
a∈A
“Headquarters’ committee”: the strategy can be
identiﬁed by subgroup A ⊆ A
“Consulting company”: the strategy can be identiﬁed
by some other group B

2. Reasoning about Coalitions

4. Imperfect Information
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Additionally:
out(Q, SA ) =
img(Q, R) =


 q∈Q

out(q, SA )

q∈Q img(q, R)

M, q |= ϕ iff M, {q} |= ϕ
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4. Imperfect Information

4. Imperfect Information

Deﬁnition 2.7 (Semantics of CSL)
M, Q |= p iff p ∈ π(q) for every q ∈ Q;
M, Q |= ¬ϕ iff not M, Q |= ϕ;
M, Q |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff M, Q |= ϕ and M, Q |= ψ;

M, Q |= KA ϕ iff M, q |= ϕ for every q ∈ img(Q, ∼K
A ) (where
K = C, E, D);
M, Q |= K̂A ϕ iff M, img(Q, ∼K
A ) |= ϕ (where K̂ = C, E, D
and K = C, E, D, respectively).

M, Q |= Aγ iff there exists SA such that, for every
λ ∈ out(Q, SA ), we have that M, λ[1] |= ϕ;
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Example: Simple Market
bad-market

q0

subprodu
own-prod ction
uction

1c

wait

s&m

q1

c

wait

c2

wait

n
ductio
on
cti
du
o
r
-p
n
ow o
wn-p
roduc
tion

subprodu

Theorem 2.8 (Expressivity)

@ q1 :

CSL is strictly more expressive than most previous proposals.

ql

¬Kc c♦success

qs

¬E{1,2} c♦success
¬K1 c♦success
¬K2 c♦success

subpro

ction

q2

loss

success

Theorem 2.9 (Veriﬁcation complexity)
The complexity of model checking CSL is minimal.

¬D{1,2} c♦success

oligopoly
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5. Model Checking

Model Checking Formulae of CTL and ATL

2.5 Model Checking

Model checking: Does ϕ hold in model M and state q?
Natural for veriﬁcation of existing systems; also during
design (“prototyping”)
Can be used for automated planning
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5. Model Checking

function plan(ϕ).
Returns a subset of St for which formula ϕ holds, together with a (conditional)
plan to achieve ϕ. The plan is sought within the context of concurrent
game structure S = Agt, St, Π, π, o.
case ϕ ∈ Π : return {q, − | ϕ ∈ π(q)}
case ϕ = ¬ψ : P1 := plan(ψ);
return {q, − | q ∈
/ states(P1 )}
case ϕ = ψ1 ∨ ψ2 :
P1 := plan(ψ1 ); P2 := plan(ψ2 );
return {q, − | q ∈ states(P1 ) ∪ states(P2 )}
case ϕ = A  ψ : return pre(A, states(plan(ψ)))
case ϕ = Aψ :
P1 := plan(true); P2 := plan(ψ); Q3 := states(P2 );
while states(P1 ) ⊆ states(P2 )
do P1 := P2 |states(P1 ) ; P2 := pre(A, states(P1 ))|Q3 od;
return P2 |states(P1 )
case ϕ = Aψ1 U ψ2 :
P1 := ∅; Q3 := states(plan(ψ1 )); P2 := plan(true)|states(plan(ψ2 )) ;
while states(P2 ) ⊆ states(P1 )
do P1 := P1 ⊕ P2 ; P2 := pre(A, states(P1 ))|Q3 od;
return P1
end case
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Complexity od Model Checking ATL
Theorem (Alur, Kupferman & Henzinger 1998)
ATL model checking is P -complete, and can be done in
time linear in the size of the model and the length of the
formula.
So, let’s model-check!
Not as easy as it seems.
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3 agents/attributes, 12 states, 216 transitions
Nice results: model checking ATL is tractable.
But: the result is relative to the size of the model and
the formula
Well known catch: size of models is exponential wrt a
higher-level description
Another problem: transitions are labeled
So: the number of transitions can be exponential in
the number of agents.

<load1,nop2,fuel>

<nop1,nop2,fuel>
<load1,unload2,fuel>
<nop1,nop2,nop3>
<unload1,nop2,fuel>
<load1,unload2,nop3> <unload ,unload
1
2,fuel>
<unload1,nop2,nop3>
<nop1,unload2,fuel>
<unload1,unload2,nop3>
<nop1,unload2,load3>

1

5

9
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roL
nofuel
caL

roL 2
fuelOK
caL

roL
nofuel
caR

roL 6
fuelOK
caR

roL
nofuel
caP

roL
fuelOK
caP

10

<load1,nop2,nop3>
<nop1,nop2,load3>
<load1,nop2,load3>
<load1,unload2,load3>

7

roP
nofuel
caL 3

roP
fuelOK
caL 4

roP
nofuel
caR

roP
fuelOK
caR 8

roP
nofuel
caP 11

roP
fuelOK
caP 12
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Model Checking Temporal & Strategic Logics
m, l

n, k, l

nlocal , k, l

CTL

P [1]

P [1]

PSPACE [2]

ATL

P [3]

∆P3 [5,6]

EXPTIME [8,9]

CSL

∆P2 [4,7]

∆P3 [7]

PSPACE [9]

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

Main message:
Complexity is very sensitive to the context!
In particular, the way we deﬁne the input, and
measure its size, is crucial.

Clarke, Emerson & Sistla (1986).
Kupferman, Vardi & Wolper (2000).
Alur, Henzinger & Kupferman (2002).
Schobbens (2004).
Jamroga & Dix (2005).
Laroussinie, Markey & Oreiby (2006).
Jamroga & Dix (2007).
Hoek, Lomuscio & Wooldridge (2006).
Jamroga & Ågotnes (2007).
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5. Model Checking

6. References

2.6 References

Even if model checking appears very easy, it can be very
hard.
Still, people do automatic model checking!
LTL: SPIN
CTL/ATL: MOCHA, MCMAS, VeriCS
Even if model checking is theoretically hard, it can be
feasible in practice.
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Programming Multi-Agent Systems
Koen Hindriks1 and João Leite2
1

Delft University of Technology
2 New University of Lisbon

Abstract. With the significant advances in the area of autonomous agents
and multi-agent systems in the last few years, promising technologies
have emerged as a sensible alternative for the design of systems that can
operate in complex and dynamic scenarios. However, in order for this
technology to become accessible to the multi-agent research community
in Academia and practitioners in Industry, it is necessary that programming languages and tools that are appropriate for developing such systems become widely known and thoroughly understood. This course aims
at introducing novices, researchers, and developers (from both Academia
and Industry) who already have basic notions of multi-agent systems to
some of the languages, techniques, and tools that are currently available
to support the effective implementation of multi-agent systems.
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Multi-Agent Systems
Semantics
Concluding

EASSS-2009 Tutorial
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Outline (Cont.)

Introduction

Other Agent-Oriented Programming Languages
MetateM, ConGolog, Jason (Logic-based)
Jack, Jadex (Java-Based)

References to Other Languages and Conclusions

Koen Hindriks, João Leite
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Koen Hindriks, João Leite

Agent-Oriented Software Development
Methodologies

Abstraction in Multi-Agent Systems

Individual Agent Level: Autonomy, Situatedness,
Proactivity

Developments in the area of multi-agent systems led to a
new paradigm in software engineering

Cognitive concepts: beliefs, goals, plans, actions
Deliberation and control: sense/reason/act,
reactive/pro-active

Requirement ⇒ Analysis ⇒ Design ⇒
Implementation ⇒ Test

Multi-Agent Level: Social and Organisational Structures
Roles: functionalities, activities, and responsibilities
Organisational Rules: constraints on roles and their
interactions
Organisational Structures: topology of interaction
patterns and the control of activities
Environment: Resources and Services that agents can
access and control

The aim is to provide high-level abstraction to model
and develop complex systems
Structural analysis methodologies
Object-oriented methodologies
Agent-oriented methodologies (e.g., Gaia, Prometheus,
Tropos)

Koen Hindriks, João Leite
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Agent-Oriented Programming

BDI Architecture

Intentional Stance (Dennett)

Proposed by Shoham [JAI, 1993]

Practical Reasoning (Bratman)

Use of mentalistic notions and a societal view of
computation (anthropomorphism)

IRMA (Bratman, Isreal, Pollack)
PRS (Georgeff, Lansky)

Environment – Agents – Organisations

dMARS (Kinny)

Programming languages for agents are still incipient

BDI Logics and Agent Architecture (Rao, Georgeff)

Most agent development platforms have no formal basis

Koen Hindriks, João Leite

Wooldridge, Singh, ...

PLDT-MAS Tutorial – EASSS09
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Generic BDI Architecture

Sensors
Input

BRF

PLDT-MAS Tutorial – EASSS09

Agent-Oriented Software Engineering: Gaia

Beliefs

Generate
Options

Desires

Filter

Intentions

Koen Hindriks, João Leite

Action

Effectors
Output
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Overview
The GOAL Agent
Th
A
t
Programming Language

• Introduction: GOAL Agents
• First example: Actions & Action Rules
– Agent for Solving Blocks World Problems
– Mental
M
lS
States, R
Reasoning
i & Action
A i R
Rules
l

• Demo: Sensing
g & Percept
p Rules
• Multi-Agent Systems
• Semantics for GOAL

Koen Hindriks, João Leite
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percept

Key Idea of

GOAL Agents

Agents

Agent-Oriented
g
Programming
g
g

Agent
Main function is to
determine next
choice of action

How do humans choose and/or explain actions?
action

Examples:
• I believe it rains; so, I will take an umbrella with me.
• I go to the video store because I want to rent Irobot.
• I don’t believe busses run today so I take the train.

Environment
Real or simulated
world of events

Use intuitive common sense concepts:
action.
• beliefs + goals = action
4

Key question in AI: How to implement choice of action function?

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite

GOAL Agents
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GOAL Agents

GOAL Agents: Architecture
The Blocks World

Agent

percept

Process
percepts

Beliefs

Action
Rules

action

The Hello World example
of Agent Programming

Goals

Environment
Real or simulated
world of events
Key question in AI: How to implement choice of action function?
GOAL: Agent derives its choice of action from its beliefs & goals
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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The Blocks World

Koen Hindriks, João Leite
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Blocks World

Blocks World

The Blocks World (Cont’d)

A classic AI planning problem.
Objective: Move blocks in initial state such that result is goal state.

Key concepts:
• A block is in position if “it is in the right place”; otherwise misplaced
• A constructive move puts a block in position
• A self-deadlock is a misplaced block above a block it should be above

• Positioning of blocks on table is not relevant.
• A block can be moved only if it there is no other block on top of it.

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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Blocks World

Mental State

The Blocks World in Prolog

Representing the Initial State

Prolog is the knowledge representation language used in GOAL.
Using the on(X,Y) predicate we can represent the initial state.

• Basic predicates:
– block(X).
– on(X,Y).
– clear(X).

beliefs{
on(a,b),
on(b,c),
on(c,table),
on(d,e),
on(e,table),
on(f,g),
(f )
on(g,table).
}

• Defined
D fi d predicates:
di t
– tower([X]) :- on(X,table).
– tower([X,Y|T) :on(X,Y),tower([Y|T]).
– clear(X)
( ) :- block(X),
( ) not(on(Y,X)).
( (
))
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite

Initial belief base of agent
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Mental State

Mental State

Knowledge Does Not Change

Why a Separate Knowledge Base?
Cl
Clauses
iin a knowledge
k
l d base
b
can be
b reused
d to infer
i f goals.
l

Insert clauses that do not change into the knowledge base.

• Knowledge base introduced to avoid
duplicating clauses in belief and goal base.

tower([X]) :- on(X,table).
tower([X,Y|T]) :on(X,Y),tower([Y|T]).
clear(X)
c
ea ( ) :
:- b
block(X),
oc ( ), not(on(Y,X)).
ot(o ( , )).

• C
Concepts
t defined
d fi d iin kknowledge
l d b
base can b
be
used in combination with both the belief and
goal base
base.

knowledge{
block(a), block(b), block(c), block(d), block(e), block(f),
block(g), block(h), block(i).
clear(X) :- block(X), not(on(Y,X)).
clear(table).
clear(table)
tower([X]) :- on(X,table).
tower([X,Y|T]) :- on(X,Y), tower([Y|T]).

• Example: If agent wants
on(a,table),on(b,a), then infer: agent
wants tower([b,a]).
tower([b,a])

}
Static knowledge base of agent

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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Mental State

Representing the Goal State

One or Many Goals

Using the on(X,Y) predicate we can represent the goal state.

In the goal base using the comma- or period-separator makes a difference!

goals{

goals{

goals{

on(a,table).
on(b,a).
on(c,b).
( b)

on(a,e),
on(b table)
on(b,table),
on(c,table),
on(d,c),
on(e,b),
on(f d)
on(f,d),
on(g,table).

z

}

on(a,table),
on(b,a),
on(c,b).
( b)

}

• Left goal base has three goals, right goal base has single goal.
• Moving c on top of b (3rd goal), c to the table, a to the table (2nd goal) , and
b on top of a (1st goal) achieves all three goals but not single goal of right
goal base.

}
Initial goal base of agent

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite

Mental State

• The reason is that the goal base on the left does not require block c to be
on b, b to be on a, and a to be on the table at the same time.

PL-MAS Tutorial – EASSS09
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Mental State

Mental States

Mental State of GOAL Agent

Inspecting the Belief & Goal base
Use the bel(…) and goal(…) operators to inspect the belief and goal base.

Summarizing: By putting the knowledge, beliefs, and goals sections together we
get the GOAL specification of the agent’s mental state.

• Operator bel(…)to
bel( )to inspect the belief base
base.
• Operator goal(…)to inspect the goal base.

knowledge{
k
l d {
block(a), block(b), block(c), block(d), block(e), block(f),
block(g), block(h), block(i).
clear(X) :- block(X), not(on(Y,X)).
clear(table).
l
(t bl )
tower([X]) :- on(X,table).
tower([X,Y|T]) :- on(X,Y), tower([Y|T]).
}
b li f {
beliefs{
on(a,b), on(b,c), on(c,table), on(d,e), on(e,table),
on(f,g), on(g,table).
}
goals{
l {
on(a,e), on(b,table), on(c,table), on(d,c), on(e,b),
on(f,d), on(g,table).
}
Initial mental state of agent

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite

• Insert Prolog
g conjunction
j
of literals on “…”.
• Examples:
– bel(clear(a), not(on(a,c))).
– goal(tower([a,b]).
goal(to er([a b])
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Mental States

Inspecting the Belief Base

Inspecting the Belief Base

Use the bel(…) operator to inspect the belief base.

• bel(M)succeeds if M follows from the
belief base in combination with
ith the kno
knowledge
ledge base
base.

Which of the following succeed?
1.bel(on(b,c), not(on(a,c))).
2.bel(on(X,table), on(Y,X),
not(clear(Y)).
3.bel(tower([X,b,d]).

• Example:
– bel(clear(a), not(on(a,c))).

• M is evaluated as a Prolog
gq
query.
y
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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Mental States

Mental States

Inspecting the Goal Base

Inspecting the Goal Base

Use the goal(…) operator to inspect the goal base.

• goal(M)succeeds if M follows from one of the
goals in the goal base in combination with the
knowledge base.

Which of the following succeed?
1 goal(on(b table) not(on(d
1.goal(on(b,table),
not(on(d,c))).
c)))
2.goal(on(X,table), on(Y,X), clear(Y)).
3
3.goal(tower([d,X]).
l(t
([d X])

• Example:
– goal(clear(a))succeeds.
– but not goal(clear(a),clear(c)).
goal(clear(a),clear(c))
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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Mental States

Negation and Beliefs

Negation and Goals

• not(bel(M)) = bel(not(M))

• not(goal(M)) z goal(not(M))

• B
Because P
Prolog
l iimplements
l
t negation
ti as
failure.

• S
See goall b
base above:
b
we h
have
goal(on(a,b)) and
goal(not(on(a b)))
goal(not(on(a,b))).

21
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Mental States

Combining Beliefs and Goals

Expressing Blocks World Concepts

Useful to combine the bel(…) and goal(…) operators.

Possible to express key BW concepts by means of basic operators.

• Define: block X is misplaced:

• Achievement goals:
– a-goal(M) = goal(M), not(bel(M))

goal(tower([X|T])),not(bel(tower([X|T]))).

Agent only has an achievement goal if it
does not believe the goal has been
reached already.

• But this means that saying that a block is misplaced is saying that
you have an achievement goal:
a-goal(tower([X|T])).

• Goal achieved:
– goal-a(M)
goal a(M) = goal(M)
goal(M), bel(M)
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
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Actions & Updates

Actions Change the Environment…

and Require Updating Mental States.
To ensure adequate beliefs after performing an action the belief
base needs to be updated (and possibly the goal base).

move(a d)
move(a,d)

These changes need to be reflected in belief base
– Add effects
ff
to belieff base: insert on(a,d) after
f move(a,d).
– Delete old beliefs: delete on(a,b) after move(a,d).

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
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Actions & Updates

Actions & Updates

Actions Specifications

and Require Updating Mental States.

Actions in GOAL have preconditions and
postconditions.

If a goal has been (believed to be) completely achieved, the goal is
removed from the goal base.

move(a,b)

Executing an action in GOAL means:
• Preconditions are conditions that need to be
true:

beliefs{
on(a,table), on(b,table).
}
goals{
on(a,b), on(b,table).
}

•
•

– Check preconditions on the belief base.

beliefs{
on(a,b), on(b,table).
}
goals{

• P
Postconditions
t
diti
((effects)
ff t ) are add/delete
dd/d l t lilists
t
(STRIPS):

}

– Add positive literals in the postcondition
– Delete negative literals in the postcondition

It is not rational to have a goal you believe to be achieved
achieved.
Default update implements a blind commitment strategy.
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
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Actions & Updates

Actions & Updates

Actions Specifications
•

Need to specify actions:
– p
preconditions = when can action be p
performed
– effects = what is changed by performing action

•

Pre and postconditions need to match environment
Pre-

•

STRIPS-style specification

Actions Specifications
move(X,Y){
:pre
:p
e { c
clear(X),
ea ( ), c
clear(Y),
ea ( ), o
on(X,Z),
( , ), not(Y=Z)}
ot(
)}
:post { not(on(X,Z)), on(X,Y) }

move(X,Y){
pre { clear(X), clear(Y), on(X,Z), not(Y=Z) }
post { not(on(X,Z)), on(X,Y) }

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite

table

Example: move(a,b)
• Check:
clear(a),
( ), clear(b),
( ), on(a,Z),
( , ), not(b=Z)
(
)
• Remove:
on(a,Z)
• Add:
on(a,b)
Note: first remove,
remove then add.
add

PL-MAS Tutorial – EASSS09
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Action Rules

Selecting Actions: Action Rules

Example Program: Action Rules

Action rules are used to define a strategy for action selection.
condition implies goal-a(tower([X|T]))

• Defining a strategy for blocks world:

program{
if bel(tower([Y|T])), a-goal(tower([X,Y|T])) then move(X,Y).
if a-goal(tower([X|T])) then move(X,table).
}

– If constructive move can be made, make it.
– If block is misplaced
misplaced, move it to table
table.

Action rules specify
action selection strategy
GOAL chooses arbitrarily

program{
if bel(tower([Y|T])), a-goal(tower([X,Y|T])) then move(X,Y).
if a-goal(tower([X|T])) then move(X,table).
}

•

Agent program is
underspecified, i.e. it allows
for multiple action choices

To table
d

What happens:
– Check condition, e.g. can a-goal(tower([X|T]))be
derived given current mental state of agent?
– Yes, then (potentially) select move(X,table).
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
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Action Rules

Action Rules

• Action rules may allow multiple choices of
action
DEMO BLOCKSWORLD

• Agent
A
t programs underspecify
d
if
• GOAL agent picks option randomly
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BW Example

BW Example

The Sussman Anomaly (1/5)

The Sussman Anomaly (2/5)
•
•
•
•

a

b

c

b

a

c

Initial state

Goal state

Need to check conditions of action rules:

Non-interleaved planners typically separate the main goal,
on(A,B),on(B,C) into 2 sub-goals: on(A,B) and on(B,C).

if bel(tower([Y|T]),a-goal(tower([X,Y|T))then move(X,Y).
if a-goal(tower([X|T))then move(X,table).

Planning for these two sub-goals separately and combining the plans

We have bel(tower([c,a]) and a-goal(tower([c])).

found does not work in this case, however.

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
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Initially, all blocks are misplaced
One constructive move can be made (c to table)
Note: move(b,c) not enabled.
Only action enabled: c to table (2x)
(2x).
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BW Example

The Sussman Anomaly (3/5)

The Sussman Anomaly (4/5)

• Only constructive move enabled
• Move b onto c

• Again,
g
only
y constructive move enabled
• Move a onto b

Need to check conditions of action rules:
Need to check conditions of action rules:

if bel(tower([Y|T]), a-goal(tower([X,Y|T))then
move(X,Y).

if bel(tower([Y|T]), a-goal(tower([X,Y|T))then move(X,Y).

if a-goal(tower([X|T))then move(X,table).
if a-goal(tower([X
a-goal(tower([X,T))then
T))then move(X
move(X,Y).
Y)

Note that we have:
a-goal(on(a
a
goal(on(a,b),on(b,c),on(c,table))
b) on(b c) on(c table))

Note that we have: a-goal(on(a,b),on(b,c),on(c,table)),
but not: a-goal(tower[b,c]).
l(t
[b ])

,

but not: a-goal(tower[c])).
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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BW Example

GOAL Agents

The Sussman Anomaly (5/5)

Declarative Programming
Agent-Oriented Programming declarative-style

• Upon achieving a goal completely
that goal is automatically
a tomaticall remo
removed.
ed
• The idea is that no resources should
b wasted
be
t d on achieving
hi i th
the goal.
l

Aim is to write:
declarative & intuitive programs
• Write programs by specifying:
– What is the case (represented by beliefs of agent)
– What is desired (represented by goals of agent)

In our case, goal(on(a,b),on(b,c),on(c,table)) has been
achieved, and is dropped. The agent has no other
goals and is ready.

• Do not explicitly tell how the agent should
achieve its goals by writing sequences of
instructions (actions)
• Instead, specify action rules similar to the
decision rules of humans
(e.g. I believe it rains; so, I will take an umbrella with me.)

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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GOAL Agents

Key Concepts: Beliefs, Goals, Actions
• A rational agent has a mental state m=¢Ȉ,ī²:
– A belief base Ȉ, representing beliefs of agent
– A goal base ī, representing what agent wants

DEMO INTERACTIVE BLOCKSWORLD

• Basic operators in GOAL for inspecting databases:
– bel(ĳ) and goal(ĳ).
• Actions for changing the agent’s environment:
– Update the beliefs of an agent (to maintain correct
representation of environment)
– Remove goals when achieved (which implements a
gy)
blind commitment strategy)

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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Multi-Agent System
Multi-Agent
M
lti A
tS
Systems
t
iin
GOAL

Multi-Agent System

Intersecting spheres of influence of multiple agents acting in an environment
A1

Agents

A3
A2

A4

Environment
Intersecting spheres:
• Action perspective: may interfere, change same parts of environment
• Perception
P
ti perspective:
ti
agents may have
h
diff
different views
i
on environment
i

Koen Hindriks, João Leite
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Multi-Agent System

Multi-Agent System

Multi-Agent System

Multi-Agent System

Various approaches to coordinate activity of multiple agents
A1

A
Agents
t

Not all agents need to be ‘connected’ to the environment

A3
A2

A4

A3
A1
A2

Agents

A4

Environment
Various coordination techniques have been proposed, main ideas:
• Communication protocols impose structure on agent communication
• Add organization structure on top of multi-agent
multi agent system

Environment

Note: Without explicit agent communication still implicit communication
possible via environment if perception spheres overlap
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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Multi-Agent System

MAS Execution Scheduling
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GOAL MAS Specification

GOAL MAS

Running multiple agents requires a scheme to execute each agent concurrently
In GOAL, a .mas file is a recipe for launching a multi-agent system

• Basic requirement: each agent process gets
its “fair” share of time allocated

environment:elevatorEnv.jar,ElevatorEnv.ElevatorEnv
elevator1@environment:elevatoragent.goal
elevator2@environment:elevatoragent.goal
elevator3@environment:elevatoragent.goal

• Running on a single machine requires
introducing a scheduling policy for turn-taking:
turn taking:

A .mas file specifies:
• which environment will be launched
launched,
• how many agents will be launched,
• introduces agent names for agent processes
• determines
d t
i
which
hi h agents
t are connected
t d tto environment
i
t
• determines which .goal file is used to build agent.

– Round-robin
– First-come-first-serve

• True Concurrencyy ((Distributed))
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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Communication in GOAL

Koen Hindriks,
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GOAL Agent Architecture

GOAL MAS

In the current GOAL interpreter, a simple “mailbox semantics” is implemented
In the current GOAL interpreter, a simple “mailbox semantics” is implemented

• Built-in action:
send(<agt>, <content>)

message

• “Mailbox semantics” using predicates sent(..., …) and
received(…, ….).

percept
p
p

Process
message
Process
percepts

Agent
Beliefs

Action
Rules

Goals

• Result of agent a sending message msg to agent b:
– sent(b, msg) added to mailbox of agent a
– received(a, msg) added to mailbox of agent b

Environment
Real or simulated
world of events

• NB: keep in mind it will take some time before agent
b receives the message.

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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GOAL Agent Architecture

GOAL MAS

Elevator Domain

Elevator Example

In the current GOAL interpreter, a simple “mailbox semantics” is implemented

This means: sent(b, msg) & received(a, msg) can be used
• in the belief base like any other predicate:
serviced(L,D,T) :- received(_,servicing(L,D,T1)), T1 >= T.

• within the scope of bel(…) operator in conditions of action rule:
if a-goal(informed(L,D,T)), bel(agent(A), not(sent(A, servicing(L,D,T))))
then send(A,
send(A servicing(L,D,T)).
servicing(L D T))

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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Semantics

Abstract
Ab
t
tS
Semantics
ti for
f
GOAL

•

Knowledge Representation
T thehsemantics
Technology
l of GOAL without
In order to present
committing
g to a KRT we introduce an abstract df:

• A knowledge
g representation
p
technology
gy is a 4-tuple:
p
+
¢L,ş, ȅ, ȅ²
- where:
– L is a knowledge representation language,
– ş is an inference relation,
+ is an expansion and ȅ a contraction operator.
–ȅ

-

Koen Hindriks, João Leite
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Semantics

Semantics

Mental State

Mental State Conditions
• A mental state condition is a Boolean
combination of bel(ĳ) and goal(ĳ)
expressions.
• The semantics of a mental state condition ȥ is
defined on mental states m=¢Ȉ, ī² by:

• A mental state of a GOAL agent is a pair ¢Ȉ, ī² where
– ȈL is the belief base of the agent, and
– ī L is the goal base of the agent.

A mental state needs to satisfy rationality constraints:
• Ȉ must be consistent, i.e. it is not the case that ȈşA.
• Individual goals Ȗī must be consistent, i.e. not ȖşA.
• Goals Ȗī are not believed to be true, i.e. not Ȉş
ş Ȗ.

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite

– mş bel(ĳ)
– mş goal(ĳ)
– mş ȥ1 ȥ2
– mş  ȥ
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iff
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Semantics

Semantics

Action Execution

Runs of Agent Program

• The semantics of actions a is assumed to be
given and abstractly represented by a
transition function T. T is a mapping from
mental states u actions o mental states.
• Given an action rule of the form if ȥ then a,
and a mental state m,
m an agent may perform
action a whenever the mental state condition
ȥ holds.
holds Formally,
Formally

• A run of a GOAL agent program is an infinite
sequence of mental states and action pairs,
i.e. a run is:
m0, a0, m1, a1, m2, a2, …

• The meaning of a GOAL agent program is the
sett off allll runs induced
i d
db
by th
thatt program such
h
that m0 in each of these runs is identical to the
i iti l state
initial
t t off the
th agent.
t

mş ȥ and T (m,a) = m’
a
m
m’
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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Semantics

Temporal Logic to Verify Agents

The Future
There are still many avenues to be explored.

• Given runs which can be viewed as timelines,
it is possible to introduce a temporal logic to
reason about GOAL programs.
• I.e.
I e a temporal logic with operators such as
until and next combined with the belief
and goal operators bel and goal can be
used to prove properties of agents.
• Additionally,
Additi
ll rules
l tto reason about
b t actions
ti
are
needed.
• See for details references.
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite

Applying(!) the technology, what works and what doesn’t?
doesn t?
Extending the set of AOP concepts:
g maintenance g
goals,, p
preferences,, norms,, …
• Adding
Clarifying relation with KR and Planning:
g multiple
p knowledge
g representation
p
technologies,
g
• Using
• Using agent programs as planners.
Studying the foundations:
• Relating AOP semantics and agent logics for
verification.

PL-MAS Tutorial – EASSS09

Summarizing

Concluding

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite

Concluding
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References

Concluding

• Declarative agent programming using
declarative beliefs and goals provides a
potentially powerful high-level programming
paradigm.

•

See http://mmi.tudelft.nl/~koen/goal

•
•

• Need to apply the technology to find what
works and what doesn’t:
doesn t:

•

More on GOAL:
K. Hindriks, 2009, Programming Rational Agents in GOAL, in:
Multi-Agent Programming, Springer, ISBN 978-0-387-89298-6,
Pages 119-157.
K.V. Hindriks, M.B. van Riemsdijk, W. van der Hoek: Agent
Programming with Temporally Extended Goals, in Proceedings
of the Eighth International Conference on Autonomous Agents
and Multiagent Systems, 2009.

–
–
–
–
–

Gaming
Simulation
Cognitive robotics
The web
…
Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite

•
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Verification:
F. de Boer, K. Hindriks, W. van der Hoek, J.J. Meyer, 2007: A
Verification Framework for Agent Programming with Declarative
pp
Logic
g 5(2)
( )
Goals. Journal of Applied

Koen Hindriks,
K. Hindriks,
João
J. Leite
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Part I

Some Other Agent-Oriented
Programming Languages

Jack

plan MyPlan extends Plan {
Agent

Class Constructs
• Agent, Event, Plan, Capability, Beliefset, View

#h dl
#handles
event
t A
AnEvent
E
t ev;
Capability

context() { … }

MyPlan

Declarations
• #handles,
#handles #uses
#uses, #posts
#posts, #sends
#sends, #reads
#reads, ...

#modifies data MyBelief b;

body() {
MyBelief

// JACK code here
// Java code can be used

AnEvent

Reasoning Method Statements (“at
( at-statements
statements”))

@post(…);
}

gg p
• Provides the type safe connections between
agents and plans:

y construct
“clusters”, i.e. modularity
• Represent functional aspects of an agent that
p gg in” as required
q
can be “plugged
• Similar to agents, but:

– both agents and plans must declare the events
they handle as well as the events they post or
send

– can be nested ((“sub-agents”),
g
), hence distinguish
g
external/internal
– don’t have constructors
– don’t have identity (can’t send message to

• Range of types: Event, MessageEvent,
BDIMessageEvent BDIGoalEvent
BDIMessageEvent,
BDIGoalEvent, …
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#handles event EventType event_ref;
// Plan method definitions and JACK Agent
g
Language
g g #-statements
// describing relationships to other components, reasoning methods, etc.
#posts event EventType event_ref;
#sends event MessageEventType event_ref;
#uses/reads/modifies data Type ref/name;
static boolean relevant (EventType reference) {
// code to test whether the plan is relevant to an event instance
}
context() { /* logical condition to test applicability */ }
body() {
// The plan body describing the actual steps performed when the
// l i
t d C
t i J
d
d@ t t
t

public Task task;
#posted as newMeeting(Task task) {
this.task = task;
}
}
-------------------------------------------------plan AddMeetingPlan extends Plan {
#handles ReqMeetingEvent reqamev;
#posts event AddMeetingEvent ev;
...
body(){

aimed at industry
y
• JACK = Language + Platform + Tools
g g extends Java with:
• JACK language

Part II
Jadex

– keywords (agent, event, plan, capability, belief, view)
– #-declarations (#uses #sends #posts …)
– @-statements (@achieve, @send, …)

• JACK provides various tools for building and
debugging agent systems

Developed by Lars Braubach, Alexander Pokahr, and
Winfried Lamersdorf

Capability
Reaction
Deliberation

Jadex is built on top of the JADE Platform
Jadex is based on the BDI model

a
Hndle
Events

Integrate agent theories with object-orientation and XML
descriptions

Messages

Select
lPans

lPans

Read/W
rite
Facts

Application Events

Messages

Events
Condition
Events

Object-oriented representation of BDI concepts
Explicit representation of goals allows reasoning about
(manipulation of) goals

e
Bliefs

303

Dispatch
(Sub-)G
oals

G
oal
Events

G
oal
Conditions

o
Gals
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Jadex Agent
ADF
DJHQWQDPH SLQJ!
EHOLHIV!

JRDOV!

SODQV!

DJHQW!

Central place for knowledge: accessible to all plans
Allows queries over the agent’s beliefs

lPan

Allows monitoring of beliefs and conditions

SXEOLFFODVV3LQJ3ODQ
H[WHQGV7KUHDGHG3ODQ
^
SXEOLFYRLGERG\
^

`

`

No support for logical reasoning

p

perform (some action)
achieve (a speciﬁed world state)
query (some information)
maintain (reestablish a speciﬁed world state whenever
violated)

p

g

Means for goal achievement and reacting to events
Agent has library of pre-deﬁned plans
Interleaved stepwise execution

Realisation of a plan

Are strongly typed with

Plan head speciﬁed in ADF (Agent Deﬁnition File)
Plan body coded in pure Java

name, type, parameters
BDI-ﬂags enable non-default goal-processing

Assigning plans to goals/events

Goal creation/deletion possibilities

Plan head indicates ability to handle goals/events
Plan context / precondition further reﬁnes set of applicable
plans

initial goals for agents
goal creation/drop conditions for all goal kinds

Message event denotes arrival/sending messages

Message
receiver

Select message
Create event
for message

Goal event denotes a new goal to be processed or the
state of an existing goal is changed
Internal event

Internal/goal events

Dispatcher

Timeout event denotes a timeout has occurred, e.g.,
waiting for arrival of messages/achieving
goals/waitFor(duration) actions.
Execute plan event denotes plan to be executed without
meta-level reasoning, e.g., plans with triggering condition
Condition-triggered event is generated when a state

Event list

Select event
Find applicable
candidates

Select
candidates

Ready list

Scheduler
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Select intention

Capabilities/planbases

Meta-level reasoning
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Based on situation calculus, a predicate calculus dialect
for representing dynamically changing worlds

Part III

do(agt , act , s): state resulting from agent agt’s
performance of action act in state (situation) s
Formal semantics of actions based on situation calculus,
e.g.:

(Con)Golog

primitive actions
Do(by (agt , act), s, s  ) =def ∃s ∗ (s < do(agt , act , s ∗ ) ≤ s  )
test actions

sequence of actions
Do(δ1 ; δ2 , s, s  ) =def ∃s ∗ (Do(δ1 , s, s ∗ ) ∧ Do(δ2 , s ∗ , s  ))
ConGolog programs are evaluated with a theorem prover

concurrent actions


user provides: (AXIOMS=)




Do(δ1 ‘δ2 , s, s ) =def (Do(δ1 , s, s ) ∧ Do(δ2 , s, s ))

precondition axioms (one per action)
successor state axioms (one per ﬂuent)
speciﬁcation of the initial state of the world +
ConGolog program specifying the behaviour of the agents
in the system

nondeterministic choice of actions
Do(δ1 |δ2 , s, s  ) =def (Do(δ1 , s, s  ) ∨ Do(δ2 , s, s  ))

execution of the program:
prove (constructively)

Part IV

AXIOMS |= ∃sDo(program, S0 , s)

AgentSpeak(L) & Jason

constructive proof yields binding for variable s:
s = do(agtn , actn , . . . , do(agt1 , act1 , S0 ) . . .)
send sequence (agt1 , act1 ), . . . , (agtn , actn ) to the primitive
action execution module

N B nondeterministic actions allowed (”sketchy planning”)
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(elegant) abstract agent programming language

Typical instructions sent to the rover by the ground team:

Programming language for BDI agents (reactive planning
systems)

1
2

Based on PRS and the work on BDI logics

3
4

Various extentions were necessary to make it more
practical

Back up to the rock named Soufﬂé
Place the arm with the spectrometer on the rock
Do extensive measurements on the rock surface
Perform a long traverse to another rock

It turned out that the robot was not correctly positioned, so
scientiﬁc data was lost

Jason implements the operational semantics of an
extended version of AgentSpeak

Green patches on rocks indicate good science opportunity

not battery charge(low) <?location(Rock,Coordinates);
!traverse(Coordinates);
!examine(Rock).

+!examine(Rock) :
correctly positioned(Rock) <place spectrometer(Rock);
!extensive measurements(Rock).

+!traverse(Coords) :
safe path(Coords) <move towards(Coords).

+!examine(Rock) :
not correctly positioned(Rock) <!correctly positioned(Rock);

+!traverse(Coords) :

Events

Events

Selected
Event

Internal
Events

Part V

Plans

3

Unify
Event
Relevant
Plans

5

Applicable
Plans

SO

Selected
Intention

6

Intended
Means

SI

Intentions

Intentions

Concurrent MetateM

Beliefs

4

Unify
Context

Beliefs

New
Intention

Push
Subplan
New

7

Execute
Intention

Action

Update
Intention

...
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Concurrent MetateM is based on direct execution of
temporal logic formulæ, with broadcast communication
among concurrently executing agents (Michael Fisher)

give(x) ∧ give(y )

⇒

(x = y)

eager (give)[ask ] :
start
give(eager )

⇒
⇒

ask (eager )
ask (eager )

greedy (give)[ask ] :
start

⇒

ask (greedy )

courteous(give)[ask ] :
((¬ask (corteous) S give(eager ))∧
(¬ask (corteous) S give(greedy)))

⇒

ask (corteous)

Recently extended to include attitudes such as abilities,
beliefs, and conﬁdence (a motivational attitute)
Even more recently extended with the notions of groups
(the extensions are joint work with Chiara Ghidini and
Benjamin Hirsch)
It has been reimplmented in Java

JADE (Agostino Poggi, ...)
Teamcore/MTDP (Milind Tambe, ...)

Conclusions

STAPLE (Kumar, Cohen, Huber)
SOCS (Torroni, Stathis, Toni, ...)
Go! (Clark, McCabe)
Agentis (Agentis Software)
CLAIM (Amal El Fallah-Seghrouchni)
...

programming languages
Recent years has seen again major progress in the area
Still a lot to do, but ﬁnally we see working platforms being
widely used
Notions of cognitive agents will be an important part of this
emerging programming paradigm
MAS is so varied as an area, possibly different languages
will be used for different applications
Various undergraduate and graduate programmes are now
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ABSS4NORMS: Agent Based Social Simulation for
Norm Emergence
Giulia Andrighetto1 and Marco Campennı̀2
1
2

ICAR-CNR, Palermo
University of Bologna

Abstract. Norm emergence has been the object of a wide amount of studies in several different academic disciplines. Apart from law sciences,
there are also interesting contributions from Philosophy, Game Theory
and Economics. In the scientific literature, two major views of norm emergence co-exist. In the formal social scientific field, that is in utility and
(evolutionary) game theory, the spread of new norms and other cooperative behaviors is not explained in terms of internal representations. The
object of inquiry is usually the conditions for agents to converge on given
behaviors, which proved efficient in solving problems of coordination or
cooperation, independent of the agents R mental representations.In the
field of multi-agent systems, instead, norms are explicitly represented.
However, they are implemented as built-in mental objects. When norm
emergence is addressed, the starting point is some preexisting norms,
and emergence lies in integrating them. No apparent contamination and
integration between these different directions of investigation has been
achieved so far. In particular, it is unclear how something more than regularities can emerge in a population of intelligent autonomous agents and
whether agents R mental capacities play any relevant role in the emergence of norms. The tutorial is aimed to show how agent-based simulation can represent an opportunity for innovation in addressing these
questions, because it provides both an observatory for visualization and a
laboratory for experimenting on the dynamics of norms. The course will
be split in two parts. The first part will introduce students to the area, and
its main challenges: what are social norms? How do social norms emerge?
What is the role of agents, their interaction and their internal mechanisms
and representations, if any, in the emergence and spread of norms? More
generally, what type of agent architecture should be designed and implemented in order to observe normative processes and phenomena on
a computer? In the second part, using Net-Logo, students will carry out
some simulations on the emergence of norms in different contexts.
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Outline
Complex Loop of Norm Emergence



Giulia Andrighetto



Laboratory of Agent Based Social Simulation,
Institute of Cognitive Science and Technology,
CNR, Rome, Italy

State of the art
A social cognitive view of norms
Normative MAgent architecture:





EMIL-A

Simulation model and results
Conclusions

2

State of the art
Conventionalistic view
•

•
•

•

How do norms emerge, spread and change
over time?
Norms as conventions
Norms emerge from interaction among •
agents, driven by non normative internal
mechanisms
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Ullman-Margalit, E. The Emergence of Norms. Clarendon
Press, Oxford, 1977.
Axelrod, R, An evolutionary approach to norms. The
American Political Science Review, 4(80):1095-1111, 1986.
Bicchieri, C. (2006). The Grammar of Society: the Nature
and Dynamics of Social Norms, Cambridge University Press.
Young, H. P. (1998). Individual Strategy and Social Structure:
An Evolutionary Theory of Institutions. Princeton University
Press.
Sen, S. and Airiau, S. (2007) Emergence of norms through
social learning. In Proceedings of the Twentieth International
Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence.

Two Current Views

Imperativistic view

•
•
•

•



Why do agents comply with norms and
how is it possible that norms operate upon
autonomous intelligent agents?
Cognitively rich agents: agents decide
upon norms
Investigation of the effects of norms, i.e. a
functional analysis.




Conventions (mainly bottom-up)
Legal norms (mainly top-down)
Open questions


As to conventions:



As to legal norms



As to both

• What about mandatory social norms?

Conte, R. and Castelfranchi, C. (1995) Cognitive and social
action. University College of London Press, London.
Jones, A. and M. Sergot. (1996) A formal characterization of
institutionalized power. Logic Journal of the IGPL 4(3):429-445
Dignum, F. (1999) Autonomous agents with norms. Artificial
Intelligence and Law, 7(1):69-79.
Shoham, Y. and M. Tennenholtz (1992) On the synthesis of
useful social laws in artificial societies. In Proceedings of the
10th National Conference on Artificial Intel ligence, number
276-282. Kaufmann: San Mateo, California.
Van der Torre, L. and Tan, Y. (1999) Contrary-to-duty
reasoning with preference-based dyadic obligations. Annals of
Mathematics and Artificial Intel ligence, pages 1239-1246.

• How do they evolve?
• What about a unifying view?

3

4

Main lessons from state of the art

N orm s
Two traditions




A norm “is a prescribed guide for conduct which is generally complied with by the members of society”
(Ullman-Margalit, 1977).

Either norm emergence
• As epiphenomena
• Or non-normative internal mechanisms
• Moral dispositions
• Social learning (imitation)
Or norm-based reasoning and decisions

“first-come, first-served norm”

For a norm-based behavior to take place:

N-beliefs: beliefs that a given behaviour, in a given context, for a given set of agents, is either
forbidden, obligatory, or permitted (Kelsen 1979, von Wright 1963 Conte and Castelfranchi 1999;
2006).
 N-goals: goals to (not) achieve/accomplish obligatory/forbidden/permitted actions (Conte 2009).

No integration!
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

von Wright, G. H. (1963). Norm and Action. A Logical Inquiry. Routledge and Kegan Paul, London.
Conte, R. and Castelfranchi, C. (1999). From conventions to prescriptions. towards a unified theory of norms. AI and Law,
7:323–340.
Conte, R. and Castelfranchi, C. (2006). The mental path of norms. Ratio Juris, 19(4):501- 517.
Kelsen, H. (1979). General Theory of Norms. Hardcover.
Conte, R: (2009). Rational, goal governed agents. Encyclopedia of Complexity systems, Science, Springer
Ullman-Margalit, E. (1977) The Emergence of Norms. Clarendon Press, Oxford.

6
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Local loops of Norm Emergence

Complex loop of Norm emergence


Local loops
• partial or initial observable macroscopic effects of local behaviours occur;
• retroact on (a subset of) the observers’ minds, modifying them (producing
new internal states, emotions, normative goals, normative beliefs, etc.);
• agents start to behave accordingly with their mental states;
• agents communicate internal states to one another, thus activating a process
of normative influencing (see Conte and Dignum, 2001);
• these normative beliefs spread through agents’ minds;
• behaviours progressively conform to spreading states;
• initial macroscopic effects get reinforced/weakened depending on the type
of mental states spreading.

Gradual and complex dynamics by which the macro-social
effect, in our case a specific norm,
•
emerges in the society while
•
immerging (Castelfranchi, 1998; Conte et al., 2007) in the
minds of the agents producing it,generating a number of
intermediate loops.

Conte R. and Dignum F. (2001). From social monitoring to normative influence. Jasss - the Journal of Artificial Societies
and Social Simulation, 4(2). http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/4/2/7.html
7

8

EMIL A

Cognitive mediators of norms
•

Social phenomena are due to the agents’ behaviors, but… the agents’
behaviors are due the the mental mechanisms controlling and (re)producing
them.

•
•

• How the norm should work through the minds of the agents? How is it
represented?
• Which are the proximate mechanisms underlying the normative
behavior?
• What does it mean to conform to a norm from a mental - not just a
behavioral - point of view? What does it mean to obey?

•
•
•



Andrighetto, G., Campennì, M, Conte, R., Paolucci, M. (2007). On the Immergence of Norms: a Normative Agent
Architecture. In Proceedings of AAAI Symposium, Social and Organizational Aspects of Intelligence, Washington DC.

9

Conformity as routine behavior 1/2

NORM
RECOGNITION

NORM
ADESHION:
N-GOAL

DECISION:
NINTENTION

10

Conformity as routine behavior
2/2

Our quite rich cognitive characterization of the representations and
processes underlying a behavior obedient to a norm

INPUT

tick red arrows represent the standard information flow
dotted black arrows represent alternative directions of the information
flow.

is able to recognize N, tell what is a N
and what is not and form a N-bel
corresponding to N;
is able to assess whether it is concerned
by N;
accepts N, forms a N-goal
corresponding to N;
decides to comply with N or not (intention);
is able to re-issue N, to prescribe it to
other fellows subject to N, and
is able to observe, monitor their
behaviors wrt N and react in a
positive or negative way to them.

Norm conformity and obedience become a habit, an automatism, a
routine behavior.

CONFORM
BEHAVIOR

INPUT

…. shouldn’t however give the idea of behavioral conformity as
always based on such a complex ‘reasoning’ and ‘deliberation’.

NORM
RECOGNITION

NORM
ADESHION:
N-GOAL

DECISION:
NINTENTION

CONFORM
BEHAVIOR

But before, norms must be acquired (immergence)

11

12
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INPUT

NORM RECOGNITION

X

a

T

Y

Each input is presented as an ordered vector






Source (x);
Action transmitted (a) (potential norm)
Type of input:
 Behaviors
 Messages: assertions (A), behaviours (B), requests (R), deontics
(D), evaluations (V), sanctions (S);
Observer (y);

13

14

NORM RECOGNIZER AT WORK 1/6

N-RECOGNITION MODULE
Vc=N-threshold
Vc=8

> vc
LTM

(CandidateN-Bel “It
is prohibited to
smoke”)

N-bel:It is prohibited to smoke
W
M

N-Board

x
Agent x

smoke

Prohibition

E

< vc

y
Agent y

15

16

NORM RECOGNIZER AT WORK 2/6

NORM RECOGNIZER AT WORK 3/6

17

18
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NORM RECOGNIZER AT WORK 4/6

NORM RECOGNIZER AT WORK 5/6

19

20

NORM RECOGNIZER AT WORK 6/6

N-RECOGNITION MODULE
LTM

empty

N-bel:It is prohibited to smoke

N-Board
W
M

empty

x
21

smoke

Assertion

y

Agent x

Agent y

22

N O R M - R E C O G N IZ E R S V S S O C IA L
C O N FO R M ER S

A SIMULATION STUDY




What are observable effects of norm recognition?
Implement different populations (Andrighetto et al., 2008,
Campennì et al., 2008):
 Social conformers follow actions most frequently done in
observation window (parameter)
 Norm recognizers take input from others, form beliefs
and act based on those.

Andrighetto, G., Campennì, M., Conte, R., Cecconi, F (2008). How Agents Find out Norms: A Simulation Based Model of
Norm Innovation. In 3rd International Workshop on Normative Multiagent Systems (NorMAS 2008) 15-16 July, 2008,
Luxembourg.
Campennì, M., Andrighetto, G., Cecconi, F., Conte, R. (2008). Normal = Normative? The Role of Intelligent Agents in
Norm Innovation. In The Fifth Conference of the European Social Brescia, September 1-5, 2008.
23

24
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Social Conformers & Norm Recognizers

A G EN T A N D W O R L D

level-2

4 contexts:

following its agenda and
time of permanence, each
agent
moves
among
contexts;

in each context, agents can
produce 1 out of 3
actions;

1 action is the same for all
of the contexts.

AGENDA
(C1,C2,C4,C3)

Time-of-Perm
(nTicks/n)

N-Board: level-1
N-B1
N-B2

C2
(A1, A4, A5)

C3
(A1, A6, A7)

C4
(A1, A8, A9)

Each

observes other agents in same
context
Local rule: according to conformity
rate, imitates most frequent action
25

Time-ofPerm

.......

Conformity rate = 9

C1
(A1, A2, A3)

AGENDA

Each is provided with:
Normative Board;
Double-layer architecture;
Agenda: individual time of
permanence (in contexts);
New normative beliefs contribute to
26
choose action;

Findings: Social Conformers (Andrighetto et al.

SIMULATIONS' RESULTS

2008; Campennì et al. 2008)

Social conformers do not converge on one action
27

28

Findings: Norm Recognizers (Andrighetto et al

IMMERGENCE

2008; Campennì et al. 2008)



 After 60th tick, something emerges… What is it?
Lets look into the agents’ minds…

29

At 30th tick a normative belief starts to spread
What has happened in the interval?
 Other normative beliefs got formed, although earlier is more
frequent
 Immergence is earlier: it takes time for effect to emerge
30
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Norm latency




T O SUM U P

Time interval between N-bels appearance and convergence on corresponding
action.
Actually, a complex loop
 from N-Belx to N-actionx
 from N-actionx to N-bely
 from N-bely to N-actiony
 Etc.






In a multi-scenario world, unlike social conformers, agents endowed with a
rich cognitive architecture and able to influence each other converge on one
single norm
Norms immerge in the minds before emerging in behavior.
Norms have a latency time

31

32

TRAFFIC SCENARIO






One-way road with cars
moving from North to
South
Two
meadows
with
children moving between
East and West
Car drivers and children
learn how to behave
reasonably in this scenario
and internalise emerging
norms

•For both types of agents, the deviation from the allowed duration leads to a penalty
when more time was required and accordingly a gratification when the target was
reached early.
•Due to the interaction between agents, occasional collisions are likely to happen.
Such an event, when occurring between a car and pedestrian, is classified as
undesirable.
•Observations of a collision provoke other agents to issue sanctions against the
blameable agents.
•The strength of the sanction is determined by various factors:
environmental situation (e.g. the road section in which the collision occurred)
 normative beliefs of the valuating agent (e.g. a collision on a crosswalk might
result in a harder sanction than on the rest of the road).
•Sanctions lead to a temporary stop of motion for the involved agents. To avoid
sanctions is a competing goal: reaching the target point or end of the road,
respectively, in due time).

Lotzmann et al. 2008

Lotzmann, Ulf; Moring, Michael; Troitzsch, Klaus G. (2008): Simulating Norm Formation in a Traffic Scenario. In
Proceedings"The Fifth Conference of the European Social Simulation Association, September 1-5, 2008". Brescia

33 33

34

TRAFFIC SCENARIO RUNNING


the first (simulated) minute (20 pedestrians,
random cars
 several (simulated) minutes later (again 20
pedestrians, random cars)
 the same, some pedestrians have not learnt to
use the crossing

T H A N K Y O U FO R Y O UR
ATTENTION
References and online simulations can be
found on http://labss.istc.cnr.it/

35 35

36
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Outline

(Autonomous) Normative Agents
in Artificial Societies
A Simulative Study
about social artifacts' emergence



State of the Art



(cognitive) MAS Approach



The Norm Recognition Module at Work:

Marco Campennì

marco.campenni@istc.cnr.it
Laboratory on Agent Based Social Simulation (LABSS) Institute of

Cognitive Sciences and Technologies (ISTC – CNR)
http://labss.istc.cnr.it/
http://www.istc.cnr.it/



Bicchieri, C. 1990, Young, P.H. 1996)






DEONTIC-LOGIC APPROACH
(Shoham, Y. and Tennenholtz, M. 1992; Conte, R., and
Castelfranchi, C. 1995; Jones, A. and Sergot, M. 1996;
Dignum, F. 1999; Van der Torre. L. and Tan, Y. 1999)





 Why do agents comply with norms and
How do norms emerge, spread and
how is it possible that norms operate
change over time?
upon autonomous intelligent agents?
Norms as conventions
 Investigation of the effects of norms,
i.e. a functional analysis.
Norms gradually emerge from
interaction among agents, driven
by
non
normative
internal
mechanisms
NORMS AS explanans
NORMS AS explanandum

Norms gradually emerge from
interaction among agents, driven by
non normative internal mechanisms





Why do agents comply with norms
and how is it possible that norms
operate
upon
autonomous
intelligent agents?
Investigation of the effects of
norms, i.e. a functional analysis.

Cognitively rich agents: agents
decide upon norms
Norms are not Conventions
agents' mind is not necessarily a
tabula rasa, nor it contains norms
from beginning

 

Hybrid notion of norm incorporated both in social and mental
objects
 social prescriptions implicitly transmitted from one agent to
another, based upon deontics “one must do it”, “people are
obliged to…”, etc…
 beliefs that a given action a, in a given context, for a given set of
agents, is forbidden, obligatory, permitted, etc.
 No need for the agents to represent the effects of norms to comply
with them
 Need for the agents to recognize a norm as a norm to exhibit an
actual normative behaviour
 Norms not only regulate behaviour but also act on different aspects
of the mind. Which are the mechanisms that implement them?


Emergence: the process by means of which effects are
generated by (inter)acting micro(-social) entities, and
implemented upon, but not incorporated into their rules.

An emergent phenomenon is implemented on a micro-social one when,
determining new properties in the generating system, it selects a specific
routine by means of which it is repeatedly executed by the micro levels
entities.



Norms as conventions



NORM EMERGENCE



How do norms emerge, spread and
change over time?





An emergent phenomenon is generated (≠caused) if it is possible to find out
local rules allowing the phenomenon to occur, or using Epstein’s words, to
grow.

Simulative Results







Effects on the Environment



(cognitive) MAS Approach


(Ullman-Margalit, E. 1977, Axelrod, R. 1986,

The Model





STATE OF THE ART
GAME-THEORETICAL
APPROACH
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NORMATIVE NOTIONS






Incorporation (or 2nd order emergence): the process by
means of which the emergent effect gets represented in the
producing system, for examples within its rules, and this
representation contributes to replicate the effect.






Immergence, the process by means of which the emergent
effect modifies the way of functioning of the generating
system, affecting its generating rules or mechanisms in such
a way that it is likelier to be reproduced. The most striking
example of this phenomenon is norm immergence.






Norm: a behaviour that spreads thanks to the spreading of
normative commands
Normative command: a command based upon a normative belief,
Normative belief: A belief that a given action a, in a given
context, for a given set of agents, is forbidden, obligatory,
permitted, etc.
Normative belief of pertinence: a belief that a given norm ni
concerns us.
Normative Goal: the goal - relativized to a N-belief - to act in
accordance with ni. Cognitive mechanisms are needed.
Metanorm: A general obligation, telling agents how to decide
upon and apply specific norms.





Our objective



 



Norm emergence is a 2 way dynamics, an
inter (emergence) and intra agents
(immergence) process: norms cannot
emerge
in
society
unless
they
simultaneously immerge into the agents’
minds

bringing together the strength of both traditions
 high resolution of both aspects of norms: inter
and intra agent processes
 and the recursive impact of inter and intra agent
processes on each other emergent features
 Modelling normative agents not just paying
attention to norm compliance but also to norm
recognition will help to show how norm emergence
and innovation are affected by cognition










The Use of Norm Recognition
Module:
Effects on the Environment
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Objectives







The Agent (1)

To Model the traces that agents leave in the
environment performing specific actions

Each Agent is provided with:

To Model cognitive traces (normative beliefs)
To Model the dynamics produced by the interference
of both

1) a Normative Board;

To Model the complex loops generated by

2) a double-layer architecture;



agents' actions and environment



agent-agent interactions



combination of both

3) a vector of possible behaviors.





The Agent (2)

The Model 1/2


All Agents have two goal:
1) To be compliant with the surrounding environment;

 







  
!  

2) To follow the colors' gradient (if switched on);
! 
"""



Social Conformers have also a (socio) imitative goal:



Norm Recognizers have also a normative goal:







Agents randomly move in the world (if they do not follow the colors' gradient)



Agents color the patches with one of three possible colors:



Red and Black = 2



Gray = 0.75



Red



Black



Gray

The Model – The Interface

To each color corresponds a compliance rate:


To be compliant with their normative beliefs



The Model 2/2


To imitate others

This means that gray is more compliant than black and red because, if agents,
in a portion of the world where is a lot of black and red patches, color a patch
with gray, they perturb less the environment than if they color with the wrong
color (the red if the most patches are black and vice-versa)



The idea beyond the model is that for a given population, living in a given
environment, there is a set of possible actions and between them one could be
more compliant (in an environmental sense) than the others



 What is the relationship between social compliance (color of patches) and
norm compliance (follow the salience of normative beliefs to chose the action to
be
performed)?
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The Style of Plot

Preliminary Results
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Preliminary Results

Preliminary Results

      
   
   





Preliminary Results

Preliminary Results
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Preliminary Results

Preliminary Results





Preliminary Results

Norms' Salience

        
!  " #  
   
  $   
     %&'

When agents can follow the colors' gradient, the convergence on
the GRAY action seems to be less abrupt





Social Conformers Vs Norm Recognizers

()%*  +,-./00

Mixed Populations

()%*  +,-./00
1()&'%*  +,-./00

1()&'%*  +,-./00

When agents can follow the colors' gradient, the survival of
different “socio-enclaves” seems to be more easy





%*  +,-./00



%*  +,-./00
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Concluding Remarks
Social Conformers: No case where all possible actions
coexist at the end of simulation (0.3,0.3) – the sum of all must
be 1


Thank you very much for your
attention...

 Norm Recognizers: No case where the result is different from
GRAY (they converge very clearly on gray)

Mixed Populations: More the population is composed by
norm recognizers, more the result tends to GRAY (small
markers indicate mixed populations – 50%) – non-linear
dynamics beyond the effects of ratio of normative & social
conformers
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Marco Campennì

marco.campenni@istc.cnr.it
Laboratory on Agent Based Social Simulation (LABSS) Institute of

Cognitive Sciences and Technologies (ISTC – CNR)
http://labss.istc.cnr.it/
http://www.istc.cnr.it/
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1. Game Theory – wikipedia [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game_theory]

1. B. Vocking. Congestion Games: Optimization in Competition [www-i1.informatik.rwthaachen.de/~voecking/publications/ACiD06.pdf]

2. D. Ross "Game Theory". The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2008 Edition)

2. I. Milchtaich (1996). Congestion Games with Player-Specific Payoff Functions. Games and Economic
Behavior Vol. 13, Issue 1, Pages 111-124

3. B. Skyrms (1990). The Dynamics of Rational Deliberation, Harvard University Press.
4. "Knowledge, Belief, and Counterfactual Reasoning in Games." (1999). In Cristina Bicchieri, Richard

Jeffrey, and Brian Skyrms, eds., The Logic of Strategy. New York: Oxford University Press.

3. Congestion Games and Coordination Mechanisms (2004). Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science 2004 - ISBN 978-3-540-22823-3
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1. Y. Shoham and M. Tennenholtz (1997). On the emergence of social conventions: modeling, analysis, and
simulations. Artificial Intelligence, Vol. 94, Pages: 139—166.



2. S. Sen and S. Airiau (2007). Emergence of norms through social learning. In Proceedings of the Twentieth
International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, pages 1507–1512.
3. D. K. Lewis. (1969). Convention: A Philosophical Study. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA.
4. J. Maynard Smith (1974) The theory of games and the evolution of animal conflicts. Journal of
Theoretical Biology, 47:209–21.



5. J. Maynard Smith and G. R. Price. (1973). The logic of animal conflict. Nature, 246:15–18.
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We call the behaviors i, r =1, l =2, d =3, h = 4.



The general rules are:


if agent STOPS, the payoff is set to 0.



If agents CRASH their payoffs are set to -1.



If an agent GOESAHEAD, its payoff is 1.



We call ak the number of cells with k individuals.



We call Khi the matrix of payoffs different from zero for behavior i and combination h.





)8 

The probability of combination h with h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 = k conditioned to frequencies is a
multinomial distribution,
we can define the payoff for strategy i





   -@>


so the population’s range varies from 200 to 800 agents. Each simulation includes 1000 ticks.



(1) one sub-population survives:





We run 256 simulations varying the size of each sub-population of agents between 50 and
200, (in NetLogo [50 50 200])





   ;@>



(a) Right-watchers: 3 times (1.18%);



(b) Left-watchers: 5 times (1.95%);





One sub-population survives: in this situation the sub-population can only be either right
watching or left watching, suggesting that, to put it in Lewis’s terms, these are self-sufficient
alternative solutions to problems of coordination. Being the two solutions equivalent, the
choice between them is purely arbitrary. Thereby, once one solution has been selected, the
other one cannot coexist.
Two sub-populations survive. In this case,


(2) two sub-populations survive:


(a) hawks and doves: 48 times (18.75%);



(b) right-watchers and doves: 15 times (5.86%);



(c) left-watchers and doves: 19 times (7.42%);





(3) three sub-populations survive:


(a) right-watchers and hawks and doves: 85 times (33.20%);



(b) left-watchers and hawks and doves: 81 times (31.64%);
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as it happens with the Evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) (see (Smith 1974; Gilbert
1981)), if one sub-population is hawks, the other one will necessarily be doves; hawks
do not survive with either right or left watching sub-populations;
if, on the contrary, one of the sub-populations is doves, the other one may be any of the
three remaining subpopulations, i.e. right watchers, left watchers or hawks.
Indeed, unconditioned strategies are not symmetrical: the former can survive only by
exploiting the most altruistic strategy.

Three sub-populations survive by including either right watchers or left watchers subpopulations, but never both at once.
Four sub-populations cannot survive (this is a consequence of the previous item).

EASSS’09: Turin, Italy, August 31 - September 4, 2009
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Summing all of the percentages, we can calculate all of the cases in which each subpopulation (alone or with others) survives. We can propose a hierarchy of
adaptability:




We can extract information from the analytic model in three different
ways.

(1) doves: 96.87%;



(2) hawks: 83.59%;



(3) right-watchers: 40.24%;



(4) left-watchers: 41.01%.



(1) we can numerically solve the differential equations’ system;



(2) we can draw the vectorial field described by the ODE (Open
Dynamics Engine) system;



(3) finally, we can compute the steady states and the gradients
around them, to valuate if the steady states are stable or not.

1) M. GILBERT, (1981) “Game theory and convention”, Synthese, 46:41–93.
2) J.M. SMITH. (1974) “The theory of games and the evolution of animal conflicts”, Journal of Theoretical
 Biology, 47:209–21.



(2) we can draw the vectorial field described by the ODE
system

(1) we can numerically solve the differential equations’ system
A numerical solution of the
analytic model. The red curve
shows the frequency of Hawks,
the blue shows the frequency of
Doves. The gray and the black
curves show the frequencies of
conventional strategies. The
initial state is almost uniform.
We show that, after a delay, a
conventional strategy wins (in
this case the steady state is onesubpopulation).











The dynamic show that the
conventional strategies are
incompatible.





We show the direction of the
vector field for the x1=rightwatchers and x2=left-watchers.
In the figure 1, we set the
number of hawks to zero.
In the figure 2, we set the
number of doves to zero.
We see that with no hawks (1),
the steady state with two subpopulations is feasible.



(3) finally, we can compute the steady states and the gradients
around them, to valuate if the steady states are stable or not








We have a map from the
initial states with different
numerousness to the steady
states.
In the figure we show that,
starting with an average
number of doves and a
medium N, we have four
path on five to twosubpopulation steady states.






%&




$



,%

(x1, x3, x4 means: rightwatchers, doves and hawks.
We set left-watchers to zero)
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The Conditioned strategies WatchRight and WatchLeft are incompatible (see
simulations' results and analytic result (1))
Analytic result (1) shows that we have a delay before separation between the
Condioned strategies (the delay is observed during the simulation too). Thus, we
could argue that the delay is not a stochastic effect coming from the fluctuations,
during the agent-based simulation. The delay is the effect of the non-linearity of
the interactions
The Conditioned strategies on one hand and the Aggressive strategy on the other
are incompatible. Vice versa, we find a stable steady state with Conditioned
strategies combined with the Compliant strategy (see analytic result (2))
By the EBM (Equation-Based Model), we have a general map (see analytic result
(3)) of the paths from the initial states, with different frequencies, to final steady
states. The map shows a correspondence with the steady states’ distribution from
the simulations

EASSS’09: Turin, Italy, August 31 - September 4, 2009

Thank you very much for your
attention...
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Trust and Reputation in Multiagent Systems
Jordi Sabater-Mir1 and Laurent Vercouter2
1

2

IIIA-CSIC
École Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Saint-Étienne

Abstract. The tutorial will be mainly composed of two parts. The first
part presents the general motivations and problems tackled by trust and
reputation models. The second part consists in a state of the art of the
existing works in the field of trust and reputation in multiagent systems.
We also will present in detail a few trust and reputation models that use
different approaches to the problem (i.e. a game theoretical approach and
a cognitive approach).
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Dr. Jordi Sabater Mir
Dr Laurent
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La rent Verco
Vercouter
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Dr. Jordi Sabater-Mir
IIIA – Artificial Intelligence Research Institute
CSIC – Spanish National Research Council

“A complete absence of trust would prevent [one]
even getting up in the morning.” [Luhmann, 1979].

Motivation

What we are talking about...

What we are talking about...
Two years ago...

Mr. Yellow

Trust based on... Direct experiences

Mr. Yellow
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What we are talking about...

20/07/2009

What we are talking about...

Trust based on... Third party information

Trust based on... Third party information

Mr. Pink

Mr. Pink

Mr. Green

Mr. Yellow

Mr. Yellow

What we are talking about...

What we are talking about...

Trust based on... Reputation

Mr. Yellow

Mr. Yellow

Characteristics of trust and
reputation mechanisms

What we are talking about...

• Each agent is a norm enforcer and is also under
surveillance by the others. No central authority
needed.
• Their nature allows to arrive where laws and
central authorities cannot.

?

• Punishment is based usually in ostracism.
Therefore, exclusion must be a punishment for
the outsider.
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Characteristics of trust and
reputation mechanisms
• Bootstrap problem.

Approaches to control the
interaction

pp y
• Not all kind of environments are suitable to apply
these mechanisms. It is necessary a social
environment.

Different approaches to control the
interaction

Different approaches to control the
interaction
• Security approach
Agent identity validation.
Integrity, authenticity of messages.
...

Security approach

Different approaches to control the
interaction

Different approaches to control the
interaction
• Institutional approach

Institutional approach

Security approach
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Different approaches to control the
interaction

20/07/2009

Example: P2P systems

Social approach

Institutional approach

Security approach

Example: P2P systems

Example: P2P systems

Different approaches to control the
interaction
Social approach

Trust and reputation
mechanisms are at this
level.

Definitions

Institutional approach

Security approach

They are complementary
and cover different
aspects of interaction.
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Trust

A couple of definitions that I like:

There are many ways of considering Trust.
• Trust as Encapsulated Interest
[Russell Hardin, 2002]

“Trust begins where knowledge [certainty] ends: trust
provides a basis dealing with uncertain, complex, and
threatening images of the future.” (Luhmann,1979)

“I trust you because I think it is in your interest to take my interests
in the relevant matter seriously. And this is because you value the
continuation of our relationship.

“Trust is the outcome of observations leading to the belief
that the actions of another may be relied upon, without
explicit guarantee, to achieve a goal in a risky situation.”
(Elofson, 2001)

You encapsulate my interests in your own interests.”

Trust

Trust

There are many ways of considering Trust.

There are many ways of considering Trust.

• Instant trust

• Trust as Moral

“Trust is only a matter of the characteristics of the trusted,
characteristics
h
t i ti th
thatt are nott grounded
d d iin th
the relationship
l ti
hi b
between
t
th
the
truster and the trusted.”

Trust is expected, and distrust or lack of trust is seen as a moral
f lt
fault.
“One migh argue that to act as though I do trust someone who is not
evidently (or not yet) trustworthy is to acknowledge the person’s
humanity and possibilities or to encourage the person’s
trustworthiness.” [Russel Hardin, 2002]

Example:

Rug merchant in a bazaar

Trust

Trust

There are many ways of considering Trust.

There are many ways of considering Trust.

• Trust as Noncognitive

Just leave this to philosophers, psicologists and
sociologists...

Trust based on affects, emotions...

...but let’s have an eye on it.

“To say that we trust on other in a non cognitive way is to say that
we are disposed to be trustful of them independently of our beliefs
or expetations about their trustworthiness” [Becker 1996]

• Trust as Ungrounded Faith
Example:
• infant towards her parents
• follower towards his leader

Notice here there is a power
relation between the truster
and the trusted.
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Reputation
Some definitions:
• “The estimation of the consistency over time of an
attribute or entity” [Herbig et al.]

Computational perspective

• “Information that individuals receive about the behaviour
of their partners from third parties and that they use to
decide how to behave themselves” [Buskens, Coleman...]
• “The expectation of future opportunities arising from
cooperation” [Axelrod, Parkhe]
• “The opinion others have of us”

The Functional Ontology of
Reputation [Casare & Sichman, 05]

Dimensions of trust
[McKnight & Chervany, 02]

Trusting
beliefs

Disposition
to trust

Trusting
intention

Institutionbased trust

• The Functional Ontology of Reputation (FORe)
aims at defining standard concepts related to
reputation
• FORe includes:

Trust
related
behaviour

–
–
–
–

R
Reputation
t ti processes
Reputation types and natures
Agent roles
Common knowledge (information sources, entities,
time)

• Facilitate the interoperability of heterogeneous
reputation models

Agent roles

Processes needed for trust
computation

Beneficiary

• Initialisation

Propagator
Beneficiary

– first default value

• Evaluation
– judgement of a behaviour

Target

reputations

• Punishment/Sanction

Propagator
Observer

– calculation of reputation values

• Reasoning

evaluations

– inference of trust intentions

Propagator
Evaluator

• Decision

observations

– decision to trust

• Propagation
– communication about reputation/trust information

…
Participants
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What is a good trust model ?

Reputation types [Casare & Sichman, 05]

A good trust model should be [Fullam et al, 05]:
• Accurate

• Primary reputation
– Direct reputation
– Observed reputation

provide good previsions

• Adaptive

• Secondary
S
d
reputation
t ti

evolve according to behaviour of others

• Quickly converging

– Collective reputation
– Propagated reputation
– Stereotyped reputation

quickly compute accurate values

• Multi-dimensional
Consider different agent characteristics

• Efficient
Compute in reasonable time and cost

Why using a trust model in a
MAS ?

Why using a trust model in a
MAS ?

Bob

• Trust models allow:

• Trust models allow:

– Identifying and isolating
untrustworthy agents

– Identifying and isolating
untrustworthy agents
– Evaluating an interaction’s
utility

I don
don’tt
trust
Bob

I can sell you the
information you
require

Bob

No, thank you !
I don’t
trust
Bob
I don’t
trust
Bob

I don’t
trust
Bob

Why using a trust model in a
MAS ?
• Trust models allow:
– Identifying and isolating
untrustworthy agents
– Evaluating an interaction’s
utility
– Deciding whether and with
whom to interact

I trust Bob more
than Charles

I can sell you the
information you
require

Presentation index

Charles

No, thank you !

I can sell you the
information you
require

•
•
•
•

Motivation
Approaches to control de interaction
Some definitions
The computational perspective

•

Computational trust and reputation models
–
–
–
–
–

eBay
TrustNet
LIAR
ReGret
Repage

•

Prospective view

•

ART

Bob
– The testbed
– Example

Ok, Bob. It’s a
deal
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Computational trust and reputation
models
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eBay model
Model oriented to support trust between buyer and
seller.

•
•
•
•
•

eBay
TrustNet
LIAR
ReGret
Repage

• Completely centralized.
• Buyers
B
and
d sellers
ll
may lleave comments
t about
b t each
h
other after transactions.
• Comment: a line of text + numeric evaluation (-1,0,1)
• Each eBay member has a Feedback score that is the
summation of the numerical evaluations.

eBay model

eBay model

eBay model

Computational trust and reputation
models

Specifically oriented to scenarios with the following
characteristics:
• A lot of users (we are talking about milions)
• Few chances of repeating interaction with the same partner
• Easy to change identity
• Human oriented

•
•
•
•
•

• Considers reputation as a global property and uses a
single value that is not dependent on the context.
• A great number of opinions that “dilute” false or biased
information is the only way to increase the reliability of the
reputation value.
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Trust Net [Schillo & Funk, 99]

Trust Net [Schillo & Funk, 99]

Model designed to evaluate the agents’ honesty
• Agents can communicate their trust
values to fasten the convergence of
trust models

• Completely decentralized
• Applied in a game theory context : the Iterated Prisonner’s Dilemma
(IPD)

1.0
0.25

• An agent can build a Trust Net of trust
values transmitted by witnesses

• Each agent announce its strategy and choose an opponent
according to its announced strategy

• The final trust value of an agent
towards another aggregate direct
experiences and testimonies with a
probabilistic function on the lying
behaviour of witnesses

• If an agent does not follow the strategy it announced, its opponent
decreases its reputation
• The trust value of agent A towards agent B is
T(A,B) = number of honest rounds / number of total rounds

Computational trust and reputation
models

0.8
0.7
0.2

The LIAR model [Muller & Vercouter, 07]
Model designed for the control of communications in a P2P
network

•
•
•
•
•

eBay
TrustNet
LIAR
ReGret
Repage

• Completely decentralized
• Applied to a peer-to-peer protocol for query routings
• The global functionning of a p2p network relies on an
expected behaviour of several nodes (or agents)
• Agents’ behaviour must be regulated by a social control
[Castelfranchi, 00]

The LIAR agent architecture

LIAR: Social control of agent
communications
Definition of
acceptability

Initialisation
Punishment

Reputations

Reasoning

Social
policies

Recommendations

Trust
intention

Recommendation
filtering

Decision

Trust intentions
Social Control
Reputations

Social commitments
Social
norms

Sanction

Representation

Evaluation

Social
commitments

Interactions

Observation
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Detection of violations
Evaluator

Reputation types in LIAR
Rptargetbeneficary(facet,dimension,time) [ א-1,+1] Ս {unknown}

Propagator

[proof received]iterattion

observations(ob)
social
commitment
update

7 different roles

social
policy
generation
ti

social
policy
evaluation

Justification
Protocol

5 reputation types based on:

target
participant

direct interaction
indirect interaction

observator
evaluator
punisher
beneficiary
propagator

recommendation about observation
recommendation about evaluation
recommendation about reputation

LIAR decision process

Reputation computation
Direct Interaction based Reputation

Trust_int = trust

Separate the social policies according to their state
associate a penalty to each set
reputation = weighted average of the penalties

trust

>θ DIbRp
DIbRp

Reputation Recommendation based Reputation
based on trusted recommendation
reputation = weighted average of received values
weighted by the reputation of the punisher

(*)
distrust

<θ DIbRp

trust

>θ IIbRp
ObsRcbRp

(*)

distrust

<θ IIbRp

trust

>θ ObsRcbRp
ObsRcbRp

(*)

trust

>θ EvRcbRp

EvRcbRp

distrust

<θ ObsRcbRp

(*)

distrust

trust

>θ RpRcbRp

RpRcbRp

<θ EvRcbRp

(*)

GDtT

distrust

<θ RpRcbRp

Trust_int = distrust

(*) -> (unknown) or not relevant or not discriminant

Computational trust and reputation
models
•
•
•
•
•

ReGreT

eBay
TrustNet
LIAR
ReGret
Repage

What is the ReGreT system?
It is
i a modular
d l trust
t t andd reputation
t ti system
t
oriented to complex e-commerce environments
where social relations among individuals play
an important role.
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ODB

IDB

The ReGreT
system

SDB

Credibility

ODB

Reputation
model

Direct
Trust

System
reputation

System
reputation

Trust

Trust

Outcomes and Impressions

Outcomes and Impressions
Outcome:
The initial contract
– to take a particular course of actions
– to establish the terms and conditions of a
transaction.
AND
The actual result of the contract.
Example:

Outcome

Neighbourhood
reputation

Witness
reputation

Reputation
model

Direct
Trust

The ReGreT
system

SDB

Credibility

Neighbourhood
reputation

Witness
reputation

IDB

Prize =c 2000
Quality =c A
Quantity =c 300

Contract

Prize =f 2000
Quality =f C
Quantity =f 295

Fulfillment

Outcome
Prize =c 2000
Quality =c A
Q
Quantity
i =c 300

offers_good_prices
maintains_agreed_quantities

Prize =f 2000
Quality =f C
Quantity =f 295

Outcomes and Impressions

ODB

IDB

SDB

The ReGreT
system

Impression:
The subjective evaluation of an outcome from a
specific point of view.

Outcome
Prize
Pri e =c 2000
Quality =c A
Quantity =c 300
Prize =f 2000
Quality =f C
Quantity =f 295

Imp(o, ϕ1 )

Credibility
Witness
reputation

Direct
Trust

Imp(o, ϕ 2 )

Neighbourhood
reputation

Reliability of the value based on:
Reputation
model
• Number of outcomes
• Deviation: The greater the variability in
the rating values the more volatile
will be
System
the other agent in the fulfillment
of its
reputation
agreements.
Trust

Imp(o, ϕ 3 )
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Direct Trust

Direct Trust

DT reliability

Trust relationship calculated directly from an agent’s
outcomes database.

a ,b

∑ ρ (t , t ) ⋅ Imp(o , ϕ )

DTa →b (ϕ ) =

i

i

Number of
outcomes
(No)

a ,b
oi ∈ODBgr
(ϕ )

ρ (t , ti ) =

f (ti , t )
∑o ∈IDBa ,b f (t j , t )
gr ( ϕ )

j

ODB

f (ti , t ) =

IDB

a ,b

DTRL a→b (ϕ ) = No ( ODB gr ( ϕ ) ) ⋅ (1 − Dv ( ODB gr ( ϕ ) )

ti
t

The greater the variability in
the rating values the more
volatile will be the other
agent in the fulfillment of its
agreements.

a ,b

No ( ODB gr ( ϕ ) ), itm = 10

The ReGreT
system

SDB

Deviation
(Dv)

Witness reputation
Reputation that an agent builds on another agent
based on the beliefs gathered from society members
(witnesses).

Credibility

Neighbourhood
reputation

Witness
reputation

Problems of witness information:
• Can be false.
• Can be incomplete.

Reputation
model

Direct
Trust

• It may suffer from the “correlated evidence” problem.

System
reputation
Trust

o
#

B

o
+

A

c1

a1

b1

a2u3
+

o+
b2

o

c1
u6

#

u2

o

C

u7

u4

u9

u55
u2

#^

b2

#

u3

u9

+
^

D

o+ c2 #^ d1
d1 +
u8
d2
+

u1

c2

o
+
a1 #
o^

a2
a1
^

+

b1
+

o

+
trade ^

b2

c1

#

o
+
#
^

o

c2
o+ u4
#^ d1

+
d2

u4

u3

u2

+
^

D

u5
5
u5

^

u2

u1
u8

d2

C

u9

u9
u6
u6

u4 u7

a2

b1 u1
o

u1

u6 u5

o
#
+

o
#

B

o
+

A

u3
u7

u8
u8

u7

^

o
#

o
Big exchange of sincere infor#kind of predispomation and some
sition to help+
if it is possible.
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a2
a1

o
#

B

o
+

A

b1
+

b2
o

o
+
#
^

C

c1

#
u1

u9 c2u3
o+
#^ d1

Step 1: Identifying
the witnesses

+
d2

u1

u55

• Initial set of witnesses:
Agents that have had
a trade Relation with
the target agent

^

u2
u9

u8

u7
u3

u7

a1

#
c1

u4 u2

o

Witness
reputation

+
^

D

u8

o+

o

u6

u3

c2

#^

d1

u8

u2

?

b2

+

u9

#

u1

u5
u6

u4

u6
u7

u5
u4

competition

o
Agents tend to use all the available
# some advantage
mechanisms to take
from their+
competitors.

o
#

+
^

a2

b1
+

Witness reputation

u7

Heuristic to identify groups and
the best agents to represent
them:

groups as a single source of reputation values:
Step 1: Identifying
u6
• Minimizes u3
the correlated evidence problem.
the witnesses

Central-point

u6
u3

1. Identify the components of
the graph.

u8
u2
• Initial set of witnesses:
• Reduces the number of queries to agents that
ge ts that
t at have
ave had
ad
Agents
probably
b
bl
will
ill
give
i
us
more
or
less
l
the
th
same
a trade Relation with
the target agent information.
b2

b2

3. For each component that
does not have any cut-point,
select a central point (node
with larger degree).

To group agents ReGreT
u5 relies on sociograms.
u4

• Grouping and selecting
the most representative
witnesses

u4
Cut-point

cooperation

Witness
reputation

u7

Step 1: Identifying
the witnesses

u6
u3
u8

u2

b2

#

u5

trade

Witness
reputation

u8

u2

2. For each component, find the
set of cut-points.

#

• Initial set of witnesses:
ge ts that
t at have
ave had
ad
Agents
a trade Relation with
the target agent

^

o

trade

u7
Witness
Grouping agents with frequent interactions
reputation
among them and considering each one of these

Step 1: Identifying
the witnesses

d2

u3
u2

• Initial set of witnesses:
ge ts that
t at have
ave had
ad
Agents
a trade Relation with
the target agent

#

• Grouping and selecting
the most representative
witnesses

u5
u4

trade

b2

#

u5

trade
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Witness
reputation

ODB

< Trust u 2→b 2 (ϕ ), TrustRLu 2→b 2 (ϕ ) >

IDB

The ReGreT
system

SDB

u2

Step 1: Identifying
the witnesses

u3
Credibility

u5

Step 2: Who can I
trust?

Neighbourhood
reputation

Witness
reputation

< Trust u 5→b 2 (ϕ ), TrustRLu 5→b 2 (ϕ ) >

Reputation
model

Direct
Trust

System
reputation
Trust

Credibility model

Credibility model

• socialCr(a,w,b): credibility that agent a assigns to agent w when
w is giving information about b and considering the social structure
among w, b and himself.

Two methods are used to evaluate the credibility of
witnesses:

a

a

w

Credibility
(witnessCr)

a

a

a

b

a

a

w
b

w
b

c o m p e titiv e re la tio n
c o o p e ra tiv e re la tio n

ODB

a
w

b

w

Credibility model

b

w
b

Past history
(infoCr)

w
b

w

Social relations
(socialCr)

a

w
b

IDB

b

w - witness
b - target agent
a - source agent

The ReGreT
system

SDB

Regret uses fuzzy rules to calculate how the structure of
social relations influences the credibility on the information.
Credibility

IF coop(w,b) is h
THEN socialCr(a,w,b) is vl

1

Neighbourhood
reputation

Witness
reputation

Reputation
model

Direct
Trust

1

0

0
0

low
(l)

moderate
(m)

high
(h)

1

0

very_low
(vl)

low
(l)

moderate
(m)

high
(h)

1

System
reputation

very_high
(vh)

Trust
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Neighbourhood reputation

ODB

IDB

The trust on the agents that are in the “neighbourhood”
of the target agent and their relation with it are the
elements used to calculate what we call the
Neighbourhood reputation.

The ReGreT
system

SDB

Credibility

Neighbourhood
reputation

Witness
reputation

ReGreT uses fuzzy rules to model this reputation.

Reputation
model

Direct
Trust

IF DTa→n (offers_good_quality ) is X AND coop(b,ni) ≥ low
THEN Ra→n b (offers_good_quality) is X
i

i

IF DTRLa→n (offers_good_quality ) is X’ AND coop(b,ni) is Y’
THEN RLa→n b (offers_good_quality ) is T(X’,Y’)
i

System
reputation

i

Trust

System reputation

Trust

The idea behind the System reputation is to use the
common knowledge about social groups and the role
that the agent is playing in the society as a mechanism
to assign reputation values to other agents.

If the agent has a reliable direct trust value, it will use
that as a measure of trust. If that value is not so
reliable then it will use reputation.
Neighbourhood
reputation

Witness
reputation

The knowledge necessary to calculate a system
reputation
the group or groups
t ti is
i usually
ll iinherited
h it d ffrom th
to which the agent belongs to.

Reputation
model

Direct
Trust

System
reputation
Trust

Computational trust and reputation
models
•
•
•
•
•

RepAge

eBay
TrustNet
LIAR
ReGret
Repage

What is the RepAge model?
It is
i a reputation
t ti model
d l evolved
l d from
f
a
cognitive theory by Conte and Paolucci.
The model is designed with an special
attention to the internal representation of the
elements used to build images and
reputations as well as the inter-relations of
these elements.
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The Repage system

Image vs Reputation
• Both are social evaluations.
• They concern other agents' (targets) attitudes toward socially
desirable behaviour but...
whereas image consists of a set of evaluative beliefs about the
characteristics of a target, reputation concerns the voice that is
circulating on the same target.
Reputation is a belief about the existence of a communicated
evaluation. It is a meta-belief.
This has important consequences:
• To accept a meta-belief does not imply to accept the contained
belief.

RepAge memory
P

P

P

Value:
P

Strength: 0.6
P
P

P
1
P

P

P

P

P

0
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Image(w,informant)
CandImage(a,seller)
Image(a,seller)
conf

C_Rep

C_Images

ValComm(w, image(a,seller))
C_SharedEval
C_Outcomes
Comm(w, image(a,seller))

The Analyzer
The main task of the analyzer is to propose actions that:
1. can improve the accuracy of the predicates in the
Repage memory and
2. can solve cognitive dissonances trying to produce a
situation of certainty.
y
• For each possible action
• two copies of the current memory will be istantiated,
• to which the hypotetical new information (good/bad) will be
added.
• effects will be evaluated about change in the image of the target in
the specified role
• the wrapper agent architecture will try to combine informational
value with other costs and benefits
• a situated ordering,

344
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Current work with the RepAge
architecture
• Agents that are able to justify the values of
Images and reputations (the LRep
language).

A prospective view

• Formalization that allows an agent to
reason about the elements that conform
an image and/or a reputation.

Is that enough?

• Dynamic ontology mapping.

The lieutenant and the merchant Trifonov

The lieutenant and the merchant Trifonov

(From “The Brothers Karamazov” [Dostoyevsky])

(From “The Brothers Karamazov” [Dostoyevsky])

Replacement
notification
Lieutenant

Trifonov

Lieutenant

• It was a secret exchange. No contract.

I’ve never received
any money from you...
and couldn’t possibly
have received any.

Trifonov

A prospective view

The lieutenant and the merchant Trifonov

Current models

• If instead of the lieutenant it was a virtual agent
using a current trust and reputation model, it will be
also in a trouble.
Previous interactions were perfect so Trifonov
trustworthiness would be very high.
All current models would suggest to go ahead
with the interaction.

Trust & Reputation
system

Planner

?
Inputs

Decision
mechanism

• To be successful in this situation implies to ask
about the reasons for thinking the relevant party to
be trustworthy.

Comm

Black box

Agent

Reactive
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A prospective view

A prospective view

Current models

The next generation?

Trust & Reputation
system

Planner

Trust & Reputation
system

Planner

Value

Inputs

Decision
mechanism
Comm

Black box

Inputs

Decision
mechanism
Comm

Agent

Agent

Reactive

A prospective view

Conclusions

The next generation?

• Computational trust and reputation models are an
essential part of autonomous social agents. It is not
possible to talk about social agents without
considering trust and reputation.

Planner

• Current trust and reputation models are still far
from covering the necessities of an autonomous
social agent.

Inputs

Decision
mechanism
Comm

• We have to change the way the trust and
reputation system is considered in the agent
architecture.

Agent

Not only reactive...
... proactive

Conclusions

Presentation index

• Tight integration with the rest of the modules of
the agent and proactivity are necessary to
transform the trust and reputation system in a useful
tool that be able to solve the kind of situations a real
social agent will face in virtual societies.

•
•
•
•

Motivation
Approaches to control de interaction
Some definitions
The computational perspective

•

Computational trust and reputation models
–
–
–
–
–

• To achieve that, more collaboration with other
artificial intelligence areas is needed.

eBay
TrustNet
LIAR
ReGret
Repage

•

Prospective view

•

ART
– The testbed
– Example
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Motivation
• Trust in MAS is a young field of research,
experiencing breadth-wise growth
– Many trust-modeling technologies
– Many metrics for empirical validation

The Agent Reputation and Trust
Testbed

• Lack of unified research direction
– No unified objective for trust technologies
– No unified performance metrics and
benchmarks

The ART Testbed

If an appraiser is not
Testbed Game Rules
very knowledgeable

For a fixed price, clients
Agents functionabout
as a painting, it can
ask appraisers to provide
purchase "opinions"
art appraisers with
appraisals of paintings
from
varying expertise
in other appraisers.
from various eras.
different
Appraiserartistic eras.

• A tool for
– Experimentation: Researchers can perform
easily-repeatable experiments in a common
environment against
g
accepted
p
benchmarks
– Competitions: Trust technologies compete
against each other; the most promising
technologies are identified

Agent

Client
Client

Appraiser
g
Agent

Opinions and
Reputations

Client

Appraiser
Agent

Clientwhose
Share
Appraisers
appraisals are more
accurate receive larger
shares of the client base
in the future.

Step 1: Client and Expertise
Assignments

Appraiser
Agent

Appraisers can also buy
and sell reputation
information about other
Appraisers compete toappraisers.
achieve the highest
earnings by the end of the game.
Appraiser
Agent

Step 2: Reputation Transactions

• Appraisers receive clients who
pay a fixed price to request
appraisals
• Client paintings are randomly
distributed across eras
• As game progresses, more
accurate appraisers receive
more clients (thus more profit)

• Appraisers know their own
level of expertise for each era
• Appraisers are not informed
(by the simulation) of the
expertise levels of other
appraisers
• Appraisers may purchase
reputations, for a fixed fee,
from other appraisers
• Reputations are values
between zero and one
– Might not correspond to
appraiser’s internal trust
model
– Serves as standardized format
for inter-agent communication
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Step 2: Reputation Transactions
Requester sends
request message to a
potential reputation
provider, identifying
appraiser whose
reputation
t ti
is
i
requested
Requester sends fixed
payment to the
provider

Requester

Step 3: Opinion Transactions
• For a single painting, an
appraiser may request
opinions (each at a fixed price)
from as many other appraisers
as desired
• The simulation “generates”
opinions
i i
about
b t paintings
i ti
ffor
opinion-providing appraisers
• Accuracy of opinion is
proportional to opinion
provider’s expertise for the era
and cost it is willing to pay to
generate opinion
• Appraisers are not required to
truthfully reveal opinions to
requesting appraisers

Provider

Request

Potential reputation
provider sends
“accept” message

Accept
Payment
Reputation

Provider sends
reputation information,
which may not be
truthful

Step 3: Opinion Transactions

Requester sends
request message to a
potential opinion
p
p
provider, identifying
painting
Requester sends fixed
payment to the
provider

Requester

Provider

Request
Certainty

Step 4: Appraisal Calculation
• Upon paying providers and
before receiving opinions,
requesting appraiser submits
to simulation a weight (selfassessed reputation) for each
other appraiser
• Simulation collects opinions
sentt to
t appraiser
i
(appraisers
(
i
may not alter weights or
received opinions)
• Simulation calculates “final
appraisal” as weighted
average of received opinions
• True value of painting and
calculated final appraisal are
revealed to appraiser
• Appraiser may use revealed
information to revise trust
models of other appraisers

Potential provider
sends a certainty
assessment about the
opinion it can provide
- Real number (0 – 1)
- Not
N required
i d to
truthfully report certainty
assessment

Payment
Opinion

Provider sends
opinion, which may not
be truthful

Analysis Metrics

Conclusions

• Agent-Based Metrics
–
–
–
–

• The ART Testbed provides a tool for both
experimentation and competition

Money in bank
Average appraisal accuracy
Consistency of appraisal accuracy
Number of each type
yp of message
g p
passed

– Promotes solutions to prominent trust
research problems
– Features desirable characteristics that
facilitate experimentation

• System-Based Metrics
–
–
–
–
–

20/07/2009

System aggregate bank totals
Distribution of money among appraisers
Number of messages passed, by type
Number of transactions conducted
Evenness of transaction distribution across appraisers
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An example of using ART

20/07/2009

Building an agent for ART
An agent is described by 2 files:

1. Building an agent

• a Java class (MyAgent.java)

– creating a new agent class
– strategic methods

– must be in the testbed.participant package
– must extend the testbed.agent.Agent class

2 Running
2.
R
i a game

• an XML file (MyAgent.xml)

– designing a game
– running the game

– only specifying the agent Java class in the following way:
<agentConfig>

3. Viewing the game

<classFile>
c:\ARTAgent\testbed\participants\MyAgent.class

– Running a game monitor interface

</classFile>
</agentConfig>

Strategic methods of the Agent
class (1)

Strategic methods of the Agent
class (2)
• For opinion transactions

• For the beginning of the game

– prepareOpinionRequests()

– initializeAgent()

To ask opinion to other agents

To prepare the agent for a game

– prepareOpinionCertainties()

• For reputation transactions

To announce its own expertise to a requester

– prepareReputationRequests()

– prepareOpinionRequestConfirmations()

To ask reputation information (gossips) to other agents

To confirm/cancel requests to providers

– prepareReputationAcceptsAndDeclines()

– prepareOpinionCreationOrders()

To accept or refuse requests

To produce evaluations of paintings

– prepareReputationReplies()

– prepareOpinionProviderWeights()
To weight the opinion of other agents

To reply to confirmed requests

– prepareOpinionReplies()
To reply to confirmed requests

The strategy of this example of
agent

Initialization
The agent class is extended

• We will implement an agent with a very simple reputation model:
• It associates a reputation value to each other agent (initialized at
1.0)
• It only sends opinion requests to agents with reputation > 0.5
• No reputation
p
requests
q
are sent
• If an appraisal of another agent is different from the real value by
less than 50%, reputation is increased by 0.03
• Otherwise it is decreased by 0.03
• If our agent receives a reputation request from another agent with a
reputation less than 0.5, it provides a bad appraisal (cheaper)
• Otherwise its appraisal is honest

Reputation values are assigned to every agent
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Opinion Creation Order

Opinion requests

If a requester has a bad reputation value, a cheap and bad opinion is created
For it. Otherwise It is an expensive and accurate one

Opinion requests are only sent to agents with a reputation over 0.5

Updating reputations

Running a game with MyAgent
Parameters of the game :
• 3 agents: MyAgent, HonestAgent,
CheaterAgent
• 50 titime steps
t
• 4 painting eras
• average client share : 5 / agent

According to the difference between opinions and real painting values,
Reputations are increased or decreased

How did my agent behaved ?
Jordi Sabater-Mir
www.iiia.csic.es/~jsabater
jsabater@iiia.csic.es

Wow !
I should
h ld thi
think
k
about
participating to
the next
competition !

Laurent Vercouter
www.emse.fr/~ vercouter
Laurent.Vercouter@emse.fr
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Agent-Oriented Modelling
Kuldar Taveter
Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia

Abstract. As the boundaries blur between systems and their users, new
modelling abstractions and notions are required for modelling and designing socio-technical systems in the distributed world. These are exactly
the kinds of abstractions we intend to introduce and analyse in the tutorial, the most fundamental ones of them being ”agent” and ”system”.
In the tutorial, we first introduce a conceptual space within which to
view systems. The conceptual space consists of three layers: a deployment layer, a system design layer, and a motivation layer. Orthogonal to
the three horizontal layers are vertical concerns that cross the layers. They
are needed for a clear understanding of the issues to be addressed when
designing and implementing systems. The vertical concerns proposed by
us for systems are information, interaction, and behaviour. The types of
models required for domain analysis, design, and implementation lie at
the intersections of abstraction layers and cross-cutting concerns. In the
tutorial, we first introduce a conceptual space within which to view systems. The conceptual space consists of three layers: a deployment layer, a
system design layer, and a motivation layer. Orthogonal to the three horizontal layers are vertical concerns that cross the layers. They are needed
for a clear understanding of the issues to be addressed when designing
and implementing systems. The vertical concerns proposed by us for systems are information, interaction, and behaviour. The types of models
required for domain analysis, design, and implementation lie at the intersections of abstraction layers and cross-cutting concerns. The material
to be covered in the tutorial forms the basis for an upcoming book by
Leon Sterling and the tutor entitled “The Art of Agent-Oriented Modeling” (MIT Press, August 2009). Copies of the book will be used in the
tutorial.
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